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LETTERS

NATURAL MAGIC,

A.DDllE:JSJ:D TO

SIR WALTER SCOTT, B.ulT.

LEITER I.

Erlml and inlere,I oflhe ,abjtel -Scimet emplo!led b!l aI'
ciml got'emmenl, 10 deceive and emlare Iheir ,abjecI,
Influence of Ihe ,apernalural upon ignoranl mind,
lIteom emplo!led "ylhB anciml magicians 10 e,luhli,h Iheir
all/llOril!/-DeriurJ from a "nowleclgB of Ihe phenomena of
Nalll,'e-From Ihe influencB of narcolic dru9' upon Ihe
,'iclim. of Iheir dc/u,ion_From every braRch of ,ciellce
Acollatiea-Hydl'o,'alic,-Mechanic,-Oplic, - M. Sal
'Jerle', UJOr" on Ihe occull ,cience,-Objecl of I/le following
Ltller,.

My DEAR SIR WALTER,

As it was at your suggestion that I undertook to
draw up a popular account of those prodigies of
the material world which have received the appel
lation of Natural MfUJic, I have availed myself of
the privilege of introducing it under the shelter of
your name. Although I cannot hope to produce a
volume at all approaching ill interest to that which

A
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you have contributed to the Family Library, y~

the popular character of some of the topics whicl
belong to this branch of Demonology may atoDl
for the defects of the following Letters; and I shaJ
deem it no slight honour if they shall be conJ
sidered as forming an appropriate supplement ~
your valuable work. ,

The subject of Natural Magic is one of great
extent as well as of deep interest. In its widest
range, it embraces the history of the government~

and the superstitions of ancient times,-of th~

means by which they maintained their influene .
over the human mind,-of the assistance whie
they derived from the arts and the sciences, an
from a knowledge of the powers and phenomena 0

nature. When the tyrants of antiquity were un
able or unwilling to found their sovereignty 0

the affections and interests of their people, the
sought to entrench themselves in the stronghol
of supernatural influence, and to rnle with the dele
gated authority ofheaven. The prince, the priest
and the sage were leagued in a dark conspirac
to deceive and enslave their species; and man who
refused his submission to a being like himself, be
came the obedient slave of a spiritual despotism,
and willingly bound himself in chains when they
seemed to have been forged by the gods.

This system of imposture ,.,8.11 greatly favoured
by the ignorance of these early ages. The human
mind is at all times fond of the marvellous, and the
credulity of the individual may be often measured
by his own attachment to the truth. When know
ledge was the property of only one caste, it W8.11 by
no means diffieult to employ it in the subjugation
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rof the great mass of society. An acquaintance
:iwith the motions of the heavenly bodies, and the
",e "ariations in the state of the atmosphere, enabled
3Jli~ possessor to predict astronomical and meteoro-

logical phenomena with a frequency and an accu
! racy which could not fail to invest him with a

divine character. The power of bringing down
fire from the heavens, even at times when the elec

_, tric influence was itself in a state of repose, could
be regarded only as a gift from heaven. The

! power of rendering the human body insensible to
fire was an irresistible instrument of imposture;.

\ and in the combinations of chemistry, and the in
c fluence of drugs and soporific embrocations on the
1 human frame, the ancient magicians found their
r most available resources.

The secret use which was thus made of scientific
discoveries and of remarkable inventions, has no

I doubt prevented many of them from reaching the
present times; but though we are very ill informed
respecting the progress of the ancients in various
departments of the physical sciences, yet we have
sufficient evidence that almost every branch of
knowledge had contributed its wonders to the ma
gician's budget, and we may even obtain some in
Bight into the scientific acquirements of former
ages, by a diligent study of their fables and their·
miracles.

The science of Acoustics furnished the ancient
sorcerers with some of their best deceptions. The
imitation of thunder in their subterranean temples
eould 1I0t fail to indicate the presence of a super
natural agent. The golden virgins whose ravish
ing voices resounded through the temple of Del-

A2

or '•. R
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~erives additional confirmation from the mec11ani
"al arrangements which seemed to have formed a
, art of their religious impostures. When in some
. f the infamous mysteries of ancient Rome, the
nfortunate victims were carried off by the gods,
ere is reason to believe that they were hurried
ay by the power of machinery; and when Apol

onius, conducted by the Indian sages to the temple
f their god; felt the earth rising and falling be-
eath his feet, like the agitated sea, he was no
oubt placed upon a moving floor capable of imi
ting the heavings of the waves. The rapid de-

cent of those who consulted the oracle in the cave
f Trophonius,-the moving tripods which Apollo
ius saw in the Indian temples,-the walking sta-
es at Antium, and in the Temple of Hierapolis,

-and the wooden pigeon of Archytas, are speci
ens of the m-echanical resources of the ancient

~agic.

But of all the sciences Optics is the most fertile
in marvellous expedients. The power of bringing
the remotest ohjects within the very grasp of the
observcr, and of swelling into gigantic magnitude
the almost invisible bodies of the muterial world,
never- fails to inspire with astonishment even those
who understand the means by which these prodigies
are accomplished. The ancients, indeed, were not
acquainted with those combinations of lenses and
mirrorJl which constitute the telescope and the
microscope, but they must have been familiar with
the property of lenses and mirrors to form erect

I and inverted images of objects. There is reason
~ to think that they employed them to effect the
~ apporition of ~hcir god.; ond io ~m, of tha
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descriptions of the optical displays wbich hallow In t

their ancient temples, we recognize all the trans .
formations of the modem phantasmagoria. \ 1lll'

It would be an interesting pursuit to embod
the information which history supplies respe .
tbe fables and incantstions of the ancient superstj,
tions, and to show how far they can be explaine":
by the scientific knowledge which then prevailed
This task has, to a certain extent, been perfonneP
by M. Eusebe Salverte, in a work on the occu
sciences, which has recently appeared; but no
withstanding the ~uity and learning which 1

displays, the individual facts are too scanty to sup
port the speculations of the author, and the de
BCriptions are too meagre to satisfy the curiosity
the reader-.

In the following letters I propose to take a wide
t'llIlge, and to enter into more minute and poPullil'
details. The principal phenomena of nature, ani
the leading combinations of art, which bear the
impress of a supematural character, will pass
under our review, and our attention will be parti
cularly called to th08C singular illusions of sense,
by which the most perfect organs either ceueto
perfonn their functions, or perform them faith
lessly; and where the efforts and the creationa of
the mind predominate over the direc:t perceptiOIlll
of external nature.

• We IDUlIt ~tiOR the young reader~1It IIO.e or the
'View. ~ven in M. Salverte" work. In his anxiety to ac,.
count for every thiog miraculou. by natural causes, he hal,
asc:ribed to the Bame origin Bome of those eventll in laered
~t.ory which Christians C&DIlot but regard &I the reault 0\ :._.....,. V
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1 In executing this plan. the task of selection is
~endered extremely difficult. by the superabundance
&>f materials, as well as from the variety of judg
Jnents for which these materials must be prepared.
~odem science may be regarded as one vast
!miracle, whether we view it in relation to tae
Almighty Being, by whom its objects and its laws
were formed, or to the feeble intellect of man. by
which its depths have been sounded, and its mys
teries explored; and if the philosopher who is
familiarized with its wonders, and who has studied .
them as necel!sary results of general laws, never
ceases to admire and adore their Author. how great
should be their effect upon less gifted minds, who
must ever view them in the light of inexplicable
prodigies.-Man has in all ages sought for a sign
from heaven, and yet he has been habitually blind
to the millions of wonders with which he is llur
rounded. If the following pages should contribute
to abate this deplorable indifference to all that is
grand and sublime in the universe, and if they
should inspire the reader with a portion of that
enthusiasm of love and gratitude which can alone
prepare the mind for its finaltriumph, the labours
of the author will not have been wholly fruitless.

I' ~ :..
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The eye t"e moll imporlant of ollr organs-Popular. descrip ,
tio" of il-The ,ye i. Ihe mo.t ferlile .ource of me,II0
illu.iom-Di.appearance ofo'1ecl. when thei,' imugCl fal
upon the base of 'he oplic nN've-Di.appearance of object
whtn .een obliquely-Deceplion. a"i"',,g from "iewing ob
Jeci. in a faintli9"1- Luminou. jig",·r. crealed by pre"u,'
on the c~'e cilhrr fmm ,zlernal cawe. or f"om the fU!/lC8
oflhe_blood-vrllels-OcuIUl' 'fcctra or accidenlal colollr .
-Remarkable ifcci. pl'ot/uced by inlenu lighl-InJlu
cnce of lire imagination in "iewi"y the.e 'prclra- Rc
markable iPIlsion produced by Ihi. affection of'''e 'ye
Duration of impre"i.." of light on the 'ye-T"aumalrop
-Improvemenl. tlpon it .uggClled-Di.appearance 0

halvCl ofobjeci. or "f one of lIDO per.o".-bu,mibi/i'y a

the cye to pal'liculur colouI·.-Remark"ble oplical illu.i.
delCrihed.

OF all the organs by which we acquire a know
ledge of external nature, the eye is the most re
markable and the most important. By our othe
senses the information we obtain is comparatively
limited. The touch and the taste extend no far
ther than the surface of our own bodies. The sense
of smell is exercised within a very narrow sphere,
and that of recognizing sounds is limited to the
distance at which we hear the bursting of a meteor
and the crash of a thunderbolt. But the eye enjoys
a boundless range of observation. It takes cog
nizance not only of other worlds belonging to
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he solar system, but of other systems of worlds
nfinitely removed into the immensity of space;
nd when aided by the telescope, the invention of
uman wisdom, it is able to discover the forms,

be phenomena, and the movements of bodies
hose distance is as inexpressible in language as

t is inconceivable in thought.
While the human eye has been admired by ordi

ary observers for the beauty of its form, the power
f its movements, and the variety of its expression,

t has excited the wonder of philosophers by the ex
ulsite mechanism of its interior, and its singular
daptatio_n to the variety of purposes which it has
o serve. The eye-ball is nearly globular, and is
bout an inch in diameter. It is formed externally
y a tough opaque membrane called the sclerotic

,coat, which forms the white of the eye, with the ex':'
, ,ecption of a small circular portion in front called

the C()rnea. This portion is perfectly tran~parent,

and so tough in its nature as to afford Ii powerful
resistence to external injury. Immediately within
the cornea, and in contact with it, is the aqueous
humour, a clear fluid, which occupies only a small
part of the front of the eye. Within this humour
is the iris, a circular membrane with a hole in its
centre called the pupil. The colour of the eye re
sides in this membrane, which has the curious pro
perty of contracting and expanding so as to dimi
nish or enlarge the pupil,-an effect which human
ingenuity has not been able even to imitate. Be-

\

hind the iris is suspended the crystalline lens, in a
fine transparent capsule or bag of the same form

I with itself. It is then succeeded by the vitreousljh_ur. whi,h re..mhl.. Iho Imn_oul white .,
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an egg, and fills up the rest of the eye. Behind
vitreous humour, there is spread out on the inai
of the eye-ball a fine delicate membrane, call
the retina, which is an expansion of the opti
lIerve, entering the back of the eye, awl commu
nicating with the brain.

A perspective view and horizontal section 0

the left eye, shown in the annexed figure, wil
convey a popular idea of its structure. It is, as i
were, a small camera obscura, by means of wQi
the pictures of external objects are p$inted on
the retina, and in a way of which we are igno
rant, it conveys the impression of them to th
brain.

Fig. 1.

This wonderful organ may be considered as the
sentinel which guards the pass between the worlds
of matter and of spirit, and through which all their
communications are interchanged. The optic nerve
is U!e channel by which the mind pernSCll the
hand-writing of Nature on the retina, and through I

~J
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hich it transfers to that material tablet its deci
ions and its creations. The eye is consequently

e principal seat of the supernatural. When the
ndications of the marvellous are addressed to us
hrough the ear, the mind may be startled without

ing deceived, and r~ason may succeed in sug
esting some probable source of the illusion by
bich we have been alarmed: but when the eye

. n solitude sees hefore it tbe forms of life, fresh in
their colours and vivid in their outline; when di&-
tant or departed friends are suddenly presented to
its view; when visible bodies disappear and reap
pear without any intelligible cause; and when it
beholds objects, whether real or imaginary, for
wbose presence no cause can be assigned, the con
viction of supernatural. agency becomes under
ordinary circumstances unavoidable.

Hence it is not only an amusing but an useful
occupation to acquire a knowledge of those caUBea
which are capable of producing 80 stnmge a belief,
whether it arises from the delusions which the
mind practises upon itself, or from the dexterity
and science of otbers. I shall therefore proceed
to explain those illusions which have their origin
in the eye, whether they are general, or only occa
sionally exhibited in particular persoDll, and under
particular circumstances.

There are few persons aware that when they
look with one eye there is some particular object
before them to which they are absolutely blind.
If we look with the right eye, this point is alway.
about 15° to the right of the object which we arej viewing, or to the right of the axis of the eye or

( the point of m",' "'une' ,Uion. Ifwe look with
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the left eye, the point is as far to the left. In orde
to be convinced of this curious fact, which wa
discovered by M. Mariotte, place two coloure(
wafers upon a sheet of white paper at the distant
of three inches, and look at the left haud wafe
with the right eye at the di~nce of about 11 0

12 inches, taking care to keep the eye straigh
above the wafer, and the line which joins the eye
parallel to the line which joins the wafers. When
this is done, and the left eye closed, the right hand
wafer will no longer be visible. The same effect,~

will be produced if we close the right eye and lookl
with the left eye at the right hand wafer. Whenj
we examine the retina to discover to what part o~

it this insensibility to light belongs, we find that,
the image of the invisible wafer 11as fallen on the
base of the optic nerve, or the place where this
nerve enters the eye and expands itself to form the
retina. This point is shown in the preceding
ngure by a convexity at the place where the nerve
enters the eye.

But though light of ordinary intensity makes no
impression npon this part of the eye, II. very strong
light does, and even when we use caudles or highly
luminous bodies in place of wafers the body does
not wholly disappear, but leaves behind a faint
cloudy light, without, however, giving anything
like an image of the object from which the light
proceeds.

When the objects are tvllile wafers upon a black I

ground, the white wafer absolutely disappears, and
the space which it covers appears to be completely
black; and as the light which illuminates a land-

is not much different from that of a white
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r, we should expect, whether we use one or
h eyes", to see a black or a dark spot upon

y landscape, within 15° of the point which
t particularly attracts our notice. The Divine

tificer, however, has not left his work thus im
rfect. Though the base of the optic nerve is

~ sensible to light that falls directly upon it, yet it
~ as been made suspectible of receiving lummoUB
:e mpressions from the parts which surround it; and
~:l the consequence of this is, that when the wafer
Id disappears, the spot which it occupied, in place of
;t being black, has always the same colour as the
• ground upon which the wafer is laid, being white
';, when the wafer is placed upon a white ground,
I and red when it is placed upon a red ground. This
, curious effect may be rudely illustrated by com-

paring the retina to a sheet of blotting-paper, and
the base of the optic nen"e to a circular portion of
it covered with a piece of sponge. If a shower
falls upon the paper, the protected part will not
be wetted by' the rain which falls upon the sponge
that covers it, but in a few seconds it will be as

I effectually wetted by the moisture which it absorbs
from the wet paper with which it is surrounded.
In like manner the insensible spot on the retina
is stimulated by a borrowed light, and the apparent
defect is so completely removed, that its existence
can be determined only by the experiment already
described.

Of the same character, but far more general in

• When both eyeB ore open, the object whose image faU.
upon the insensible spot of the one e)'., ia Been bf the other,
80 that though it ia not in,iaiI*. ,.1& trill only be half 01

.~ ........."''':'*oI.Is.-,l1t to be Been.

j~.~
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its effects, and important in its consequences, i
another illUllion of the eye which presented itBe
to me several yeaN ago. When the eye is !tea
dily occupied in viewing any particular .object, 0

when it takes a fixed direction while the mind i
occupied with any engrossing topic of specula.tio
or of grief, it suddenly loses sight of, or becom
blind to, objects seen indirectly, or upon which
is not fully directed. This takes place whether "'._
U8C one or both eyes, and the object which disa{l
pears will reappear without a.ny cha.nge in the po_
sition of the eye, while other objects will vanish
and revive in succession without any apparent
caUtle. If a sportsman, for example, is watchinrc
with intense interest the motions of one of hi"
dogs, his companion, though seen with perfect
clearness by indirect vision, will vanish, and th~
light of the heath or of the sky will close in upon
the spot which he occupied.

In order to witness this illusion, put a little bit
of white paper on a green cloth, and within three
or four inches of it, place a narrow strip of white
paper. At the distance of twelve or eighteen
inches, fix one eye steadily upon the little bit of
white paper, and in a short time a part or. even
the whole of the strip of paper will vanish as if it
had been removed from the green cloth. I t will
again reappear, and again vanish, the effect de
pending greatly on the steadiness with which the
eye is kept fixed. This illusion takes place when
both the eyes are open, though it is easier to ob
serve it when one of them is dosed. The same
thing happens when the object is luminous. When
a candle is thus seen by indirect vision, it never

\
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OBLIQUll VISIOl'f-FEEBLE LIGHT. 15

wliolly disappears, but it spreads itself out into a
cloudy mass, the centre of which is blue, encircled
with a bright ring of yellow light.

This inability of the eye to preserve a sustained
'Vision of objects seen obliquely, is curiously com
pensated by the greater sensibility of those parts
of the eye that have this defect. The eye has the
power of seeing objects with perfect distinctness
only when it is directed straight upon them; that
is, all objects seen indirectly are seen indistinctly:
but it is a curious circumstance, that when we
wish to obtain a sight of a very faint star, such as
one of the satellites of Saturn, we can see it most
distinctly by looliing away from it, and when the
eye 1s turned full upon it, it immediately disap
pears.

Effects still more remarkable are produced in
the eye when it views objects that are difficult to
he seen from the small degree of light with which
they happen to be illuminated. The imperfect
view which we obtain of such objects forces us to
fix the eye more steadily upon them; but the more
exertion we make to ascertain what they are, the
greater difficulties do we encounter to accomplish
our object. The eye is a.ctually thrown into a
state of the most painful agitation, the object will
lilWell and contract, and partly disappear, and it
will again become visible when the eye has reco
vered from the delirium into which it has been
thrown. This phenomenon may be most distinctly
seen when the objects in a room are illuminated
with the feeble gleam of a fire almost extinguished;
but it may be observed in daylight by the sports
man when he endeavours to mark upon the mono-
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tonous heath the particular spot where moor-game
has alighted. Availing himself of the slightest
difference of tint iu the adjacent heath, he keeps
his eye steadily fixed on it as he advances, but
whenever the contrast of illumination is feeble, he
will invariably lose sight of his mark, and if the
retina is capable of taking it up, it is only to lose
it a second time.

This illusion is likely to be most efficacious in
the dark, when there is just sufficient light to ren
der white objects faintly visible, and to persons
who are either timid or credulous must prove a fre
quent source of alarm. Its influence too is greatly
aided by another condition of the eye, into which
it is thrown during partial darkness. The pupil
expands nearly to the whole width of the iris in
order to collect the feeble light which prevails j

but it is demonstrable that in this state the eye
cannot accommodate itself to see near objects dis
tinctly, so that the form of persons and things ac
tually become more shadowy and confused when
they come within the very distance at which we
count upon obtaining the best view of them.
These affections of the eye are, we are peTliUaded,
very frequent causes of a particular class of ap
paritions which are seen at night by the young
and the i~norant. The spectres which are con
jured up are always white, because no other colour
can be seen, and they are either formed out of in
animate objects which reflect more light than
others around them, or of animals or human
beings whose colour or change of plnce renders
them more visible in the dark. When the eye
dimly descries an inanimate object whose different
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parts reflect different degrees of light; its brighter
parts may enable the spectator to keep up a con
tinued view of it; but the disappearance and re
appearance of its fainter parts, and the change of
shape which ensues, will necessarily give it the
semblance of a living form, and if it occupies a
position which is unapproachable, aud where
animate objects cannot find their way, the mind
will I!oontransfei to it a supernatural existence.
In like manner a human figure shadowed forth in
a feeble twilight may undergo similar changes,
and after being distinctly seen while it is in a
situation favourable for receiving and reflecting
light, it may suddenly disappear in 11 position fully
before, and within the reach of, the observer's
eye ;aud if this evanescence takes place in a path
or road where there was no side-way by which the
figure could escape, it is not easy for an ordinary
mind to efface the impression which it cannot fail
to receive. Under such circumstances we never
think of distrusting an organ which we have never
found to deceive us; and the truth of the maxim
that •seeing is believing' is too univeul81ly ad
mitted, and too deeply rooted in our uature to
admit on any occasion of a single exception.

In these observations we have supposed that
the spectator bears along with him no fears or
prejudices, and is a faithful interpreter of the
phenomena presented to his ,senses; but if he is
himself a believer in apparitions, and unwilling to
receive an ocular demonstration of their reality.
it is not difficult to conceive the picture which will
be drawn when external objects are distorted and
caricatured by the imperfect indications of hiB

B
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the eyes are directed to it. When we turn the
eyeball by the action of its own muscles, the re
tina is affected at the place where the muscles are
inserted, and there may be seen opposite each eye,
and towards the nose, two semicircles of light, and
other two extremely faint towards the temples. At
particular times, when the retina is more phos.
phorescent than at others, these semicircles are
expanded into complete circles of light.

In a state of indisposition, the phosphorescence
of the retina appears in new and more alarming
forms. When the stomach is under a temporary
derangement accompanied with headache, the
pressure of the blood-vessels upon the retina
shows itself, in total darkness, by a faint blue
light floating before the. eye, varying in its. shape,
and passing away at one side. This blue ligh~

increases in intensity, becomes green and then
yellow, and sometimes rises to red, all these
colours being frequently seen at once, or the mass
of light shades off into darkness. When we co~

sider the variety of distinct forms which in a
state of perfect health the imagination can con
jure up when looking into a burning fire, or upon
IUl irregularly shaded surface-, it is easy to con-

• A very curious example of the iufluence of the imagi
nation in creating distinct forms out of an irregularly
shaded aurface, is mentioned in the lif" of Peter Heaman,
a Swede, who was executed for piracy and inurd"r at L.,ith
in 1822. We I\'ive it in his own words:-

"One r"markaple thing was, one day as we mended a
£ail, it being a very thin one, after laying it upon deck in
(O,1d8, I took the tar brush and tarred it over in the places
which 1 thought need"d to be strengthened. Dut when we
hoisted it up, I was astonished to see that the tar I had put

-I
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ceive how the masses of coloured light which float
before the eye may be moulded by the same power
into those fantastic and natural shapes, which so
often haunt the couch of the invalid, even when
the mind retains its energy, and is conscious of
the illusion under which it labours. In other
cases, temporary blindness is produced by pressure
upon the optic nerve, or upon the retina; and
under the excitation of fever or delirium, when the
physical cause which produces spectral forms is at
its height, there is superadded a powerful in
fluence of the mind, which imparts a new cha
racter to the phantasms of the senses.

In order to complete the history of the illusions
which originate in the eye, it will be necessary to
give some account of the phenomena called ocular
spectra, or accidental colours. If we cut a figure
out of red paper, and placing it on a sheet of white
paper, view it steadily for some seconds with one or
both eyes fixed on a particular part of it, we shall
observe the red colour to-become less brilliant. If
we then turn the eye from thl( red figure upon the
white paper, we shall see a distinct greffi figure,
which is the spectmm, or accidental colour of the
'Ted figure. With diffl<rently coloured figures we
shall observe differently coloured spectra, as in
the following table :-

upon it represented a gallows and a man nnder it without a
head. The head was lying beside him. He was complete,
body, thiJoths, !l-gs, arms, and in every shape like a man.
Now, I oftentimes made remarksllpon it; and repeated them
to the others. I always said to them all, you may depend
upon it that 80methiug will happen. I afterwards took
down the sail on a calm day, and sewed a piece of canvass
over the figure to cover it, for I could not b~'ar to have it
always before my eyn."

-II
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Colour of the Culour of the
Origioal figurl'll. Spectral figure••

Red, Bluish..green.
Orange, Blue.
Yellow, Indigo.
Green, Reddish-violet.
Blue, OJ'ange-red.
Indigo, Orange-yellow.
Violet, YeIlow.
White, Black.
Black, White.

The two laflt of these experiment8, viz., white and
black figures, may be satillfactorilymade by using
B. white medallion on a daI'k ground, and a black
profile figure. The spectrum of the former will
be found to be black, and 'that of the latter white.

These ocular spectra often show themselves
without any effort on our part, and even without
our knowledge. Ina 'highly painted room illu
minated by the sun, those parte of the furniture
on which the 'Sun does not directly fall have always
the opposite or accidental colour. If the sun shines
through a chiuk in a red window-curtain, its light
will appear green, -varying, as in the above table,
with the colour of the curtain; and if we look lit
the image of a candle reflected from the water in a
blue finger glass, it will appear yellO'lv. When
ever, in short, the eye is affected with one prevail
ing colour, it sees at the same time the spectral or
accidental colour, just 88 when a musical string is
-vibrating, the ear hears at the same time its fun
damental and its harmonic sounds.

If the prevailing light is white and very strong,
the spectra whicb it produces are no longer black,
but of various colours in succcnion. If we look
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at the 8un, for example, when near the -horizon, or
when reflected from glll88 or water so as to mode
rate its brilliancy, and -keep the eye upon it stea
dily for a few seconds, we shall see even for houl'8
ld'terwards, and whether the eyes are open or shu~
a spectra of the -sun 'Varying in its colours. At
first, with the eye open, it is bruwnish-red with a
diy-blue border, and when the eye is shut, it is
green with a red border. The red becomes more
bmlliant, and the blue more vivid, till the impres
Ilion is gradually worn oft'; but even when they
become very faint, they may he revived by a gentle
pre88ure on the eyeball.

Some eyes are more susceptible than others of
these spectral imprenions, and Mr. Boyle men
tions an individual who continued for years to
Bee the spectre of the sun when he looked upon
bright objects. This fact appeared to Locke so
interesting and inexplicable, that he consulted Sir
Isaac Newton respecting its cause, and drew from
him the following interesting account of a similar
effect upon himself :-'The observatio!1 you men
tion in Mr. Boyle's book of colours, I once made
upon myself with the hazard of my eyes. The
manner was this: I looked a very little while
upon the sun in the looking-glass with my right
eye, and then turned my eyes into a dark comer
of my chamber" and winked, to observe the im
pres6ion made, and the circles of colours which
encompassed it, and how they decayed by deg:re ,
and at laat vanished. This I repeated a second
and a third time. At _the third time, when t1l
phantasm af light and colours about it w r
abnoet vaniahed, intending my fancy upon tb

- to Bee their last appearance, I found, to m.
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amazement, that they began to return, and by
little and little to become as lively and vivid as
when I had newly looked lIpon the SUII. But
when I ceased to intend my face upon them
they vanished again. After this, J found that.
as often as I went into the dark, and intended
my mind upon them. as when a man looks
earnestly to see anything which is difficult to be
seen, I could make the phantasm return without
looking any more upon the sun; and the oftener
I made it return, the more easily I could make it
return again. And at length, by repeating this
without looking any more upon the sun, I made
such an impression on my eye, that, if I looked
upon the clouds, or a book. or any bright object,
I saw upon it a round bright spot of light like the
lIun, and, which is still stranger. though I looked
upon the sun with my right eye only, and not
with my left. yet my fancy began to make an im
pression upon my left eye as well as upon my
right. For if I shut my right eye, and looked
upon a book or the clouds with my left eye, I
could see the spectrum of the sun almost as plain
as with my right eye, if I did but intend my
fancy a little while upon it: for at first, if I shut
my right eye, and looked with my left, the spec
trum of the sun did not appear till I intended my
fancy upon it; but by repeating, this appeared
every time more easily. And now in a few hours
time I had brought my eyes to such a pass, that
I could look upon no bright object with either
eye but I saw the sun before me, so that I durat
neither write nor read; but to recover the use of
my eyes, shut myself up in my chamber made
dark, for three daya together, and used all means
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in my power to direct my imagination from the
sun. For if J thought upon him, I presently saw
his picture, though I was in the dark. But by
keeping in the dark, and employing my mind
about other things, I began in three or four days
to have more use of my eyee again; and by for..;
bearing to look upon bright objects, recovered
them pretty well; though not so well but that,
for some months after, the spectrums of the sun
began to return as often as I began to meditate
upon the phenomena, even though I lay in bed
at midnight with my curtains drawn. But now
I have been well for many years, though I am
apt to think, if I durst venture my eyes, I could
still make the phantasm retunl by the power of
my fancy. This story I tell you, to let you un
derstand, that in the observation related by Mr.
Boyle, the man's fancy probably concurred with
the impression made by the sun's light to produce
that phantasm of the sun which he constantly saw
in bright objects".'
. I am not aware of any effects that had the cha

racter of supernatural having been actually pro
duced by the causes above described: but it is
obwous, that if a living figure had been projected
against the strong light which imprinted these dur
able spectra of the sun, which might really happen
when-the solar rays are reflected from water, and
diffused by its ruiRed surface, this figure would
have necessarily accompanied all the luminous
1!pectres which the fancy created. Even in ordi
nary lights strange appearances may be produced
by even transient impressions; and if I am not

• See the Etlilfhurg" E"cyc/(;pn;a, Art. ACCIDB!lTAL

COLOlIlIIo
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greatly mistaken, the case which I am about to
mention is ndt only one which may occur, but
which actully happened. A figuredrened ill
fJlaok and mounted upon a wlrite horae, W81 riding
~,_ expoeed to the bright rays of the sun,
whicn, throughaflllall opening in the clouds, was
t.hPowing its light only upon that part of the land.
1ICSpe. The black figure wy projected against a
white cloud, and the white hone shone with par
ticular brilliancy by its contraBt with the dark soil
against which it w8llBeen. A person interested
in &he arrival of snch a stranger had been for some
time following his movements with intense anxiety,
but upon his disappearance behind a wood Wlltl

wrprised to observe the spectre of the mounted
stmnger in the form of a white rider upon a black
steed, and this spectre was seen for some time in
the sky, or upon -any pale ground to which the eye
wu directed. Such an occurrence, especially if
accompanied with a suitable combination of events,
might, even in modem times, llave formed a chap
ter in the history of the marvellous.

It is a curious circumstance, that when the
image of an object is impressed" upon the retina
only for a few moments, the picture which is left
it! exactly of the same colour with the obje<;.t. If
we look, for-example, at a window at some distance
from the eye, and then t1'8Dsfer the eye quickly to
the wall, we shall see it distinctly, but momenta
rily;, with lighipanes and dark bart!; but in a
Ilp8(:C of time incalculably short, this picture is tlUC

ceededby the apectral impression of the window,
which will cousist of black panes and white bars.
The similarllpectrum, or that of the same colour

, the object, is finely seen in the experimentaf
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forming lumin0U8 circles by whirling rond a burn.
ing stick, in lII'hich case the circles are alwayrl"eCl.

In virtue of this property of the eye, ;jlI1 object
may be seen in many placee at once:; and 'We ma.y
even ahibit at the _me instant the two opposite
sides of the same object, or two pictures paintecl
on the opposite trides of a piece of card. It wu
fOund by a French philosopher, M. D'Arcet, that
the impretlllion of light contin1l8d on the l'etina
about the eighth part of a second after the lami
nous body was withdrawn, and upon this principle
Dr. Paris has constructed the pretty little instru
ment called the ThaumtJtrope, or the Wonder
turner. It consists of a number of circular pieces
of.... about two or three inches bmad, which
may be twirled round with great velocity by the ap
plication of the fore-finger and thumb of each hand
to pieces of silk string attached to opposite points
of their circumference. On each side of the circular
piece of card is painted part of a picture, or a part
of a figure, in 'such a 'mmner that the two pal1ll
would form a group or a whole figure, ,if -we could
see both sides at once. Harlequin, for example, is
painted on one side, and Columbine on the other,
~ that by twirling round the card the two are seeD
at the same time in their usual mode of combina
tion. The body of a Turk isdraWIl on one side,
and his head on the I'lWeree, and by the rotation. of
the card the head is replaced upon his shoulders.
The principle of this illusion may be -extended to
many other contrivances. Part of a sentence ma,'
be written on one side of a card and the rest on
the reverse. Particular letters may -be given on
one tride, and others upon the other, or even halves
or parte of t" ·v be put upon each side,
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<lr all these contrivances may be combined, so that
the..rentiment which they express can be under~

stood only when all the llCattered parts are united
by the revolution of the card.

As the revolving card is virtually transparent,
so that bodies beyond it can be seen through it,
the power of the illusion might be greatly extended
by introducing into the picture other figures, either
animate or inanimate. 'The setting sun, for ex
ample, might be introduced into a landscape; part
of the flame of a fire might be seen to issue from
the crater of a volcano, and cattle grazing in a field
might make part of the revolutionary landsCape.
For such purposes, however, the form of the in
strument would require to be completely~,
and the rotation should be effected rounda:rrnd
ing axis by wheels and pinions, and a screen
placed in front of the revolving plane with open'
compartments or apertures, through which the
principal figures would appear. Had the principle
of this instrument been known to the ancients,it
would doubtless have formed a powerful engine of
delusion in their temples, and might have been
more effective than the optical means which they
seem to have employed for producing the appari"
tions of their gods.

In certain diseased conditions of the eye effects
of a very remarkable kind are produced. The fa
culty of seeing objects double is too common to
be noticed as remarkable; and though it may take
place with only one eye, yet, as it generally arises
from a transient inability to direct the axes of both
eyes to the same point, it excites little notice. That
state of the eye, however, in which we lose sight
of half of every object at which we look is more
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alanning and more likely to be ascribed to the
disappearance of part of the object than to a defect
ofsight. Dr; Wollaston, who experienced this de
fect twi('.e, infQrms us that, after taking violent
exercise, he" suddenly found that he could see but
half of a man whom he met, and that on attempt
ing to read the name of JOHNSON over a door,
he saw only SQN, the commencement of the
Dame being wholly obliterated from his view." In
this instance, the part of the object which disap
peared was towards his left, but on a second'occur
renee of the same affection, the part which disap
peared was towards his right. There are many
occasions on which this defect of the eye might
alarm the person who witnessed it for the first

. time. At certain distances from the eye one of
two persons would necessarily disappear; and by
a slight change of position either in the observer or
the person observed, the person that vanished
would reappear, while the other would disappear
in his tum. The circumstances under which these
evanescences would take place could not be sup
posed to occur to an ordinary observer, even if he
should be aware that the cause had its origin in
himself. . When a phenomenon so strange is seen
by a person in perfect health, as it generally is,
and who has never had occasion to distrust the
testimony of his senses, he can scarcely refer it to
any other cause than a supernatural one.

Among the affections of the eye which not only
deceive the person who is subject to them, but
those also who witness their operation, may be
enumerated the insensibility of the eye to particu
lar colours. This defect is not accompanied with
any imperfection of vision, or connected with any
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guish blue from pink, and the BOlar spectrum con
sists only of two colours, yellow and blue. Mr.
Troughton regards red ruddy pinks, and brilliant
oranges, as yellows, and greens as blues, so that
he is capable only of appreciating blue and yellow
colours.

In all those cases which haye been carefully
studied, at least in three of them in which I have
had the advantage of making personal observa
tions, namely those of Mr. Troughton, Mr. Dalton,

. and Mr. Liston, the eye is capable of seeing the
whole of the prismatic spectrum, the red space ap
pearing to be yellow. If the red space consisted
of homogeneous or simple red rays, we should be
led to infer that the eyes in question were not in
sensible to red light, but were merely incapable
of discriminating between the impressions of red
and yellow light. I have lately shown, however,
that the prismatic spectrum consists of three equal
and coincident spectra of red, yellow, and blue
light, and consequently, that much yellow and a
small portion of blue light exist in the red space;
and hence it follows, that those eyes which see
only two colours, viz. yellow and blue, in the spec
trum, are really insensible to the red light of the
spectrum, and see only the yellow with the small
portion of blue with which the red is mixed. The
faintness of the yellow light which is thus seen in
the red space, confirms the opinion that the retina
has not appreciated the influence of the simple j
red rays. j

If one of the two travellers who, in the fable of
·lte chameleon, are made to quarrel about the colour 1.

l,hat singular animal, had happened to posse8ll
iefect of sight, they would have encountered at
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every step of their journey, new grounds of dissen
sion, without the chance of finding an umpire who
could pronounce a satisfactory decision. Under
certain circumstances, indeed, the arbiter might set
aside theopinions ofboth the disputants, and render
it necessary to appeal to some higher authority,

-- to beg he'd tell them if he knew
Whether'the thing was red or blu~.

< In the course of writing the preceding observa
tions an ocular. illusion occurred to myself of so
extraordinary a nature, that I am convinced it never
was seen before, and I think it far from probable
that it will ever be seen again. Upon directing my
eyes to the candles that were standing before me, I
was surprised to observe, apparently among my hair,
and nearly straight above my head, and far without
the range of vision, a distinct image of one of the
candles inclined about 45° to the horizon, as shown
at A. in Fig. 2. The image was as distinct and

Fig- 2.
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perfect &II if it ftad been formed by refterion froat.
a piece of mirror glass, though of coone much 1..
brilliant, and the position of the image proved that
it must be formed by reflexion from a pafectly
flat and highly polished surface. But where such.
surface could be placed, loud how, even if it were
fixed, it could reflect the image of the candle up
through my head, were difficulties not a little per
plexing. Thinking that it might be something
lodged in ,the eyebrow, I covered it up from the
light, but the image still retained its place. I theu.
examined the eyelashes with all little success, and
WIlS driven to the extreme supposition that a C1'JII-'
tallization was taking place in some part of the
aqueous humour of the eye, and that the image was
formed by the reflexion of the light of the candle
from one of the crystalline faces. In this state of
uncertainty, and, I may add, of anxiety, for this
last supposition was by no means an agreeable one,
I set myself down to examine the phenomenon
experimentally. I found that the image varied its
place by the motion of the head and of the eyeball,
which proved that it was either attached to the eye-
ball or occupied a place where it was affected by
that motion. Upon inclining the candle at different
angles the image suffered corresponding variations
of position. In order to determine the exact place
of the reflecting substance, I now took an opaque
circular body and held it between the eye and the
candle till it eclipsed the mysterious image. By l

'inging the body nearer and nearer the eyeball till j
hadow became sufficiently distinct to be seen, 1
s easy to determine the locality of the reflec
>ecause the shadow of the opaque body must
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fall upon it whe~r the image of the candle waa
eclipsed. In this way I 88Certained that the reflect
ing body was in the upper eyelash, and I found,
that, in consequence ofbeing disturbed, it had twice
changed its inclination, 80 as to represent a verti
cal candle in the horizontal position B, and after
wards in the inverted position C. Still, however,
I &Ought for it in vain. and even with the aid of
a magnifier I could not discover it. At last, how
ever, Mrs. B. who poBBeBBeB the perfect vision of
short-sighted persons, .discovered, after repeated
exalninations, beQveen two eyelashes, a minute
speck. which, upon being removed with great diffi
culty, turned out to be a chip of red wax not above
the hundredth part of an inch in diameter, and
having ita surface so perfect;ly flat and so highly
.polished that I could see in it the same image of
the candle, by placing it extremely near the eye.
This chip of wax had no doubt received its flatness
and ita polish from the surface of a seal, and had
started into my eye when breaking the seal of a
letter.

That this reflecting substance was the cause of
the image of the candle cannot admit of a doubt;
but the wonder still remains how the images which
it formed occupied 80 mysterious a place as to be
seen without the range of vision, and apparently
.through the head. In order to explain this, let
m n, Fig. 2, be a lateral view of the eye. The chip
of wax was placed at m at the root of the eyelashes,
and being nearly in contact with the outer surface
of the cornea, the light of the candle, which it re
flected, passed very obliquely through the pupil and
fell upon the retina somewhere to the left of n, very

02
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near where the retina terminates; but a ray thus
falling obliquely on the retina is seen, in virtue of
the law of visible direction already explained, in a
line n C perpendicular to the retina at the point
near n, where the ray fell. Hence the candle was
necessarily seen through the head as it were of the
observer, and without the range of ordinary vision.
The comparative brightness of the reflected image
still surprises me; but even this, if the image
really was brighter, may be explained by the fact,
that it was formed on a part of the retina upon
which light had never before fallen, and which
may therefore be supposed to be more sensible

• than the parts of the membrane in constant UBe,
to luminous impressions.

Independent of its interest as an example of the
marvellous in vision, the preceding fact may be
considered as a proof that the retina retains its
power to its very termination near the ciliary pro
ceSBeS, and that the law of visible direction holds
true even without the range of ordinary vision.
It is therefore possible that a reflecting surface
favourably placed on the outside of the eye, or
that a reflecting surface in the inside of the eye,
may cause a luminous image to fall nearly on the
extreme margin of the retina, the consequence of
which would be that it would be seen in the back
of the head half way between a vertical and a
horizontal line.
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LETTER III.'
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Suhject of 'pectral illu,iolU-Reu"t and i"ttrtdi"f/ ca't of
Mr,. Ar-Her fir.t iJlu.ioll ajfecti"f/ t!at tar-Sptctral
apptWiti07l of her hu,hattd-Sptctral apparition of a cat
AppariliOtl of a IIem' alld livillg relatioll ill grtllJe·clothe.
Ittll in a loolti"f/.glau-Othtr ilhuio1t' njftcti"g the tar
-Spectre ofa dectD'ed fritTtd .ittillg ill an tD'y clutir~

Spectrt ofa coachandfourjilkd lDitla dekto".-Accuracy
and VDlut of tlae preceditrg CQ,e,-Slale of lataltll ""tler
.chich thty aro.e-Spectral apparition. lire picture' on the
rdina-1'1te idea. of memory and imagillatioll are 0/.0
picture. all the reti1ta-General vitID. of the .uhject
Approzimate ezplantrtiDfl of 'Pectral apparitioll'.

TUE pr.eceding account of the different sources of
illusion to which the eye is subject, is not only
useful as indicating the probable cause of any
indiyidual deception, but it has a special import
ance in preparing the mind for understanding
those more vivid and permanent spectral illusions
to which some individuals have been either occa
sionally or habitually subject.

I n these lesser phenomena we find the retina 8

powerfully influenced by external impressions as to
retain the view of visible objects long after they are
withdrawn; we observe it to be so excited by local
pressures of which we sometimes know neither the
nature nor the origin, as to see in total darknea
moving and shapeless masses of coloured light.
and we find, as in the case of Sir Isaac Newto ~
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and others, that the imagination has the power of
reviving the impressions of highly luminous ob
jects, months and even years after they were first
made. From such phenomena, the mind feels it
to be no violent transition to pass to those spectral
illusions which, in particular states of health, have
haunted the most intelligent individuals,'not only
in the broad light of day, but in the very heart of
the aocial circle.

This curious subject baa been 80 ably and fully
treated in your Letters on Demollology, that it
would be presumptuous in me to resume any part
of it on which you have even touched; but as it
forms a necessary branch of a Treatise on Natural
Magic, and as one of the molt remarkable cases
on record has come within my own knowledg~ I
shall make no apology for ~viog a full account of
the different spectral appearances which it em
braces, and of adding the results of a sem of
observations and experiments on which I haTe
been long occupied, with the view of throwing lOme
light on this remarkable clus of phenomena.

A few yean ago I had occasion to spend lOme
clays under the same roof with the lady to whoae
case I have above referred. At that time she had
seen no spectral illuaions, and was - acquainted
with the subject only from the interesting volume of
Dr. Hibbert. In convening with her about the
cause of these apparitions, I mentioned, that if she
should ever see such a thing, she might diatinguish
a genuiileJhOlt exiating externally, and seen as
an extern object, from oue created by the mind,
by merely pressing one eye or straining them both
10 lUI to see objects double; far in this CIUle the
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utemal object or auppotled apparition would in
Yariably be doubled, while the impreuion on the
retina created by the mind would remain single.
This observation recurred to her mine! when she
BDfortunately became subject to the same illusions;
but she W8lI too well acquainted with their nature
to require any such evidence of their mental origin ;.
and the state of agitation which generally accomc
panies them seems to have prevented her from
Diaking' the experiment as a matter of curiosity.

1. The fint illusion to which Mrs. A. Wat subject
... ODe which affected only the ear. On the 26th
of December, 1830, about half-past four in· the.
aftemoon, ahe wu standing near the fire in the.
hall, and on the point of going up atairs to dre..
when she heard, u she suppo&ed, her husband',
..oice calling her by nam.e," ---- Come
here! come to me!" She imagined that he waa
calling at the door to have it opened, but upon
going there and Dpening the door she was surprised
to find no person there. . Upon returning to the
fire, she again heard the same voice calling out
very distinctly and loudly, "--Coine, come
heIe!" She then opened two doors of the
lIlUIle room, and upon seeing no perion she
retanled to the tire-place. Mter a few momenta
ahe heard the l8JDe voice still calling, "-
-- Come to me, come! come away!" in loud,
plaintive, and somewhat impatient tone. h a •
awered al loudly, "Where are you? I d o't no
where you are;" still imagining that he w e-
where in IlelIZch of her: but receiving no an '
abe ahortly went up stain. On Mr. A.'8 return
die houae, about half an hour afterward, he i
qaired why he called to her 110 often, and wbe h

'Sl
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was; and she was, of coune, greatly surprised to
learn that he had not been near the hOIl8e at the
time. A similar illusion, which excited. no parti
cular notice at the time, occurred to Mn. A. when
residing at Florence about ten yean before, and
when she was in perfect health. When she was
undressing after a ball, she heard a voice call her
repeatedly by name, and she was at that time un
able to account for it.

2. The next illusion which occurred to Mn. A.
was of a more alarming character. On the 30th
of December, about four o'clock in the afternoon,
Mn. A. came down stairs into the drawing-room,
which she had quitted only a few minutes before,
and on entering the room she saw her husband, as
she supposed, standing with his back to the fire,
As he had gone out to takc a walk about half an
hourbefore, she was surprised to see him there, and
asked him why he had returned so soon. The figure
looked fixedly at her with a serious and thoughtful
expression of countenance, but did not speak.
Supposing that his mind was absorbed in thought,
she sat down in an arm-chair near the fire, and
within two feet at most of the figure, which she
still saw standing before her. As its eyes, how
ever, still continued to be fixed upon her, she said,
after the lapse of a few minutes, "Why don't
you speak, --?" The figure immediately moved
off towards the window at the farther end of the
room, with its eyes still gazing on her, and it
passed so very close to her in doing so, that ahe
was struck by the circumstance of hearing no
ste~ nor sound, nor feeling her clothes brushed
agSIDllt, nor even any agitation in the air. AI
'tough she wall now convinced that the figure was

•
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not her husband, yet she never for a moment sup~

posed that it was any thing supernatural, and was
soon convinced that it was a spectral illusion. As
soon as this conviction had established itself in her
mind, she recollected the experiment which I had
suggested, of trying to double the object; but be~
fore she was able distinctly to do this, the figure
had retreated to the window, where it disappeared.
Mrs. A. immediately followed it, shook the curtains
and examined the window, the impression having
been so distinct and forcible that she was unwilling
to believe that it was not a reality. Finding, how
ever, that the figure had no natural means of es
cape, she was convinced that she had seen a spec~

tral apparition like those recorded in Dr. Hibbert'.
work, and she consequently felt no alarm or agita~

tion. The appearance-was seen in bright day-light,
and lasted four or five minutes. When the figure
stood close to her it concealed the real objects be
hind it, at)d the apparition was fully as vivid as the
reality.

3. On these two occasions Mrs. A. was alone, but
when the next phantasm appeared her husband
was present. This took place on the 4th of January,
'1830. About ten o'clock at night, when Mr, and
Mrs. A. were sitting in the drawing-room, Mr. A
took up the poker to stir the fire, and when he wa
in the act of doing this, Mrs. A. exclaimed, " Wh
there's the cat in the room!"-"Where?"asked MI
A. "There, close to you," she replied. "Where?'
he repeated. " Why on the rug to be sure, bern' t

yourself and the coal scuttle." Mr. A., who had
still the poker in his hand, pushed it in the direc- ,
tion mentioned: "'J;'ake care," cried Mrs. A. "take
care, you are hitting her with the poker." Mr. A.
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apin uked her to point out exaetly where she"... J
tJae cat. She replied, "Why aiUing up there c10le J'
to yOUl'- feet on the rag. SIle is looking at me. It
ill Kitty-eome here, Kitty lOt-There were two .
eata in the hoUle, ODe of which went by this name,
and they were rarely if ever in the drawing-room. 1

At this time Mn. A. had no idea that the light of j
the cat WlUI an illuaion. When she wu asked to
touch it~ .he got up for the purpose, and seemed u
if abe were punuing llOIllething which moved away.
She followed a few Iltepa, and then said," It haa
~ under the chair." Mr. A. aB8ured her it Wall

an illusion, but abe would not believe it. He then ]
lifted up the chair, and Mrs. A. saw nothing more
of it. The room wu then searched aU over, and
nothing found in it. There was a dog lying on
the hearth, who would have betrayed great un-
easiiIen if a eat had been in the room, but he lay I
perfectly quiet. In order to be quite certain, Mr.
A. rung the bell, and lIent for the two eats, both of
which were found in the housekeeper's room.

4. About a month after this occurrence, Mrs. A.,
who had taken a llOIDewhat fatiguing drive during
the day, was preparing to go to bed about eleven
o'clock at night, and, sitting before the dresaing
glasa, was occupied in arranging her hair. She
wall in a listleBll and droWlly state of mind, but fully

. awake; When her fingers were in active motion
among the papillotel!, she was suddenly startled by
eeeing in the mirror the figure of a near relation,
who was then in Scotland, and in perfect health.
The lI.pparition appClU'ed over her left shoulder, and

. it. eyes met her's in the glass. It was enveloped
....ve-clothea, closely pinned, aa is uanal with
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corpses, roUDti the head, and under the chin, aDd
ihough the eyt!ll were open, the features were solemn
and rigid. The dresa waa evidently a ahroud, _
Mn. A. remarked even the punetured pattern UIU

ally worked in a peculiar maDDer round the edges
of that garment. Mrs. A. 'leacribed herself as at
the time sensible of a feeling like what we conceive
of fascination, compelling her for a time to gaze OD

thiI melancholy apparition, which wu as distinct
mel vivid u any reflected reality cowd be, the light
of the candlea upon the dreuing-table appearing to.
alrine fully upon ita face. After a few minutes, abe
turned round to look for the reality of the form
mer her lhovlder; but it was not visible, and it
W &lao disappeared from the glau when abe
looked again in that direction.

5. In the beginning of March, when Mr. A. had
been about a fortnight from home, Mrs. A. fre
quently heard him moving near her. Nearlyevuy
Dight as ahe lay awake, she distinctly heard sounds
like hia breathing hard on the pillow by her aide,
ad other sounds nch as he ~ht make while
turning in bed.

6. On another occasion, during Mr. A.'s ab enc!; -'
.bile riding with a neighbour, Mr.--, she heard
Ilia voice frequently as if he were riding by bill
aide. She heard also the tramp of his horae's feet,
and was allDOtlt puzzled- by hearing him add
her at the Il8IDe time with the penon really in com-
JIGlY. His voice made remarka on the ceneryl
improvements, &C., such aa be probably should
have dODe had he been present. On this occasio~

howeftr, there waa no viable apparition.
7. On the 17th March, Mrs. A. was preparing
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for bed. She had dismissed her maid, and was J
sitting with her feet in hot water. Having an ex- ]
cellent memory, she had been thinking upon and
repeating to heuelf a striking passage in the Edin-
burgh Review, when, on raising her eyes, she saw·
seated in a large easy chair before her the figure of I
a deceased friend, the sister of Mr. A. The figure
was dressed, as had been usual with her, with great j
neatness, but in a gown of a peculiar kind, such as
Mrs. A. had never seen her wear, but exactly such
8S had been described to her by a common friend·
as having been worn by Mr. A.'s sister during her
last visit to England. Mrs. A. paid particular at- 1
tention to the dress, air, and appearance of the
figure, which sat in an easy attitude in the chair,
holding a handkerchief in one hand. Mrs. A. tried 1
to speak to it, but experienced a difficulty in doing
l!O, and in about three minutes the figure disap-
peared. About a minute afterwards, Mr. A. came
into the room, and found Mrs. A. slightly nervous,
but fully aware of the delusive nature of the appa-
rition. She described it as having all the vivid
colouring and apparent reality of lite; and for some
hours preceding this and other visions, she expe-_
rienced a peculiar sensation in her eyes, which-
seemed to be relieved when the vision had ceased.

8. On the 5th October, between one and two
o'clock in the morning, Mr. A. was awoke by Mrs.
A., who told him that she had just seen the figure.
of his deceased mother draw aside the bed-curtamll"
and appear between them. The dress and the look
of the apparition were precisely those in which
Mr. A.'s mother had been last seen by Mrs. A.

?aris in 1824.
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9. On the 11th October, when sitting in the
drawing-room, on one side of the fire-place, she
saw the figure of another deceased friend moving
towards her from the window at the farther end of
the room. It approached the fire-place, and sat
down in the chair opposite. As there were several
persons in the room at the time, she describes the
idea uppermost in her mind to have been a fear
lest they should be alarmed at her staring, in the
way she was conscious of doing, at vacancy, and
should fancy her intellect disordered. Under the
influence of this fear, and recollecting a story of a
similar effect in your work on Demonology, which
she had lately read, she summoned up the requisite
resolution tQ enable her to cross the space before
the fire-place, and seat herself in the sll:me chair
with the figure. The apparition remained perfectly
distinct till she sat down, as it were, in its lap;
when it vanished.

10. On the 26th of the same month, about two
P.X. Mrs. A. was sitting in a chair by the window
in the same room with her husband. He heard
her exclaim-" What have I seen?" And on
looking at her, he observed a strange expression ill
her eyes and countenance. A carriage and four
had appeared to her to be;lriving up the entrance
road to the house. As it approached, she felt in
clined to go up stairs to prepare to receive com
pany, but, as if spell-bound, she was unable to
move or speak. The carriage approached, and as
it arrived within a few yards of the window, she
saw the figures of the postillions and the persons
inside take the ghastly appearance of skeletons
and other hideous figures. The whole then vanished
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entirely, when she uttered the above-mentioned
exclamation.

11. On the morning of the 30th October, whell
Mrs. A. was sitting in her own room with a fa
vourite dog in her lap, she distinctly saw the sa.me
dog moving about the room during the space of
about a minute or rather more.

12. On the 3d December, about nine P.lI., when
Mr. and Mrs. A. were sitting near each other in
the drawing-room occupied in reading, Mr. A. felt
a pressure on his foot. On looking up, he 0b
served Mrs. A.'s eyes fixed with a strong and lDl

natural stare on a chair about nine or ten feet
distant. Upon asking her what she saw, the ex
pression of her countenance changed, and upon
recovering herself, she told Mr. A. that she had.
seen his brother, who was alive and well at the
moment in London, seated in the opposite chair,
but dressed in grave-clothes, and with a ghastly .
countenance, as if scarcely alive.

Such is a brief account of the various spectral
illusions observed' by Mrs. A. In describing them
I have used the very words employed by her lum
band in his communications to me on the subjectf' ;
and the reader may be assured that the descrip
tions are neither heightened by fancy, nor ampli
fied by invention. The high character and intel
ligence of the lady, and the station of her husband
in society, and as a man of learning and science,
would authenticate the most marvellous narrative,
and satisfy the most scrupulous mind, that the
case has been philosophically. as well as faithfully

• Edinburgh Journal of Scienu, New Series, No. iv. pp.
~.q, 219, No. vi. p. 244, and No. viii. p. 261.
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deacribed. In narrating events which we regud.
as of a supernatural character, the mind haa •
1Jtrong tendency to give more prominence to what
appears to itself the most wonderful j but from the
very same cause, when we describe extraordinary
and inexplicable phenmnen:a which we believe to
be the result of natural causes, the mind is prone
to strip them of their most marvellous points, and
bring them down to the level of ordinary events.
From the very commencement of the spectral illu
mons seen by Mrs. A., both she and her husband
were well aware of their nature and origin, and
both of them paid the most minute attention tG
the circumstances which accompanied them, not
only with the view of throwing light upon so cu
rious a subject, but for the purpose of ascertaining
their connexion with the state of health Imder
which they appeared.

As the spectres seen by Nicolai and othenJ had
their origin in bodily indisposition, it becomes in
teresting to learn the state of Mrs. A.'s health
when she was under the influence of these illusiODtl.
During the six weeks within which the three first
illusions took place, she had been considerably re
duced and weakened by a troublesome cough, and
~weae~w~hthisoccasio~wasin~

by her being prevented from taking a daily tonic.
Her general health had not been strong, and long
experience has put it beyond a doubt, that her
indisposition arises from a disordered. state of the
digestive organs. Mrs. A. has naturally a mor
bidly sensitive imagination, which so painfully
afi'ects her corporeal impressions, that the acCO\1llf;
of any person having suffered severe pain bf acci-
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dent or otherwillC, occasionally produces acute
twinges of pain in the corresponding parts of her
person. The account, for example, of the ampu
tation of an arm will produce an instantaneous
and severe sense of pain in her own arm. She is
lubject to talk in her sleep with great fluency, to
repeat long p8ll8llges of poetry, particularly when
she is unwell, and even to cap verses for half an
hour together, never failing to qUl)te Jines begin
ning with the final letter of the preceding one till
ber memory is exhausted.

Although it is not probable that we shall ever
be able to understand the actual manner in which
a person of sound mind beholds spectral appari
tions in the broad light of day, yet we may arrive
at such a degree of knowledge on the subject as
to satisfy rational curiosity, and to strip the phe
nomena of every attribute of the marvellous.
Even the vision of natural objects presents to us
insurmountable difficulties, if we seek to under
stand the precise part which the mind performs in
perceiving them; but the philosopher considers
that he has given a 8Iltisfactory explanation of
vision, when he demonstrates that distinct pictures
of external objects are painted on the retina, and
that this membrane communicates with the brain
by means of nerves of the same substance as itself,
and of which it is merely an expansion. Here we
reach the gulf which human intelligence cannot
pass; and if the presumptuous mind of man shall
dare to extend its speculations farther, it will do
it .only to evince its incapacity and mortify its
pnde.

Tn his admirable work on this subject, Dr. Hib-
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bert has shown that spectral apparitions are nothing·
more than ideas or the recollected images of the
mind, which in certain states ofbodily indisposition
have been rendered more vivid than actual impres
sions, or, to use other words, that the pictures in
the" mind's eye" are more vivid than the pictures
in the body's eye. This principle has been placed
by Dr. Hibbert beyond the reach of doubt j but I
propose to go much farther, and to show that the
" mind's eye" is actually the body's eYllj and that
the retina is the common tablet on which both
classes of impressions are painted, and by means
of which they receive their visualexistence accord
ing to the same optical laws. Nor is this tme merely
in the case of spectral illusions j it holds good
of all ideas recalled by the memory or created by
the imagination, and may be regarded as a fun
damentallaw in the science of pneumatology.

It would be out of place in a work like this to
adduce the experimental evidence on which it rests,
or even to explain the manner in which the expe
riments themselves must be conducted: but I may
state in general, that the spectres conjured up by
the memory or the fancy have always a "local
habitation," and that they appear in front of the
eye, and partake in its movements exactly like the
impressions of luminous objects) after the objects
themselves are withdrawn.

In the healthy state of the mind and body, the
relative intensity of these two classes of impres
sions on the retina are nicely adjusted. The men
tal pictures are transient and comparatively feeble,
and in ordinary temperaments are never capable
of disturbing or effacing the direct images of visible

D
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o1ljeete. The atrain of life could DOt be carried on
if the memory were to inirude bright representa
tieDI of ihe put into the Ilomestic IlCene. or Beatter
them over ihe exiernal1andecape. The two oppo
Bite impresaioDB, indeed, could not CO-eDst: the
l8Dle BerVOUl!lnbrewhichis carrying from the brain
to tM retina the figures of memory, could not at the
same instant be carrying back the impre88ions of
external objects from the retina to the brain. The
mind cann~t perform two different functions at the
same instant, and the direction of its attention to
one of the two classes of impresBions necessarily
produces the extinction of the other: but so rapid is
the exercise of mental power, that the alternate ap
pearance and disappearance of the two contending
impreesions is no more recognized than the suc
cessive observations of external objects during the
twinkling of the eyelids. If we look, for example,
at the faCjade of St. Paul's, and, without changing
our position, call to mind the celebrated view of
Mont Blanc from Lyons, the picture of the cathe
dral, though actually impreBBed upon the retina, is
momentarily lost sight of by the mind, exactly like
an object seen by indirect vision; and during the
instant the recollected image of the mountain,
towering over the subjacent range, is distinctly
seen, but in a tone of subdued colouring, and in
distinct outline. When the purpose of its recall is
answered, it quickly disappears, and the picture of
the cathedral again resumes the 88cendancy.

In darkness and solitude, when external objects
no longer interfere with the pictures of the mind,
they bCC/ome more vivid and distinct; and in the
Btate between waking and sleeping, the intensity of
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theimpreatriODs approaches to that ofvisible objectB.
With persons of StudiOUI habits, who are much
occupied with the operations of their 0 minds,
the mental pietures are much lDOft distinct than
iB ordinary penoDB; and in the midst of ab tract
thought, external objectB even cease to make any
impression on the retina. A philoeopher ab orbed
in his contemplations experiences a temporary pri
vation of the 1Ille of his seDBeII. His childr n or
his servants will enter the room directly before hi
eyes without being BeeD. They will speak to him
without being heard; and they will even try to
roWle him from his reverie without b iu felt;
although his eyes, his ears, and his nerve actu
ally receive the· impressions of light, sound, ami
touch. In such cases, however, the philO!!Opher i
voluntarily pursuing a train of thought n, hieh
his mind is deeply interested; but even ordinary
men, not much addicted to speculations of any kind
often perceive in their mind's eye the pictur of
deceased or absent friends, or even ludicrous crea
tions of fancy; which have no connexion whatever
with the train of their thoughts. Like spectral
apparitions they are entirely involuntary, and
though they may have sprong from a regular s ri
of allOCiations, yet it is frequently impo ihle t
diecover a single link in the chain.

If it be true, then, that the pictures of the mind
and spectral illt18ions are equally impres ion upo
the retina, the latter will differ in no respect fro 1

the former, but in the degree of vividne_ with
which they are seen; and those frightful apparition
become nothing more than our ordinary id ,re
dered more brilliant by BOme accidental and tenl

D2
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porary derangement of the vital functions. Their
very vividness, too, which is their only characteristic,
is capable of explanation. I have already shown
that the retina is rendered more sensible to light by
voluntary local pressure, as well as by the involun
tary pressure of the blood-vessels behind it; and if,
by looking at the sun, we impress upon the retina
a coloured image of that luminary, which is seen
even when the eye is shut, we may by pressure alter
the colour of that image, in consequence of having
increased the sensibility of that part of the retina
on which it is impressed. Hence we may readily
understand how the vividness ofthe mental pictures
must be increased by analogous causes.

In the case both of Nicolai and Mrs. A. the im
mediate cause of the spectres was a deranged action
of the stomach. When such a derangement is
induced by poison, or by substances which act as
poisons, the retina is peculiarly affected, and the
phenomena of vision singularly changed. Dr.
Patouillet has described the case of a family of
nine persons who were all driven mad by eating
the root of the Hyoscyamus niger or black Hen
bane. One of them leapt into a pond, another
exclaimed that his neighbour would lose a cow
in a month, and a third vociferated that the crown
piece of sixty pence would in a short time rise
to five livres. On the following day they had all
recovered their senses, but recollected nothing of
what had happened. On the same day they all
,6aw objects double, and, what"is still more remark
.able, on the third day fmery object appeared to
them as red as scarlet. Now this red ligh~was
,~¥~l,nbly nothing more than the red phosphore-
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scence produced by the pressure of the blood
vessels on the retina, and analogous to the masses
of blue, green, yellow; and red light, which have
been already mentioned as produced by a similar
pressure in headaches, arising from a disordered
state of the digestive organs.

Were we to analyse the various phenomena of
spectral illusions, we should discover many circum
stances favourable to these vieWl!l. In those seen by
Nicolai the individual figures were always some
.what paler than natural objects. They sometimes
grew more and more indistinct, and became per
fectly white; and, to use his own words, "he
could always distinguish with the greatest precision
phantasms from phenomena." Nicolai sometimes
saw the spectres when his eyes were shut, and
sometimes they were thus made to disappear,
effects perfectly identical with those which arise
from the impressions of very luminous objects.
Sometimes the figures vanished entirely, and at
other times only pieces of them disappeared, ex
actly conformable to what takes place with objects
seen by indirect vision, which most of those
figures must necessarily have been.

Among the peculiarities of spectral illusions there
is one which merits particular attention, namely,
that they seem to cover or conceal objects imme
diately beyond them. It is this circumstance more
than any other which gives them the character of
reality, and at first sight it seems difficult of ex
.planation. The distinctness of any impression on
the retina is entirely independent of the accommo
dation of the eye to the distinct vision of external
objects. When the eye is at relt, and is 110t ac-
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eommodated to objectll at any particular dillt&nce,
it is in a Itate for lIeeing distant objects DlOIIt
perfectly. When a diBtinct spectral imprellllion,

. therefore, is before it, all other objects in ita vici-
nity will be seen indistinctly, for while the eye ia
engrossed with the vision, it is not likely to accom
modate itself to any other object in the I&IDe direc
tion. It is quite common, too, for the eye to Bee
only one of two objects actually presented to it.
A sportsman who has been in the practice of shoot
ing with both his eyeB open actually sees a double
image of the muzzle of his fowling-piece, though
it is only with one of these imageB that he COVerB

his game, having no perception whatever of the
<lther. But there ill still another principle upon
which only one of two objectll may be seen at a
time. If we look very steadily and continuously
at a double pattern, such &II thOlle on a carpet com
posed of two single patterns of different colours,
.suppose red and yelluw; and if we direct the mind
particularly to the contemplation of the red one,
the green pattern will sometimes vanish entirely, ,
leaving the red one alone visible, and by the same
process the red one may be made to dillllppear. In
this case, however, the two patterns, like the two
imagea, may be seen together; but if the very
ame portion of the retina is excited by the direct
rays of an external object, when it is excited by a
mental impreBllion, it can no more see them both
at the same time than a vibrating string can give
out two different fundamental BOUndS. It is quite
possible, however, that the brightest partII of a
spectral figure may be distinctly seen along witll
+hp brightest parts of an object immediately behin4l
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it, but then the bright parts of each object will fall
upon different parts of the retina.

These views are illustrated by a case mentioned
by Dr. Abercrombie. A gentleman, who was a
patient of his, of an irritable habit, and liable to a
variety of uneasy sensations in his head, was sitting
alone in his dining-room in the twilight, when
the door of the room was a little open. He saw
distinctly a female figure enter, wrapped in a
mantle, with the face concealed by a large black
bonnet. She seemed to advance a few steps to
wards him, and then stop. He had a full con
viction that the figure was an illusion of visio~,

and he amused himself for some time by watching
it; at the same time obsel-ving that he could see
through the figure 110 as to perceive the lock of
the door, and othel' objects behind it"'.

If these views be correct, the phenomena of
apectral apparitions are Itripped of all their terror,
whether we view them ill their supernatural cha
racter, or as indications of bodily indisposition.
Nicolai, even, in whose case they were accom
panied with alarming aymptoms, derived pleasure
from the contemplation of them, and he not ODly
recovered from the complaint in which they origi
nated, but survived them for many years.-Mrs. A.,
too, who sees them only at diatant intervals, and
with whom they have but a lleeting existence, wiD,
we trost, soon late her excluaive privil~ when
the slight indiaposition which !ivel them birth baa
subsided.

• Inquiries eoncerning the Intellectual Powen, and_the
Inftlltigatiun of Truth. Edinbargh, 1830.
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LETTER IV.

'Scirncr u.ed a, an in,trument olimpo.ture-Deceptio/rJ W/~lr

platte alld cottCQ1le mirror. practired 6y tkr ancitnt.- The
magicitJII', mirror-Effect' 01 cone"ve mirror.-Aerial
Image.-Image, 011 Smolte-Com6inafion 01 mi""or'lor
producillg picture. from Ii"illg obJect.- The IIly'feriou.
'Jagger-Ancient miracle. wi/II concave mirrnr.-Modena
necromallcy fJ.'itk tllem, a. "ttl hy Crllitti-Dr,cr;ptiott and
rffrct. 01 tile mogic lantrrll-Improrrmmf. "pOll it.;...
Pllanfa,magoric r.rllihitiott. of Plli/ip.talanti otker.-Dr.
Young', a"ratturmmt of un"" ~c. for fM Phantamra
gOl·ia-/rnpro"rmtnt••uggel/ed-- C,atadioptrical plr"nla.
magoria for proiucittg tile picturrl from li"illg obiect.~

Me/hod of culting off part. of the figu,·e.-Kircller',,,,y'
trriou. ha"duwitittg 011 tlte _II-Hi. IIo/low cyli"drical
mirror for ai',·iati_ge.-Cglilldricolrnirror fo,' rr-fo,,,,,,,
ing di,tortcd picturrl-Mirror, of variable curt'at"re for
producillg earicatMre,.

IN the preceding observations man appears as the
\'ictim of his own delusions-as the magician un-

o able to exorcise the spirits which he has himself
called into being. We shall now see him the dupe
of preconcerted imposture-the slave of his own
ignorance-the prostrate vassal of power and su
perstition. I have already stated that the monarchs
and priests of ancient times carried on a systematic
plan of imposing upon their Ilubjects-a mode of
government which was in perfect accordance with
their religious belief: but it will scarcely be be
Heved that the same delusions were practised after
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the establishment of Christianity, and that even
the Catholic sanctuary was often the seat of these
unhallowed machinations. Nor was it merely the
low and cunuing priest who thus sought to extort
money and respect from the most ignorant of his
flock: bishops and pontiffs themselves wielded the
magician's wand over the diadems of kings and
emperors, and, by the pretended exhibition of su
pernatural power, made the mightiest potentates
of Europe tremble upon their thrones. It was the
light of science alone which dispelled this moral
and intellectual darkness, and it is entirely in con
sequence of its wide diffusion that we live in times
when sovereigns seek to reign only through the
affections of their people, and when the minister of
religion asks no other reverence but that which is
inspired by the sanctity of his office and the purity
of his character.

It was fortunate for the human race that the
scanty knowledge of former ages afforded 80 few
elements of deception. What a tremendous engine
would have been worked against our. species by
the varied and powerful machinery of modern
science! Man would still have worn the shackles
which it forged, and his noble spirit would still
have groaned beneath its fatal pressure.

There can be little doubt that the most common,
as well as the most successful, impositions of the
ancients were of an optical nature, and were prac
tised by means of plane and concave mirrors.
I t has been clearly shown by various writers that
the ancients made use of mirrors of steel, silver,

. and a composition of copper and tin, like tholY
now used for reflecting specula. It is also v'
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probable, from a panage in Pliny, that glal!8 mir
ron were made at Sidon; but it is evident, that.
unless the object presented to them was illumi
nated in a very high degree, the images which they
formed must have been very faint and unsatisfac
tory. The silver mirron, therefore, which were
universally used, and which are superior to those
made of any other metal, are likely to have been
most generally employed by the ancient magicians.
They were made to give multiplied and inverted
images of objects, that is, they were plane, poly
gonal or many-sided, and concave. There is one
property, however, mentioned by Aulus GelliUll,
which has given unnecessary perplexity to com
mentaton. He states that there were specula,
which, when put in a particular place, gave no
images of objects, but when carried to another
place, recovered their l>roperty of reflexion"'.
M. Salverte is of opinion that, in quoting Varro,
Aulus Gellius was not sufficiently acquainted with
the subject, and erred in supposing that the phe
nomenon depended on the place instead of the po
sition of the mirror; but this criticism is obviously
made with the view of supporting an opinion of
hia own, that the property in question may be ana
logous to the phenomenon of polarised light, which,
at a certain angle, refuses to suffer reflexion from
particular bodies. If this ides has any foundation,
the mirror must have been of glass or some other
body not metallic, or, to speak more correctly,
there must have been two such mirrors, so nicely
:, u, opt!cvl"". in /0CtJ C"'O Pfnu"m nihil imagiraet; alia,..
...... ,,.art.mtJlmfaciai illlagillU. Aul. Gel. Noct. Attie-lib.

oi. e&1'. 18.
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adjUl!ted not only to one another, but to the light
incident upon each, that the effect could not pos
sihly be produced but by a philollOpher thoroughly
acquainted with the modem discovery of the pola
risation of light by reflexion. Without seeking for
so profound an explanation of the phenomenon,
we may readily understand how a mver mirror
Biay instantly lose its reflecting power in a damp
atmosphere, in consequence of the precipitation of
moisture upon its surface, and may i~ediately

recover it when transported into drier air.
One of the simplest instruments of optical decep

tion is the plane mirror, and when two are combined
fOr this purpose it has been called the magician's
mirror. An observer in front of a plane mirror
sees a distinct image of himself; but if two persona
take up a mirror, and if the one per1lOIl is as much
to one side of a line perpendicular to the middle of
it as the other is to the other side, they will see

Fig. 3.

c

B

I)

each other, but not themselves. If we now suppose
MC, CD, NC, CD to be the partitions of two
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adjacent apartments, let square openings be made
in the partitions at A and B, about five feet above
the floor, and let them be filled with plate glass, and
surrounded with a picture frame, 80 as to have the
appearance of two mirrors. Place two mirrors, E,
Y, one behind each opening at A and B, inclined
45° to the partition MN, and so large that a person

. looking into the plates of glass at A and B will not
see their edges. When this is done it is obvious that
a person looking into the mirror A will not see him
self, but will see any person or figure placed at B.
If he believes that he is looking into a common
mirror at A, his astonishment will be great at seeing
himself transformed into another person, or into
any living animal that ~ay be placed at B. The
success of this deception would be greatly increaaed
if a plane mirror suspended by a pulley could be
brought immediately behind the plane glass at A, .
and drawn up from it at pleasure. The spectator
at A having previously seen himself in this move
able mirfor, would be still 'more astonished when
he afterwards perceived in the same place a face
different from his own. By drawing the moveable
mirror half up, the spectator atA might see half of
.his own face joined to half of the face placed at B j

but in the prcsent day the most ignorant persons
are so familiar with the propertiesof a looking-glass,
that it would be very difficult to employ this kind
of deception with the same success which must have
attended it in a more illiterate age. The optical
reader will easily see that the mirrorFand the apart
ment NeD are not absolutely necessary for carry
ing on this deception j for the very same cffects
c·m be produced if the person at B is stationed at
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G, and looks towards the mirror F in the direc
tion GF. As the mirror F, however, must be
placed as near to A as possible, the person at G
lrould be too near the partition CN, unless the
mirror F was extremely large.

The effect of this and every similar deception is
greatly increased when the persons are illuminated
with a strong light, and the rest of the apartment
as dark as possible; but whatever precautions are
taken, and however skilfully plane mirrors are
combined, it is not easy to produce with thcm any
very successful illusions.

The concave mirror is the staple instrument of
the magician's cabinet, and must always perform a
principal part in all optical combinations. In order
to be quite perfect, every concave mirror should
have its surface elliptical, so that if any object is
placed in one focus of the ellipse, an inverted image
of it will be formed in the other focus. This image,
to a spectator rightly placed, appears suspended in
the air, so that if the mirror and the object are hid
from hiB view, the effect must appear to him al
most supernatural.

The method of exhibiting the effect of concave
mirrors most adTantageously is shown in Fig. 3,
where CD is the partition of a room having in it
a square opening EF, the centre of which is about
five feet above the floor. This opening might be
surrounded with a picture frame, and a painting
which exactly filled it might be so connected with
a pulley that it could be either slipped aside, or
raised so as to leave the frame empty. A large
concave mirror MN is then placed in another
apartment, so that when any object is placed at
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A, .. iiltinct ~image of it may be formed in t~e
ceatre gf tbe opemng EF. l.et 1l! auppotle this

Fig. 4.

object to be a plaster caat of any object made as
white as possible, and placed in an inverted posi
tion at A. A atrong light should then be thrown
upon it by a powerful lamp, the rays of which are
prevented from reaching the opening EF. When
this is dOlle, a spectator placed at 0 will see an
erect image of the statue at B, the centre of the
opening, standing in the air, and differing from
the real statue only in being a little larger, while.
the apparition will be wholly invisible to other
spectators placed at a little distance on each side
of him.

If the opening EF is filled with smoke rising
either from a chafing-dish, in which incense is
burnt, or made to issue in clouds from some open
ing below, the image will appear in the middle of
the smoke, depicted upon it as upon a ground, and

'ble of being seen by those spectators who
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could not see the image in the air. The ray. of
light, in place' of proceeding without obstruction
to an eye at 0, are reflected aa it were from thOle
minute particles of which the Bmoke is compolled,
in the same manner as a beam of light is rendered
more visible by passing through an apartment
filled with dust or Bmoke. .

It baa long been a favourite experiment to place
at A, a white and strongly illuminated human
skull, and to exhibit an image of it amid the
smoke of a chafing-dish at B; but a more terrific
effect would be produced if a Bmall skeleton, SUB

pended by invisible wires, were placed as an object
at A. Its image suspended in the air at B, or
painted upon smoke, could not fail to astonish the
spectator.

The difficulty of placing a living person in an
inverted position, as an object at A, has no doubt
prevented the optical conjuror from availing him
self of 80 admirable a resource; but this difficulty
may be removed by employing a second concave
mirror. This second mirror must be so placed as
to reflect towards MN, the rays proceeding from
an erect living object, and to form an inverted
image of this object at A. An erect image of this
inverted image will then be formed at B, either
suspended in the air or depicted upon a wreath of
smoke. This aerial image will exhibit the precise
form and colours and movements of the living ob
ject, and it will maintain its character as au appa
rition if any attempt is made by the spectator to
grasp its unsubstantial fabric.

A deception of an alarming kind, called the
Mysterrow dagger, has been long a favourite ex-
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hibition. IT a person with a drawn and highly
polished dagger, illuminated by a strong light,
stands a little farther from a concave mirror than
its principal focus, he will perceive in the air be
tween himself and the mirror an inverted and di
minislled image of his own person, with the dagger
similarly brandished; If he aims the dagger at
the centre of the mirror's concavity, the two dag
gers will meet point to point, and, by pushing it
still farther from him towards the mirror. the
imaginary dagger will strike at his heart. In this
case it is necessary that the direction of the real
dagger coincides with a diameter of the sphere of
which the mirror is a part; but if its direction is
on one side of that diameter, the direction of the
imaginary dagger will be as far on the other side
of the diameter, and the latter will aim a blow at
any person who is placed in the proper position
for receiving it. If the person who bears the real
dagger is therefore" placed behind a screen; or
otherwise concealed from the view of the spec
tator, who is made to approach to the place of the
image, the thrust of the polished steel at his breast
will not fail to produce a powerful impression.
The effect of this experiment would no doubt be
increased by covering with black cloth the person
who holds the dagger, so that the image of his
hand only should be seen, as the inverted picture
of him would take away from the reality of the
appearance. By using two mirrors, indeed, this
defect might be remedied, and the spectator would
witness an exact image of the assassin aiming the
dagger at his life.

'fhe common way of making this experiment is
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to place a basket of fruit above the dagger, so that
a distinct aErial image of the fruit is formed in the
focus of the mirror. The spectator, having been
desired to take some fruit from the basket, ap-'
proaches for that purpose, while a person properly
concealed withdraws the real basket of fruit with
one hand, and with the other advances the dagger.
the image ofwhich, being no longer covered by the
fruit, strikes at the body of the astonished spectator.

The powers of the concave mirror have been
likewise displayed in exhibiting the apparition of
an absent or deceased friend. For this purpose. a
strongly illuminated bust or picture of the person
is placed before the concave mirror, and a distinct
image of the picture will be seen either in the air
or among smoke in the manner already described.
If the background of the picture is temporarily
covered with lamp-black, so that there is no light
about the picture but what falls upon the figure,
the effect will be more complete.

AB in all experiments with concave mirrors, the
size of the ai;rial image is to that of the real object
as their distances from the mirror, we may, by va
rying the distance of the object, increase or dimi
nish the size of the image. In doing this, how
ever, the distance of the image from the mirror is
at the same time changed, 80 that it would quit the
place most suitable for its exhibition. This defect
may be removed by simultaneously changing the
place both of the mirror and the object, so that the
image may remain stationary, expanding itself
from a luminous spot to a gigantic size, and again
pa88ing through all intermediate magnitudes, till
it vanishes in a cloud of light.

•
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ThoBe who have ltudiedthe eft'ect! of concave
minors of a lmall me, and without the precau
tions neceuary to enlure deception, cannot form
any idea of the magical effect produced by this
clus of optical apparitions. When the instrumenta
of illusion are themeelvel concealed,-when all ex
traneous light! but thOle which illuminate the real
object are excluded,-when the minon are large
and well polished and truly fonned,-the effect of
the representation on ignorant minw. is altogether
overpowering, while even thOBe who know the de
ception, and perfectly understand its principles,
are not a little BUl'prised at it! effects. The inferi
ority in the effects of a common concave mirror to
that of a well-arnnged exhibition is greater even
than that of a penpective pictUre hanging in an
apartment, to the same picture exhibited under all
the imposing accompaniments of IL dioramic re
presentation.

I t can scarcely be doubted, that a concave mir
ror was the principal instrument by which the hea
then gods were made to appear in the ancient tem
ples. In the imperfect accounts which have reached
us of these apparitions, we can trace all the elements
of an optical illusion. In the ancient temple of
Hercules·at Tyre, Pliny mentions that there was a
seat made of a consecrated stone, "from which the
gods easily rose." Esculapius often exhibited him.
Belf to his worshippers in his temple at Tarsus;
and the temple of Enguinum in Sicily was cele
brated as the place where the goddesses exhibited
themIelVCI to mortW. IamblichWl actually in
fOrms us, that the KDcient magicians caused the
~d8 to appear among the vapours disengaged from
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fire; and when the conjuror Maximus terrified
lria audience by making the statue of Hecate
laugh, while in the middle of thelJDoke of burning
iuceme, he Wal obviously dealing with the i~
of a living object dressed in the coetume of the
IOrceresS.

The character of these exhibitions in the ancient
temples is so admirably depicted in the following
passage of Damuciul quoted by M. Salverte, that
we recognize all the optical effects which have been
already described. "In a manifestation," says
he, .. which ought not to be revealed • • • there
appeared on the wall of the temple a mag of light
·which at first 8t'.emed to be very remote; it trans
formed itself, in coming nearer, into a face evi
dently divine and supernatural, of a severe aspect,
but mixed with gentleness, and extremely beauti
ful. According to the institutions of a mysterione
religion, the Alexandrians honoured it as Osiris
and Adonis."

Among more modem examples of this illusion,
we may mention the case of the Emperor Basil of
Macedonia. Inconsolable at the lOIS of his BOD,

this sovereign had recourse to the prayers of the
Pontiff Theodore Santabaren, who was celebrated
for his power of working miracles. The ecclesi
astical conjuror exhibited to him the image of hi.
beloved son magnificently dressed and mounted
upon a superb charger: the youth TUshed towards
lris father, threw himself into his arms, and disap
peared. M. Salverte judiciously observes, that
this deceptiou could not have been performed by a
real person, who imitated the figure of the young
prince. The existence of this person, betrayed by

E 2
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110 remarkable a resemblance, and by the trick of
the ex.hibition, could not fail to have been disco
vered and denounced, even if we could explain how
the son could be so inBtantaneouBly disentangled
from hiB father'B embrace. The emperor, in short;
saw the atirial image of a picture of hiB 80n on
horseback, and aB the picture waB brought nearer
the mirror, the image advanced into hiB arms,
when it of coune eluded hiB affectionate KraBp.

TheBe and other anUBionB to the operations of
the ancient magic, though Bufficiently indicative of
the methodB which were employed, are too,meagre
to convey any idea of the splendid and imposing
exhibition, which mUBt have been displayed. A
national ByBtem of deception, intended as an inBtru
ment of government, must have brought into re
quiBition Dot merely the scientific Bkill of the age,
but a variety of BubBidiary contrivanceB, calculated
to astoniBh the beholder, to confound hiB judg
meut, to dazzle hiB BeDBeB, and to give a predomi
nant influence to the peculiar impoBture which it
waB thought desirable to establish. The grandeur
()f the meaDB may be inferred from their efficacy,
.and from the extent of their influence.

ThiB defect, however, iB, to a certain degree,
Bupplied by an account of a modern necromancy,
which hu been left UB by the celebrated Benve
nuto Cellini, lmd in which he himself performed
an active part.

ee It happe~ed," saYB he, ee through a variety of
odd accidentB, that I made acquaintance with a
Sicilian priest, who wu a man of geniUB, and weU
versed in the Latin and Greek authors. Hap-,

"ing ,one day to have some converBation with
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him when the subject turned upon the art of ne
cromancy, I, who had a great desire to know
BOmething of the matter, told him, that I had all
my life felt a curiosity to be acquainted with the
mysteries of this art.

" The priest made answer, 'That the man must
be of a resolute and steady temper who enters
upon that study.' I replied, ' That I had fortitude
and resolution enough, if I could but find an
opportunity.' The priest subjoined, 'If you think
you have the heart to venture, I will give you all
the satisfaction you can desire.' Thus we agreed
to enter upon a plan of necromancy. The priest
one evening prepared to satisfy me, and desired
me to look out for a companion or two. I invited
one Vincenzio Romoli, who was my intimate ac
quaintance: he brought with him a native of
Pistoia, who cultivated the black art himself. We
repaired to the Colosseo, and the priest, according
to the custom of necromancers, began to draw
circles upon the ground, with the most impressive
ceremonies imaginable: he likewise brought hither
assafretida, several precious perfumes, and fire, with
some compositions also, which diffused noisome
odours. As soon as he was in readiness, he made
an opening to the circle, and having taken us by
the hand, ordered the other necromancer, his part
ner, to throw the perfumes into the fire at a proper
time, entrusting the care of the fire and perfumes
to the relt; and thul he began his incantations.
This ceremony lasted above an hour and a half,
when there appeared several legions of devils, in
IOmuch that the amphitheatre was quite filled with
them. I was bUIY about the perfumes, when the.
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priest, perceiving there was a considerable num
ber of infernal spirits, turned to me and 1lIliei,
• Benvenuto, ask them something.' I aDBwered,
• Let them bring me into the company of my
Sicilian mistress Angelica.' That night "he ob
tained no answer of any lort; but I had received
great satisfaction in having my curiOility so far
indulged. The necromancer told me it was requi
aite we lihould go a se~nd time, aasuring me
that I should be latisfied in whatever I asked;
but that I must bring with me a pure, immaculate
boy.

" I took with me a youth who was in my aervice,
of about twelve yean of age, together with the
saDie Vincenzio Romoli who had been my com
panion the first time, and one Agnolino Gaddi, an
intimate acquaintance, whom I likewise" prevailed
on to assist at the ceremony. When we came to
the place appointed, the priest having made his
preparations as before, with the same apd even
more striking ceremonies, placed us within the
circle, which he had likewise drawn with a more
wonderful art, and in a more solemn manner than
at our former meeting. Thus, having committed
the care of the perfumes and the fire to my friend
Vincenzio, who was assisted by Agnolino Gaddi,
he put into my hand a pintaculo or magical chart,
and bid me tum it towards the places that he
would direct me; and under the pintaculo I held
the boy. The necromancer, having begun to make
his tremendous invocations, called by their names
a multitude of demonl who were the leaderl of
the several legions, and questioned them, by the
'"lOwer of the eternal uncreated God, who lives for
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ever, in the Hebrew language, as likewise in Latin
and Greek i insomuch that the amphitheatre was
almost in an instant filled. with demons more
numerous than at the former conjuration. Vin
cenzio ftomoli was busied in making a fire, with
the assistance of Agnolino, and burning a great
quantity of precious perfumes. I, by the directions
of the necromancer, again desired to be in the
company of my Angelica. The former thereupon
turning to me said,-' Know, they have declared.
that. in the space of a month, you shall be in her
company.'

" He thus requested me to stand resolutely by
him,because the legions werenow above a thousand
more in number than he had desigued i and besides.
these were the most dangerous i so that, after they
had answered my question, it behoved him to be
civil to them, and dismiss them quietly. At the
same time the boy under the pintaculo was in a
terrible fright, saying, that there were in that place
a million of fierce men, who threatened. to destroy
us; and that, moreover, four armed giants of
enormous stature were endeavouring to break into
our circle. During this time, whilst the necro
mancer, trembling with fear, endeavoured by mild
and gentle methods to dismiss them in the best
way he could, Vincenzio Romoli, who quivered.
like an aspen leaf, took care of the perfumes.
Though I was as much terrified. as any of them, I
did my utmost to conceal the terror I felt; so that
I greatly contributed. to inspire the rest with reso
lution j but the truth is, I gave myself over for a
dead man, seeing the horrid fright the necromancer
was in. The boy placed his head between his
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knees and said, 'In this posture will I die; {or
we shall all surely perish.' I told him that all these
demons were under us, and what he saw was
smoke and shadow; BO bid hitp. hold up his head
and take courage. No BOoner did he look up than
he cried out, 'The whole amphitheatre is burn
ing, and the fire is just falling upon us.' So co
vering his eyes with his hands, he again exclaimed,
'that destruction was inevitable, and desired to
see no more.' •The necromancer entreated me to
have a good heart, and take care to burn proper
perfumes; upon which I turned to Romoli, and
bid him burn all the most precious perfumes he
had. At the same time, I cast my eye upon
Agnolino Gaddi, who was terrified to such a de
gree that he could scarce distinguish objects, and
seemed to be half-dead. Seeing him in this con
dition, I said, 'Agnolino, upon these occasions a
man should not yield to fear, but should stir about
and give his assistance, so come directly and put
on some more of these.' The effects of poor
Agnolino's fear were overpowering. The boy
hearing a crepitation ventured once more to raise
his head, when, seeing me laugh, he began to take
courage, and said 'That the devils were flying
away with a vengeance.' .

"In this condition we stllyed till the bell rung
{or morning prayers. The boy again told us, that
there remained but few devils, and these were at a
great distance. When the magician had performed
the rest of his ceremonies, he stripped off his
gown, and took up a wallet full of books which he
had brought with him.

" We all went out of the circle together, keeping
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lUI close to each other as we'possibly could, elpe
cially the boy, who had placed himself in the middle.
holding the necromancer by the coat, and me by
the cloak. As we were going to our houses in the
quarter of Banchi, the boy told us that two of the
demons whom we had seen at the amphitheatre
went on before us leaping arid skipping, sometimes
running upon the roofs of the houses, and some
times upon the ground. 'The priest declared, that
though he had often entered magic circles, nothing
so extraordinary had ever happened to him. As
we went along, he would fain persuade me to assist
with him at consecrating a brook, from which, he
said, we should derive immense riches: we should
then ask the demons to discover to us the various
treasures withwhich the earth abounds, whichwould
raise us to opulence and power j but that these love
affairs were mere follies, from whence no good could
be expected. I answered, 'That I would readily
have acceptell his proposal, if I understood Latin.'
He redoubled his persuasions, assuring me, that
the knowledge of the Latin language was by no
means material. He added, that he could have
Latin scholars enough, if he had thought it worth
while to look out for them, but that he could never
have met with a partner of resolution and intrepi
dity equal to mine, and tliat I should by aU means
follow his advice. Whilst we were engaged in this
conversation, we arrived at our respective houses,
and all that night dreamt of nothing but devil,s."

It is impossible to peruse the preceding descrip
tion without being satisfied that the legions of de
vils were not produced by any influence upon the
imaginations of the spectators, but were act~al op-
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tical phantlUlms, or the ini"agllB of pictures or ob
jects produced by one or more concave mirrors or
lenses. A fire is lighted, and perfumes and incense
are burnt, in order to create a ground for the
images, and the beholders are rigidly confined
within the pale of the magic circle. The concave
mirror and the objects presented to it having been
110 placed that the persons within the circle could.
not see the aerial image of the objects by the rays
directly reHected from the mirror, the work of de
ception was ready to begin. The attendance of
the magician upon his mirror was by no meana
necessary. He took his place along with the
spectators within the magic circle. The images of
the devils were all distinctly formed in the air im
mediately above the fire, but none of them could
be seen by those within the circle. The moment,
however, that perfumes were thrown into the fire to
produce smoke, the first wreath of smoke that rose
through the place of one or more of the images,
would reHec;t them to the eyes of the spectator, and
they could again disappear if the wreath was not
followed by another. More and more images
would be rendered visible as new wreaths of smoke
arose, and the whole group would appear at once
when the smoke was uniformly diffused over the
place occupied by the images.

The "compositions which diffused noisome
odours " were intended to intoxicate or stupify the
spectators, 110 as to increase their liability to. de
ception, or to add to the real phantasms which were
before their eyes others which were the offspring
only of their own imaginations. It is not easy to
D'Athp.T from the description what parts of the ex-.
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hibitioD were actually presented to the eyes of the
.pectators, and what parts of it were imagined by
themselves. It is quite evident that the boy, ..
well as Agnolino Gaddi, were 80 overpowered with
terror that they fancied many things which they
did not see j but when the boy declares that four
armed giants, of an enormous stature, were threat
ening to break into the circle, he gives an accurate
description of the effect that would be produced
by pUllhing the figures nearer the mirror, and then
magnifying their images, and causing them to ad
vance towa.rds the circle. Although Cellini de
clares that he~ trembling with fear, yet it is
quite evident that he was not entirely ignorant of
the machinery which was at work, for in order to
encourage the boy, who was almost dead. with fear,
he a88Ufed them that the devils were under their
power, and that" what he saw was smoke and
ahadow."

Mr. Roscoe, from whose Life of Cellini the pre
ceding description is taken, draws a similar con
clusion from the consolatory words addressed to
the boy, and states that they" confirm him in tbe
belief, that the whole of these appearances, like a
phantasmagoria, were merely the effects of a magic
lantern produced on volumes of smoke from va
rious kinds of burning wood." In drawing this
conclusion, Mr. Roscoe has not adverted to the
fact, that this exhibition took place about the mid
dle of the 16th century, while the magic lantern
was not invented by Kircher till towards the mid
dle ofthe 17th century,Cellini having died in 1570.
and Kircher having been born in 1601. There"
no doubt that the effecta described could be p'
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duced by thil inlUument, but we are not entitled
to have recourse to any other means of explllnation
but those which were known to exist at the time of
Cellini. If we suppose, however, that the necro
mancer either had a regular magic lantern, or that
he had fitted up his concave mirror ina box con
taining the figures of his devils, and that this box
with its lights was carried home with the party,
we can easily account for the declaration of the
boy, " that, as they were going home to their houses
in the quarter of Banchi, two of tlte denwn.s whom
we had seen at the Amphitheatre, went on before
us leaping and skipping, sometimes running upon
the roofs of the lwuses, and sometimes upon the
ground."

The introduction of the magic lantern as an
optical instrument supplied the magicians of the
17th century with one of their most valuable tools.
The use of the concave mirror, which does not
appear to have been even put up into the form of
an instrument, required a separate apartment, or
at least that degree of concealment which it was
difficult on ordinary occasions to command; but
the magic lantern, containing in a small compass
its lamp, its lenses, and its sliding figures, was
peculiarly fitted for the itinerant conjuror, who had
neither the means of providing a less portable and
more expensive apparatus, nor the power of trans
porting and erecting it.

The magic lantern shown in the annexed figure
consists of a dark lantern, A B, containing a lamp
G, .and a concave metallic mirror, M N, and it is so
constructed that when the lamp is lighted, not a
My of light is able to escape from it. Into the side -
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of the lantern is fitted a double tube, C D, the outer
half of which D, is capable of moving within the
other half. A large plano-convex lens C, is fixed
at the inner end of the double tube, and a small
convex lens D, at the outer end; and to the fixed
tube C E, there is joined a groove E F, in which
the sliders containing the painted objects are
placed, and through which they can be moved.
Each slider contains aeenes of figures or pictures

Fig. 5.

p

painted on' glass with highly transparent colours.
The direct light of the lampG, and the light re
flected from the mirror M N, falling upon the illu
minating lens C, is concentrated by it so as to
throw a brilliant light upon the painting on the
slider, and as this painting is in the conjugate
focus of the convex lens D, a magnified image of
it will be formed on a white wall or white cloth
placed at P Q. If the lens D is brought nearer
to E F, or to the picture, the distinct image will be
more magnified, and will be formed at a greater
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c1istance from D, 10 that if there a any particular
c1iBtance of the image which is more convenient
than another, 01' any particular me of the object
which we wiah, it can be obtained by varying the
c1iatance of the lens D from E F.

When the image ia received on an opaque
ground, at! is commonly the calle, the spectato1'll
are placed in the lIame room with the lantern; but
for the purposes of deception, it would be neces
sary to place the lantern in another apartment like
the mirror in Fig. 4, and to throw the magnified
pictures on a large plate of ground glass, or a
transparent gauze screen, stretched across an
opening E F, Fig. 4, made in the partition which
lCparates the spectators from the exhibitor. The
images might, like those of the concave mirror,
be received upon wreaths of smoke. These images
are of COUTse always inverted in reference to the
position of the painted objects; but in order to
render them really erect, we have only to invert
the sliders. The representations of the magic
lantern never fail to excite a high degree of in
terest, even when exhibitcd with the ordinary
apparatus; but by using double sliders, and vary
ing their movement8, very striking effects may be
produced. A smith, for example, is made to ham
mer upon his anvil,-a figure is thrown into the
attitude of terror by the introduction of a spectral
apparition,-and a tempest at aea ia imitated, by
having the sea on one slider, and the shiptJ on
other dicIers, to which an undulatory motion is
communicated.

The magic lantern is lusceptible of great im
p1'ovement in the painting of the figures, and in

l
,
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the mechanism and combination of the sliders. A
. painted figure which appears well executed to the

1IIl8IlBiBted eye, becomeB a mere daub when mag
nified 50 or 100 times; and when we consider
what kind of artists are employed in their execu
tion, we need not wonder that this optical instru
ment has degenerated into a mere toy for the
amusement of the young. Unless for public ex
hibition, the expense of exceedingly minute and
spirited drawings could not be afforded; but I have
no doubt that if such drawings were executed, a
great part of the expense might be saved by en
~ving them on wood, and transferring their out
line to the glaBS sliders.

A series of curious repreBentations might be ef
fected, by inserting glaBS plates containing suitable
figures in a trough having two of its sideS parallel,
and made of plate glass, The trough must be in
troduced at E F, so that the figure on the glass is
at the proper distance fro~ the object lens D.
When the trough is filled with water, or with any
transparent fluid, the picture at P Q will be seen
with the same distinctness a8 if tlie figure had been
introduced by itself into the groove E F; but if
any transparent fluid of a different density from
wate!' is mixed with it, so a8 to combine with it
quickly or slowly, the appearance of the fignre
displayed at P Qwill undergo singular changes.
If spirits of wine, or any ardent spirit, are mixed
with the water, BO as to produce throughout 'its
mass partial variations of density, the figure at P Q
will be as it were broken down into a thousand
parts, and will recover its continuity and distinct
De8Il when the two fluids have combined. If a fluitl

•
... .
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of leu density than water is laid gently upon the
water,1O B.Il to mix with it gradually, and produce

.a regular diminution of denBity downwards; or if
saline substanceB soluble in water are laid at the
bottom of the trough, the density will diminish up
wards, and the figure will undergo the most curious
elongations and contractions. Analogous effectlr
may be produced by the application of heat to the
surface or sides of the trough, 10 that we may effect
at the same time both an increase and a diminution
in the density of the water, in consequence of
which the magnified images will undergo the most
remarkable transformations. It is not necessary
to place the glass plate which contains the figure
within the trough. It may be placed in front of it,
and by thus creating B.Il it were an atmosphere with
local variations of density we may exhibit the phe
nomena of the minl.ge and of looming, in which
the inverted images of ships and other objects are
seen in the air, as described in another letter.

The power of the magic lantern has been greatly
extended by placing it on one side of the trans-·
parent screen of taffetas, which receives the images
while the spectators are placed on the other side,
and by making every part of the glau .liders
opaque, excepting the part which forms the figures.
Hence all the figures appear luminous on a black
ground, and produce a much greater effect with
the same degree of illumination. An exhibition
depending on these principles WB.ll brought out by
M. Philipstal in 1802, under the name of the
Phantasmagoria, and when it was shown in Lon
don and Edinburgh it produced the most impres
sive effects upon the spectators. The small theatre

•

~
I
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of exhibition was lighted only by one hanging
lamp, the flame of which was drawn up int~ an
opaque chimney or shade when the performance
began. In this" darkness visible" the curtain
l'OIe and displayed a cave with skeletons and other
terrific figures in relief upon its walls. The
flickering light was then drawn up beneath its
shroud, and the spectators in total darkness -round
themselves in the middle of thunder and light-

• ning. A thin transparent screen had, unknown to
the spectators, been let down after the disappear
ance of the light, and upon it the flashes of light
ning and all the subsequent appearal).ces were re
presented. This screen being half-way between
the spectators and the cave which was first shown,
and being itself illvisible, prevented the observers
from having any idea of the real distance of the
figures, and gave them the entire character of aErial
pictures. The thunder and lightning were followed
by the figures of ghosts, skeletons, and known in
dividuals, whose eyes and mouth were made to
move by the shifting of combined sliders. After
the first figure had been exhibited for a short time,
it began to grow less and less, as if removed to &

great distance, and at last vauished in a small
. cloud of light. Out of this same cloud the germ

of another figure began to appear, and gradually
grew larger and larget, and approached the spec
tators, till it attained its perfect development. In
this manner the head of Dr. Franklin was trans
formed into a skull; figures which retired with the
freshness of life came back in the form of skele
tons, and the retiring skeletons returned. in the
drapery of flesh and blood.

p

•
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The exhibition of these transmutations was fol
lowed by spectres, skeletons, and terrific figures.
which, instead of receding and vanishing as be
fore, suddenly advanced upon the spectators, be
c:oming larger as they approached them, and finally
vanished by appearing to sink into the ground.
The effect of this part of the exhibition WlUl natu
rally the most impressive. The spectators were
Jlot only surprised but agitated, and many of them
were of opinion that they could have touched the
figures. M. Robertson, at Paris, introduced along
with his picturell the direct shadows of living ob
jects, which imitated coarsely the appearance of
those objecta in a dark night or in moonlight.

All these phenomena were produced by varying
the distance of the magic lantern A B., Fig. a.
from the screen P Q, which remained fixed, and
at the same time keeping the image upon the screen
distinct, by increasing the distance of .the lens D
from the sliders in E F. When the lantern ap
proached to P Q. the circle of light P Q, or the
section of the cone of rays PDQ, gradually di
minished, and resembled a small bright cloud. when
D was close to the screen. At this time a new
figure was put in. so that when the lantern receded.
from the screen, the old figure seemed to have
been transformed into the new one. Although the
figure was always at the same distance from the
fipectators, yet, owing to its gradual diminution in
size, it necessarily appeared to be retiring to a dis
.tance. When the magic lantern was withdrawn
from PQ, and the lens D at the same time brought
nearer to E F, the image in P Q gradually in
creased in size, and therefore seemed in the same
proportio~ to be approaching the spectators. .
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Superior 88 this exhibition was to any represen
tation that had been previously made by the magic
lantern,it still laboured under several imperfectioDa.
The figures were poorly drawn, and in other reo:
IpCcts not well executed, and.no attempt whatever
was made to remove the optical incongruity ~
&he figures becoming more luminous when they
retired from the observer, and more obscure when
they approached to him. The variation of tae
distance of the lens D from the sliders in E F 11'''
Dot exactly adapted to the .motion of the lantern
&0 and from the screen, so that the outline of the
figures was not equally distinct during their varia-
tions of magnitude. .

Dr. Thomas Young suggested the arrangement
shown in Fig. 6 for exhibiting the phantasmagoria.

Fig. 6.

rf'

The magic lantern is mounted on a small car H,
which runs on wheels W W. The direct light of
the lamp G, and that reflected from the mirror M,
is condensed by the illuminating lenses C C, upon
the transparent figuers in the opaque sliders at E,

F 2
() I~

(
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and the image of these figures is formed at P Q, by
the object lens D. When the car H is drawn back
on its wheels, the rod I K brings down the point
K, and, by means of the rod K L, pushes the lens D
nearer to the sliders in E F, and whcn the cal'
advances to P Q, the point K is raised, and the
rod K L draws out the lens D from the slider, so
that the image is always in the conjugate focus of
D, and therefore distinctly painted on the screen.
The rod K N must be equal in length to I K, aud
the point I must be twice the focal length of the
lens D before the object, L being immediately under
the focus of the lens. In order to diminish the
brightness of the image when it grows small and
appears remote, Dr. Young contrived that the sup
port of the lens J) should suffer a screen S to fan
and intercept a part of the light. This method,
however,}las many disadvantages, and we are satis
fied, that the only way of producing a variation in
the light corresponding to the variation in the size
of the image, is to use a single illuminating lens
C, and to cause it to approach E F, and throw
less light upon the figures when D is removed from
E F, and to make C recede from E F when D
approaches to it. The lens C should therefore be
placed in a mean position, corresponding to a
mean distance of the screen, and to the ordinary
size of the figures, and should have the power of
being removed from the slider E F, when a greater
intensity of light is required for the images when
they are rendered gigantic, and of being brought
close to E F when the images are made small.
The size of the lens C ought of course to be such
',at the section of its cone of rays at E F is equal
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to the size of the figure on the slider when C is a~

its greatest distance from the slider.
The method recommended by Dr. Young for

pulling out and pushing in the object lens D, ac~

cording &8 the Ianten) approaches to or recede.
from the screen, is very ingenious and effective.
It is, however, clumsy in itself, and the connexion
of the levers with the screen, and their interposi~

tion between it and the lantern, must interfere with
the operations of the exhibitor. It is, besides,
suited only to short distances between the screen
and the lantern; for when that distance is con.i~

deroble, &8 it must sometimes require to be, the
levers K L, K I, K T, would bend by the least
strain, alld become unfitted for their purpose. For,
these reasons the mechanism whieh adjusts the
lens D should be moved by the axle of the front
wheels, the tube which contains the lens should be
kept at its greatest distance from E F by a slender
spring, and should be pressed to its proper distance
by the action of a spiral cam suited to the optical
relation between the two conjugate focal distances
of the lens.

Superior as the representations of the phantas
magoria are to those of the magic lantern, they
are still liable to the defect which we have men
tioned, namely, the necessary imperfection of the
minute transparent figures when magnified. This
defect cannot be remedied by employing the most
Ilkilful artists. Even Michael Angelo would have
failed in executing a figure an inch long with
transparent varnishes, when all its imperfectione
were to be magnified. In order, therefore, to per
fect the art of representing phantasms, the object(
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must be living ones, and in place of chalky ill.
dr!lwn figures, mimicking humanity by the most
absurd gesticulations, we shall have phant8.llms of
the most perfect delineation, clothed in real drapery,
and displaying all the movements of life. The ap
paratus by which such objects may be used, may
be called the rAtadioptricoJ phantasmagoria, as
it operates both by reflexion and refraction.

The combination of mirral'll and lenses whicb
seems best adapted for this purpose is shown in
Fig. '7, where A B is a living figure placed before
a large concave mirror M N, by means of which a
diminished and inverted image of it is formed at a b.
If P Q is the transparent screen upon which the

image is to be shown to the spectators on the right
hand of it, a large lena L L must be so placed
before the image a b, as to form a' diatinct and
erect picture of it at A' B ' upon the screen. When
the image A' B' ia required to be the exact size of
A B, the lena L L must magnify the small image
, b aa much aa the mirror M N diminishes the

.J
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figure A B. The living object A B, the mirror
)[ N, and the lens L L, must all be placed in a
moveable car for the purpose of producing the
variations in the me of the phantasms, and the
transfonnations of ene figure into another. The
IlOntrivance for adjusting the lens L L, to give a
mstinct picture at different distances of the BCreen.
will, of coune, be required in the present appara
tus. In order to give full effect to the phantalllns,
tile living objects at A B will require to be illu
minated in the strongest· manner, and should al
ways be dressed either in white or in very lumi
nous colou1"l!; and in order to give them relief, a
Black cloth should be stretched at Borne distance
behind them. Many interesting effects might also
be produced by introducing at A: B fine paintings
and busts.

It would lead us into too wide a field were we
to detail the immense variety of resources which
the 'science of optics furnishes for such exhibi
tions. One of these, however, is too useful to be
passed without notice. If we interpose a pris.m
.ith a small refracting angle between the image
CI b, Fig. ';, and the lens L L, the part of the
figure immediately opposite to the prism will be
as it were detached from the figure, and will be
exhibited separately on the screen P Q. Let us
suppose that this part is the head of the figure.
It may be detached vertically, or lifted from the
body 8S if it were cut off, or it may be detached
downwards and placed on the breast as if the
figure were' deformed. In detaching the head
vertically or laterally, an opaqu~ screen must 1:
applied to prevent allY part of the head fro]
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being Been by raya which do not pus through the
prism; but thiB and other practical details will.
Boon occur to those who put the method to an
experimental trial. . Thc application of the prism
iB shown in Fig. 8, where a b is the iuverteq
image formed by a concave mirror, ABC 8

prism with a small refracting angle B C A, placed
between a b and the lens L L, S 8 small opaque
screen, and A B the figure with its head detached.
A hand may be made to graBp the hair of the
head, and the aspect of death may be given to it,
as if it had been newly cut off. Such a repre
sentation could be easily made, and the effect
upon the spectators woultl be quite overpowering.
The lifeless heBli might then be made to recover
its vitality, and be safely replaced upon the
figure. If the head A of the living object A B.

Fig.a.

Fig. 1, is covered with black cloth, the head of a
person or of an animal placed above A might be
set upon the shoulders of the figure A B by the
refraction of a prism.

. When the figure a b, Fig. 8, ill of very small
dImensions, as in the magic lantern, a small prism
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of glass would answer the purpose required of it;
but in public exhibitions where the image a b
must be of a considerable size, if formed by a
·concave mirror, a very large prism would be ne
cessary. This, however, though impracticable
with solid glass, may be easily obtained by means
of two large pieces of plate glass made into a
prismatic vessel and filled with water. Two of
the glasses of a carriage window would make a
prism capable of doubling the whole of the bust
oJ a living person placed as an object at A B,
Fig. 7, 80 that two -perfectly similar phantasms
might be exhibited. In those cases where the
images before the hms L L are small, they may
be doubled and even tripled by interposing a well
prepared plate of calcareous spar, that is, crossed
by a thin fillJ,l. These images would possess the
singular character of being oppositely coloured
and of changing their distances and their colours
by slight variations in the positions of the plate".

In order to render the images which arc formed
by the glass and water prisms as perfect as pos
sible, it would be easy to make them achromati.c,
and the figures might be multiplied to any extent
by using several prisms, having their refracting
edges parallel, for the purpose of giving a si
milarity of position to all the images.

Among the instruments of natural magic whicq
were in use at the revival of science, there waa
one invented by Kircher for exhibiting the mys
terious handwriting on the wall of an apartment
from wllich the magician and his apparatus were
excluded. The annexed figure represents this ap
• See E;di". E7Icyclopfldia. Art. OPTIcs, Vul. ltv. p. 61'
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paratul as given by Schottns. The apartment in
which the &peCtators are placed is between L L
and G H, and there is an open window in the side
next L L, G H being the inside of the wall op
posite to the window. Upon the face of the
plane !peculmn E F are written the words to be
Introduced, and when a lenl L L is placed at such
a distance from the !peculum, and of such a focal
length, that the letters and the place of their re
presentation are in its conjugate foci, a distinct
image of the writing will be exhibited on the wall
at G H. The letters on the speculum are of
course inverted, as seen at E F, and when they
.re illuminated by the sun's rays S, as shown in
the figure, a distinct image, as Schottns assures
ns, may be formed at the distance of 500 feet.
In this experiment the speculum iB by no melUlll
necessary. If the letters are cut out of an opaque
card, and illuminated by the light of the sky in
the day, or by a lamp during night, their de
lineation on the wall would be equally distinct.
In the day time it would be necessary to place the
letters at one end of a tube or oblong box, and
the lens at the other end. As this deception is

"J'formed when the spectators are unprepared for
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any such exhibition, the warning written in lu
minous letters on the wall, or any word associated
with the fate of the individual observer, could not
fail to produce a singular effect upon his mind.
The words might be magnified, diminished, mul
tiplied, coloured and obliterated, in a cloud of
light, from which they might again re-appear by
the methods already described, as applicable to
the magic lantern. ,"

The art of forming aerial repretlentations was a
great desideratum among the opticians of the 17th
century. Vitellio and others had made many un
successful attempts to produce such images, and
the speculations of Lord Bacon on the subject are
too curious to be withheld from the reader.

"It would be well bolted out," says he, "whe
ther great refractions may not be made upon re
flexions, as well as upon direct beams. For
example, take an empty basin, put an angel or
what you will into it; then go so far from the
basin till you cannot see the angel, because it is
not in a right line; then fill the basin with water,
and you shall see it out of its place, because of
the refraction. To proceed, therefore, put a
looking-glass into a basin of water. I suppose
you shall not see the image in a right line or at
equal angles, but wide. I know not whether this
experiment may not be extended, 80 as you might
lee the image and not the glass, which, for beauty
and strangeness, were a fine proof, for then you
.bould see the image like a spirit in the air. As,
for example, if there be a cistern or pool of water,
JOu shall place over against it the picture of th
devil, or what you will, 80 as that you do not I5l
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the water. Then put a looking-gla8ll in the
water; now if you can see the devil'B picture
aside, not seeing the water, it would look like the
~evil indeed. They have an old tale in Oxford,
that Friar Bacon walked between two steepleB,
which waB thought to be done by glasBCB, when
he walked upon the ground."

Kircher also devoted himaelf to the production
of luch images. and he haB given in the annexed
figure hiB method of producing them. At the
bottom of a polished cylindrical vessel A B he

Y'!I 10.

placed a figure C D, which we presume must have
beeu highly illuminated from below, and·to the
spectators who looked into the vessel in an oblique
direction there was exhibited an image plaCed
vertically in the air a8 if it were ascending at the
mouth of the vessel. Kircher assureB UB that he
once exhibited in thiB manner a representation of
the Ascension of our Saviour, and that the images
were BO perfect that the spectators could not be

. (
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penuaded, till they had attempted to handle them,
that they were not real substances. Although
Kircher does llot mention it, yet it is manifest
that the original figure A B must have been a
deformed or anamorphous drawing,. in order to
give a re6.ected image of just proportiolls. We
doubt, indeed, if the representation or the figure
W88 ever exhibited. It is entirely incompatible
with the laws of reflexion.

Among the ingenious and beautiful deceptions
of the 17th century, we must enumerate that of
the re-formation of distorted pictures by reflexion

Fig. 11.
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from cylindrical and conical mirron. In these
representations, th.e original image from which a
perfect picture is produced is often so completely
distorted, that the eye cannot tTace in it the re
IleIIlblance to any regular figure, and the greatest
degree of wonder is of course excited, wh.ether
the original image is concealed or exposed to
view. These distorted picture. may be drawn by
strict geometrical rules; but I have shown in I
Fig. 11 a simple and practieal method of executing ... I
them. Let M N be an accurate cylinder made
of tin-plate or of thick pasteboard. Out of the
farther side of it cut a small aperture abc d; and
out of the nearer side cut, a larger one ABC D,
the size of the picture to be distorted. Having
perforated the outline of the picture with small
holes, place it on the opening ABC D so that
its surface may be cylindrical. Let a candle or a
bright luminous object, the smaller the better, be
placed at S, as far behind the picture ABC D as
the eye is afterwards to be placed before it, and
the light passing through the small holes will re
present on a horizontal plane a distorted image
of the picture A' B' C' D', which, when sketched
in outline with a pencil, and shaded or coloured,
will be ready for use. If we now substitute a
polished cylindrical mirror of the same size in
place of M N, then the distorted picture, when laid
horizontally at A' B' C' D', will be restored to its
original state when seen by reflexion at ABC D
in the polished mirror. It would be an improve-
ment on this method to place at ABC D a thin
and flexible plate of transparent mica, having
drawn upon it with a sharp point or painted upon
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it the figw:e re1uired. The projected image of
this figure at A B' C' D' may then be accurately
copied.

The effect of a cylindrical mirror is shown in
Fig. 12, which is copied from an old one which
we have seen in use

Fig. 12.

The method above described is equally applica
ble to concave cylindrical mirrors, and to those of
a conical form, and it may also be applied to mir
rors of variable curvature, which produce different
kinds of distortions from different parts of their
surfaces.

By employing a mirror whose surface has a
variable curvature like ABC, Fig. 13, we obtain
an instrnment for producing an endless variety of
caricatures, all of which are characterized by their
resemblance to the original. If a figure M N ill
placed before such a-mirror, .it will of course ap
pear distorted and caricatured, but even if the
figure takes different distances and positions, the
variations which the image undergoes are neither
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IUfficiently numerous nor remarkable to afford
much amusement: But if the figure M N is very
near the mirror, so that new distortions are pro
duced by the different distances of its differcnt
parts from the mirror, the most singular cari
catures may be exhibited. If the figure, for
example, bends forward his head and the upper
part of hil body, they will swell in lize, leaving
hil lower extremitiel Ihort and slender. If it
draWl back the upper part of the body and ad
vancel the limbs, the opposite effect will take
place. In like manuer different sides of the head,
the right or the left side of it, the brow or the
chin, may be Iwelled and contracted at pleasure.
By stretching out the arms before the' body they
become like those of an orang o\ltang, and by
drawing them back they dwindle into half their
regular size. All these effects, which dcpend
chiefly on the agility and skill of the performer,
may be greatly increased by suitable distortions
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in his own features and figure. The family like
DelIS» which is of course never loat in all the
variety of figures which are thus produced, adds
greatly to the interest of the exhibition; and we
have seen individuals 80 annoyed at recognizing
their own likeness in the hideous forms of hu
manity which were thus delineated, that they could
not be brought to contemplate them a second time.
If the 6gUTe is inanimate» like the small cast of a
statue, the effect is very curious, as the swelling
and contracting of the parts and the sudden
change of expression give a sort of appearance of
vitality to the image. The inflexibility of such a
figure, however"is unfavourable to its transforma
tion into caricatures.

Interesting as these metamorphoses are, they
lose in the simplicity of the experiment much of
the wonder which they could not fail to excite if
exhibited on a great scale» where the performer is
invisible, and where it is practicable to give an
aerial representation of the caricatured figures.
This may be done by means of the apparatus
shown in Fig. 7"', where we may suppose AB to
be the reduced image seen in the reflecting surface
ABC, Fig. 13 t. By bringing this image nearer
the !ninor MM, Fig. 7, a magnified and inverted
image of it may be formed at a b, of such a mag
nitude as to give the last image.!!! P Q the same
size as life. Owing to the 108s of light by the
two reflexions, a very powerful illumination,would
be requisile for the original figure. If such an
exhibition were well got up, the effect of it would
he very striking.

• Page 86. t Pdge 96.
Q
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LETTER V.

M~ltmPOlll optical jl/uawnl-Converftolla oj" camelJ6 into
ifttagfitJ., or ekratilJ1la into dcprcni(J'lla, and the rever_
E:rpImtatirm of #fri. cia.. of ddeptiolla-Singular effect•

. e/inum;"otion with lirf/lt of om: aimple CfJIour-Ltrmpafor
fI"D'lMciftg lI_ogm""". !Jf!l/ow ligfrl-Met!uJda of {lIcrt1tu

itfg tke c.lfrct of ,loi. ~:rhib;tion-M~kod of reading lite
in~ of coi...... the darlt-Jrt f)f duypkcrin!l tlte
if"ced in.eri"ti"" ofcoim-Ezplmfatiim of,Ite~ mtgular
l§ect_Jpparl!flt fIloti_ ".f tlte ~. in portraitl-Rc
f1IlVkaIJle "_ple. oflhil-~tmolion of tlte fta
turu of a portrait, 101Im lite eyft arc _de 10 move-
Rimarkalilc ezperimCf&l of Iw'Ultltirt9 light tJIIa darm-..

IN the preceding lettCl' I have given an account of
the most important instrumentl! of Natural Magic
which depend on optical principles; but there
still remain several miscellaneous phenomena on
which the stamp of the marvellous is deeply im
pressed, and the study of which is pregnant with
instruction and amusement.

One of the most curious of these is that false
perception in vision by which we conceive depres
sions to be elevations, and elevations depreSS'iODll,
or by which intaglios are converted into cameos,
and cameos into intaglies. This curious fact seems
to have been first observed at one of t]le early meet
ings of the Royal Society of London, when one of
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die members, in looking at a guinea through a
compound mierOllCOpe of new construction, was
B1IJ1lrieed to see tbehead <upon the coin -deprellled;
while other members could only see it emb081Kld
• it nally lIVaB.

While using teleseopes :and oompoundmicro
Beropes, Dr. Gmdin of Wnrtembllrg observed the
Bale fact. The protuberant partB of- object!! ap
peared to him depressed, and the depressed part!!
protubennt: but what perplexed him extremely,
tbitl illusion took place at some times and not at
otben, hI Bome uperiments and not in othen, and
appeared to lome eyes and not to othen.

Mter making a great number of experiments,
Dr.Gmelin is said to have cODlltantlyobserved the
following effects: Whenever he viewed any objeet
rising upon a plane of any colour whatever, pro
vided it was neither white nor shining, and pro
vided the eye and the optical tube were directly
oppoBite to it, the elevated parts appeared de
pressed, and the depressed parts elevated. This
happened when he was viewing a seal, and as often
as he held the tube of the telescope perpendicu
larly, and applied it in such a manner that its
whole surface almost ~vered the last glass of the
tube. The same effect was produced when a com
pound microscope was used. When the object
hung perpendicularly, from a plane, and the tube
was supported horizontally and directly opposite to
it, the illusion also took place, and the appearance
was not altered when the object hung obliquely
and even horizontally. Dr. Groelin is said to have
at last disco"Vered a method of preventing this iUu
Ilion, which was by looking, not towuds the centre

02
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of the convexity, but at tint to the edges of it only,
and then gradually taking in the whole. "But
why these things 8hould 80 happen, he did not
pretend to determine."

The be8t method of observing thi8 deception, is
to view the engraved seal of a watch with the eye
piece of an achromatic teleacope, or with a com
pound micro8cope, or any combination of lenBe8.
which invert8 the objects that are viewed through
it -. The depre88ion· in the seal win immediately
appear an elevation, like the wax impre88ion which
i8 taken from it; and though we know it to be hol
low, and feel its concavity with the point of our
finger, the illu8ion is 80 8trong that it continue8 to
appear a protuberance. The cause of thi8 will be
under8tood from Fig..14, where S is the window
of the apartment, or the light which illuminates

Fig. 14.

L

the Iwllaw seal L R, who@e shaded 8ide is of course
on the 8ame 8ide L with the light. If we now in
vert the seal, with one or more len8e8, 80 that it
may look in the opposite direction, it will appear to
the eye a8 in Fig. 15, with the 8haded 8ide L far
thest fron the window. But a8 we know that the

• A single eom·elt lens will answer the pmpolM!. provided
re hold tbe eye .ilt or eight inches behind the image of the
eal fonned in its conjugate foeu••
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.window is still on our left hand, and that the light
falls in the direction R L, and as every body with
its sh~ded side farthest from the light must neces-

Fig. Hi•

•& ~.L
sarily be convex or protuberant, we immediately
believe that the hollow seal is now a cameo or bas
relief. The proof which the eye thus receives of
the ;;eal being raised, overcomes the evidence of its
being hollow derived froin our actual knowledge,
and from the .sense of touch. In this experiment
the deception takes place from our knowing the
real direction of the light which falls upon the
seal; for if the place of the window, with respect
to thc seal, had been inverted as well as the seal
itself, the illusion could not have taken place.

In order to explain this better, let us suppose the
seal L R, Fig. 14, to be illuminated with a candle S,
the place of which we C'!1l change at pleasure. If
we invert L R it will rise into a cameo, as in Fig.
15; and if we then place another candle D on the
other side of it, as in Fig. 16, the hollow seal will
be equally illuminated on all sides, and it will sink
down into a cavity or intaglio. If the two candles
do not illuminate the seal equally, or if any acci
dental circumstance produces a belief that the light
ill wholly or principally on one side, the mind will
entertain a corresponding opinion respecting the
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Itate of the seal, regarding it B8 a hollow if " 1J&.
lieves the light to come wholly or principallyen-

P'g.16.

the right hand, and as a cameo if it believes the
light to come from the left hand.

Jf we use a Ilmall telescope to invert the seal,
and if we cover up all the candle but the flame, and
arrange the experiment 10 th. the candle mlY be
inverted along with the image, the Bea1 will still
retain its coneavitv, because the shadow is still on
the same side with the illuminating body.

If we make the same experiments with tae
raiaed impression of the seal taken upon wax, we
shall observe the very I!llme pltenomena:, the seal
being depressed when it alone is inverted, and re
taining its convexity when the light is inverted
along with it.

The illusion, therefore, under our consideration
is the result of an operation of our own minda,
whereby we judge of the forms of bodies by the
knowledge we have acquired of light and shadow.
Hence the illusion depends on the accuracy and
extent of our knowledge on this subject; and
while lOme persons are under its influence, othera
are entirely inlleDsible to it. When the seal or
"ollow cavity ia not polished, but ground, aM the

'rface round it of uniform com1H' and smoothn.I,
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almost every person, waether young or old, learned
or iguorant, will be subject to the illution j be
cause the youngest and the most careless observers
cannot but know that the shaodow of a hollow is
always on the side next the light, and the shadow
of a protuberance 0& the side opposite to the light j

but if the abject is the raised impression of a seal
upon wax, I have found that, when inverted; it still
aeemed raised to .he three youngest of six per
una, while the three eldest were subject to the
deception.

This illusion Dlay be dissipated by a process of
reasoning arising from the introduction of a new
circumstance in the experiment. Thus, -let R L,
Fig. 18, be the inverted seal, which consequently

Fig. 17.

·a~(I·
appears raised, and let an opaque and unpolished
pin A be placed on one side of the seal. Its sha
dow will be of conne opposite the candle as at B.
In this case the leal, which had become a cameo"
by its inversion, win now sink down into a cavity
by the introduction of the pin and its shadow j for
as the pin and its shadow are inverted, as shoW'll
in Fig. 18, while the caudle retains its place, ,the
ahadow of the pin falling in the dire~tion.A B 1.S a
stronger proof to the eye that the hght IS cowng
from the right hand, than the actual knowledge of
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Fig.IS.

·a .~L~r
the candle being on the left hand, and therefore
the cameo necessarily sinks into a cavity, or the
shadow is now on the same side as the light. This
experiment will explain to us why on some occa
Ilions an acute observer will elude the deception,
while every other person is subject to it. Let us
suppose that a particle of dust, or a little ~it' of
wax, capable of giving a shadow, is adhering to
the surface of the seal, an ordinary observer will
take no notice of this, or if he does, he will pro
bably not make it a subject of consideration, and
will therefore see the head on the seal raised into
a cameo; but the attentive observer noticing the
little protuberance, and observing that its shadow
lies to the left of it, will instantly infer that the
light comes in that direction, and will still see the
seal hollow.

I have already mentioned that in some cases even
the sense of touch does not correct the erroneous
perception. 'We of course feel that'the part of
the hollow on which the finger ill placed is actually
hollow; but if we look at the other llart of the
hollow it will still appear raised.

By using two candles yielding different degrees
of light, and thus giving an uncertainty to the di
'ction of the light, we may weaken the illusion in
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any degree we choose, EO as to overpower it by
touch, or by a process of reasoning.

I have had occasion to observe a series oC ana
logous phenomena arising from the same cause,
but produced without any instrument for inverting
the object. If AB, fOT example, is a plate of 000

ther-oC-pearl, and L R a circular or any other
cavity (Fig. 19) ground or turned in it, then if this
cavity is illuminated by a candle or a window at S,

Fig. 19.

in place of there being a shadow of the margin L
.of the hollow next the light, as there would have
been had the body been opaque, a quantity ofbright
refracted light will appear where there would have
been a shadow, and the rest of the cavity will be
comparatively obscure, as if it were in shade. The
necessary consequence of this is, that the cavity
will appear as an elevation when seen only by the
naked eye, as it is only an elevated surface that
could have its most luminous side at L.

Similar illusions take place in certain pieces of
polished wood, calcedony, and mother-of-pearl,
lfhere the surface is perfectly smooth. This arises
from there being at that place a knot or growth,
or nodule, oC different transparency from the sur
rounding IDlUiS, and the cause of it will be under
stood frOID Fig. 20. Let m 0 be the surface of a
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mahogany table, A moB a section of the table,
and m n 0 a section of a knot more transparent
than the rest of the mass. Owing to the transpa
rency of the thin edge at 0, opposite to the candle
S, the side 0 is illuminatrd, while the rest of the
knot is comparatively dark, 80 that on the princi
ples already e:qllained the spot m ,. 0 appears to
be a hollow in the table. From this cause arises
the appearanCe of dimples in certain plates of cal
cedDUy, called hammered calcedony, owing to its
having the look of being dimpled with a hammer.
TIle llUIface au which these cavities are seen is a
.eetiOI1 of lIIDall spherical aggregations of siliceous
matter, which exhibit the same phenomena as the
caTities in wood. Mother-of-pearl presenta the
very IIII.IDe phenomena, and it is indeed so com1DOft
in this mbstanee, that it is nearly impossible to find
• mother-of-pearl button or counter which seems
to have its IUnace Hat, although they are perfectly
10 'W'hen exsmined by the touch. Owing to the
diflirJrent refraction of the incident light by the dif
timat growth. of the shell cut in different diree-
tioDB by the artificial surface, like the annual
growth of wood in a dleI8ed plank, t~e surface h..
nec:-rily an uaequal aBIl undulating appearance.

Among the woadera of lCienoe there are per-
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haps none more surprising than the effect. J'l'O"
duced UpOR coloured objects by illuminating them
with homogeneous light, Ol" light of one colour.
The light which emanates from the sun, anti by
which all the objects of the material world are ex
hibited to us, is composed of three different cololll'S,
red, yellow, lUld blue, by the mixture of which in
different proportiolls all the various hues of nature
may be produced. These three COIOUTS, when
mixed in the proportion in who they occur in
the sun's rays, compose a purely ete light; hut
if any body on which this wbi~ light falls shall
absorb, or stop, or detain within ita aubIltance any
part of anyone or more of these IrimpIe COlOUTS,
it will appear to the eye of that celom which arises
from the mixture of all the rays which it does not
absorb, or Qf that colour which white light would
have if tiprived of the colours which are absorbed.
Scarlet cloth, fur example, absorbs most of the
blue rays and many of the yellow, and hence ap
pears red. Yellow cloth absorbs most of the blue
and many of the red rays, and therefore appears
yellow j and blue cloth absorbs most of the yellow
and red rays. If we were to illuminate the scarlet
cloth witJa pure. and unmixed yellow light, it would
appear yellfYW, because the scarlet cloth does not
absorb' all the yellow rays, but reflects lOme of
them; and if we illuminate blue cloth with yellow
light, it will appear nearly black, becauae it abaorbe
all the yellow light, and reflects almOilt none of it.
Bat whatever be the nature and colour of the bodiea
on which the yellow light falls, the light which it
reflects must be yellow, for no other light falla upcm
them, and those which are not capable of reSectiRi
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.yellow light must appear absolutely black, however
bn11iant be their colour in the light of day.

As the' methods now discovered of producing
yellow light in abundance were not known to the
ancient conjurors, nor even to those of later times,
they have never availed themselves of this valuable

• resource. It has been long known that salt thrown

Fig. il.

into the wick of a flame produces yellow light, but
this light is mixed with blue and green rays, and
is, besides, so small in quantity, that it illuminates
objects only thai ars: in the immediate vicinity of
the flame. A method which I have found capable
of producing it in abundance is shown in Fig. 21,
where A B is a lamp, containing at. A a large
,uantity of alcohol and water, or ~rdent spirittt,
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which gradually descends into a platina or metallic
cup D. This cup is strongly heated by a spirit
lamp L, inclosed in a p,ark lantern, and when the
diluted alcohol in D is inflamed, it will burn with
a fierce and powerful yellow flame. If the flame
should not be perfectly yellow, owing to an excess
of alcohol, a proportion of salt thrown into the cup
will answer the same purpose a8 a further dilution
of the alcohol (0.

A mouochromatic lamp for producing yellow
light may be constructed most effectually, by em
ploying a portable gas lamp, containing com
pressed oil gas. If we allow the gas to escape in
a copious stream, and set it on fire, it will form an
explosive mixture with the atmospheric air, and
will no longer burn with a white flame, but will
emit a bluish and reddish light. The force of the
issuing gas, or auy accidental current of air, is
capable of blowing out this flame, so that it is
necessary to have a contrivance for sustaining it.
The method which I used for this purpose is
shown in Fig. 22. A small gas tube abc, arising
from the main burner M N of the gas lamp P Q,
terminates above the burner, and has a short tube
d e, moveable up and down within it, so as to be
gas-tight. This tube d e, closed at e, communi
cates with .the hollow ring f g, in the inside of
which four apertures are perforated in such a man
ner as to throw their jets of gas to the apex of a
cone, of which f g is the base. When we cause
the gas to flow from the burner M, by opening the
main cock A, it will rush into the tube abc d, and
issue in small flames at the four holes in the ring

... See Edinburg" r,'allltlctioll', 1'01. ix., p. 435.
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f,. The size of theBe flametl is regulated by the_
cook b.The inflammation, the~fore, of the ignited
~ will be sustained by these four tlUbsidiary
&met! through which it pasBes, independent of any
agitation {)f the air, or of the force with which it
HIlIl!etI from the burner. On a projecting arm e h,
carrying a ring Ie, I fixed a broad collar, made of
eoarse cotton wick, which had bt>en previously
8Oak-ed in a saturated solution of common salt.
When the gas was allowed to 'CllCape at M, with
wcb force as to produce ,a long and broad column
of an explosive mixture of gas and atmospheric
air, the bluish flame occasioned by the explosion
pal!BeS through the salted collar, and is converted
by it into a mass of homogeneous yellow light.
This collar will last a long time without any fresh
aupply of salt, so that the gas lamp will yield a
permanent monochromatic yellow flame, which
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will last as long as tIben! is gas ill the reservoir.
I. pace of a collar fIf cotton wick, a hollow ey
liJIder &f sponge, 'With D1UDeron projecting tuft8,
may be med, or '& collar may he tlimilarly coo
I1naeted with &sbestoB cloth, and, if thought~
ceS88ry, it might be supplied with a saline tlOlutitm
from a capillary fountain.

HlIriBg thUll obtaiDed the 1IIl!antl o()f illuminating
my apartment with ~How light, let the exhibition
be made in 11. room with furniture of various bright
colonT8, with oil or water-coloured. paintings Oft

tlIe wall. The "]larty which is to wimet!t! the ex
periment llhoold be dressed in a diversity of the
gayest ooloUJ'll; and the brightest-coloured flowers
aBd highly-coloured drawings should be placed on
-the tables. The room being at first lighted with
ordinary lights, the bright and gay colours "of~ery
thiDgthat it contains will be finely displayed. If
the white lights aTe DOW suddenly extinguished,
and the yellow lamps lighted, the motlt appalling
metamorphosis will be exhibited. The astonished
iDdividuals will DO longer be able to recognize each
other. All the furniture in the ,"oom, and all the
objects which it contains, will exhibitooly one
oolour. Thc floweTS will lose tbeirhuCl!. The
pUntings and drawings will appear as if they were
ezecnted in Chi.a ink, and the gaYCI!t dresses, the
lIrightest scarlets, the purest lilacs, the richest
bluCll,and the molt vivid greens win all be con
verted into one monotonontl yellow. The cpm
plexions of the Farti6l!, too, will suffer a corre
!!pODding dumg.e.. Qne pallid, death-ake yCllow,

--like the unDatural hue
Which aullDDD painttl upon 1Ia~ peril;b"d lear,
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will envelope the young and the old, aud the sallow
faces will alone escape from the metamorphosis.
Each individual derives merriment from the cada
verous appearance of his neighbour, without being
sensible that he is himself one of the ghostly as
semblage.

If, in the midst of the astonishment which i.
thus created, the white lights are restored at one
end of the room, while the yellow lights are taken·
to the other end, one side of the dress of every
person, namely, that next the white light, will be
restored to its original colours, while the other
side will retain its yellow hue. One cheek will
appear in a state of health and colour, while the
other retains the paleness of death; and, as the
individuals change their position, they will exhibit
the most extraordinary transfonnations of colour.

If, when all the lights are yellow, beams ofwhite
light are transmitted through a number of holes,
like those in a sieve, each luminous spot will
restore the colour of the dress or furniture upon
which it falls, and the nankeen family will appear
'all mottled over with every variety of tint. If a
magic lantern is employed to throw upon the walls
or upon the dresses of the company luminous
figures of flowers or animals, the dresses will be
painted with these figures in the real colour of
the dress itself. Those alone who appeared in
yellow, and with yellow complexions, will, to a
great degree, escape all these singular changes.

If red and blue light could be produced with the
same facility and in the same abundance as yellow
light, the illumination of the apartment with these
lights in succession wi>uld add to the variety and
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wonder of·the exhibition. The red light might
perhaps be procured in sufficient quantity from the
nitrate and other salts of strontian; but it would
be difficult to obtain a blue flame of sufficient in
tensity for the suitable illumination of a large room.
Brilliant white lights, however, might be used,
baving for screens glass troughs containing a mass
one or two inches thick of a solution of the am
moniacal carbonate of copper. This solution ab
!!Orbs all the rays of the spectrum but the blue,
and the intensity of the blue light thus produced
would increase in the same proportion as the white
light employed;

Among the numerous experiments with which
science astonishes and sometimes even strikes ter
ror into the ignorant, there is none more calculated
to produce this effect than that of displaying to the
eye in absolute darkness the legend or inscription
upon a coin. To do this, take a silver coin, (1
have always used an old one,) and after polishing
the surface as much as possible, make the parts of
it which are raised rough by the action of an acid,
the parts not raised, or those which are to be ren
dered darkest, retaining their polish. If the coin
thus prepared is placed upon a mass of red hot iron,
and removed into a dark room, the inscription upon
it will become less luminous than the rest, so that
it may be distinctly read by the spectator. The
mass of red hot iron should be concealed from the
observer's eye, both for the purpose of rendering
the eye fitter for observing the effect, and of re
moving all doubt that the inscription is really read
in the dark, that is, without receiving any light,
.direct or reflected, from any other body. If, in place

B
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of polishing the depressed partlI, and rOUgheuiug ita
rai~ parts, we make the raised parts polished, and.
roughen the depressed pam, the inscriptionwill now
be less luminous than the depreued parts, an~ we
shall still be able to read it, from itt! being &I! it
were written in black letters on a white ground.
The first time I made this experiment,without being
aware of what would be the result, I used a Freuch
shilling of Louis XV.. and I was not a little sur
prised to observe upon its surface, in black letters,
the inscription BXNEDlCTUK SIT NOllEN DEI.

The m08t surprising form of this experiment is
when we use a coin from which the inscription has
been either wholly obliterated, or obliterated in
such a degree as to be illegible. When such a
eoin is laid upon the red hot iron, the letters and
figures become oxidated, and the film of oxide ra
diating more powerfully than the rest of the coin,
the illegible ill8cription may be now distinctly
read to the great surprise of the observer, who had
examined the blank surface of the coin previous to
itt! being placed upon the hot iron. The different
appearances of the same coin, according as the
raised parts are polished or roughened, are shown
in Fig. 23 and 24.

In order to explain the cause of these remark
able effects, we must notice a method which has
been long known, though never explained, of decy
phering the inscriptions on worn-out coins. This is
doue by merely placing the coin upon a hot iron j

an oxidation takes place over the whole surface of
the coin, the film of oxid,e changing itt! tint with
the intensity or continuance of the heat. The
parts, however, where the letters of the inscription
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thickness, and therefore reflecting a different tint
from that of the adjacent parts. The tints thus
developed sometimes pass through many orders of
brilliant colours, particularly pink and [fT'een, and
settle in a bronze, and sometimes a black tint,
resting upon the inscription alone. In some cases
the tint left on the trace of the letters is so very
faint that it can just be seen, and may be entirely
removed by a slight rub of the finger. ,

When the experiment is o~ten repeated with the
same'coin, and the oxidations successively removed
after each experiment, the film of oxide conti
nues to diminish, and at last ceases to make its,
appearance. It recovers the property, however,
in the course of time. When the coin ill put upon
the hot iron, and consequently when the oxidation
is the greatest, a considerable smoke arises from
the coin, and this diminishes like the film of oxide
by frequent repetition. A coiu which had ceued

u2
, I
(
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to emit this smoke, smoked Blightly after having
been expoaed twelve hours to the air. J have
fOUI~d, from numerous trialB, that it is always the
raiBed parts of the coin, and in modern coins the
elevated ledge round the inscription, that become
tirst oxidated. In an English shilling of 1816,
thiB ledge exhibited a brilliant yellow tint bcfore it
appeared on any other l)art of the coin.

If we use an uniform and homogeneous disc of
lIilver that has never been hammered or com
pressed, its Burface will oxidate equally, provided
all its partB are equally heated. In the process of
converting this disc into a coin, the sunk parts have
obviously been 1TWst compressed by the prominent
pllrts of the die, and the elevated parts least com
pressed, the metal being in the latter left as it
were in its natural state. The raised letterB and
figures on a coin have therefore less density than'
the other parts, and theae parts oxidate sooner or
at a lower temperature. When the letters of the
legend are worn off by friction, the parts imme
diately below them have alBo less density than the
surrounding metal, and the site as it were of the
letters therefore receives from heat a degree of oxi
dation, and a colour different from that of the sur
rounding surface. Hence we obtain an explanation
of the revival of the invisible letters by oxidation.

The same influence of differel}ce of density may
be obaerved in the beautiful oxidations which are
produced on the surface of hig'bly-polished steel,
heated in contact with air, at temperatures be~een
4300 and 6300 of Fahrenheit"'. When the steel
has hard p'ortions called pins by the workmen, the
• See Edinbllrg4 E"cyclop. Art. STEaL, Yol. uiii. p. 381.
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unifonn tint of the film of oxide stops near thesc
hard portions, which always exhibit colours dif
ferent from those of the rest of the mass. Theae
parts, on account of their increased density, absorb
the oxygen of atmospheric air leas copiously than
the surrounding portions. Hence we see the cause
why steel expanded by heat absorbs oxygen, which,
when united with the metal, fOrIlls the coloured
superficial film. As the heat increases, a greater
quantity of oxygen is absorbed, and the film in
creases in thickness.

These observations enable us to explain the
legibility of inscriptions in the dark, whether the
coin is 1D a perfect state, or the letters of it worn
off. All black or Tough surfaces radiate light
mQre copiously than poUslted or smooth surfacetl,
and hence the inscription is luminous when it is
rO'Uflh, and obscure when it is polished, and the
letters covered with black oxide are more luminous
than the adjacent parts, on account of the superior
radiation of light by the black oxide which covers
them.

By the means now described, invisible writing
might be conveyed by impressing it upon a me
tallic surface, and afterwards erasing it by grinding
and polishing that surface perfectly smooth. When
exposed to a proper degree of heat, the secret
would display itself written in oxidated letters.
Many amusing experiments might be made upon
the same principle.

A series of curious and sometimes alarming de
ceptions, arises from the representation of objects
in perspective upon a plane surface. One of the
most interesting of these depends on the princi-
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pI.. which RgUlBte the appareDt direction of the
eyes in 8. pomait. Dr. W olluton hili! thought
this 8Ubject M sufficim importantre to be treated
at some length in the Pl\ilomphical TraneaetioRtf.
When we look at any person ....e direct to them
both our face and Bill' eyes, and in this positiJD
the circular iris win M in. the middle of the white
of the eye-ban, or, what ill the same thing, there
will be the laMe quantity of wllite on each side of
~ iris. Jf the eyes are now moved to either
side, while the head remains fixed, we shall readily
judge of the change of their direction by the
greater or lellS quantity of whik on each Bide of
the iris. Tllil test, ho....e"rer, accurate lUI it ill, en
ables us only to eaum&te the extent to which the
eves deviate in direction frnm cae direction of the
t&ee to which they belong. But their direction in
reference to the person wllo viewlJ them is entirely
• differen t matter; and Dr. Wollaston is of opi
nioD, that we are not guided by the eyes alone,
lmt are uncoDlCiously aided by the concurrent
position of the entire face.

If a skilful painterdn.wl!I a pair of eyes with
gyeat correctness directed to the spectator, and
deviating from the general position of the face all
.ucll as is usual in good portraits, it is very diffi
cult t<t determine their directioJl. and they will ap
pear to have different directiODI to diffurent per
IOns. :But what is -.ery cunous, Dr. Wollaston
has shown that the same pair of eyes may be made
10 direet themselves either to or from the spectator
'by the 'adclition M other features in which the
position of the face is clmnged. Thus, in Fig. 25,
..ae pair of eyes are looking inteDtly at the sple-
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tator, and the faee baa a coneapoDdiDg diwchOD ;
.. wben we cover .p the face in ~. 2!) with the
face in Fig. 26, ..hieh 1000 to the rigat, the eyes

Fig. 25.

ehange their direction, and look to the right also.
In like manner, eyes drawn originally to look a
little to the right or the left of the spectator may
be made to look directly at him by adding suitable
features.

The nose is obviously the principal feature which
produces this change of direction, as it is more
subject to change of peripeCtive than any of the
other features; but Dr. Wollaston has shown by
a vuy ac:eurate nperiment, that even a small por
tion of the nose introduced with the features will
c:Ury the eyftl along ..nth it. He obtained four
aael copies of the aame pair of eyes looking at
the apec:tator, by transferring them upon copper
&om a steel plate, and haTing added to each of
two pair of them a nOle in ooe ease directed to the
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right, Ilnd in the other to the left, and to each of
the other two pair a very small portion of the
upper part of the nose, all the four pair of
eyes lost their front direction, and looked to the
right or to the left, according to the direction of
the nose, or of the portion of it which was added.

But the effect thus produced is not limited, as
Dr. Wollaston remarks, to the mere change in the
direction of the eyes, " for a total difference of
character may he given to the same eyes by a due
representation of the other features. A lost look
of devout abstraction in an uplifted countenance
may be exchanged for an appearance of inquisi
tive archness in the leer of R younger face turned
downwards and obliquely towards the opposite

• side," as in Fig. 27, 28. This, however, is per
haps not an exact expression of the fact. The
new character which is said to be given to the
eyes is given only to the eyes in cOlI).bination with
the new features, or, what is probably more cor-'
rect, the inquisitive archness is in the other fea
tures, and the eye does not belie it.

Dr. Wollaston has not noticed the converse of
these illusions, in which a change of direction is
given to fixed features by a change in the direc
tion of the eyes. This effect is finely seen in some
magic lantern sliders, where a pair of eyes is made
to move in the bead" of a figure which invariably
follows the motion of the eyeballs.

Having thus determined the influence which
the general perspective of the face has upon the
apparent direction of the eyes in a portrait, Dr.
Wollaston applies it to the explanation of the well
known fact, that when the eyes of a portrait look
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Fig. 21.

at a spectator in front of it they will follow him,
and appear to look at him in every other direction.
This curious fact, which hall received less con
sideration than it merits, has been often skilfully
employed by the novelist, in alarming the fears or
exciting the courage of his hero. On returning
to the hall of his ancestors, his attention is power
fully fixed 011 the grim portraits which surround
bim. The parts which they have respectively per
formed in the family history rise to his mind: hi.
own actions, whether good or evil, are called up
in contrast, and as the preserver or the destroyer
of hiB line, he stands, a. it were, in judgment
before them. His imagination, thus excited by
conflicting feelings, transfers a sort of vitality to
the canvas, and if the personages do not " Btart
from ~heir frames," they will at least bend upon
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him their frOWDS or their approbation. It ill in
vain that he tne. '" evade their scrutiny. Where
ever he goa their eyes ~Iy pursue him; they.
will~ eftD to look at him over their shoulders,
and he win find it impossible to shun their gaze
but by quitting the apartmnt.

As dle spectatol'in thie cue changes his position
in a horizontal plane, the effect which we have de
scribeclia accompanied by an apparent diminution
in the breadth of the human face, from only seyen
or eight inches till it disappears at a great ob
liquity. In movinp;, therefore, from a front view

_ to the most oblique view of the face, the change in
its apparent breadth is !lG slow \bat the apparent
motioll of the head of the figure is scarcely recog
nized as it follows the spectator. But if the per
spective figure has a great breadth in a horizontal
e~BUch as a soldier firing his musket, an artil-

n his piece of ordnance, a bowman drawing
_. bow, 01' a lancer pushing his spear, the appa
lent breadth of the fi~re will vary from five to
aix feet 01' upwards till it disappears, and therefore
1be change of apparent magnitude is sufficiently
rapid to give the figure the dreaded. appearance of
tuming round, and following the IJltlCtator. One
ef the beat examples of this must haTe 'been often
ohIerved in the fOfe-llhorteDed 6gure of a dead body
lyin~ horizontally, which has the appearance of
ilnowing the obsener with great rapidity, and
1IIrIriDg rotmcl upon the head 8S the centre of
motion.

Tlu~ e&'llse of this phenomenon is eaBily explained.
Lee UB suppose a portrait with ita face and its eyea
-tDcetecl Itraight in front,.JO all to look at the spec.
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tater. Let a Itraight liBe be draWB through the
tip of the DOtJe and half way between the eyes,
which we shall call the middle liRe. 011 eaca BiQe.
of this mUldle line there will be the BIUDe. breadth
of :bead,o of ehee~of ehin, &1Ml of nec~ and eaeh
iris- wi)J be in the middle of &he white of the eye.
U we BOW go to ODe aide, the appueJlt horizoIital
breadth of every part of the head and filce will be
diminitthed, but the parte on each .w.e of the miQ..
dIe line will be diminished equally, and at any
peaiiion, however oOtique, there wiU be the same
1lIeadth of face on each side of the middle liDe,
aDd the iris will be in the centre of the wbite of
the eyePall. 10 that the portrait preaerves all t1Ie
chaneters of a figure lookiug at the spectator, and
Dl1I8t ,necetllllLrily 00 so wherever he stands.

This explanation might be illU8irated by a pic
bIRwhich represen.ts three artillelJDlen, each firing
a. piece of ordnance in parallel directiona. Let the
gun of the middle one be pointed. aecurately to the
eye of the lpectator, so that he Bee8 neither ita
right side nor itl left, nor its upper nor its under
Bide. hut direetly down its muzzle, llQ that if there
was an opening in the breech he would see through

_ it. In like manner the spectator will see the left
aide of the gun on his left hand, and the right side
ef the gaB on hi& right hand. If the spectator now
changes his place, and taktlfi ever such an oblique
JOaition, either laterally or vertically, he must still
see the -same thing. because nothing el8e is pre
Bented to his view. The gun of the middle soldier
JDUIlt always point to hi. eye, and the other' guns
to the right and left of him. They must therefore
aU three seem to move ~ he moves, and follow hi-
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eye in all its changes of place. The lI8me obser
vations are of course applicable to buildings Bnd
streets Been in perspective.

In common portraits the apparent motion of the
head is generally rendered indistinct by the canvas
being imperfectly stretched, as the slightest conca
vity or convexity entirely deforms the face when
the obliquity is considerable. The deception is
therefore best seen when the painting is executed
on a very flat boarlt, and' in colours sufficiently
vivid to represent every line in the face with tole
rable distinctness at great obliquities. This dis
tinctness of outline is indeed necessary to a lI8tis
factory exhibition of this optical illusion. The
most perfect exhibition, indeed, that I ever lI8W
of it was in the case of a painting of a ship upon
a sign-board executed in strongly gilt lines. It
contained a view of the stem and side of a ship
in the stocks, and, owing to the flatness of the
board and the brightness of the lines, the gradual
developement of the figure from the most violent
foreshortening at great obliquities till it attained
its perfect form, was an effect which surprised
every person that saw it.

The only other optical illusion which our limits
will permit us to explain, is the very remarkable
experiment of what may be truly called breathing
light or darkness. Let S be a candle whose light
falls at an angle of 56° 45' upon two glass plates
A, B, placed close to each other, and let the re
flected rays A C, B D, fall at the same angle upon
two similar plates, C, D, but so placed that the plane
of_reflexion from the latter is at right angles to the
plane of reflexion from the former. . An eye placed
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at E, and looking at the same time into the two
plates C and D, will see very faint images of the
candle S, which, by a slight adjustment of the

F~I{. 29.

plates, may be made to disappear almost wholly,
allowing the plate C to remain as it is, change the
position of D, till its inclination to the ray BD is
diminished about 3tO, or made nearly 53° 11'.
When this is done, the image that had disappeared
on looking into D will be restored, so that the
spectator at E, upon looking into the two mirrors
C, D, will see no light in C, because the candle
has nearly disappeared, while the candle is dis
tinctly seen in D. If, while the spectator is look
ing intO these two mirrors, either he or another
person breathes upon them gently and quickly, the
breath will revive the extinguished image in C,
and will extinguish the visible image in D. The
following is the cause of this singular result. The
light AC, BD, is polarized by reflexion from the
plates A, B, because it is incident at the polarizing
angle of 56° 45' for glass. When we breathe
upon the plates C, D, we form upod their surface
a thin film of water, whose polarizing angle is
5go 11', so that if the lJolarized rays AC, BD, fell
upon the plates C, D, at an augle of 53° 11', the
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eau.dle from which they proceeded would not be
visible, or they would not Buffer reflexion from the
plateB C, D. At all other BngleB the light wouW.
be reflected and the candles visible. Now the plate
D is placed at an angle of 530 11' and C at an
angle of 560 45', so that when a film of water is
breathed upon them the light will be reflected frODl
the latter, and none from the former: that is, the
act of breathing upon the plates will restore the
invisible, and extinguish the visible image.
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LETTER VI.

Natural phenomena marked with the marvetlmu-Speelre fI/'
the Bracken de,eMbed-Analogeu, phmomettll-At'rifII
q>eetre, 'un in Cumberland-Fata Morgana in tile~
of Mellina-Object, bettItD tAe hamon rai,ed and rnagwi
fied by refraetion-Smgu/ar ezampk ,cera at Hallinp
Dover Cartte Itt!ll throllgh tie hill 011 whieh it uaruh-
Enet and inverted imtlga ofdUtant ,hip' ,een mtM ;a;,......
Similar phCflO71lnIfJ «en in the .AraJie regiom-Ent:AattI.
_t-Mr. Scare"" rtH:Og"U:t!6 !iii father" Mip II, ...
aerial image-Image, of COIN "'til ill. the air-Iavertetl
iatlge of h,e, .etll in &uth .Jlrneri~Laterali~

prodUCf!d by refrQct~4;:";'al ,~trt!. b, rejlezMJ_
Ezptaation of tAt! Feoeditt9 phenom-.

AMONG the wonders of the natural world which
are every day presented to us, without either ex
citing OUT l!Urprise or attracting OUT notice, so~
are occasioually displayed which possess an the
characters of supernatural phenoI,Dena. In the
names by which they are familiarly known, we
zecognize the terror which they inspired, and even
now, when science has .reduced them to the level of
natural phenomena, and developed the causes from
which they arise, they still retain their primitive
importance, and are watched by the philosopher
with as intense an interest as when they were
deemed the immediate eHects of Divine POWel'.
Among these phenomena we may enumerate the
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Spectre of the Brocken, the FaJ.a Morgana of the
Straits of Messina, the Spectre Ships which ap
pear in the air, and the other extraordinary effects
of the Mirage *.

The Brocken is the name of the loftiest of the
Hartz Mountains, a picturesque range which .lies
in the kingdom of Hanover. It is elevated 3300
feet above the .Bell, and commands the view of a
plain seventy leagues in extent, occupyitlg nearly
the two-hundredth part of the whole of Europe,
and animated with a population of above five mil
lions of inhabitants. From the earliest periods of
authentic history, the Brocken has been the seat of
the marvellous. On its summits are still seen huge
blocks of granite called the Sorcerer's Chair and
the Altar. A spring of pure water is known by
the name of the Magic Fountain, and the Anemone
of the Brocken is distinguished by the title of the
Sorcerer's Flower. 'I'heee names are supposed to
have originated in the rites of the great Idol Cor
tho, whom the SaxOIlS worshipped in secret on the
summit of the Brocken, when Christianity was
extending her benignant sway over the subjacent
plains.

As the locality of these idolatrous rites, the
Brocken must have been much frequented, and we
can scarcely doubt that the spectre which now 80

often haunts it at sunrise must have been observed

• In the Sanscrit, say. Baron Humboldt, the phenome
DOD of the Mi~ is calle,) Mriga. Tricltna, c, thirst or dellire
of the antdope," no doubt because this animal M,·iga., com
pelled by Ihirst, T,.icl",a, approach... Ihose barren plaina
where, Crom Ihe eft'ect DC unequal refraction, he Ihinks h.
-..i..... Ihe undulalinK surface of th. waten.-Per,olfa./

'Iv., Vol. iii., p. M4.
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from the earliest times; but it is nowhere men
tioned that this phenomenon was in any way
8880Ciated with the objects of their idolatrous
worship. One of the best accounts of the spectre
of the Brocken is that which is given by M.
Haue, who saw it on the 23d of May, ] 797.
After having been on the summit of the mountain
no less than thirty times, he had at last the good
fortune of witnessing the object of his curiosity.
The sun rose about four o'clock in the morning
through a serene atmosphere. III the south-west,
towards Achtermannshohe, a brisk west wind
carried before it the transparent vapours, which
had not yet been condensed into thick heavy
clouds. About a quarter past four he went to
wards the inn, and looked round to see whether
the atmosphere would afford him a free prospect
towards the south-west, when· he observed at a
"err great distance, towards Achtermanllshohe, a
human figure of a monstrous size. His hat
having been almost carried away by a. violent
gust of wind, he suddenly raised his hand to his
head, to protect his hat, and the colossal figure
did the same. He immediately made another
movement by bending his body,-an action which
was repeated by the spectral figure. M. Haue
was desirous of making further experiments, but
the figure disappeared. He remained, however,
in the same position, expecting its return, and in
a few minutes it again made its appearance on
the Achtermannshohe, when it mimicked his ges
tures as before. He then called the landlord of
the inn, and having both taken the Bame position
which he had before, they looked towards the

I
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AchtermaJmsoohe, but saw nothing. In a "Tery
short space of time, however, two colona! figures
wue formed over the above eminence, and after
bending their bodies and imitating the gestures of
the two spectators, they disappeared. ,Retaining
their position, and keeping their eyes still fixed
upon the same spot, the two gigantic spectres
again stood before them, and were joined by a
third. Every movement that they made was imi
tated by the three figures, but the effect varied in
its intensity, being sometimes weak .ud faint, and
at other times strong and well defined.

Fi~.3().

In the year 1798, M. Jordan saw the same phe
nomenon at sunrise, and under similar circum
stances, but with less distinctness, and without any
duplication ofthe figures-.

~henomena perfectly analogous to the pre
ceding, though seen under less imposing circum
stances, have been often witnessed. When the

• See~. i'. GmeJiat. Gott;",i.cMa J.rwcJ d" ""--
daflm, vol. i. part iii. 1798;
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spectator BeelI his own shadow opp08ite to the
IUD upon a mUll of thin fleecy vapour pusing
near him. it not only imitates all hiB movements,
~t its head is distinctly encircled with a halo of
light. The aerial figure is often not larger than
life, its size and its apparent distance depeD!ting,
IIIJ we shall afterwarde see, upon particularc~
I have often seen a similar shadow when bathing
in a bright summer's day iB aIt extensive pool of
lIeep water. When the fine mud deposited at the
bottom of the pool it! dietul"bed by the feet of the
llather. so as to be lllsseminated through the maM
of water in the direction of bis shadow, hie sha
dow is no longer a shapeless mass fanned upon
the bottom. but it! a regular figure furmed upon
tlae floating particles of mud, and having the head
surrounded with a halo, not only luminOUll, but
consisting of distinct radiatiolH!.

One of the most interesting accounts of a\;rial
BJJeCtres with which we are acquainted has been
given by Mr. James Clarke. in his Survey of the
Lakes of Cumberland. and the accuracy of this
account was confirmed by the attestations of twO'
of the per80Wl by whom the phenomena were first
seen. On a summer's evening. in the year 1743.
wben Daniel Strieket. servant to Jobn WI"eft, of
Wilton Hall, was sitting at the door aloog with
his master. they laW 'the figure of a man with a
dog punwng BOme horses along Souterfell-side, a
place 110 extremely steep. that a horse could
_Feely travel upon it at all. The figures ap
peared to run at an amazing Jlllee, till they got mit
of si~ht at the lower end of tbe fell. Oft the Col·
IowiDf5 momia~, Stricket Wnd bis master aseended

1 2
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the steep side of the mountain, in the full expecta
tion of finding the man dead, and of picking up
some of the shoes of the horses, which they thought
must have been cast while galloping at such a
furious rate. Their expectations, however, were
disappointed. No traces, either of man or horse,
could be found, and they could not even discover
upon the turf the single mark of a horse's hoof.
These strange appearances, seen at the same time
by two different persons in perfect health, could
not fail to make a deep impression on their minds.
They at first concealed what they had seen, but
they at length disclosed it, and were laughed at
for their credulity.

In the following year, on the 23d June, 1744,
Daniel Stricket, who was then servant to Mr.
Lancaster, of Blakehills, (a place near Wilton
Hall, and both of which ,places are only about half
a mile from Souterfell,) was walking, about seven
o'clock in the evening, a little above the house,
when he saw a troop of horsemen riding on
Souterfell-side, in pretty close ranks, and at a
brisk pace. Recollecting the ridicule that had
been cast upon him the preceding year, he con
tinued to observe the figures for 1iI0me time in
silence; but being at last convinced that there
could be no deception in the matter, he went to
the house, and informed his master that he had
something curious to show him. They accord
ingly went out together; but before Stricket had
pointed out the place, Mr. Lancaster's son had
discovered the at;rial figures. The family was
then summoned to the spot, and the phenomena

'ere seen alike by them all. The equestrian
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figures seemed to come from the lowest parts of
Souterfell, and became visible at a place called
Knott. They then advanced in regular troops
along the side of the Fell, till they came opposite
to Blakehills, when they went over the mountain,
after describing a kind of curvilineal path. The
pace at which the figures moved was a regular
swift walk, and they continued to be seen for
upwards of two hours, the approach of darkness
alone preventing them from being visible. Many
troops were seen in succession; and frequently
the last but one in a troop quitted hi.s position,
galloped to the front, and took up the same pace
with the rest. The changes in the figures were
seen equally by all the spectators, and the view of
them was not confined to the farm of Blakehills
only, but they were seen by every person at every
cottage within the distance of a mile, the number
of persons who saw them amounting to about
twenty-six. The attestation of these facts, signed
by Lancaster and Stricket, bears the date -of the
21st July, 1785.

These extraordinary sights were received not
only with distrust, but with absolute incredulity.
They were not even honoured with a place in the
records of natural phenomena, and the philoso
phers of the day were neither in possession of
analogoull facts, nor were they acquainted with
those principles of atmosphericlil refraction upon
which they depend. The strange phenomena,
indeed, of the Fata lIfoTgana, or the Castles of
the Fairy Morgana, had been long before ob
Be1'Ved, and had been described by Kircher in the
17th century, but they presented 'nothing so mys-
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terioull as the aerial troopers- of Souterfell; and the
general characters of the two phenomena were so
unlike, that even a philosopher might have been
excullCd for ascribing them to diflerent causes.

Thi.s singular exhibition has been frequently
seen in the Straits of Messina, between Sicily and
the coast of Italy, and .never i.t takes place,
the people, in a state of exultation, as if it were
not only a pleasi~ but a lucky phenomenon,
hurry down to the sea, exclaiming Morgana,
Morga:na! When the rays of the rising lIun form
an angle of 45" on the sea of Reggio, and when
the surface of the water ill perfectly unrufBed,
either by~ the wind or the current, a spectator
placed upon an eminence in the city, and having
biB baek to the Bun and his face to the _,
()bserves upon the surface of the water superb
palaces, with their balconies and windows, lofty
towers, herds and flocks grazing in wooded val
leYIl and krtile plains, armies of men on ho1'8e
haek and on foot, with multiplied fragments of
buildings, such as columns, pilasters, and arches.
These objects pass rapidly in succession along the
tJurface of the sea during the brief period of their
appearance. The various objects thus enumerated.
are pictures of palaces and buildings actually ex
isting on shore, and the living objects are of course
only seen when they happen to form a part of the
general landscape.

If at the time that these phenomena are visible,
the atmosphere is charged with vapour or dense
exhalations, the same objects which are depicted
upon the sea will be seen also in the air, occupy
ing a space which extends from the surface to the
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height of twenty-five feet. These images, however,
are less distinctly delineated than the former.

H the air is in such a "tate as to deposit dewy
and is capable of fonning the rainbow, the objects .
will be Been only on the surface of the sea; but
they all appear fringed with red, yellow, and blue
light, as if they were seen through a prism.

In OUl' own country, and in our O';\'IJ times, facts
still more extraordinary have been witnessed. From
Hastings, on the coast of Sussex, the cliffs on the
French coast are fifty miles distant, and they are
actually hid by the convexity of the earth; that is,
II. straight line drawn from Hastings to the French
eaast would pass through the sea. On Wednesday,
the 26th of July, 1798, about five o'clock in the
afternoon, Mr. Latham, a Fellow of the Royal
Society, then residing at Hastings, was surprised
to see a crowd of people running to the sea-side.
Upon inquiry into the cause of this, he learned
that the coast of France could be seen by th~ naked
eye, and he immediately went down to witness 80

singular a sight. He distinctly saw the cliffs ex
tending for some leagues along the French coast,·
and they appeared as if they were only a few miles
off. They gradually appeared more and more ele
vated, and seemed to approach neaTer to the eye.

• The sailors with-whom Mr. Latham walked along
the water's edge were at first unwilling to believe
in the reality of the appearance; but they soon
became so thoroughly convinced of it, that they
pointed out and named to him the different places
which they had been accustomed to visit, and
which they conceived to be as near as if they were
Ailing at a small distance into the harbour. These
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appearances continued for nearly an hour, the
cliffs sometimes appearing brighter and nearer,
and at other times fainter and more remote. Mr.
Latham then went upon the eastern cliff or hill,
which is of considerable height, when, as he re
marks, a most beautiful scene presented itself to
his view. He beheld at once Dungeness, Dover
cliffs, and the French coast all along from Calais,
Boulogne, &c. to St. Vallery, and, as some of the
fishermen affirmed, as far west as Dieppe. With
the help of a telescope, the French fishing-boats
were plainly seen at anchor, and the different co
lours of the land upon the heights, together with
the buildings, were perfectly discernible. Mr. La
tham likewise states that the cape of land called
Dungeness, which extends nearly two miles into
the sea, and is about sixteen miles in a straight line
from Hastings, appeared as if quite close to it, and
the vessels and fishing-hoats which were sailing
between the two places alJpeared equally near, and
were magnified to a high degree. These curious
phenomena continued" in the highest splendour"
till past eight o'clock, although a black cloud had
for some time totally obscured the face of the sun.

A phenomenon no less marvellous was seen by
Professor Vince, of Cambridge, and another gen
tleman, on the 6tn of August, 1806, at Ramsgate.
The summits v 10 X Y of the four turrets of Dover
Castle are usually seen over the hill A B, upon
which it stands, lying between Ramsgate and
Dover; but on the day above-mentioned, at seven
o'clock in the evening, when the air was very still
and a little hazy, not only were the tops v 10 X '!I
" the four towers of Dover Castle seen over the
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adjacent hill A -B, but the wlwle of the Castle,
m n r s, appeared as if ztwere situated on the side
of the hill next Ramsgate, and rising above the
hill as much as usual. This phenomenon was so
very singular and unexpected, that at first sight
Dr. Vince thought it an .iIlusioll j but upon conti
nuing his observations, he became satisfied that
it was a real image of the Castle. Upon this he

Fig. 31.

gave a telescope to a person present, who, upon
attentive examination, saw also a very clear image
of the Castle as the Doctor had described it. He
continued to observe it for about twenty minutes,

. during which time the appearance remained pre
cisely the same j but rain coming on, they were
prevented from making any further observations.
Between the observers and the land from which
the hill rises there was about six miles of sea,
and from thence to the top of the hill there was
about the same distance. Their own height
above the surface of the water was about seventy
feet..
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Thill mullion derived great forre from the re
markable circumstance, that the hill itself diq not
appear through the image, as it might have been
expected to do. The image of the castle was very
atrong and well defined, and though the rays from
the hill behind it must undoubtedly have come to
the eye, yet the strength of the image of the castle
50 far obecured the background, that it made DO

sensible impression on the observers. Their atten
tion was of course principally directed to the image
of the c;astle; but if the hill behind had been at
all visible, Dr. Vince conoeivesthat it could not
have eecaped their observation, as they continued
to look at it for a COIIlliderable time with a good
telescope. -

Hitherto our at;rial vision. have been seen only
in their erect and natuTal positions, either JlI'O'"
jected agaiust the ground or elevated in the air;
but cases have occurred in which both erect and
inverted images of objects have been seen in the
air, sometimes 5ingly, sometimes combined, some-

FitJ·52.
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times when the real object WIUI invisible, and some
times when a part of it had begun to show itlelf
to the spectator.

III the year 1'193, Mr. Huddart, when Telicling
at Allonby, in Cumberland, percei¥ed. the inVf:t'ted
im~ of a ship beDeath the im~, as shown in
Fig. 32; but Dr. Vince, who afterwanb obeerved
this phenomenoll under a greater variety of fOl1JUl,
found that the ship, which was here cansidered. the
real one, was only an erect image of the real ship,
whieb was at the time beneath the horizon, and
..holly invisible.
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In August, 1798, Dr. Vince observed a great
variety of these aerial images of vessels approach
ing the horizon. Sometimes there was.seen only
one inverted image above the real ship, and this Was
generally the case when the real ship was full in
view. But when the real ship was just beginning
to show its top-mast above the horizon, as at A,
Fig. 33, two aerial images of it were seen, one 8t
B, inverted, and the other in its natural position
at C. In this case the sea was distinctly visible
between the erect and inverted images, but ·in other
cases the hull of the one image was immediately
in contact with the hull of the other.

Analogous phenomena were seen by Captain
Scoresby when navigating with the ship Baffin the
icy sea in the immediate neighbourhood of West
Greenland. On the 28th of June, 1820, he ob
served about eighteen sail of ships at the distance
of ten or fifteen miles. The sun had shone during
the day without the interposition of a cloud, and
its rays were peculiarly powerful. The intensity of
its light occasioned a pamful sensation in the eyes,
while its heat softened the tar in the rigging of the
ship, and melted the snow Oil the surrounding ice
with such rapidity, that pools of fresh water were
formed on almost every place, and thousands of
rills carried the excess into the sea. There was
scarcely a breath of wind: the sea was as smooth
as a mirror. The surrounding ice was crowded
together, and exhibited every variety, from the
smallest lumps to the most magnificent sheets.
Bears traversed the fields aud floes in unusual num
bers, and many whales sported in the recesses and

'enings among the drift ice. About six in the
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evening, a light breeze at N. W. having sprung
up, a thin stratus or "fog bank," at firllt consi
derably illuminated by the sun, appeared in the
same quarter, and gradually rose to the altitude of
about a quarter of a degree. At this time most
of the ships navigating at the distance of ten or
fifteen miles began to change their form and mag
nitude, and when examined by a telescope from the
mast-head exhibited some extraordinary appear
ances, which differed at almost every point of the
compass. One ship had a perfect image, 'as dark
and distinct as the original, united to its mast
head in a reverse position. Two others presented
two distinct inverted images in the air, one of them
• perfect figure of the original, and the other want
ing the hull. Two or three more were strangely
distorted, their masts appearing of at least twice
their proper height, the top-gallant mast forming
one-half of the total elevation; and other vessels
exltibited an appeaIance totally different from all
the preceding, being as it were compressed in
place of elongated. Their masts seemed to be
scarcely one-half of their proper altitude, in con
sequence of which one would have supposed that
they were greatly herled-to one side, or in the
position called careening. Along with all the
images of the ships a refiexion of the ice, some
times in two strata, al80 appeared in the air, and
these refiexions suggested the idea of cliffs com
posed of vertical columns of alabaster.'

On the 15th, 16th, and 17th, of the same month,
Mr. Scoresby observed similar phenomena, some
times extendiug continuously through half the cir
cumference of the horizon, and at other times ap.'
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~ only iu detached lpots in various qua.rten.
Tlte inverted images of distant vessels were often
aeen in the air, 'While the ships themsel'D'!s 'liJere far
lJeyoAd the reach of visitm. Some ships were
elevated to twice their proper height, while othenl.
were compressed .lmost to a line. Hummocks of
ice were surprisingly enlarged, and every promi
Dent object in a proper position was either mag
BiDed or distorted.

But of all the phenomena witneseed by Mr.
Scoresby, that of the Enchanted Coast, as it may
be called, must have been the most remarkable.
This eingular effect was Iilem on the 18th of July,
when the sky wal clear, and a tremulous and per
fectly transparent vapour was particularly sensible
aud profule: at Dine o'clock in the morning,
when the phenomenon was fint seen, the thermo
meter stood at 42" Fahr., but in the preeetiing .
eveDillg it mUllt have been greatly lower, as the
sea was in many placea covered with a CODSider
able pellicle of new ice,-a circumstance, whiclt,
in the vf:rY warmest time of the year, m\H!t be con
sidered as quite extraoYdinary, especially when it
is knoWD that 10° farther to the DElrth no freezing
ai the sea at this season had ever before been 0&
erved. Having approaehed on this occaaion 110

»ear the unexplored shore of Greenland that the
land appeared dimmt and bold, Mr. Scoresby wu
allIiou& to obtain a dra",ing of it, but on making
the attempt he fomKl that the outline was flOO

st_tly changing, and he wall induced to examine
the cout with a te1aeope, and to sketch the VlIl

rious appearances which presented theJmelw:s.
"Ie are slwwn, without oy regard to their pro-
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per order, in Fig. 34, which we shall describe in
Mr. Scoresby's own words: "The general tele
IlCOpiC appearance of the coast; was that of an ex
tensive ancient city abounding with the ruins of
c:utles, obelisks, churches, and monuments, with
other large and conspicuous buildings. Some of
the hills seemed to be surmounted by turrets, battle
ments, spires, and pinnacles; ",hile otben, subject
ed to one or two reflexions, exhibited la~ masses
of roc~ apparently sUl!pended in the air, at a con
siderable elevation above the actual teuDinatiou

Fig.3t.

of the mountains to which they refened. The
whole exhibition was a grand phantasmagoria.
Scarcely was any p&rUculu JlGrtion aketdlofd
before it changed its appearance, and llSllumed the
form of an object totally different. It was.
perhaps alternately ". castle, a cathedral, or aD

obelisk; then expanding horizontally, and co
alesciDg with the adjoining hills, united the inter
mediate valleys, though IK)IDe miles in width, by •
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brid' of a single arch, of the most magnificent
appearance and extent. Notwithstanding these
repeated changes, the various figures represented
in the drawing had all the distinctness of reality;
and not only the different strata, but also the
veins of the rocks, with the wreaths of snow
occupying ravines and fissures, formed sharp and
distinct lines, and exhibited every appearance of
the most perfect solidity."

One of the most remarkable facts reilpecting
aerial images presented itself to Mr. Scoresby in
a later voyage which he performed to the coast of
Greenland in 1822. Having seen an inverted
image of a ship in the air, he directed to it his
telescope; he was able to discover it to be his
father's ship, which was at the time below the
horizon. "It was," says he, "so well defined,
that I could distinguish by a telescope every sail,
the general rig of the ship, and its particular cha
racter; insomuch, that I confidently pronounce
it to be my father's ship, the Fame, which it after
wards proved to be; though, on comparing notes
with my father, I found that our relative position,
at the time, gave a distance from one another
very nearly 30 miles, being about seventeen miles
beyond the horizon, and some leagues beyond
the limit of direct vision. I was so struck with
the peculiarity of the circumstance, that I men
tioned it to the- officer of the watch, stating-my
full conviction that the Fame was then cruising in
the neighbouring inlet."

Several curious effects of the mirsge were ob
served by Baron Humboldt during his travels in

Ilth America. When he was residing at Cu-
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mana, he frequently saw the islands of Picuita
and Boracha suspended in the air, and sometimes
with an inverted image. On one occasion he ob
served small fishing-boats swimming in the air,
during more than three or four minutes, above
the well-defined horizon of the sea; and when
they were viewed through a telescope, one of the
boats had an inverted image accompanying it in
its movements. This distinguished traveller ob
served similar phenomena in the barren steppes of
the Caraccas, and on the borders of the Orinoco, .
where the river is surrounded by sandy plains.
Little hills and chains of hills appeared suspended
in the air, when seen from the steppes, at three or
four leagues distance. Palm trees standing single
in the Llanos appeared to be cut off at bottom, as
if a stratum of air separated them from the ground;
and, as in the African desert, plains destitute of
vegetation appeared to be rivers or lakes. At the
Mesa de Pavona M. Humboldt and M. Bonpland
saw cows suspended in the air at the distance of
1000 toises, and having their feet elevated 3' 20"
above the soil. In this case the images were erect,
but the travellers learned from good authority that
inverted images of lwrses had been seen suspended
in the air near Calabozo.

In all these cases of at;rial spectres the images
were directly above the real object; but a curious
case was observed by MM. Jurine and Soret on
the .17th September, 1818, where the image of
the vessel was on one side of the real one. About
10 P. 1\1. a bark at the distance of about 4000 toises
from Bellerive, on the lake of Geneva, was seen
approaching to Geneva by "the left bank of the

K
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lake, and at the BaIDe time an image of the I!llili
WIlll obt!erved abo?e the woater, which, instead of
following the direction of the bark, Il8paratetl from
it, and appeared to approach Geneva by the right
bank of the lake, the imaae moving from east to
tDest, while the bark moved from nartla to SOtJIIt..
When the image first separated from the bark they
had both the same magnitude, but the image dimi
nished as it receded from it, and was- reduced to
one-half when the phenomenon disappeared.

A very UBlltlUal example of a6rial speetrell oeo
eurred to Dr. A. P. Buchan while walking on the
cliff abont a mile to the east of Brighton on the
morning of the 28th November, 1804. "While
watching the rising of the SUD," 88Ytl he," ftumed
my eyes directly towards the IleIl,just H the selar
disk emerged from the surface of thew.rer, and
saw the face of the cliff on which I Wtl.ll standing;
repreeented precisely oppoeite to me at some diB
tance on the ocean. Calling tIre attention of my
companion to thiB appearance, we diBcemed. our
own figures sbonding on· the summit of the appa"
rent opposite cliff, as well at! the representation of
the windmill near at hand.

"The refleeted images were' moM: diBtinct pre
cisely opposite to where we stood, and the false cliff
aeemed to fade away, and to draw near to the real
one, in proportion as it: receded towards the west.
This phenomenon lasted about ten minutes, or till
the sun had risen nearly his own diameter above
the surface of the oeean. The whole then seemed
to be elevated into the air, and successively diMp
-.,eared, giving an impreesion very aimilar to that

';ich is produced by the drawing up of a drop
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seene in the theatre. The horizon W1loIl cloudy, 1m
perhaps it might with more propriety be Baid thalo
the surface of the sea was covered with a denlJ8.
fog of many yards in height, and which graduallJ
receded before the raJtl of the sun."

An illWlion of a different kind, though not leu
interesting, is· described by the Reverend MT.
Hughes i.p his Travela in Greece, as seen from the
aummit of Mount ..Etna. "I must not forget tcJ
mention," says he," one extraordinary phenome
DOD, which we obBel"Ved, aDd for which I have.
Ile&rched in vain for a. satiafactory solution. At the
extremity of the vaet shadow which £tna projects
acrosa the i»ltmd, appeared a perfect and diltinct
image. of the monntain itself elevated above the
horizon, and diminished as if viewed in a concave.
mirror. WhereOF what the reflector could be which
exhibited this image, I caunot conceive; we could
not be mistaken in its- appearance, for all our party
observed it, and we had been prepared for it before
hand by our Catanian friends. It remained visible
about ten minutes, aDd diaappeared as the shadow.
decreased. Mr. Jones observed the same pheno
menon, as well as some other friends with whom
lconversed upon the subject in England."

It is impossible to study the preceding pheno
mena without being impreSlled with the conviction,
that nature il full of the marvellous, and that the
progrel!ll of science and the diffusion of knowledge
are alone capable of dispelling the fears which her
wowlers must nece88&J'ily excite even in enlightened
minds. When a spectre haunts the couch of the
sick, or follows the sUllCeptible vision of the invalid;
~ oonaeiousDeS8 of indisposition divesta the appa.-

K2
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rition of much of its terror, while its invisibility to
surrounding friends soon stamps it with the impress
of a false perception. The spectres of the conjurer,
too. however skilfully they may be raised, quickly
lose their supernatural character; and even the most
ignorant beholder regards the modern magician aa
but an ordinary man,who borrows from the sciences
the best working implements of his art. But when,
in the midst of solitude, and in situations where
the mind is undisturbed by sublunary cares, we see
Our own image delineated in the air, and mimick
ing in gigantic perspective the tiny movements of
humanity ;-when we see troops in military array
performing their evolutions on the very face of an
almost inaccessible precipice ;-when, in the eye of
day, a mountain seems to become transparent, and
exhibits on one side of it a castle which we know
to exist only on the other; when distant oiJjects,
concealed by the roundness of the earth, and beyond
the cognizance of the telescope, are actually trans
ferred over the intervening convexity and pre
sented in distinct and magnified outline to our ac
curate examination;-when suchvaried andstriking
phantasms are seen also by all around us, and there
fore appear in the character of real phenomena of
nature, our impressions of supernatural agency can
only be removed by a distinct and satisfactory
knowledge of the causes which gave them birth.

It is only within the last forty years that science
has brought these atmospherical spectres within
the circle of her dominion; and not only are all
their phenomena susceptibleofdistinct explanation,
but we can even reproduce them on a small scale

;.th the simplest elements of our optical apparatus.
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In order to convey a general idea of the caule8
of these phenomena,letABCD, Fig. 35, be a glasa
trough filled with water, and let a small ship be
plll,ced at S. An eye situated about E, will see the
top-mast of the ship S, directly through the plate
of glass BD. Fix a convex lens a of short focus
upon the plate of glass BD, and a little above a
straight line SE joining the ship and the eye; and
immediately above the convex lens a place a con
cave one b. The eye will now see, through th~

Fifl. 35.

convex lens a, an tllverted image~f the ship at S '.
and through the concave lens b, an erect image of
the ship at S", representing in a general way the
phenomena shown in Fig. 33. But it will be
asked, where are the lenses in nature to produce
these effects? This question is easily answered.
If we take a tin tube with glass plates at each end,
Bnd fill it with water, and if we cool it on the out..
side with ice, it will act like a concave lens when
the cooling effect has reached the axis; and, on
the other hand, if we heat the same tube filled
with water, on the outside, it will act as a convex
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-glus. In the firtlt"case the density of the watcr
diminishes towaros the centre, and in the second
it incre8t!6ll towards the centre. The very 88.me
-effects are produced in the air, only a greater tract
'of air 1S neoessary'for showing the effect produced.
by heating and COOlillg it unequally. If we now
'TenIove the lens6s a,b. and hold a heated iron
-horizontally above the water in the trough ABC,
the heat willgradually descend,. expanding or ren
dering rarer the upper portions of the fluid. If,
when the heat has reached within a little of the
bottom, we look through the trough at the ship S
in the d~rection E S', we shall see an inverted image
at S', and.an erect one at S"; and if we hide from
the eye at E all the ship S excepting the top-malit-j
we shall have an exact representation of the phe
.Domenon in Fig. 33. The experiment will succeed
'better with oil in place of water; and the 'same
result may be obtained without heat, by pouring
clear syrup into the glass trough till it is nearly
one-third full, and then filling it up with water.
The water will gradually incorporate with the
~yrup, and produce, as Dr. Wollaston has shown,
8 regular gradation of density, diminishing from
that of the pure t1Yrup to that of the pure water.
Similar effects may be obtained by using masses
()f transparent solids, such as glass, rock-salt, &c.

Now it is easy to conceive how the changes of
density which we can thus produce artificially may
be produced in nature. If, in serene weather, the
1mrface of the sea is much colder thaD the air of
the atmosphere, 8S it frequently is, and as it waa
to a very great degree during the phenomena 00
ecribed by Mr. Scoresby, the air next the tlea will

"'\dually'Booomc coldor and. colder, by_ giving out
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its heat tu the water; and the air immediate\y
above will give out its heat to the cooler air im
diately below it, BO that the air from the SUf

face of the sea, to a considerable height upwards,
will gradually diminish in density, and therefoR
must 'produce the very phenomena we have de
1lCribed.

The phenomenon of Dover Castle seen on the
Ramagate side of the hill was produced by the air
being more dense near the .ground and above the
sea than at greater heightll, and hence the raytl
proceeding from the castle reached the ~ye in curve
lines, and the cause of its occupying its natural
position on the hill, and not being seen ill the air,
WIU\ that the top. of the hill itself, in consCQuence
of being BOnear the castle, suffered the same

. change from the varying density'of the air, aud
therefore the castle and the hill were equally ele
vated and retained their relative positions. The
reason why the image of the castle and hill ap·
peared erect was, that the rays from the top and
bottom of the castle had not crossed before they

Fig. 36.

III
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reached Rnmsgate; but as they met at Ramsgate,
an eye at a greater distance from the castle, and
in the path of' the rays, would have seen the
image inverted. This will be better understood
from the preceding diagram, which represents the
actual progress of the rays, from a ship S P, con
cealed from the observer at E by the convexity of
the earth P Q E. A ray proceediug from the keel
of the ship P is refracted into the curve line
Pc x c E, and a ray proceeding from the top-mast
S, is refracted in the direction S d x d E, the two
rays crossing at x, and proceeding to the eye E
with the ray from the keel P uppermost; hence
the ship must appear inverted as at s p. Now if
the e)'ll E of the observer had been placed nearer
the ship as at x, before the rays crossed, as was
the case &t Ramsgate, it would have seen an erect
image of the ship raised a little above the real
ship S P. Rays S m, S n, proceeding higher up
in the air, are refracted in the directiolls S m mE,
S nnE, but do not cross before they reach the
eye, and therefore they afford the erect image of
the ship shown at s' p'.

The aErial troopers seen at Souterfell were pro
duced by the very same process as the spectre of
Dover Castle, having been brought by unequal
refraction from one side of the hill to the other.
It is not our business to discover how a troop of
soldiers came to be performing their evolutions on
the other side of Souterfell; but if there was then
no road along which they could be marching, it is
highly probable that they were troops exercising

. among the hills in secret previous to the breaking
~••• ..,f the rebellion in 1745.
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The image of the Genevese bark which Will

seen sailing at a distance from the real one, arose
from the same cause asJhe images of ships in the
air, with this difference only, that in this case the
strata of equal density were vertical or perpen
dicular to the water, whereas, in the former cases,
they were horizontal or parallel to. the water.
The state of the air which produced the lateral
image may be produced by a headland or island,
er even rocks, near the surface, and covered with
water. These headlands, islands, or sunken rocks
being powerfully heated by the sun in the day
time, will heat the air immediately above them,
while the adjacent air over the sea will retain its
former coolness and density. Hence there will
necessarily arise a gradation of density varying
in the same horizontal direction, or where the
lines of equal density are vertical. If we suppose
the very same lltate of the air to exist iu a hori
zontal plane which exists in a vertical plane, in
Fig. 36, then the same imagcs would be seen in a
horizontal line, viz., an inverted one at s p, and
an erect one at s' p', In the case of the Gene
vese bark, the rays had not crossed before they
reached the eye, and therefore the image was an
erect one. Had the real Gen.evese bark been
concealed by some promontory' or other cause
from the observation of MM. Jurine and Soret,
they might have attached a supernatural character
to the I!pectral image, especially if they had seen
it gradually decay, and finally disappear on the
still and unbroken surface of the lake. No similar
fact had been previoul!ly observed, and there were
no circumstances in the case to have excited the
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lUtlpicien that it WlI8 the.spectre of « real :vessel
preduced by uneqUBl refraction.

The spectre of the Brocken and other pheoo
lDeD4L of the Il8DJe kind have eetlentially a different
origin from tbo8e which ari1le from unequal refrac..
tion. They are merely shadows of the o\Jserver
projected on denlle n.pour or thin fleecy cloudB,
which have the power of reflecting much light.
.They are seenJIlOat frequently at sunrise, becawIe
it is at that time that the vapoun! and clouds ne.
eeuary for their production are mOllt likely to be
~erated; and they can be seen only when the
ann ill throwing his rays horizontally, because·the
shadow of the oblenerwould otherwise be thl'own
either up in -the air, or down upon the ground.
1f there "are two perlOD1l looking at the pheno
mCln0D, 88 when M. Haue and the landlord III1W it
.together, each observer will lee his own iIJIage
most dilltinctly, and the head will be .more diBtinct
than the retlt of the figure, becauae the rays of the
sun will be more 'copio1I8ly reflected at a perpen
.dicular incidence: and 81, from this cause, the
light reflected from the vapour or cloud beconws
fainter farther from the shadow, the appearance of
a Jl&1o round the head of the obBerver itt frequently
visible. M. Haue mentioDB the.extraordinary cu
CllDlBtance of the two i1pectres of him and the
landlord being joined by a third figure, but he
11nfortunately does not infonn 'us which of the two
Dgure& was doubled, for it Himpossible that a
.person could have joined their party unobserved.
It iii very :probable that the new spectre fonns a
oNttural addition to the group, as we have repreo-

'''Ai it in Fig. 30; and if this was the cue, it
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.eorild .only have been prodw::edby a duplication of
0JIe of the figures produced by unequal refraction.

The reftected spectre of Dr. Buchan Iltanding
upon the cliff at Brighton arose from a C&IHle to
which we have not yet adverted. It was obviously
.no shadow, for it is certain, from the locality, that
-the rays of the sun fell upon the face of the cliff
alid upon hispen!On at an angle of about 73° from
'the perpendicular, so as to illuminate them strongl,.
.Now .there are two ways in which such an image
may have been reflected, namely. either from BtnI.l:a
en .air of variable density, or from a vertical stra
tum of vapour, consisting of exoeedingly minute
globules of water. Whenever light suffers 1"8

fraction, either in paning at ollce from one medium
into another, or from one part of the-.me medium
into another of different density, a portion of it
Jluffers reflexion. If an object, therefore, were
tItrongly illuminated, a sufficiently dimncrt image,
1)1" rather shadow of it, might be seen by refle.xioll
.from strata of air of different density. .AB the
temperature at which moisture is deposited in the
atmeaphere varies with the density of the air, thea
at the same temperature moisture might be de
-potliting in a etratum of one density, while no
deposition is taking place.in the adjacentstratUDl
(J{ aditferent deBility. Hence there would exilt,
&II it were, in the air, a vertical wall or stratum
of ·minuteglobules of water, from the surface of
which a Ilufficiently distinct image of a highly
illuminated object might be reflected. That this
is .pouible may be proved by breathing upon glass.
If the particles deposited upon the glass are large,
then no distinct reftetion ·will ·take place; but if
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the particles be very small, we shall see a distinct
image formed by the surface of the aqueous film.

.The phenomena of the Fatll Morgana have been
too imperfectly described to enable us to offer a
satisfactory explanation of them. The aerial images
are obviously those formed by unequal refraction.
The pictures seen on the ~a may be either the
aerial images reflected from its surface, or from a
stratum of dense vapour, or they may be the
direct reflexions from the objects themselves. The
coloured images, as described by Minasi, have
never been seen in any analogous phenomena, and
require to be better described before they can be
submitted to scientific examination.

The representation of ships in the air by unequal
refraction has no doubt given rise in early times to
those superstitions which have prevailed in different
countries respecting "phantom ships," as Mr.
Washington Irving calls them, which always sail
in the eye of the wind, aud plough their way
through the smooth sea, whllre there is not a
breath of wind upon its surface. In his beautiful.
story of the storm ship, which makes its way up
the Hudson against wind and tide, this elegant
writer has finely embodied one of the most in
teresting superstitions of the early American colo
nists. The Flying Dutchman had, in all probabi
lity, a similar origin; and the wizard beacon-keeper
of the Isle of France, who saw in the air the ves
sels bound to the island long before they appeared
in the offing, must have derived his power from Ii.
diligent observation of the phenomena of nature.
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LETTER VII.

RI",ion, de~"dingon the ear-Practi'ed by the a"cient,.
Speaki"g and ,inging hea,u of tire ancient,-Ezhibitio,.
of 'he lnv"'ible Gi,'l de,cribed and ,xplained-Illu,ion,
ari,ing ft'om Ihe difficulty of determin,'"g the dinction of
1O,l1Id,-Singular uampk of thi, i/",lion-Nature of
vl!1.t,;loqui.,,.-E:rltibition, of'orne of tke ,"all celebrated
rnatriiaquill,-M. St. Gille-Laui, B,·abtutt-M. Alez
mcdre-Capt. Lyon" account of Elki",auz vwrilaquilt•.

N EXT to the eye, the ear is the most fertile source
of our illusions, and the aucient magicians seem to
have been very successful in turning to their pur
poses the doctrines of sound. In the labyrinth of
Egypt, which contained twelve palaces and 1500
subterraneous apartments, the gods were made to
speak in a voice of thunder j and Pliny, in whose
time this singular structure existed, informs us,
that some of the palaces were so constructed that
their doors could not be"opened without permitting
the peals of thunder to be heard in the in
terior. When Darius Hystaspes ascended the
throne, and allowed his subjects to prostrate them
selves before him as a god, the divinity of his cha
racter was impressed upon his worshippers by the
bursts of thunder and flashes of lightning which
accompanied their devotion. History has of course
not informed us how these effects were produced;
but it is probable that, in the subterraneous and
vaulted apartments of the Egyptian labyrinth, the
reverberated sounds arisinf,l; from the mere opening
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and shutting of the doors themselves afforded a
Bufficient imitation of ordinary thunder. In the
palace of the Persian king, however, a more arti
ficial imitation iB likely to have been employed,
and it is not improbable that the method used iu
our modern theatres W811 known to the ancients.
A thin sheet of iron, three or four feet long, BUch
8ll that used for German stoves, iB held by one
eorner between the finger and the thumb, and
allowed to hang freely by ita own weight. The
band i. then meved or shaken horizontally, eo. as
to agitate the comer in a direction at right. aagles
to the surface of the sheet. By this simple pro
cesa 8. great variety of sounWt will be pJ'oduced~

varying from the deep growl of distant thunder fA
tho. loud and. explosive bursts which rattle ill
quick succession from clouds immediately oyer our
heada. The operator soon aequires great power
over thiB instrument, 80 lIS to be able to produc81
from it any· inteDBity and charaeter of sound that
may be required. The aame effect may be produced
by sheeta of tin-plate, and by thin plates ofmica j

but, on account of their small size, the 80lPld itt
shorter and more &Cute. In modern exhibitions aD

admirable imitation of lightning is produced by
throwing the powder of TOSin, or the duat of lyco
podium, through a flame j and the rattling showers
of rain which accompany these meteors are well.
imitated by 8. wen-regulated shower of pe~B.

The principal pieces of acouatic mechaniBm uaed.
by the ancientIJ were speaki'Rf}. or singing /wads...
which were conatructed for the purpose of repre~

,ting the gods, or of uttering oracular responses..
~Dg these, the speaking head of Orpheua, which.
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1lttered its responses at Leaboa, is· ODe of the mllllt
famous. It was celebrated not only throughout
6I'eece, but even in Pereia; andit had the credit of
predicting, in the equivoear language or the hila
then oracles, the blOQQY' death which, terminatefl
the expedition of Cynt& the Great· into Scythia.
Odin, the mighty magician of the north, who im':
poDell iuto Scandinavia.the magicalartll of the east.
polllle8l5ed a speaking head. said to be that of the
sage Minos, which he had enohaeed in gold; and
whic!h uttered reepoD8eIJ that had all the authority
of a divine revelation. The celebrated mechanic
Gerbert, who fined the papal chair A. D. lOOOj
under the name of Sylvester H., constructed a
speaking head of brB88. Albertwt.MagnUIJ is said
to have executed a head in the thirteenth century;
which not only moved, but· spoke. It WM'made of
earthenware, and Thomu Aquinu i. said to have
been so terrified when he saw it, that he broke it
in pieces, upon which the mechanilt exclaimed;
"-There goes the labour'Of thirty years."

It bas1Jeen. supposed by some authors, that in
the ancient speaking.machines.· the deception i.
ettected by means of ventriloquism, the voice in...
ing from· the juggler himself; but it is more pro
bable that the BOUnd was comeyed. by pipes from a
person in another apartment to the mOllth of the
figure. Lucian, indeed, expreM1y informs UI, that
the impostor Alexander made his figure of:JEseulao
pius speak, by transmitting his voice through the
gullet of a crane to the mouth of. the statue: and
that this method W8lI general; appeam- from a pu
sage in Theodoretlu~ who 1lI11Urell UI, that'in the
fourth eentury, when Bishop TheOphilUlt broke to
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pieces the statues at Alexandria, he found some
which were hollow, and which were so placed
against a wall, that the priest could conceal him
self behind them, and address the ignorant spec
tators through their mouths.

Even in modern times, speaking-machines have
been constructed on this principle. The figure is
frequeutly a mere head placed upon a hollow
pedestal, which, in order to promote the deception,
contains a pair of bellows, a Bounding-board, a
cylinder and pipes supposed to represent the organs
of speech. Tn other cases the8e are dispensed with,
and a simple wooden head utters its sounds through
a speaking trumpet. At the court of Charles II.
this deception was exhibited with great effect by
one Thomas Irson, an Englishman; and when the
astonishment had become very general, a popish
priest was discovered by one of the pages in an ad
joining apartment. The questions had been pro
posed to the wooden figure by whispering into its
ear, and this learned personage had answered them
all with great ability, by speaking through a pipe
in the same language in which the questions were
proposed. Professor Beckmann informs us that
children and women were generally concealed
either in the juggler's box or in the adjacent
apartment, and that the juggler gave them every
assistance by means ofsigns previouslyagreed upon.
When one of these exhibitions was shown at Out
tingen, the Professor was allowed, 011 the promise
of secrecy. to witness the process of deception. He
saw the assistant in another room, standing before
"e pipe with a card in his hand, upon which the

~s agreed upon had been marked, and he had
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been introduced so privately into the house that
even the landlady was ignorant of his being there.

An exhibition of the very same kind has been
brought forward in our own day, under the name
of the Invisible Girl; and as the mechanism em
ployed was extremely ingenious, and is well fitted
to convey an idea of this class of deceptions, we
shall give a detailed description of it.

The machinery, as constructed by M. Charles,
is shown in Fig. 37 in perspective, and a plan of

Fig. 37.

it in Fig. 38. The four upright posts A"A, A, A,
are united at top by a cross rail B, B, and by two
similar rails at bottom. Four bent wires a, a, a, a,
proceeded from the top of these posts, and termi
nated at c. A: hollow copper ball M, about a foot
in diltmeter, was suspended from these wires by
f<lur slender ribands b, b, b, b, and into the copper
ball were fixed the extremities of four trumpets
T, T, T, T, with their mouths outwards.

J•.
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:P"__
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The apparatus now described was all that was
visible to the spectator; and though fixed in one
spot, yet it had the appearance of a piece of se
parate machinery, which might have occupied any
other part of the room. When one of the spec
tators was requested by the exhibitor to propose
some question, he did it by speaking into one of
the trumpets at T. An appropriate answer was
then returned fmm all the trumpets, and the
Bound issued with sufficient intensity to be heard
by an ear applied to any of them, and yet it was
so weak that it appeared to come from a person of
very diminutive size. Hence the sound was sup
posed to come from an invisible girl, though the
:real speaker was a full-grown 'Woman. The invi
sible lady convened in different languages, IllIllg
beautifully, and made the most lively and appro
}triate remarks on the persoDS in the room.

This exhibition was obviously far more wonder
JUl than the speaking heads which we have de
scn"bed, as the latter ixwariably communicated
with a wall, or with a pedeatal through which
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pipes could be carried into the next apartment.
But the ban M and its trumpets communicated
with nothing through which sound could be con
veyed. The spectator satisfied himself by exami
nation that the, ribands b, b, were x;eal ribands,
which c!?!lcealed nothing, and which could convey
no sound; and aa he never. conceived that the
ordillary piece of frame-work A B could be of
aDy other \lie than itB apparent one of supporting
the sphere M, and defending it from the spectatorll,
he was left in utter amazement respecting the
origin of the sound, and his surprise was increased
by the difference between the sounds which were
uttered and those of ordinary speech. .

Though the lpectators were thus deceived by
their own reasoning, yet the proCC8s of deception
was a very simple one. In two of the horizontal
railings A, A, Fig. 38, oppolite the trumpet
mouths T, there was an aperture communicating
with a pipe or tube which went to the vertical
poat B, and dClicending it, aa Ihown at T A A,
Fig. 39, went beneath the floor f f in the direc
tion p, p, and entered the apartment N, where
the invisible lady sat. On the side of the parti
tion about h, there was a small hole through
which the lady saw what waa going on in the
exhibition-room, and communications were no
doubt made to her by signal. from the penon
:who attended the machine. When one of the
spectators asked a queltion by speaking into one
of the trumpets T, the sound was reflected from
&be mouth of the trumpet back to the aperture at
A, in the horizontal rail, Fig. 38, and was di..
tiDctly conveyed along the closed tube into the

L2
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Fig. 39.

-"

apartment N. In like manner the answer issued
from the aperture A, and being reflected back to
the ear of the spectator by the trumpet, he heard the
sounds with that change of character which they
receive when transmitted through a tube and then
reflected to the ear.

The surprise of the auditors was greatly in
creased by the circumstance, that an answer was
returned to questions put in a whisper, and also
by the conviction that nobody but a penon in the'.
middle of the audience could observe the circum
stances to which the invisible figure frequently
adverted.

Although the performances of speaking heads
were generally effected by the methods JlOW de
scribed, yet there is reason to think that the ven
triloquist sometimes presided at the' exhibition,
and deceived the audience by his extraordinary
powen of illusion. There is no species of decep
tion more irresistible in its effects than that which
arises from the uncertainty with which we judge
of the direction aud distance of sounds. EvelJ
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person must have noticed how a sound in their
own ears is often mistaken for some loud noise
moderated by the distance from which it is sup
posed to come; and ~the sportsman must have
frequently been surprised at the existence of mu
sical sounds humming remotely in the extended
heath, when it was only the wind sounding in the
barrel of his gun. The great proportion of ap
paritions that haunt old castles and apartments
associated with death exist only in the sounds
which accompany them. The imagination even
of the boldest inmate of a place hallowed by su
perstition, will transfer some trifling sound near
his own person to a direction· and to a distance
very different from the truth, and the sound which
otherwise might have no peculiar complexion will
derive another character from its new locality.
Spurning the idea of a supernatural origin, he de
termines to unmask the spectre, and grapple with
it in its den. All the inmates of the house are
found to be asleep-even the quadrupeds are in
their lair-there is not a breath of wind to rufHe
the lake that reflects through the casement the
reclining crescent of the night; and the massive
walls in which he is inclosed forbid the idea that
he has been disturbed by the warping of pan
nelling or the bending of partitions. His search
is vain; and he remains master of his own secret,
till he has another opportunity of investigation.
The same sound again disturbs him, and, modified
probably by his own position at the time, it may
perhaps appear to come in a direction slightly dif
ferent from the last. His searches are resumed,
and he is again disappointed. If this incident

...
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should rl!'cur night after night with the same
result-if the sound should appear to depend
upon his own motions, or be any how I1Ilsociated
with himself, with his present feelings, or with hi8
past history, his personal courage will give way; a
superstitious dread, at which he himself perhaps
laughs, will seize his mind; and he will rather
believe that the sounds have a supernatural origin,
than that they could continue to issue from a spot
where he knows there is no natural cause for their
production.

I have had occasion to have personal knowledge
of a case much stronger than that which has now
been put. A gentleman, devoid of all superstitious
feelings, and living in a house free from any
gloomy associations, heard night after night in
his bed-room a singular noise, unlike any ordinary
sound to which he was accustomed. He had slept
in the same room for years without hearing it,
and he attributed it at first to some change of cir
cumstances in the roof or in the walls of the room,
but after the strictest examination no cause could
be fomid for it. It occurred only once in the
night j it was heard almost every night, with few
interruptiolls. It was over in an instant, and it
never took place till after the gentleman had gone
to bed. It was always distinctly heard by his
companion, to whose time of going to bed it
had no relation. It depended on the gentleman
alone, and it followed him into another apartment
with another bed, on the opposite side of the
house. Accustomed to such investigations, he
made the most diligent but fruitless search into its
cause. The consideration that the sound had a
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special reference to him alone, operated upon hw
imagination, and he did not scruple to acknow
ledge that the recurrence of the mysterious sound
produced a superstitious feeling at the moment.
Many monthB afterwards it waB found that the
sound arose from the partial opening of the door
of a wardrobe which was within a few feet of the
gentleman's head, and which had been taken int<)
the other apartment. This wardrobe was almost
always opened before he retired to bed, and the
door being a little too tight, it gradually forced
itself open with a sort of dull sound, resembling
the note of a drum. As the door had only started
half an inch out of its place, its change of POSitiOll
never attracted attention. The sound, indeed~

. seemed to come in a different direction, and from
a greater distance.

When sounds so mysterious in their origin are
heard by persons predisposed to a belief in the
marvellous, their influence over the mind must be
very powerful. An inquiry into their origin, if it
is made at all, will be made more in the hope of
confirming than of removing the original impres
sion, and the unfortunate victim of his own fears
will also be the willing dupe of his own judgment.

This uncertainty with respect to the direction of
sound is the foundation of the art of ventriloquism.
If we place ten men in a row at such a distance
from us that they are included in the angle within
which we cannot judge of the direction of sound,
and if in a calm day each of them speaks in BUC
cession, we shall not be able with closed e,yes v
determine from which of the ten men any of tl
sounds proceeds, and we shall be incapable of 'Pf
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ceiving that there is Bny difference in the direction
of the sounds emitted by the two outermost. If B
man and a child are placed within the same angle,
and if the man speaks with the accent of a child
without any corresponding motion in bis mouth or
face, we shall necessarily believe that the voice
comes from the child; nay, if the child is so dis
tant from the man that the voice actually appeaIll
to us to come from the man, we shall still continue
in the belief that the child is the speaker; and this
conviction would acquire additional strength if the
child favoured the deception, by accommodating
its features and gestures to the words spoken hy
the man. So powerful, indeed, is the influence of
this- deception, that if a jack-ass, placed near the
man, were to open its mouth, and shake its head
responsive to the words uttered by his neighbour, ' ,
we should rather believe that the ass spoke than
that the sounds proceeded frQm a person whose
mouth was shut, and the muscles of whose face
were in perfect repose. If our imagination were
even directed to a marble statue or a lump of in
animate matter, as the source (rom, which we were
to expect thc sounds to issue, we would still be
deceived, and would refer the sounds even to these
lifeless objects. The illusion would be greatly
promoted, if the voice were totally different in its
tone and character from that of the man from whom
it really comes; and if he occasionally speak in his
own full and measured voice, the bdief will be irre
sistible that the assumed voice proceeds from the
quadruped or from the inanimate object.

When the sounds which are required to proceed
~"lUl any given object are such as they are ac-
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Mally calculated to yield, the proce.s o~ l1eception
is extremely easy; and it may be successfully exe
cuted, even if the angle between the real and the
supposed direction of the sound is much greater
than the angle of uncertainty. Mr. Dugald Stew
art has stated some cases in which deceptions of
this kind were very perfect. He mentions his
having seen a person who, by counterfeiting the
gesticulations of a performer on the violin, while
he imitated the music by his voice, riveted the
eyes of his audience on the instrument, though
every sound they heard proceeded from his own
mouth: The late Savile Carey, who imitated the
whistling of the wind through a narrow chink, told
Mr. Stewart that he had frequently practised this
deception in the corner of a coffee·house, and that
he ~eldom failed to see some of the company rise
to examine the tightness of the windows, while
others, more intent on their newspapers, contented
themselves with putting on their hats and button
ing their coats. Mr. Stewart likewise mentions
an exhibition formerly common in some of the
continental theatres, where a performer on the
stage displayed the dumb-show of singing with
his lips and eyes and gestures, while another per
son unseen supplied the music with his voice.
The deception in this case he found to be at first
so complete as to impose upon the nicest ear and
the quickest eye; but in ~h~ progress .of the en
tertainment, he became dIstmctly senSIble of the
imposition, and sometimes wondered that it should
have misled him for a moment. I n this case there
can be no doubt that the deception was at first
the work of the imagination, and was not 8US-
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tained by the acoustic principle. The real and the
mock singer were too distant, and when the in
fluence of the imagination subsided, the true direc
tion of the sound was discovered. This detectWn
of the imposture, however, may have arisen from
another cause. If the mock singer happened to
change the position of his head, while the real
singer made no corresponding change in his voice,
the attentive spectator wo~ld at once notice this
incongruity, and discover the imposition.

In many of the feats of ventriloquism the per
former contrives, under !lome pretence or other, to
conceal hill face, but ventriloquists of great dis
tinction, such llII M. Alexaudre, practise their art
without any such concealment.

Ventriloquism loses its distinctive character if
its imitations are not performed by a voice from
the belly. The voice, indeed, does not actually
come from that region; but when the ventriloquist
utters sounds from the larynx without moving the
muscles of his face, he gives them strength by a
powerful action of the abdominal muscles. Hence
he speaks by means of his belly, although the
throat is the real source from whence the sound!l
proceed. Mr. Dugald Stewart has doubted the
fact, that ventriloquists possess the power of fetch
ing a voice from within:. he cannot conceive what
aid could be' derived from such an extraordinary
power; and he considers that the imagination',
when seconded by such powers of imitation as
some mimics possess, is quite sufficient to account
for all the phenomena of ventriloquism which he
has heard. This opinion, however, is strongly
opposed by the remark made to Mr. Stewart him-
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self by a ventriloquist, "that his art would be
perfect, if it were possible only to speak distinctly
without any movement of the lips at all." But, in
dependent of this admission, it is a matter of abso
lute certainty, that this internal power is exercised
by the true ventriloquist. In the account which
the AbM Chapelle has given of the performances
of M. St. Gille and Louis Brabant, he distinctly
Btates that M. St. Gille appeared to be absolutely
mute while he was exercising his art, and that no
change in his countenance could be discovered"'.
He affirms, also, that the countenance of Louis
Brabant exhibited no change, and that his lips
were close and inactive. M. Richerand, who at
tentively watched the performances of M. Fitz
James, llSsures us that during hill exhibition there
was a distention in the epigastric region, and that
he could not long continue the exertion without
fatigue.

The influence over the human mind which the
ventriloquist derives from the skilful practice of
his ~rt is greater than that which is exercised by
any other species of conjuror. The ordinary ma
gician requires his theatre, his accomplices, and
the instruments of his art, and he enjoys but a
local sovereignty within the precincts of his own
magic circ1~. The ventriloquist, on the contrary,
has the supernatural always at his command. In
the open fields as well as in the crowded city, in the
private apartment as well as in the public hall, he
can summon up innumerable spirits; and though
the persons of his fictitious dialogue are not visible
to the eye, yet they are unequivocally present to

• Edinburgh Jonmal of Scienct>, No. xviii. p. 254. J
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the imagination of hiB auditors, as if they had
been shadowed forth in the silence of a spectral
form. In order to convey some idea of the influ
ence of this illusion, I shall mention a few well
authenticated cases of successful ventriloquism.

M. St. Gille, a grocer of St. Germain en Lay,
whose performances have been recorded by the
Abbe de la Chapelle, had occasion to shelter
himself from a storm in a neighbouring convent,
where the monks were in deep mourning for a
much-esteemed member of their community who
had been recently buried. While lamenting over
the tomb of their deceased brother the slight ho
nours which had been paid to his memory, a voice
was suddenly heard to issue from the roof of the
choir bewailing the condition of the deceased in
purgatory, and reproving the brotherhood fqr their
want of zeal. The tidings of this supernatural
event brought the whole brotherhood to the church.
The voice from above repeated its lamentations
and reproaches, and the whole convent fell upon
their faces, and vowed to make a reparation of their
error. They accordingly chanted in full choir a
de profundus, during the intervals of which the
spirit of the departed monk expressed his satis
faction at their pious exercises. The prior after
wards inveighed against modem scepticism on the
subject of apparitions, and M. St. Gille had great
difficulty in convincing the fraternity that the whole
was a deception.

On another occasion, a commission of the Royal
Academy of Sciences at Paris, attended by several
persons of the highest rank, met at St. Germain en
Lay to witness the performances of M. St. Gille
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The real object of their meeting wall purposely
withheld from a lady of the party, who wall informed
that an at;rial spirit had lately established itself in
the neighbourhood, and that the object of the as
sembly was to investigate the matter. When the
party had sat down to dinner in the open air, the
spirit addressed the lady in a voice which seemed
to come from above their heads, from the surface
of the ground at a great distance, or from a consi
derable depth under her feet. Having been thus
addressed at intervals during two hours, the lady
was firmly convinced of the existence of the spirit,
and could with difficulty be undeceived.

Another ventriloquist, Louis Brabant, who had
been valet de chambre to Francis I., turned his
-powers to a more profitable account. Having fallen
in love with a rich and beautiful heiress, he was
rejected by her parents as an unsuitable match for
their daughter. On the death of her father, Louis
paid a visit to the widow, and he had no sooner
entered the house than she heard the voice of her
deceased husband addressing her from above,
"Give my daughter in marriage to Louis Brabant,
who is a man of large fortune. and excellent cha
racter. I endure the inexpressible torments of
purgatory for having refused her to him. Obey
-this admonition, and give everlasting repose to the
soul of your poor husband." This awful com
mand could not be resisted, and the widow ap
nounced her compliance with it.

As our conjUl'or, however, required money for
the completion of his marriage, he resolved to work
upon the fears of"one Cornu, an old banker at
byons, who had· amassed immense wealth by usury
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and extortion. Having obtained an interview with
the miser, he introduced the subjects of demODe
and spectres and the torments of purgatory; and
during an interval of silence, the voice of the
miser's deceased father was heard complaining of
his dreadful situation in purgatory, and calling
npon his son to rescue him from his sufferings by
enabling Louis Brabant to redeem the Christians
that were enslaved by the Turks. The awe-struck
miser was also threatened with eternal damnation
if he did not thua expiate his own ains; but such
was the grasp that the banker took of his gold,
that the ventriloquiat w,as obliged to pay him ano
ther visit. On this oc088ion, not only his father
but all his deceased relatives appealed to him in
behalf of his own aoul and theirs; and such was
the loudness of their complainta, that the spirit of
the banker was subdued, and he gave the ventrilo
quiat ten thousand crowns to liberate the Christian
captivelJ. When the miler was afterwards unde
ceived, he ia said to have been so mortified that
he died of vexation.

The ventriloquists of the nineteenth century
made great addition. to their art, and the perform
ances of M. Fitz-James and M. Alexandre, which
mu!!t have been seen by many of OUT countrymen,
were far IJUperior to those of their predece&8OJ'1l.
Bel!ides the art of speaking by the muscles of the
throat and the abdomen, without moving those of
the face, these artists had not only studied with
great diligence and succealJ the modification!! which
BOunds of all kinda undergo from diatance, obstrue
tiona, and other causes, but had acquired the art of
imitating them in the higheat perfection. The
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ventriloquist was therefore able to carry on a dia
logue in which the dramatis voces, as they may be
called, were numerous; and when on the outside
of an apartment, he could personate a mob with its
infinite variety of noise and vociferation. Their in
fluence over an audience was still further extended
by a singular power over the muscles of the body.
Mr. Fitz-James actually succeeded in making the
opposite or corresponding muscles act differently
from each other; and while one side of his face
was merry and laughing, the other wal full of BOr
row and in tears. At one moment he was tall,
thin, and melancholic, and after pausing behind
a screen, he came out ot, bloated with obesity and
Btaggering with fulness." M. Alexandre possessed
the same power over his face and figure; and BO
striking was the contrast of two of these forms,
that an excellent sculptor, Mr. Joseph, has perpe
tuated them in marble.

This new acquirement of the ventriloquist en
abled him, in his own single person and with his
own single voice, to represent upon the stage a
dramatic composition which would have required
the assiatance of several actors. Although only
one character in the piece could be seen at the
same time, yet they all appeared during its perform
ance, and the change offace and figure on the part
of the ventriloquist was so perfect, that his personal
identity conld not be recognized in the dramatu
perSOfltl!. . This deception was rendered still more
complete by a particular construction of the dreues
which enabled the performer to reappear in a new
character after an interval BO short that the audi
ence neceuarily believed that itwas anotherperson.
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It is a curious circumstance that Captain Lyon
found among the Eskimaux of igloolik ventrilo
quists of no mean skill. There is much rivalry
among the professors of the art, who do not ex
pose each other's secrets, and their exhibitions
derive great importance from the rarity ,of their
occurrence. The following account of one of them
is so interesting that we shall give the whole of it
in Captain Lyon's words ;-

" Amongst our Igloolik acquaintances were two
females and a few male wizards, of whom the prill'
cipal was Toolemak. This personage was cunning
and intelligent; and, whether professionally, or from
his skill in the chase, but perhaps from both rea
sons, was considered by all the tribe as a man of
importance. AB I invariably paid great deference
to his opinion on all subjects connected with his
calling, he freely communicated to me his superior
knowledge, and did not scruple to allow of my
being present at his interviews with Tornga, or his
patron spirit. In consequence of this, I took an
early opportunity of requesting my friend to ex
hibit his skill in my cabin. His old wife was with
him, and by much' flattery and an accidental dis
play of a glittering knife and some beads, she
11l1S18ted me in obtaining my request. All light
excluded, our sorcerer began chanting to his wife
with great vehemence, and she in return auswered
by singing the Amna-aya, which was not discon
tinued during the whole ceremony. As far as I
could hear, he afterwards began turning himself
rapidly round, and in a loud, powerful voicevocife
rated for Tornga with great impatience, at the
eame time blowing and snorting like a walrns. Hi.
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noise, impatience, and agitation increased every
moment, and he at length seated himself on the
deck, varying his tones, and making a rustling
with his clothes. Suddenly the voice seemed
smothered, and was so managed as to sound as if
retreating beneath the deck, each moment becoming
more distant, and ultimately givillg the idea of
being many feet below the cabin, when it ceased
entirely. His wife now, in answer to my queries,
infonned me very seriously, that he had dived, and
that he would send up Tornga. Accordingly, in
about half a minute, a distant blowing was heard
very slowly approaching, and a voice, which dif
fered from that at first heard, was at times mingled
with the blowing, until at length both sounds be
came distinct, and the old woman informed me that
Tornga was come to answer my questions. I ac
cordingly asked several questions of the sagacious
spirit, to each of which inquiries I received an
answer by two loud claps on the deck, which I was

. given to understaud were favourable.
" A very hollow, yet powerful voice, certainly-

. much different from the tones of Toolcmak, ·now
chanted for some time, and a strange jumble OI
hisses, groans, shouts, and gabblings like a turkey
succeeded in rapid order. The old woman sang
with increased energy; and as I took it for granted
that this was all intended to astonish the Kabloona,
I cried repeatedly that I was very much afraid.
This, as I expected, added fuel to the fire, until
the poor immortal, exhausted by its own might,
asked leave to retire.

" The voice gradually sunk from our hearing as
at first, and a very indistinct hissing succeeded j

1I
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in it. 1ldvance it BOunded like the tone ,roduoed
by the wind on the bass chorcl of an "Eolian harp.
Thill 11'&1 soon cbangtld to a rapid bin like that of
& rocket, and Toolemak with a yeD UJ'Ilounced ws
return. I had held my breath at the finrt distant
hiMing, and twice exhausted myeelf, yet our con
juror did not once respire, ud even hi. retumiDg
and powerful yell W8Il uttered without a previous
atop or inspiration of air.

" Light being admitted, ourwizud, a. might be
expeeted, WII8 in a pr<>fuse penpiration, and cer
tainly much exhaulited by his exertion., which had
continued for at leaat half an hour. We now ob
eerved a couple of bunches, each conustibg of two
atripea of white deer-skin, and a long piece cf
ainew, attached to the back of hi. coat. Theee we
bad not seen beiore, and were informed that they
had been sewn on byTomga while he wall bel~."

Captll.in Lyon had the good fortUne to witness
another of Toolemak'. uhibitione, and he was
much struck with the wooderful BteadiDellll of the
'Wizard. throughout the whole performance, which
luted an hour and a half. He did not once appear
to move, for he was 10 c10lle to the .kin behind
which Captain Lyon sat, that if be had. done so he
must have perceived it. Captlliu. Lyall did not
hear the least rustling of hill c:lothes, or eoren WIl
tingWah his breathing, althongh hi. outeriet were
made with great exertiont.

• Private Journal 01 Captain G. r. Lyon. Lond. 1824.
PP. 358, 361.

tId. p. 366.
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LETTER VIII.

Mruica/ a"d "armllllic .01llllU ezp/ained-Power of /weal;'"
9Ia"e. with the fJoiee--Murica/ ~unda frvm& 1M fJibrlJlw.
of Q CDl_ ofair_tl of.olid BOrMea-KakJitlop"-
Singular acouaticjigurt!l produced on -a /aiJ on fJibrlll
i"!l plate. of 9/au-and on .tretched _bnmea-Vi/W.
tian of flat ruler. and cylindera of glau-ProthictitM of
ftlmce from twm lOuntb-Produclion of dorltne•• from two
/igl&Ja-E:rplanation of theat! .ingular effecla-AtXlWlia
mdomalon-Droz'. bka/iltg aAeep-Mai//arder. ainging
iird-V_,,'. flute-p/ayer-Hi. pipe and tabor player
- Baron Kempe/m'. ta/lti"!l·...gine-Kratzenalei..•• apeal
ireg-tMc"iM_Mr. 1f1illia'. re.earr:he••

AMONG thedi.aeo:veries of modem Bcience there
are few more remarkable than those which relate
to the production of lumnonic sounds. Weare
all Tamiliar with the effects of musical instruments.
from the deep-toned voice of the organ to the
wiry shrill of the Jew's harp. We sit intrancell
under their magical influence, whether the ear is
charmed with the melody of their 1OUDds, or the
heart agitated by the sympathies which they rouse..
But though we may admire their external form,
and the skill of the artist who constructed them.
we never think of inquiring into the cause of lUCia
extraordinary combinations.

Sounds of all kinds are conveyed to the orsaa
of hearing through the air; and if this element
were to be destroyed, all nature would be buried.
in the deepeat silence. Noises of every varlet-

)[2
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whether they are musical or discordant, high or
low, move through the air of our atmosphere at
the surface of the earth with a velocity of 1090
feet in a second, or 765 miles per hour; but in
sulphurous acid gas sound moves only through
751 feet in a second, while in hydrogen gas it
moves with the great velocity of 3000 feet. Along
fluid aud solid bodies, its progress is still more
rapid. Through water it moves at the rate of
4708 feet in a second, through till at the rate of
8175 feet, and through iron, glass, and some kinds
of wood, at the rate of 18,530 feet.

When a number of single and separate sounds
follow each other in rapid succession, they produce
a continued sound, in the same manner as a con
tinuous circle of light is produced by whirling
round a burning stick before the eye. In order
that the sound may appear a single one to the ear,
nearly sixteen separate sounds must follow one
another every second. When these sounds are
exactly similar, and recur at equal intervals, they
form a musical sound. In order to produce such
sounds from the air, it must receive at least sixteen
equally distant impulses or strokes ill a second.
The most common way of producing this effect is
by a string or wire A B, Fig. 40, stretched between
the fixed points A, B. If this string is taken by
the middle and pulled aside, or if it is suddenly
struck, it will vibrate between its two fixed points,
as shown in the figure, passing alternately on each
side of its axis A B, the vibrations gradually dimi
nishing by the resistance of the air till the string is
brought to rest. Its vibrations, however, may be
kept up, by drawing a rosined fiddle-bow across_
it, and while it is vibrating it will give out a sound
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corresponding to the rapidity of its vibrations, and
arising from the successive blows or impulBe8 given

Fig. 40.A< :>.
.LE::>cE:=> ~

m

A·~~B'

to the air by the string. This sound is called the
fundamental sound of the string, and its acuteness
or sharpness increases with the number of vibra
tions which the string performs iD a second.

If we now touch the vibrating l!tring A' B'
lightly with the finger, or with a feather at the
middle point C, Fig. 40, it will give out a more
acute but fainter sound than before, and while the
extent of its vibrations is diminished, their fre
quency is doubled. In like manner, if we touch
the string A" B", Fig. 40, at a point C, so that
A!' C is one-third of A" B", the note will be still
more acute, and correspond to thrice the number
of vibrations. All this might have been expected;
but the wonderful part of the experiment is, that
the vibrating string A' B' divides itself at C into
two parts A/C, CB', the part A!C vibrating round
A! and C as fixed points, and the part CB' round
C and B', but always 80 that the part A' C is at
the same distance on the one side of the axis A' B'
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as at A m C, while the part C B mon the other
side, 88 at C " B. Hence the point C, being al
ways pulled by equal and opposite forces, remains
at rest as if it were absolutely fixed. This station
ary point is called a node, and the vibrating por
tions A' m C, C n B' loops. The very same is
true of the string A" B", the points C and D
being stationary points; and upon the same prin
ciple a string may be divided into any number of
vibrating portions. In order to prove that the
string is actually vibrating in these equal subdivi
sions, we have only to place a piece of light paper
with a notch in it on different parts of the string.
At the nodes C and D it will remain perfectly at
%est, while at m or n in the middle of the loops it
will be thrown off or violently agitated.

The acute sounds given out by each of the vi
brating portions are called harmonic sounds, and
they accompany the fundamental sound of the
tBtring in the very same manner as we have already
seen that the eye sees the accidental or harmonic
colours while it is affected with the fundamental
eolour.

The subdivision of the string, and consequently
the production of harmonic sounds, may be effected
without touching the string at all, and by means
of a sympathetic aCtion conveyed by the air. If 11

string A B, for example, Fig. 40, is at rest, and
if a shorter string A" C, one-third of its length,
fixed at the two points A" and C, is set vibrating
in the same room, the string A B will be set vi
brating in three loops like A" B", giving out the
Bame harmonic sounds as the small string A" C.

It is owin~ to this property of sounding bodies
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that Bingers with great power of voice are able to
break into pieces a large tumbler glass, by singing
close to it its proper fundamental note; and it is from
the same sympathetic communication of vibrations
that two pendulum clock! fixed to the same wall,
or two watches lying upon the same table, will
take the same rate of going, though they would
not agree with one another if placed in separate
apartments. Mr. Ellicott even observed that the
pendulum of the one clock will stop that of the
other, and that the stopped pendulum will after a
certain time resume its vibrations, and in its turn
stop the vibrations of the other pendulum.

The production of musical sounds by the vibra
tions of a column of air in a pipe is familiar to
every person, but the extraordinary mechanism by
which it is effected is known principally to philoso.·
phers. A column of !tir in a pipe may be set vi
brating by blowing over the open end of it, as is
done in Pan's pipes, gr by blowing over a hole in
it. &ide as in the flute, or by blowing through an
aperture called a reed, with a flexible tongue, as
in the clarionet. In order to understand the na
ture of this vibration, let A B, Fig. 41, be a pipe
or tube, and let us place in it a spiral spring A B,
in which the coil or spire are at equal distances,
each end of the spiral being fixed to the end of
the tube. This elastic spring may be supposed to
represent the air in the pipe, which is of equal
deusity throughout. If we take hold of the spring
at m, and push the point m towards A and towards
B in succession, it will give us a good idea of the
vibration of an elastic column of lI-ir. When m is
pushed towards A, the spiral spring will be com·
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pressed or condensed, as shown at m A, No.2, while
at the other end it will be dilated or rarefied, as

.,4~[oooo80000Qoo(]'
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llhown at m B, and in the middle of the tube it will
have the same degree of compression as in No.1.
When the string is drawn to the other end of the
tube B, the spring will be, as in No.3, condensed
.at the end B, and dilated at the end A. Now
when a column of air vibrates in a pipe A B, the
whole of it rushes alternately from B to A, as in
No.2, and from A to B as in No, 3, being con
densed at the end A, No, 2, and dilated or rarefied
at the end B, while in No.3 it is rarefied at A and
condensed at B, preserving its natural density at
the middle point between A and B. In the case
of the spring the ends A B are alternately pushed
outwards and pulled inwards by the spring, the
end A being pushed outwards in No.2, and B
pulled inwards, while in No.3 A is pulled inwards
and B pushed outwards.

That the air vibrating in a pipe is actually in the'
state now described, may be shown by boring small 1
holes in the pipe, and putting over them pieces of
a fine membrane. The membrane opposite to the ~

middle part between A and B, where the particles ~
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of the air have the greatest motion, will be vio
lently agitated, while at points nearer the ends A
and B it will be less and less affected.

Let us now suppose two pipes A B, Be, to be
joined together as in Fig. 42, and to be separated
by a fixed partition at B; and let a spiral spring
be fixed in each. Let the spring A B be now
pushed to the end A, while the spring B C is
pushed to C, as in No.1, and back again, as in

. FiO·42•
.A .B 0
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No.2, but always in opposite directions; then
it is obvious that the partition B is in No.1 drawn
in opposite directions towards A and towards C,
and always with forces equal to each other: that
is, when B is drawn slightly towards A, which it
is at the beginning of the motion, it is also
drawn slightly towards C; and when it is drawn
forcibly towanls A, as it is at the end of the mo
tion of the spring, it is also drawn forcibly towards
C. If the partition B, therefore, is moveable, it
will still remain fixed during the opposite excur
sions of the spiral springs; nay, if we remove the
partition, and hook the end of one spiral spring

-to the end of the other, the node OT point of Junc
tion will remain stationary during the movements
of the springs, because at every instant that point
is drawn by equal and opposite forces. If three,
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f6Wl', or jive spITal springs are joined in a similar
DlJlDDer, we may conceive them all vibl'llting be
tween their nodes in the laDle manner.

. Upon the nry same principles we may conceive
R. long column of air without panitions dividing
itself into ~wo, three, or four smaRer columns, each
rtf which will vibrate between its nodes in the same
manner as the spiral spring. At the middle point
of. each small vibrating column, the air will be of
its natural density, like that of the atmosphere;
while at the nodes B, &c. it will be in a state of
condensation and rarefaction alternately.

If, when the air is. vibrating in (me column in
the pipe A B, as in Fig. 41, No.2, 3, we con
ceive a hole made in the middle, the atmospheric
air will not TUsh in to disturb the vibration, because
the air within the pipe and without it has exactly
the same density. Nay, if, instead of a single
hole, we were t.o cut a ring out of the pipe at the
middle point, the column would vibrate as befOTe.
But if we bOle a hole between the middle and one
of the ends, where the vibrating column must be
either in a state of condensation or rarefaction,
the air must either TUsh out or TUsh in, in order
to eltablish the equilibrium. The air opposite the
hole will then be brought to the state of the exter

.Dal air, like that in the middle of the pipe; it will
become the mi9dle of a vibrating column; and the
whole column of air, instead of vibrating as one,
will vibrate as two columns-, each column vibrat
ing with twice the velocity, and yielding harmonic
BOUnds along with the fundamental sound of the
whole columns, in the same mannel as we have
.a.lretMly explained with regard to Tibrating strings.
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By opening other holes we may subdivide a vibrat
ing column into any number of smaller vibrating
columns. The holes in flutes, clarionets, &e. are
made for this pUrp08e. When they are all closed
up, the air vibrates in one column; and by opening
and shutting the different holes in succeBBion, the
number of vibrating columna is increased or dimi
ni&bed at pleasure, and consequently the harmonie
BOUnds will vary in a similar manner.

Curious as these phenomena are, they are still
IllTpllssed by those which are exhibited during the
vibration of solid bodies. A rod or bILl' of metal
or glass may be m~de to vibrate either longitudi
nally or laterally.

An iron rod will vibrate longitudinally, like II

column of air, if we strike it at one'end in the di
rection of its length ; or rub it in the same direction
with a wetted finger, and it will admit the same
fundamental note as a column of air ten or eleven
times all long, because Bound moves 80 much faster
in iron than in air. When the iron rod is thus
vibrating along its length, the very same changes
which we have shown in Fig. 41, as produced in a
Ilpiral spring, or in a column of air, take place in
the solid metal. All its particles move altemately
towards A and towards B, tbe metal being iIi the
one case condensed at the end to which the par
ticles move, and expanded at the end from which
they "move, and retaining its natural density in .the
middle of the rod. If we now hold this rod in the
middle, by the finger and thumb lightly applied,
and rub it in the middle either of A B or B C with
a piece of cloth sprinkled with powdered rosin, or
with a well-rosined fiddle-bow drawn across the

•
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rod, it will divide itself il1to two vibrating portions
A B, B C, each of which will vibrate, as shown in
Fig. 42, like the two adjacent columns of air, the
section of the rod, or the particles which compose
that section at B, being at perfect t'est. By hold
ing the rod at any intermediate point between A
and B, so that the distance from A to the finger
and thumb is one-third, one-fourth, one-fifth, &c.
of the whole length A C, and rubbing one of the
divisions in the middle, the rod will divide itself
into 3,4, 5, &c. vibrating portions, and give out
corresponding harmonic BOunds.

A rod of iron may be made to vibrate laterally
or transversely, by fixing one end of it firmly, as in
a vice, and leaving the other free, or hy having both
ends free or both fixed. When a rod, fixed at one
.end and free at the other, is made to vibrate, its
mode of vibrating may be rendereu evident to the
eye; and for the purpose of doing tbi ; Mr. heat
stone has contrived a curious instrument, called
the KaleidbplwfW, whicll is shown in Fig. 43. It

Fig. 43.
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consists of a circular hue of wood A B, about nine
inches in diameter and one inch thick, and having
four braas sockets firmly fixed into it at C, D, E,
and F. Into these sockets are screwed four vertical
stee] rods C, D, E, and F, about thirteen or four
teen inches long, one being a square rod, another
a bent cylindrical one, and the other two cylindrical
ODes of different diameters. On the extremities of
these rods are fixed small quicksilvered glass beads.

Fig. 44.
-----.
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either singly 01' in group!!, 80 tlmt when the in
strument is placed in the light ()f the sun or in tBat
of a lamp, bright images of the 81lD or candle are
seen reflected on each bead. If any of these rods
is set vibratiug, these luminoos images will form
continuous and returning curve lines in a state of
constant variation, each different rod p;iving curveB
of different characters, as shown in Fig. 44.

The Melodion, an instrument of great power,
embracing five octaves, operates by means of the
vu-tioml vi metallic rods of unequal lengths,
&xed at one qld and free at the other"'. A narrow
and thin plde of copper is !!Crewed to the free
extremity of eacla rod, and at right angles to its
length; and its smface is OO'Vered with a smaIl
piece of kIt,ilIl~with rosin. This DaJTOW
band fs plfteed lleaT the circumference of a revolv
~ eylinder, and, by touching the key, it is rnwle
to delsc:end till it toncheB the revolving cylinder,
and gives out ita 1lIJUDd. 11le 8"ftletness and power
of this wstrumeBt ue umiva.l1ed; and IlUCh ill the
character of its tooes, that penlGns of a nenons
tempen.ment ate oftea. eetirely ovetpo'Wl2'Cld by
itae&cts.

The vibratiOllll of plates of metal or gta. of
various forms ex1ribit a Beries of the mOllt ex1m
OM_ry phenomena, which are capable of being
showo by very simple means. These plw:nomma

. are cIispla:yed ill an iDfutite variety of regolar
~ aammed by sand 01' i.ne lyeopodimn pow
der, 8~wed 0ftI' tile wrfaee of the g_ plMe.
In ore til prodw:e theBe figa.res. we mast p.d1
or damp tile pIal2 at ODe or~ pIKa, ..w1Im
• • See~~ Eacyclopmdia, Art. sa.-e,C - -'in
laVeLD'11.Y.MI., __
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Fig. 45. •

~~

the sand is strewed upon itll surface, it is thrown
into vibratiORtl by drawing a fiddle-bow over dif
ferent parts of its circumference. The method of
damping or piDching plates is shown in Fig. 45.
In No. I, a square plate of glass A B, ground
smooth at its edges, is pinched by the finger and
thumb. In No.2, a circular plate is held by the
thumb against the top c of a perpendicular rod,
and damped by the fingers at two different points
of its circumference. In No. 3 it is damped at
three points of its circumference j c and d by the
thumb and finger, and at e by pressing it against
a fixed obstacle a b. By means of a clamp like
that at No.4, it may be damped at agreater num
ber of points.

a

If we take a ,qvatV! plate of glus, such as that
abown in Fig. 46, No.1, and, pinehing it at its
centre, draw the fiddle-bow near one of itJll angles,
the sand will accumulate in the fonn of a C'I'OBI, as
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Fig. 46.

EE~
W~
A. It ;B

shown in the figure, being thrown off the parts of
the plate that are in a state of vibration, and set
tling in the nodes or parts which are at rest. If
the bow is drawn across the middle of one of the
edges, the aand will accumulate as in No.2. If
the plate is pinched at N, No.3, and the bow ap
plied at F and perpendicular to A B, the sand will
arrange itself in three parallel lines, perpendicular
to a fourth passing through F and N. But if the
point N, where it is pinched, is a little farther from
the edge than in No.3, the parallel lines will
change into curvea as in No.4.

If_the plate of glass is circular, and pinched at
ita centre, and also at a point of ita circumference,
and if the bow ia applied at a point 450 from the

, last point, the figure of the sand will be as in
Fig. 47, No. 1. If with the 8llme plate, similarly
llinched, the bow iB drawn over a part 300 from
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the pinched point of the circumference, the Il&nd
will form six radii &.8 in No.2. When the centre
of tpe plate is left· free, a different set of figures
is produced, as shown in No.3 and No.4. When
the plate is pinched near its edge, and the bow
applied 45° from the point pinched, a circle of
sand will pass through that point, and two dia
meters of sand, at right angles to each other, will
be formed as in No.3. When a point of the cir
cumference is pressed against a fixed obstscle, and
the bow applied 30° from that point, the figure in
No.4 is produced.

Fig. 41.
No. 1. No.2.

No.3. No.4.

If, in place of a solid plate, we strew the sand
over a stretched membrane, the sand will form it
self into figUres, even when the vibrations are COIl'

municated to the membrane through the air.
N
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(mier to make thelie experiments, we must suetch
a thin sheet of wet paper, such as vegetable paper,
over the mouth of a tnmbler-glaas with a footstalk,
and fix it to the edges with glue. When the paper
ill dry, a thin layer of dry sand is strewed upon its
.urface. If we place this membrane upon a table,
and hold immediately above it, and parallel to the
membrane, a plate of glasa vibrating so as to give
any of the figures shown in Fig. 47, the sand
upon the membrane will imitate exactly the figure
upon the glass. If the glass plate, in place of
vibrating horizontally, is made. to vibrate in an
inclined position, the figures on the membrane will
change with .the inclination, and the sand will as
sume the most curious arrangements. The figures
thus produced varywith the size of the membrane,
with its material, its tension, and its shape. When
the same figure occurs several times in succes
sion, a breath upon the paper will change its de
gree of tension, and produce an entirely new figure,
which, as the tem,P0rary moisture evaporates, will
return to the origmal figure, through a number of
intermediate ones. The pipe of an organ at the
distance of a few feet, or the notes of a flute at the
distance of halfa foot, will arrange the sand on the
membrane into figures which perpetually change
with the sound that is produced.

The manner in which flat rulers and cylinders
of glass perform their vibrations is very remark
able. 'If a gl&ill plate about twenty-seven inches
long, six-tenths of an inch broad, and six hun
dredths of an inch thick, is held by the edges be·
tween the finger and thumb, and has its lower
tlurface, near either end, rubbed with a picce of wet
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cloth, sand laid upon its upper surface will arrange
itself in parallel lines at right angles to the length
of the plate. If the place of these lines is marked
with a dot of ink, and the other side of the glass
ruler is turned upwards, and the ruler made t6
vibrate as before, the sand will now accumulate in
lines intermediate between the former lines, so that
the motions of one-half the thickness of the glad
ruler are precisely the reverse of those of the cor~

responding parts of the other half.
As these singular phenomena have not yet lIeen

made available by the scientific conjufl~r, we must
be satisfied with thill brief notice of them; but
there is still one property of sound, which has its
analogy also in light, too remarkable to be passell
without notice. This property has more of the
marvellous in it than any result within the wide
range of the BCiences. Two loud sounds may be
made to produce silence, and two str.ong lighb
may be made to produce darkness!

If two equal and similar strings, or the columns
of air in two equal and similar pipes, perform exw

actly 100 vibrations in a second, they will pro-·
duce each equal waves of sound, and these waVeS,
will conspire in generating an uninterrupted sound"
d.ouble of either of the sounds, heard separately.
If the two strings or the two columns of air are,
not in unison, but nearly so, as in the case where
the one vibrates 100 and the other 101 times in a
second, then at the first vibration the two sounds
will form one of double the strength of either; but
the one will gradually gain upon the other, till Ilt
the fiftieth vibration it has gained half a vibration
on the other. At this instant the two sounds will

N2
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destroy one another, and an interval of perfect
silence will take place. The sound will instantly
commence, and gradually increase till it becomes
loudest at the hundredth vibration, where the two
vibrations conBpire in producing a Bound double
of either. An interval of silence will again occur
{It the 150th, 250th, 350th vibration, or every
second, while a BOund of double the strength of
either will be heard at the 200th, 300th, and
400th vibration. When the uniBOn is very defec
tive, or when there iB a great difference between
the number of vibrations which the two BtringB or
columns of air perform in a second, the succesBive
BOundB and intervals of silence resemble a rattle.
With a powerful organ, the effect of thiB experi
ment is very fine, the repetition of the sounds 'I.VOtO

-wow-wow - representing the double sound
and the interval of silence which arise from the
total extinction of the two separate BOunds.

The phenomenon corresponding to this in the
cue of light is perhaps still more surprising. If
a beam of red light iSBues from a luminoUB point,
and falls upon the retina, we shall see distinctly
the luminous object from which it proceeds; but
if another pencil of red light issues from another
luminous point,:anyhow situated, provided the dif
ference between its distance and that of the other
luminous point from the point of the retina, on
which tne first beam fell, is the 258th thoUBandth
part of an inch, or exactly twice, thrice,four times
&c., that distance; and if this second beam falls
upon the same point of the retina, the one light
",ill increase the intensity of the other, and the eye

11 see twice as much light as when it received
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only one of the beams separately.' All this is nO-:
thing more than what might be expected from our
ordinary experience. But if the difference in the
distanccs of the two luminous points is only one
half of the 258th thousandth part of an inch, or
I·h 2t, 3l, 4} times that distance, the one light
will extinguish the other and produce absolute
darkness. If the two luminous points are so
situated, that the difference of their distances from
the point of the retina is intermediate between I
and It, or 2 and 2t, above the 258th thousandth
part of an inch, the intensity of the effect which
they produce will vary from absolute darkness to
double the intensity of either light. At It, 2·h
3t times, &c., the 258th thousandth of an incht
the intensity of the two combined lights will be
equal only to one of them acting singly. If the
lights, in place of falling upon the retina, fall
upon a sheet of white paper, the very same effect
will be produced, a black spot being produced in
the one case, and a bright white one in the other,
and intermediate degrees of brightness in interme
diate cases. If the two lights are violett the dif
ference of distances at which the preceding phe
nomena will be produced will be the 157th thou
sandth part of an inch, and it will be interme
diate between the 258th and the 157th thousandth
part of an inch for the intermediate colours.
This curious phenomenon may be easily shown to
the eye, by admitting the sun's light into a dark
room through a small hole about the 40th or 50th
part of an inch in diameter, and receiving the
light on a sheet of paper. If we hold a needle or
piece of slender wire in this light, and examine
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it-. shadow, we shall find that the shadow consists
of bright and dark stripes succeeding each other
alternately, the stripe in the very middle or axis
of the shadow being a bright one. The rays of
light which are bent into the slladow, and which
meet in the very middle of the shadow, have ex
actly the same length of path, so that they form 11

bright fringe of double the intensity of either; but
the rays which fall upon a point of the shadow at
a certain distance from the middle, have a differ
ence in the length of their paths, corresponding to
the difference at which the lights destroy eaeh
~her, so that a black stripe is produced on each
~ide of the middle bright one. At a greater dis
tance from the middle, the difference becomes such
as to produce a bright stripe, and so on, a bright
ana. a dark stripe succeeding each other to the
margin of the shadow.

The explanation which philosophers have given
1>itheee strange phenomena is very satisfactory, and
Play be easily understood. When a wave is made
'fln the surface of a still pool of water, by plunging
a stone into it, the wave advances along the sur
face, while the wateritself isnever carried forward,
but merely rises into a height and falls into a hol
low, each portion of the surface experiencing an
elevation and a depression in its turn. Ifwe sup
poee two waves equal and similar to be produced
by two separate stones, and if they reach the same
IIpot at the same time, that is, if the two elevations
llliouid exactly coincide, they would unite their
effects and produce a wave twice the size of eithCi";

~t if the one wave should be just so far before the
'er, that the hollow of the one coincided with
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the elevation of the other, and the elevation of the
one with the hollow of the other, the two 'Wans
would obliterate or destroy one another, the eleva
tion as it were of the one filling np half the hollow
of the other, and the hollow of the one taking
away half the elevatian of the other, lID as to re
duce the smface to a level. These effects will be
actually exhibited by throwing two equal stones into
a pool of water, and it will be lleeD that there are
certain lines of a hyperbolic form where the water
is quite smooth, in consequence of the equal waves
obliterating one another, while, in other adjacent
partH, the water is raised to a height corresponding
to both the waves united.

In the tides or the ocean we have a fine example
of the same principle. The two immense waves
arising from the action of the sun and moon upon
the ocean produce our spring-tides by their com
bination, or when the elevations of each coincide;
and our neap-tides, when the elevation of the one
wave coincides with the depression of the other. If /
the sun and moon had exerted exactly the same
force upon the ocean, or produced tide waves of
the same size, then OUT neap-tides would have dis
appeared altogether, and the spring-tide would
have been a wave double of the wave produced by
the sun and moon lleparately. An example of the
effect of the equality of the two waves OCCUTt!l in
the port of Batsha, where the two waves arrive by
channels of different lengths, and actually obli-
terate each other. '

Now, as sound is produced by undlllations or
waves in the air, and as light a supposed to be pt'o
duced by waves or undulations in an etherial me-
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dium, filling all nature, and occupying the pores of
transparent. bodies, the successive production of
.lJound and silence by two loud sounds, or of light
and darkness by two brightlights, may be explained
in the very same manner as we have explained the
increase and the obliteration of waves formed on
the surface of water. If this theory of light be cor
rect, then the breadth of a wave of red light will
be the 258th thousandth part ofan invh, the breadth
pf a wave of green light the 207th thousandth part
of an inch, and the breadth of a wave of violet
light the 157th thousandth part of 1m inch.

Among the wonders of modern skill, we mUllt
enumerate those beautiful automata by which the
motions and actions of man and other animals have
been successfully imitated. I shall therefore de
scribe at present some of the most remarkable
acoustic automata, in which the production of mu
sical and vocal sounds has been the principal object
of the artist.

MallY very ingenious pieces of acoustic mecha
nism have been from time to time exhibited in
Europe. The celebrated Swiss mechanist, M. Ie
Droz, constructed for the King of Spain the figure
of a sheep, which imitated in the most perfect
manner the bleating of that animal; and likewise
the figure of a dog watching a basket of fruit,
which, when any of the fruit was takeu away,
never ceased barking till it was replaced.
. The singing-bird of M. Maillardet, which he
exhibited in Edinburgh many years ago, is still
mor~wonderful"'. An oval box, about three inches

• A "1imilar piece of mechanism had been previously made
by M. I'!J Droz.
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long, was set upon the table, and in an instant the
lid flew up, and a bird of the size of the humming
bird, and of the most beautiful plumage, started
from its nest. After fluttering its wings, it opened
its bill and perfonned four different kinds of the
most beautiful warbling. It then darted down into
its nest, and the lid closed upon it. The moving
,power in this piece of mechanism is said to have
been springs which continued their "action only
four. minutes. As there was no room within so
small a figure for accommodating pipes to pro
duce the great variety of notes which were warbled,
the artist used only one tube, and produced all the
variety of sounds by shortening and lengthening
it with a moveable piston.
. Ingenious as these pieces of mechanism are,
tJ,ley sink into insignificance when compared with
the machinery of M. Vaucanson, which had pre
viously astonished all Europe. His two principal
automata were the flute-player, and the pipe and
tabor player. The flute-player was completed in
1736, and wherever it was'exhibited it produced
the greatest sensation. When it came to Paris it
was received with great suspicion. The French
s~avans recollected the story of M. Raisin, the
organist of Troyes, who exhibited an automaton
player upon the harpsichord, which astonished the
French court by the variety of its powers. The
curiosity of the King could not be restrained, and
in consequence of his insisting upon examining
the mechanism, there was found in the figure a
pretty little musician five years of age. I twas
natural, therefore, that a similar piece of mecha
nism should be received with some di!ltTUst; but
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this feeling was BOOn removed by M. VaucansoD,
who exhibited and explained to a committee of the
Academy of Sciences the whole of the mechanism.
This learned body was astonished at the ingenuity
which it displayed; and they did not hesitate to
state, that the machinery employed for producing
the sounds of the flute performed in the most ex
act manner the very operntions of the most eIpert
flute-player, and that the artist had imitated the
effects produced, and the means employed by na
ture, with an accuracy which exceeded all expec
tation. In 1738, M. Vaucanson published a me
moir, approved of by the Academy, in which he gave '
a full description of the machinery employed, and
of the principles of its construction. Following
this memoir, I shall therefore attempt to give as po
pular a description of the automaton as can be done
,without lengthened details and numerous figures.

The body of the flute-player was about 5l feet
high, and was placed upon a piece of roc:k, sur
rounding a square pedestal 4t feet high by 3t
feet wide. When the panel which formed the
front of the pedestal was opened, there, was
seen on the right a clock movement, which, by
the aid of several wheels, gave a rotatory motion
to a steel axis about 2! feet long, having cranks
at six equidistant points of its lellgtb, but lying ill
different direct,ions. To each crank was attached
8 cord, which descen4ld and was fixed by its other

. end to the upper board of a pair of bellows, 2t
feet long and 6 inches wi.&. Six pair of bellows
8rrnnged along the bottom of the pedestal were
then wrought, or made to blow in suc:cession, by
turning the. steel axis !
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At the upper face of the pedestal, and upon each
pair of bellows, is a double pulley,one of whose rim.
is 3 inches in diameter, and the other It. The
cord which proceeds from the crank coils round
the sm&llest of these pulleys, and that which is
fixed to the upper board of the bellow. goes round
the larger pulley.• By this means the upper board
of the bellows is made to rise higher than if the
cords went directly from them to the cranks.

Round the larger rims of three of these pulleys,
viz. those on the right hand, there are coiled three
cords, which, by means of several smaller pulleys,
terminate in the upper boards of other three pair
of bellows placed on the top of the box.

The tension of each cord when it begins to raise
the board of the bellows to which it is attached,
gives motion to a lever placed above it between the
-axis and the double pulley in the middle and lower
region of the box. The other end of this lever
keeps open the valve in the lower board of the bel
lows, and allows the air to enter freely, while the
upper board is rising tl? increase the capacity of the
bellows. By this means there is not only power
gained, in so far as the air gains easier admission
through the valve, but the Buttering nOOie produced
by the action of the air upon the valves is entirely
avoided, and the nine pair of bellows are wrought
with great ease, and without any concussion 01'

BOise.
These nine bellows discharge their wind into

three different and separate tubes. Eaeh tube re
ceives the wind of three bellows, the upper boards
of one of the three pair being loaded with a weight
of four pounds, thoSe of the second three pair with
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'a: weight o'f two pounds, and those of the other
three pair with no weight at all. These three tubes
ascended through the body of the figure, and
terminated in three small reservoirs placed in its
trunk. These reservoirs were thus united into one;
which, ascending into the throat, formed by its
enlargement the cavity of the mt\lth terminated by
two small lips, which rested upon the hole of the
flute. These lips had the power of opening more
or less, and by a particular mechanism, they could
advance or recede from the hole in the flute.
Within the cavity of the mouth there is a small
moveable tongue for opening and i1hutting the
passage for the wind through the lips of the
figure.
. The motions of the fingers, lips, and tongue of
the figure were produced by means of a revolving
cylinder, thirty inches long, and twenty-one in dia~

meter. By,means of pegs and brass smpIes fixed
in fifteen different divisions in its circumference,
fifteen different levers, similar to those in a barrel
organ, were raised and depr.essed. Seven of these
regulated the motions of the seven fingers for
stopping the holes of the flute, which they did by
means of steel chains rising through the body, aud
directed by pulleys to the shoulder, elbow, ,and
fingers. Other three of the levers communicating
with the valves of the three reservoirs, regulated
the ingress of the air, so as to produce a stronger
or a weaker tone. Anothe;r lever opened the lips
so as to give a free passage to the air, and another
contracted them for the opposite purpose. A third
lever drew them backwards from the orifice of
the flute, and a fourth pushed them forward., The
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remaining lever enabled the tongue to stop up the
orifice of the flute.

Such.is a very brief view of the general mecha
nism by which the requisite motions of the flute
player were produced. The airs which it played
were probably equal to those executed by a living
performer, and its construction, as well as its per...:
formances, continued, for many years to delight
and astonish the philosophers and musicians of
Europe.

Encoursged by the success of this machine, M.
Vaucanson exhibited in 1741 other automata,
which were equally, if not mllJe, admired. One of
these was the automaton duck, which performed
all the motions of that animal, and not only ate ita
food, but digested it-; and the other was his pipe
and tabor player, a piece of mechanism which re
quired all the resources of his fertile genius. Hav
ing begun this machine before he was aware of its
peculiar difficulties, he was often about to abandon
it in despair, but his patience and his ingenuity
combined, enabled him not only to surmount every
difficulty, but to construct an automaton which
performed complete airs, and greatly excelled the
most esteemed performers on the pipe and tabor. '

The figure stands on a pedestal, and is dressed
like a dancing shepherd. He holds in one hand a
flageolet~ and in the other the stick with which he
beats the tambourin as an accompaniment to the
airs of the flageolet, about twenty of which it ilf
capable of performing. The flageolet has only
three holes, and the variety of its tones depends.
principally on a proper variation of the force of the

• Sell Letter XI.
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wind, and on the different degrees with which the
orifices are covered. These variations in the force
of the wind required to be given with a rapidity
which the ear can scarcely follow, and the articu
lation of the tongue was required for the quickest
notes, otherwise the effect was far from agreeable.
As the human tongue is not capable of giving the
requisite articulations to a rapid succession of
notesJ--and generally slul1l over one-half of them,
the automaton was thus able to excel the best per
formei'll, as it played complete airs with articu
lations of the tongue at every note.

In constructing this machine M. Vaucansonob
served that the flageolet must be a most fatiguing
instrument for the human lungs, as the muscles of
the chest must make an effort equal to fifty-six
pounds in order to produce the highest notes. A
single ounce was sufficient for the lowest notes, so
that we may, from this circumstance, form an idea
of the variety of intermediate effects required to be
produced.

While M. Vaucanson was ellgaged in the con
struction of these wonderful machines, his mind
was filled with the strange idea of constructing an
automaton containing the whole mechanism of the
circulation of the blood. From some birds which
be made, he was satisfied of its practicability; but
as the whole vascular system required to be made
of elastic gum or caoutchouc, it was supposed that
it could only be executed in the country where the
caoutchouc-tree was indigenous. Louis XVI. took
a deep interest in the execution of this machine.
It was agreed that a skilful anatomist should pro
ceed to Guiana to superintend the construction of
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the blood-vessels, and the king had not only
approved of, but had given orders for, the voyage,
Difficulties, however, were thrown in the way,
Vauc&.nson became disgusted, and the scheme was
abandoned.

The two automata which we have described were
purchased by Professor Bayreusa of Helmstadt j .

but we have not been able to learn whether or not
they still exist.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century a
bold and almost successful attempt was made to
construct a talking automaton. In the year 1779,
the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Peters
burg proposed as the subject of one of their annual
prizes an inquiry into the nature ofthe vowel sounds,
A, E, I, 0, and U, and the construction of an instru
ment for artificially imitating them. This prize
was gained by M. Kratzenstein, who showed that
all the vowels could be distinctly pronounced by
blowing through a reed into the lower ends of the
pipes of the annexed figures, as shown in Fig. 48,

Fig. 48.

b _4

where the corresponding vowels are marked on the
different pipes. The vowel I is pronounced by
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merely blowing into the pipe a b, of the pipe
marked I, without the use of a reed.

About the same time that Kratzenstein was en
gaged in these researches, M. Kempelen of Vienna,
a celebrated mechanician, was occupied with the
2ame subject. In his first attempt he produced the
vowel sounds, by adapting a reed R, Fig. 49, to

Fig. 49.

the bottom of a funuel-shaped cavity A B, and
placing hill hand in various positions within the
funnel. This contrivance, however, was not fitted
for his purpose, but after long study, and a diligent
examination of the organs of speech, he con
trived a hollow oval box, divided into two portions
attached by a hinge so as to resemble jaws. This
box received the sound which issued from the tube
connected with the reed, and by opening and clos
ing the jaws, he produced the sounds, A, 0, 0 U,
and an imperfect E, but no indications of an. I.
After two years' labour he succeeded in obtaining
from different jaws- the sounds of the consonants
P, M, L, and by means of these vowels and con
sonants, he could compose syllables and words,
such as mamma, papa, aula, lama, mula. The
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sounds of two adjacent letters, however, ran into
each other, and an aspiration followed some of the
,consonants; so that, instead of papa, the word
sounded phaa-ph-a; these difficulties he contrived
with much labour to surmount, and he found it
necessary to imitate the human organs of speech
by having only one mouth and one glottis. The
mouth consisted of a funnel, or bell-shaped piece
ofelastic gum, which approximated, by its physical
properties, to the softness and flexibility of the
human organs "'. To the mouth-piec'e was added
a nose made of two tin tubes, which communicated
with the mouth. When both these tubes were
open, and the mouth-piece closed, a perfect M
was produced; and when one was closed and the'
other open, an N was sounded. M. Kempelen
could have succeeded in obtaining the four letters
D, G, K, T, but, by using a P instead of them,
and modifying the sound in a particular manner,
he contrived to deceive the ear by a tolerable
resemblance of these letters.

There seems to be no doubt that he at last was
able to produce entire words and sentences, such
as opera, astronomy, Constantinopolis,. Vous etes
mon ami, Je vous aime de tout man cc:eur, Venez
avec moi ci Paris, Leopoldus secundus, Romano
rum imperator semper Augustus, &c., but he never
fitted up a speaking figure; and prohably, from
being dissatisfied with the general result of his

• Had M. Kempelen known the modern discovery oC
giving glue any de~ree oC softness, by mixing it with mo
lasses or sugar, which is always ab.orbing moisture from
the atmosphere, he might have obtained a still more perfect
imitation oC the human organs.

o
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laboU1'8, he exhibited only to his private friends
the effects of the apparatus, which was fitted up
in the form of a box.

This box Wall rectangular, and about three feet
long, and Wall placed upon a table, and covered
with a cloth. When any particular word was
mentioned by the company, M. Kempelen caused
the machine to pronounee it, by introdu<:ing his
hands beneath the cloth, and apparently giving
motion to some parts of the apparatus. Mr.
Thomas Collinson, who bad seen this machine in
London, mentions, in a letter to Dr. Hutton, that
be aft~rwards saw it at M. Kempelen's own house
in Vienna, and that he then gave it the sa~ word
to be pronounced which he gave it in London, viz.
the word ExploitaLion, which, he assures us, it
again distinctly pronounoed with the French
.accent.

M. Kratzenatein seems to have been equally un
'Successful; for though he aIIsured M. de Lalande,
when he saw him in Paris in 1786, that he had
made a machine which could speak pretty well,
and though he showed him some of the apparatus
by which it could IIOUnd the vowels, and even such
!lyllables as papa and mamma, yet there is no rea
JS(}n to believe that he had accomplished more than
this.

The labours of Kratzenstein and Kempelen
have been recently pu.rsued with great su<:cess by
our ingeniollil countryman, Mr. Willis, of Cam
bridge. In repeating Kempelen's experiment,
shown in Fig. 49, he used a shallower cavity,
such- as that in Fig. 50, and found that he could
entirely dispense with the introduction of the

.1
1
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hand, and could obtain the whole series of vowels
by sliding a flat board C D over the mouth of the
cavity. Mr. Willis then conceived the idea of
adapting to the reed cylindrical tubes, whose

Fir/.50.

C D
length could be varied by sliding joints. When
the tube was greatly less than the length of a
stopped pipe in unison with the reed, it sounded I,
and by increasing the length of the tube, it gave
E, A, 0, and U, in succession. But what was
very unexpected, when the tube was so much
lengthened as to be I! times the length of a stopped
pipe in unison with the reed, the vowels began to
be again BOunded in an inverted order, viz. U, 0, A,
E, and then again in a direct order, I, E, A, 0, U,
when the length of the tllbe was equal to twice
that of a stopped pipe, in unison with the reed.

Some important discoveries have been recently
made by M. Savan respecting the mechanism of
t~ human voice"; and we have no doubt that,
before anothel" century is completed, a TaJking
and a Si1l1Ji1l1J machine will be numbered. among
the conquests of Science.

• See Edinburgh Journal of SciencfO, No. viii. p. 206.
02
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LETTER IX.

SAngular effect' in nature depending on lOund-Permanenl
character of 'peech- Tnftuence of greal elevaliom on the
character of ,ound" and on Ihe pou'er, of 'peech-Power
of.o,md in throUJing down building.-Dog kit/ed by.oand _
-Sound. greatly changed under particular circumltance,
-G"eat audibility oflOund' during 'he night explained-
Sound. deadened in media ofdifferent den.iiie.-IIIUllrated
in the cale of" glall of champagne-and in that of new
fa/lea mow-Remarkable echoe,-ReverberatiDtU of thun
der-Subterranean noiae,-Remarkable one at the Sol.
faterl'a-Echo at the lIfenai lU,pen.ion-bridge-Tempo_
rary deafnell produced in diving_bello -Inaudibility of
parlieular ,ound, to partic,Jar earl-Pueal power, of the
,Iatlle of Memnon-Sound' in g,"anite roek,-MUlieal
mountain of E/-Nakou.:

ALTHOUGH, among the phenomena of the mate
rial world, there is scarcely one which, when well
considered, is not an object of. wonder, yet those
which we have heen accusoomed to witness from
our infancy lose all their interest from the frequency
of their occurrence, while to the natives of other
countries they are unceasing objects of astonish
ment and delight. The inhabitant of a tropical
climate is confounded at the sight of falling snow,
and he almost discredits the evidence of his senses
when he sees a frozen river carrying loaded wag
gODS on its surface. The diffusioD of knowledge

.-,
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by books, 8S well as by frequent communication
between the natives of different quarters of the
globe, has deprived this class of local wonders of
their influence, and the Indian and the Scandina
vian can visit each other's lands without any vio
lent excitement of surprise. Still, however, there
are phenomena of rare occurrence, of which 110 de
scription can convey the idea, and which continue
to be as deeply marked with the marvellous as if
they had been previously unknown. Among these
we may rank the remarkable modifications which
sound undergoes in particular situations and under
particular circumstances.

In the ordinary intercourse of life, we recognize
individuals as much by their voice as by the fea
tures of their face and the form of their body: A
friend who has been long absent will often stand
before us as a stranger, till his voice supplies us
with the full power of recognition. The brand
imprinted by time on his outer form may have
effaced the youthful image which the memory had
cherished, but the original character of his voice
and its yet remembered tones will remain unim
paired.

An old friend with a new face is not more com
mon in its moral than in its physical acceptation;
and though the sagacity of proverbial wisdom has
not supplied us with the counterpart in relation to
the human voice, vet the influence of its immuta
bility over the mind has been recorded by the poet
in some of his most powerful conceptions. When
Manfred was unable to recognize in the hectic
phantom of Astarte the endeared lineaments of the

'"" being whom he loved, the mere utterance of his
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:Dame recalled " the voice which was his music,so
aDd invested her with the desired reality.

Say 011, lay Dil-
l live but in the IIOUDd-It ia thy voice ~

BYRON.

The permanence of character thus imp1'etliIed
upon speech exiata only in those regions to whose
abnOlphere our vocal o1'gans ue adapted. If
either the speaker or the heaI'er is placed in air
diilering greatly in deusity from that to which
they are accustomed, the voice of the one will emit
different sounda, or the same sounds will produce
a different impression on the ear of the othe1'.
But if both parties ue placed in thia new atmos
phere, their tones of communication will suffer
the most remarkable change. The two extreme
]lOilitionll, where such effects become sufficiently
striking, are in the compressed air of the diving
bell, when it ia immersed to a great depth in the
Bell, or in the rarefied Il~moaphere which prevails
on the summit of the Himalaya or the Andes.

In the region of common life, and even at the
&illiest hour of night, the ear seldom rests fmm ita
toils. When the voice of man and the bustle of
:his labours have ceased, the IlOUnQa of insect life
are redoubled; the night breeze awakens among
the 1'ustling leaves, and the swell of the distant
ocean, and the sounds of the falling cataract or of
the murmuring brook, fill the air with their pure
and solemn music. The lublimity of deep silence .
is DOt to be found eVen in the steppes of the Volga,
OJ' in the foresta of the Orinoco. It can be felt
only in those lofty regiona

Where the topa Df the Andes
Shoot 80aringly forth.
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As the traveller rises above the limit of life and
motion, and enters the region of habitual solitude,
the death-like silence which prevails llJound him is
rendered still more striking by the diminished den
sity of the air which he breathes. The voice of his
fellow-traveller ceases to be heard even at a mode
rate distance, and sounds which would stun the ear
at a lower level make but a feeble impression. The
r~port of a pistol on the top of Mont Blanc is no
louder than that of an Indian cracker. But while
the thinness of the air thus lubdues the loudest
sounds, the voice itself undergoes a singular
change: the musculu energy by which we speak
experiences a great diminution, and our powers of
utterance, as well as our power of hearing, are thus
aingulllJly modified. Were the magician, therefore~

who is desirous to impress upon his victim or upon
his pupil the conviction of his supernatural power,
to cllJrY him, under the injunction of silence,

------- to breathe
The difticult air of the iced mountain'. top,
Where the bird. dare not build, nor insect's wing
Flit o'er the herbless granite,

he would experience little difficulty in asserting
his power over the elements, and still less in sub
sequently communicating the same influence to.
his companion.

But though the air at the tops of our highest
mountains is scarcelycapableof transmitting sounds
of ordinary intensity, yet sounds of extraordinary
power force their way throngh its most attenuated
strata. At elevations where the air is three thou
sand times more rare than- that which we breathe

~ the explosion of meteors is heard like the Bound c
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cannon on the surface of the earth, and the whole
air is often violently agitated by the sound. This
fact alone may give us some idea of the tremendous
nature of the forces which such explosions create,
and it is fortunate for our species that they are
confined to the upper regions of the atmosphere.
If the same explosions were to take place in the
dense air which rests upon the earth, our habita
tions and our lives would be exposed to the most
imminent peril.

Buildings have often been thrown down by vio
lent concussions of the air, occasioned either by
the sound of great guns or by loud thunder, and
the most serious effects upon human and animal
life have been produced by the same cause. Most
persons have experienced the stunning pain pro
-duced in the ear, when placed near a cannon that is
,discharged. Deafness has frequently been the result
of such sudden concussions, and if we may reason
from analogy, death itself must often have been
the consequence. When peace was proclaimed in
London in 1697, two troops of horse were dis
mounted and drawn up in line in order to fire their
volleys. Opposite the centre of the line was the
door of a butcher's shop, where there was a large
mastiff dog of great courage. This dog was sleep
ing by the fire, but when the first volley was fired,
it immediately started up, ran into another room,
and hid itself under a bed. On the firing of the
l\econd volley, the dog rose, ran several times
about the room trembling violently, and apparently
in great agony. When the third volley was fired,
the dog ran about once or twice with great violence
and instantly fell down dead, throwing up blood
from his mouth and nose. .
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Sounds of kUown character and intensity are
often singularly changed even at the surface of the
earth: according to the state of the ground and the
conditions of the clouds. On the cxtended heath,
where there are no solid objects capable of reflect
ing or modifying sound, the sportsman must fre
quently have noticed the unaccountable variety of
sounds which are produced by the report of his
f{)wling-piece. SQmetimcs they are flat and pro
){)nged, at other times short and sharp, and some·
times the noise is so strange that it is referred to
some mistake in the loading of the gun. These
variations, however, arise entirely from the state
of the air, and from the nature and proximity of
the superjacent clouds. In pure air of uniform
density the sound is sharp and soon over, as the
undulations of the air advance without any inter
rupting obstacles. In a foggy atmosphere, or
where the vapours produced by heat are seen
dancing as it were in the air, the sound is dull and
prolonged; and when these clouds are immediately
overhead, a succession of echoes from them pro
duces a continued or reverberating sound. When
the French astronomers were determining the ve
locity of sound by firing great guns, they observed
that the report was always single and sharp under
a perfectly clear sky, but indilltinct, and attended
by a long-continued roll like thunder, when a cloud
covered a considerable part of the horizon. It is
no doubt owing to the same cause, namely, the
reflexion from the clouds, that the thunder rolls'
through the heavens, as if it were produced hy a
succession of electric explosions.

The great audibility of sounds during the night'
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ill a pbenoDlenon of considerable interest, and one
which had been observed even by the ancients. In
crowded cities or in their vicinity, the effect wu
generally ascribed to the rest of animated beingS7
while in localities where such an explanation was
inapplicable, it was supposed to arise from a favour
able direction of the prevailing wind. Baron Hum
boldt was particularly struck with this phenomenon
when he first heard the rushing of the great cata
n.cta of the Orinoco in the plain which surrounds
the Milltlion of the ApIU"es. These sounds he re
garded as three times louder during the night than
during the day. Some authors ascribed this fact
to the cessation of the humming of insects, the
singing of birds, and the action of the wind on
the leaves of the trees, but M. Humboldt justly
maintains that this cannot be the cause of it on the
OritKlCo, where the buzz of insects is much louder
in the night than in the day, and where the breeze
never rises till after sunset. Hence he was led to
ascribe the phenomenon to the perfect transparency
and uniform dentlity of the air, which can exist
only at night after the heat of the ground has been
llDiformly diffused through the atmosphere. When
the rays of the sun have been beating on the ground
during the day, currentl! of hot air of different tem
peratures, and consequently of different densities,
are constantly ascending from the ground and mix
ing with the cold air above. The air thus ceases
to be a homogeneous medium, and every person
must have observed the effectl! of it upon objects
lleen through it which are very indistincwy visible7

and have a tremulous motion, as if they were
"dancing in the air." The very same effect. ia
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perceived when we look at objects through spirits
and water that are not peyfectly mixed, or when
'We view distant objects over a red-hot poker or over
a flame. In all these cases the light suffers refrac
tion in pll8lling from a medium of one density into
a medium of a different density, and the refracted
rays are constantly changing their direction as the
different currents rise in succesmon. AnalogoUB
effects are produced when sound passes through a
mixed medium, whether it consists of two different
mediums or of one medium where portions of it
have diffel'ent densities. As sound moves with
different velocities through media of different den
mties, the wave which produces the sound will be
partly reflected in passing from one medium to the
other, and the direction of the transmission wave
changed; and hence in passing through such me
dia different portions of the wave wiil reach the ear
at different times, and thus destroy the sharpness
and distinctness of the sound. This may be proved
oy many striking facts. If we put a bell in a re
ceiver containing a mixture of hydrogen gas and
atmospheric air, the sound of the bell can scarcely
be heard. During a shower of rain or of snow,
noises are greatly deadened; and when sound ia
transmitted along an iron wire or an iron pipe of
IJUfficient length, we actuany hear two sounds, one
transmitted more rapidly through the solid, and
the other more slowly through the air. The same
propeyty is well illustrated by an elegant and easily
repeated expeyiment of Chladni's. When spark
ling champagne is poured into a "tall glass till it i.
half full, the glass loses its power of ringing by a
stroke upon its edge, and emits only a disagreeable

...
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and puffy sound. This effect will continue while
the wine is filled with bubbles of air, or as long as
the effervescence lasts; bu.t when the effervescence
begins to subside, the sound .becomes clearer and
clearer, and the glass rings as usual when the air
bubbles have vanished. If we reproduce the effer
vescence by stirring the champagne with a piece
of bread, the glass will again cease to ring. The
same experiment will succeed with other effer
vescing fluids.

The difference in the audibility of sounds that
pass over homogeneous and over mixed media is
sometimes so remarkable as to astonish those who
witness it. The following fact is given on the evi
dence of an officer who observed it:-When the
British and the American forces were encamped on
each side of a river, the outposts were so near,
that the form ()f individuals could be easily distin
guished. An American drummer made his appear
ance, and began to beat his drum; but though the
motion of his arms was distinctly seen, not a
single sound reached the ear of the observer. A
coating of snow that had newly fallen upon the
ground, and the thickness of the atmosphere, had
conspired to obstruct the sound. An effect .the
very reverse of this is produced by a coating of
glazed or hardened snow, or by an extended surface
of ice or water. Lieutenant Foster was able to
carry on a conversation with a sailor across Port
Bowen Harbour, a distance of no less than a mile
and a quarter, and the sound of great guns has
been heard at distances varying from 120 to 200
miles. Over hard and dry ground of an uniform
character, or where a thin soil rests upon a conti-
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DUOU8 stratum of rock, the sound is heard at a
great distance, and hence it is the practice among
many eastern tribe.s to ascertain the approach of
an enemy by applying the ear to the ground.

Many remark'able phenomena in the natural
world are produced by the reflexion and concentra
tion of sound. Every person is familiar with the
ordinary echo which arises from the reflexion of
sound from an even surface, such as the face of a
wall, of a house, of a rock, of a hill, or of a cloud.
As sound moves at the rate of 1090 feet in a se
cond, and as the sound which returns to the ·per
son who emits it has travelled over a space equal
to twice his distance from the reflecting surface,
the distance in feet of the body which occasions
the echo may be readily found by multiplying 545
by the number of seconds which elapse between
the emission of the sound and its return in the
form of an echo. This' kind of echo, where the
same person is the speaker and the hearer, never
takes place unless when the observer is imme
diately in front of the reflecting surface, or when
a line drawn from his mouth to the flat surface is
nearly perpendicular to it, because in this case
alone the wave of sound is reflec~d in the very
same direction from the wall in which it reaches it.
If the speaker places himself on one side of this
line, then the echo will be heard most distincily
by another person as far on the other side of it,
because the waves of sound are reflected like light,
so that the angle of incidence or the inclination at
which the sound falls upon the reflected surface is
equal to the angle of reflexion, or the inclination
at which the sound is returned from the wall. If
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two penons, therefore, are placed before the re
6ecting wall, the one will hear the echo of the
BOund emitted by the other, and obstacles may in
tervene between these two perBOI18, BO that neither
of them hean the direct 80nnd emitted by the
other; in the IIIlme manner &8 the Il1Lme peI1lODll
similarly placed before a looking-glass would see
each other distinctly by reHexion, though objects
might obstruct their direct view of each otBer.

Hitherto we have supposed that there is only
one reftecting surface, in which ease there will
be only one echo: but if there are several reflect
ing surfaces, at! ill the case in an amphitheatre of
mountains, or during a thunder-storm, where there
are several strata or maBBeS of clouds; or if there
are two parallel or inclined surfaces between which
the BOund can be repeatedly reflected, or if the
surfaCe ill curved, so that the BOund reflected from
one part falls upon another part, like the sides of &

polygon iDllCribed in a circle,-in all these cases
there will be numerous echoes, which produce &

very liugular effect. N otbing can be more grand
and sublime than the primary and secondary echoes
of a piece of ordnance discharged in an amphi
theatre of precipitous mountains. The direct or
primary echoeB from each reflecting 8W"face reach
the ear in succession, according to their different
distances, and these are either blended with or sne
ceeded by the secondary echoes, which terminate
in a prolonged growl, ending in absolute silence.
Of the lame character are the reverberated clap.
of a thunder-bolt reflected from the surrounding
clouds, and dying away in the distance. The echo
which ill produced by parallel walls ill finely illul-
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tl'8ted at the Marquis' of Simonetta's viUa near
Milan, which has been described by Addison and
KeysleT, and which we believe is that described by
Mr. Southwell in the Philosophical Tranll&ctions'
for 1'146. PerpendiculaT to the main bOdy of this
villa there extend two parallel winge about fifty
eight paces diBtant from each other, and the sur
faces of which are unbroken either with doors or
windows. The sound of the human voice, or
rather a word quickly pronounced, is repeated
above forty times, and the report of a pistol from
fifty-six to sixty times. The repetitions, however,
fOllow in such rapid succession that it is difficult to
reckon them, unless early in the morning before
the equal temperature of the atmosphere is di..
turbed, or in a calm, still evening. The echoes
appear to be best heard from a window in the
main building between the two projecting walls,
from which the pistol also is fired. Dr. Plot men
tions an echo in Woodstock Park which repeats
seventeen syllables by day and twenty by night.
An echo on the north side of Shipley church, in
SUIl8eX, repeats twenty-one syllables. Sir John
Herschel mentions an echo in the Manfroni palace
at Venice, where a person starnling in the centre
of a square room about twenty-nve feet high, with
a concave roof, heal'll the stamp of lUs foot re
peated a great many times j but as his position de
viates from the centre, the echoes become feebler,
and at a short distance entirely cease. The same
phenomenon, he remarks, OCCUJ'll in the large room
of the library of the museum at Naples. M.
Genefay has described, as existing near Rouen, a
curiOUB oblique echo which is not heard by the
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penon who emits the sound. A person who sings
hears only his own voice, while those who listen
hear only the echo, which sometimes seems to
approach, and at other times to recede from the
ear; one person hears a single souI\d, another
several sounds, and one hean it on the right, and
another on the. left, the effect always changing" as
the hearer changCtJ his position. Dr. Birch has
described an extraordinary echo at Roseneath, in
Argyleshire, which certainly does not now exist.
When eight or ten D.Gtes were played upon a
trumpet, they were correctly repeated, but on a
key a third lower. After a short pause, another
repetition of the notes was heard in a still lower
tone, and after another short interval they were
repeated in a still lower tone.

In the same manner as light is always lost by
reflexion, so the waves of sound are enfeebled by
reflexion from ordinary surfaces, and the echo is
in such cases fainter than the original sound. If
the reflecting surface, however, is circular, sound
may be condensed and rendered stronger in the
same manner as light. I have seen a fiue example
of this, in the circular turn of a garden wall nearly
a mile distant from a weir across a river. When
the air is pure and' homogeneous, the rushing
BOund of the water is reflected from the hollow sur
face of the wall, and concentrated in a focus, the
place of which the ear can easily discover from the
intensity of the sound being there a maximum. A
person not acquainted with the locality conceives
that the TUshing noise is on the other side of the
wall.

In whispering galleries, or places where the
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lowest whispers are carried to distances at which
the direct sound is inaudible, the sound may be
conveyed in two ways, either by repeated reflexions
from a curved surface in the direction of the sides
of a polygon inscribed in a circle, or where the
whisperer is in the focus of one reflecting surface,
and the hearer in the focus of another reflecting
surface, which is placed so as to receive the re
flected sounds. The first of these ways is exem
plified in the whispering gallery of St. Paul's, and
in the octagonal gallery of Gloucester Cathedral,
which conveys a whisper seventy-five feet across
the nave; and the second in the baptistery of a
church in' Pisa, where the architect, Giovanni
Pisano, is said to have constructed the cupola on
purpose. The cupola has an elliptical form, and
when one person whispers in one focus, it is dis
tinctly heard by the person placed in the other
focus, but not by those who are placed between
them. The sound first reflected puses acrOSR the
cupola, and enters the ears of the intermediate
persons, but it is too feeble to be heard till it has
been condensed by a second reflexion to the other
focus of ellipse., A naval officer, who travelled
through Sicily in the year 1824, gives an account
of a powerful whispering place in the cathedral of
Girgenti, where the slightest whisper is carried
with perfect distinctness through a distance of two
hundred and fifty feet, from the great western door
to the cornice behind the high altar. By an un
fortunate coincidence, the focus of one of the re
flecting surfaces was chosen for the place of the
confessional; and when this was accidentally dis
covered, the lovers of secrets resorted to the other

P ~
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focus, and thus became acquainted with confessions
of the gravest import. This divulgence of scandal
continued for a considerable time. till the eager
curi05ity of one of the dilettanti was punished, by
hearing his wife's avowal of her own infidelity.
This circumatanee gave publicity to the whispering
peculiarity of the cathedral, and the confessional
Wlt8 removed to a place of greater I!ecresy.

An echo of a very peculiar character has been
described by Sir John Hell!chel in his Treatise on
Sound, 88 pl'odueed by the suspension bridge across
the Menai strait in Wales. "The sound of a blow
with a hlUllllloU," says he, " on one of the main
pieTll, is returned in succeBllion from each of the
cross beams which support the road-way, and from
the opposite pier at a distance of five bundred
and seventy-six feet; and in addition tothis;t.he
ll.Ound is many times repeated between the ·.water
and the road-way. The effect is a series of sounds
which may be thus written: the fiTllt retUnl is

Fill. 51.

sharp and strong from the road-way overhead; the
Jattling which succeeds dies away rapidly, but the
single repercussion from the opposite pier is very
strong, and it! succeeded by a famt palpitation, re
peating the sound at the rate of twenty-eight times
in five seconds, aud which, therefore, correspOlll!s
to a distance of a hundred and eighty-four feet, or
very nearly the double interval from the road-way
to the water. Thus it appears that in the reper-
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eU8IIion between the water and road-way, that from
the latter only affects the ear, the line drawn from
the auditor to the water being too oblique for the
IOUnd to diverge sufficiently in )hat direction. An
other peculiarity deserves especial notice, namely,
that the echo from the opposite pier is beet heard
when the auditor Iltande preciaely oIJPOllite to the
middle of the breadth af the pier, and strikes just
en that point. A8 it deviates to one or the other
aide, the return is proportionally fainter, and is
scarcely heard by him when his lltation is a little
beyond the extreme edge of the pier, though an
other person, stationed (on the same side of the
water) at /}on equal distance from the central point,
1IO 8S to have the pier between them, hears it well."

A remarkable 8ubterranean echo is often heard
when the hoofs of a horse or the wheels of a car
riage pa81l over particular lIllJlOts of ground. This
lIeund is frequently very similar to that which ill
produced in p&slling over an arch or vault, and is
commonly attributed to the existence of natural or
artificial caves beneath. As such caves have often
lJeen constructed in times of war all places of secu
rity for persons and property, many unavailing
attempts have been made to discover hidden trea
aures where their loeality .seemed to be indicated
by subtt>.rraneous sounds. But though these
IOOIlds are lIOIDetimes produced by excavatioDs in
the ground, yet they generally arise from the nature
of the materialll of which the ground is composed,
and from their manner of combination. If the
hollow of a road has been filled up with broken
rock, or with large water-worn stones, having hol
lows either left entirely empty, or fined up with

p2
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materials of different density, then the sound will
be reflected in passing from the loose to the dense
materials, and there will arise a great number of
echoes reaching the ear in rapid succession, and
forming by their union a hollow rumbling sound.
This principle has been very successfully applied
by Sir John Herschel to explain the subterranean
sounds with which every traveller is familiar who
has visited the Solfaterra, near Naples. When
the ground at a particular place is struck violently
by throwing a large stone against it, a peculiar
llOllow sound is distinctly heard. This Bound has
been ascribed by some geologists to the existence
of a great vault communicating with the ancient
seat of the volcano, by other writers to a rever
beration from the surrounding hills with which it
is nearly concentric, and by others to the porosity
of the ground. Dr. Daubeny, who says that the
hollow sound is heard when any part of the Solfa
terra is struck, accounts for it by supposing that
the hill is not made up of one entire rock, but of
a number of detached blocks, which, hanging as it
were by each other, form a sort of vault over the
abyss within which the volcanic operations are
going on "'. Mr. Forbes, who has given the latest
and·most interesting description of this singular
volcano t, agrees in opinion with Dr. Daubeny,
while Mr. Scrope t and Sir John Herschel concur
in opinion that no such cavities exist. "It seems
most probable," says the latter, " that the hollow

• Description of Volcanoes, p. 170.
.,. Edinburg" Journal of Sci,nc" N. Series, No. i. p. 124.
t Considerations on Volcanoes, and Edinburgh Journal

<1' Scie>tce, No. U. p. 261, and No. xiv. p. 265.
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reverberation is nothing more than an assemblage
of partial echoes arising from the reflexion of suc
cessive portions of the original sound in its pro
gress through the BOil at the innumerable half-co~

herent surfaces composing it: were the whole soil
a mass of sand, these reflexions would be so strong
and frequent as to destroy the whole impulse, in
too short an interval to allow of a distinguishable
after sound. It is a case analogous to that of a
strong light, thrown into a milky medium or smoky
atmosphere; the whole medium appears to shine
with a nebulous undefined light. This is to the
eye what such a hollow sound is to the ear /If."

It has been recently shown by M. Savart, that
the human ear is so extremely sensible as to be
capable of appreciating sounds which arise from
about twenty-jOuT thousand vibrations in a second,
and consequently, that it can hear a sound which
lasts only the twenty-four thousandth part of a
second. Vibrations of such frequency afford only
a shrill squeak or chirp; and Dr. Wollaston has
shown that there are many individuals with their
sense of hearing entire, who are altogether insen~

sible to such acute BOunds, though others are pain
fully affected by them. Nothing, as Sir John
Herschel remarks, can be more surprising thim to
see two persons, neither of them deaf, the one com
plaining of the penetrating shrillness of a sound,
while the other maintains there is no BOund at all.
Dr. Wollaston has also shown that this is true
also of very grave sounds; BO that the hearing or
1Iot hearing of musical notes at both extremities of
the scale seems to depend wholly on the pitch or

• Art. Soulld, Enc)Ocl. Metrop.~ 110.
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frequency of vibration eonatttuting tbe note, and.
not upon the inteD8ity 01' loudneH of the noise.
This affeetion of the ear sometimes appears in
cases of common deafnelHl, where a Ihrill tone of
voice, such as that of women and children, is often
better heard than the loud. and deeper tone of men.

Dr. Wolluton remarked, that when the mouth
and llOIle are ahut, the tympanum or drum of the
ear may he so exhaUtlted by a forcible attempt tit
take breath by the expantrion of the chest, the
pretlure of the external air upon the membrane
gives it luch a teDiion that the ear becomes insen
sible to grave toneB, without 100ing in any degree
the perception of sharper sounds. Dr. Wollaston
found, that after he had got into the habit of
making the experiment, so as to be able to produce
a great degree of exhaultion, his ears were insen
.ible to all soundl below F, marked by the base
clef. "If I strike the table befor.e me," I!ays he,
"with the end of my finger, the whole board BOunds
with a deep dull note. If I Itrike it with my nail,
there ill also at the lame time B sharp sound pro
duced by quicker vibrations of parts around the
point of contact. When the ear is exhausted, it
hears only the latter sound, without perceiving in
any degree the deeper note of the whole table. In
the same manner, in listening to the BOUnd of a
carriage, the deeper rumbling noise of the body is
no longer heard by an exhausted ear; but the rattle
of a chain or IOOl~e screw remains at least all audible
as before exhaustion." Dr. Wolluton SUpp01leB
that thill exce811ive tenaion of the drum of the eu, I
when produced by the compreased air in the diving- I
bell, will also produce a COrreBponding deafness to
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low tones. This curious experiment has been since
made by Dr. Colladon, when descending in the
diving-bell at Howth, in 1820. "We descended,"
says he, " so slowly that we did not notice the
motion of the bell; but as soon as the bell was
immersed in water, we felt about the ears and the
furehead a sense of pressure, which continued in
creasing during some minutes. I did not, however,
experience any pain in the ears; but my compa
nion suffered so much that we were obliged to stop
our descent for a short time. To remedy that in
convenience, the workmen instructed us, after
having closed our nostrils and mouth, to endeavour
to swallow, and to restrain our respiration for some
moments, in order that, by this exertion, the hr
temal air might act on the Eustachian tube. My
companion, however, having tried it, found himself
very little relieved by this remedy. After some
minutes, we resumed our descent. My friend suf
fered considerably; he was pale; his lips were
totally discoloured; his appearance was that of II.

man on the point of fainting; he was in involun
tary low spirits, owing, perhaps, to the violence of
the pain, added to that kind of apprehension which
our situation unavoidably inspired. This appeared
to me the more remarkable, as my case was totally
the reverse. I was in a state of excitement resem
bling the effect of some spirituous liquor. I suf
fered no pain; I experienced only a litrong pressure
round my head, as if an iron circle had been bound
about it. I spoke with the workmen, and had
some difficulty in hearing them. This difficulty of
hearing rose to such a height, that during three
or four Ininutes I could not hear them speak. I
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could not, iudeed, hear myself speak, though I
spoke as loudly as possible; nor did even the
great noise camed by the violence of the current
against the sides of the bell reach my ears."

The effect thus pescribed by Dr. Colladon is
different from that anticipated by Dr. Wollaston.
He was not merely deaf to low tones, but to all
sounds whatever; and I have found, by repeated
experiment, that my own ears become perfectly in
sensible even to the shrill tones of the female voice,
and of the voice of a child, when the drum of the
ear is thrown into a state of tension by yawning.

With regard to sounds of high pitch at the other
extremity of the scale, Dr. Wo11aston has met with
persons, whose llearing was in other respects per
fect, who never heard the chirping of the Gryllus
camRestris, which commonly occurs in hedges
dunng a summer's evening, or that of the house
cricket, or the squeak of the bat, or the chirping
of the common house-sparrow. The note of the
bat is a full octave higher than that of the sparrow;
and Dr. W o11aston believes that the note of some
insects may reach one octave more, as there are
sounds decidedly higher than that of a small pipe,
one-fourth of an inch in length, which he conceives
cannot be far from six octaves above the middle E
of the piano-forte. " The suddenness of the tran
sition," says Dr. Wollaston, "from perfect hearing
to total want of perception, ?ccasions a degree of
surprise, which renders an experiment on this sub
ject with a series of small pipes among several
persons rather amusing. It is curious to observe
the change of feeling manifested by various indi
viduals of the party, in succession, as the sounds
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approach and pass the limits of their hearing.
Those who enjoy a temporary triumph are often
compelled in their turn to acknowledge to how
short a distance their little superiority extends."
In concluding his interesting paper on this subject,
Dr. Wollaston conjectures that animals, like the
grylli (whose powers of hearing appear to com
mence nearly where ours terminate), may have
the power of hearing still sharper sounds which at
present we do not know to exist, and that there
be other insectS' having nothing in common with
us, but who are endowed with a power of exciting,
and a sense of perceiving vibrations which make
no impression upon our organs, while their organs
are equally insensible to the slower vibrations to
which we are accustomed.

With the view of studying the class of sounds
inaudible to certain ears, we would recommend it to
the young naturalist to examine the sounds emitted
by the insect tribe3 both in relation to their effect
upon the human ear, and to the mechanism by
which they are produced. The Cicadre or locusts
in North America appear, from the observations
of Dr. Hildreth"', to be furnished with a bagpipe
on which they play a variety of notes. "When
anyone passes," says he, " they make a great noise
and screaming with their air-bladder or bagpipes.
These bags are placed under, and rather behind,
the wings in the axilla, something in the manner
of using the bagpipes with the bags under the arms
-I.could compare them to nothing else; and, in
deed, 1 suspect the first inventor of the instrument
borrowed his ideas from some insect of this kind.

• Edirth"r,,1a Jo"r7IfJl of St:;ellu, No. xyii., p. 158.
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They playa variety of notes and sounds, one of
which nearly imitates the scream of the tree toad."

Among the acoustic wondeTII of the natural
world may be ranked the vocal powers of the statue
of Memnon, the son of Aurora, which modem dis
coveries have withdrawll from among the fables of
ancient Egypt. The history of this remarkable
statue is involved in much obscurity. Although
Strabo affirms that it was overturned by an earth
quake, yet as Egypt exhibits no traces of such a
convulsion, it has been generally believed that the
statue was mutilated by Cambyses. Ph. Casselius,
in his dissertation on vocal or speaking slones,
quotes the remark of the scholiast in J uvenal,
" that, when mutilated by Cambyscs, the statue
which saluted both the sun and the king, afterwards
saluted only the sun." Philostratus, in his life of
Apollo, informs us, that the statue looked to the
east, and that it spoke as soon as the rays of the
rising sun fell upon its mouth. Pausanias, who
saw the statue in its dismantled state, says, that it '
is a statue of the sun, that the Egyptians call it
Phamenophis, and not Memnon, and that it emits
sounds every rrwrning at sunrise, which can be
compared only to that of the breaking of the string
of a lyre. Strabo speaks only of a single sound
which he heard; but Juvenal, who had probably
heard it often during his stay in Egypt, describes
it as if it emitted several sounds.

Dimi<1io magiClil resonant ubi Memnone cbordlll.
Where broken Memnon sounds hiB magic strings.

The simple sounds which issued from the statue
were, in the progress of time, magnified into intel
ligible words, and even into an oracle of seven
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"erses, and this prodiID" has been recorded in a
Greek inscription on the left leg of the statue. But
thoogh this new faculty o( the colossus was evi
dently the contrivance of the Egyptian priests, yet
we are not entitled from this to call in question the
simple and perfectly credible fact that it emitted
Munds. This property, indeed, it seems to pos
l!C8S at the present day; for we learn·, that. an
English traveller, Sir A. Smith, accompanied with
a numerous escort, examined the statue, and that
at six o'clock in the morning he heard very dis
tinctly the sounds which had been eo celebrated in
antiquity. He allllCrts that this sound does not
proceed from the statue but from the pedestal; and
he expresses his belief that it arises from the im
pull8e of the air upon the stones of the pedestal,
which are arranged !IO as to produce this surprising
effect. This singular description is, to a certain
extent, confirmed by the description of Strabo, who
says, that he was quite certain that he heard a sound
which proceeded either from the base, or from the
colossus, or from !lOme one of the assistants. As
there were no Egyptian priests in the escort of Sir
A. Smith, we may now safely reject this last, and,
for many centuries, the most probable hypothesis.

The explanation suggested by Sir A. Smith had
heen previously given in a more specific form by
M. Dussaulx, the translator of Juvenal. "The
IltRtue," says he, ., lSeing hollow, the heat of the
lIun heated the air which it contained, and this air,
i88uing at some crevice produced the sounds of
which the priests gave their own interpretation."

Rejecting this explanation, M. Langletl, in his
• Reyue EDcyclo~ique, 1821, tome ix. p. :'92.
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dissertation on the vocal statue of Memnon, and
M. Salverte, in his work on the occult sciences;
have ascribed the sounds entirely to Egyptian priest..
craft, and have even gone so far as to describe the
mechanism by which the statue not only emitted
BOunds, but articulated distinctly the intonations
appropriate to the seven Egyptian vowels, and con
secrated to the seven planets. M. Langles conceives
that the Bounds may be produced by a series of
hammers, which strike either the granite itself, or
sonorous stones like those which have been long
used in China for musical instruments. M. Salverte
improves this imperfect apparatus, by supposing
that there might be adapted to these hammers a
clepsydra, or water-clock, or any other instrume\lt
fitted to measure time, and so constructed as to
put the hammers in motion at sunrise. Not satis
fied with this supposition, he conjectures that the
spring of all this mechanism was to be found in
the art of concentrating the rays of the sun, which
was well known to the ancients. Between the lips
of the statue, or in some less remarkable part of it
concealed from view by its height, he conceives an
aperture to be perforated, containing a lens or a
mirror capable of condensing the rays of the rising
sun upon one or more metallic levers, which by
their expansion put in motion the seven hammers
in succession. Hence he explains why the sounds
were emitted only at sunrise, and when the solar
rays fell upon the mouth of the statue, and why
they were never again heard till the sl;ln returned
to the eastern horizon. As a piece of mechanism,
this contrivance is defective in not providing for
the ch~nge in the sun's amplitude, which is very

.'
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considerable even in Egypt, for &s the statue and
the lens are both fixed, and as the sounds were
heard at all seasons of the year, the same lens
which threw the midsummer rays of the sun upon
the hammers could not possibly throw upon them
his rays in winter. But even if the machinery
were perfect, it is obvious that it could not have
survived the mutilation of the statue, and could .
not, short of a miracle, have performed its part in
the time of Sir A. Smith.

If we abandon the idea of the whole being a
trick of the priesthood, which has been generally
done, and which the recent.observations of Sir A.
Smith authorize us to do, we must seek BOme na
tural cause for the phenomena similar to that sug
gested by DUSBaulx. It is curious to observe how
the study of nature gradually dispels the conse
crated delusions ofages, and reduces to the level of
ordinary facts what time had invested with all the
characters ofthe supernatural: and in the present
case it is no less remarkable that the problem of
the statue of Memnon should have been first solved
by means of an observation made by a solitary tra
veller wandering on the banks of the Orinoco.
'.' The granitic rock," says Baron Humboldt, "on
which we lay, is one of those where travellers on
the Orinoco have heard from time to. time, towards
sunrise, subterraneous sounds resembling those of
the organ. The missionaries call these stonesloxas
de musica. 'It is witchcraft,' said our young
Indian pilot. We never ourselves heard these
mysterious sounds either at Carichana Vieja or in
the upper Orinoco: hut from information given
us by witnesses worthy of belief, the existence of
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a phenomenon that teems to depend on a certain
state of the atmo&phere cannot be denied. The
.helves of rock are full of very DalTOW and deep ,
crevices. They are heated during the day to about '
50°. I often found their temperature at the snr
face during the night at 39", the surrounding at
Jl106phere being at 2SO. It may easily be conceiTed
that the difference of temperature between the
subterraneaus and the external air attains it8
maximum about sunrise, or at that moment which
is at the MDle time farther from the period of the
maximum of the heat of the precedi~ day.. May
Mt these IiOUllds of an organ, then, which ue
heard when a person sleepe upon the rock, his ear
in cuntact wi.th the stone, be the effect of a enr
rent of air that issues out through the crevice8 ?
Does not the impulse of the air against the elastic
spangles of micaihat intercept the crevices contri
bute to modify the sounds? May we not admit
that the ancient inhabitants of Egypt, in passing
incessantly up and down the Nile, had made the
lame obeervatioll on some rock of the Thebai<4
and that the music of the rocks there led to the
j ugglery of the priests in the statue of MemnoD ?"

Thil CUrioUll case of the production of sounds in
granite rocks at swuisemight have been regarded
as a trlUlsatlalltic wonder which was not applicable
to Egypt; !Nt by a singular coincidence of ooeer
vation, MM. Jomard, Jollois, and Devilliers, who
were tra.velling in Egypt nearly about the same
time that M. Humboklt was tra.versing the wilda
of South America, heard, at sunrise, in a monu
ment of granite, situated near the centre of the
spot on which the palace of Carnae etanda, a noise
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resembling that of a breaking string, the very ex
presaiou by which PaUtJanias characterizes the
sound in the Memnonian granite. The travellers
regarded these sounds as arising from the trans
miNion of rarefied air through the crevices of Ii

sonorous stone, and they were of the same opinion
with Humboldt, that these sounds might have sug
gested to the Egyptian priests the juggleries of the
Memnunium. Is it not strange that the Prussian
aud the French travellers should not have gone a
step farther, and solved the problem of two thou
sand years, by maintaining that the souud of the
statue of Memuon was itself a natural phenomenon,
or a granite sound elicited at sunrise by the very
ame causes which operated on the Orinoco and
iu the temple of earoac, in place of regarding it
as a trick in imitation of natural sounds? If, as
Humboldt supposes, the ancient inhabitants of
Egypt had, in passing incessantly up and down
the Nile, become familiar with the music of the
granite rocks of the Thebaid, how could the imita..
tion of such natural and familiar sounds be re
garded by the priests as a means of deceiving the
people? There could be nothing marvellous in a
colossal statue of granite giving out the very same
sounds that were given out at the same time of the
day by a granite rock; and in place of reckoning
it a supernatural fact, they could regard it in no
other light than as the duplicate of a well-known
natural phenomenon. It is a mere conjecture,
however, that such sounds were common in the
Thebaid; and it is therefore probable that a granite
rock, possessing the property of emitting sounds
at sunrise, had been discovered by the priests, w h()
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were at the same time the philosophers of Egypt,
and that the block had been employed in the for
mation of the Memnonian statue for the purpose
of impressing upon it a supernatural character,
and enabling them to maintain their influence over
a credulous people.

The inquiries of recent travellers have enabled
us to corroborate these views, and to add another
remarkable example of the influence of subterra
neous sounds over superstitious minds. About
three leagues to the north ofTor in Arabia Petrrea,
is a mountain, within the bosom of which the most
singular sounds have been heard. The Arabs of
the Desert ascribe these sounds to a convent of
monks presen'ed miraculously underground; and
the sound is supposed to be that of the Nakous,
a long narrow metallic ruler suspended horizon
tally, which the priest strikes with a hammer for
the purpose of assembling the monks to prayer.
A Greek was said to have seen the mountain open,
and to have descended into the subterranean con
vent, where he found fine gardens and delicious
water; and, in order to give proof of his descent, .
he produced some fragments of consecrated bread,
which he pretended to have brought from the sub
terranean convent. The inhabitants of Tor like
wise declare that the camels arc not only frightened
but rendered furious when they heat these subter
raneous sounds.

M. Seetzen, the first European traveller who
visited this extraordinary mountain, set out from
lVodyel Nackel on the 17th of June, at five o'clock
in the morning. He was accompanied by a Greek
Christian and some Bedouin Arabs, and after a
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quarter of an hour's walk they reached the foot
of a majestic rock of hard sandstone. The monn·
tain itself was quite bare and entirely composed of
it. He found inscribed upon the rock several
Greek and Arab names, and also some Koptic
characters, which proved that it had been resorted
to for centuries. About noon the party reached
the foot of the mountains called Nakous, where
at the foot of a ridge they beheld an insulated
peaked rock. This mountain presented upon two
of its sides two sandy declivities about 150 feet
high, and so inclined that the white and slightly
adhering sand which rests upon its surface is
scarcely able to support itself; and when the
scorching heat of the sun destroys its feeble cohe
sion, or when it is agitated by the smallest motions,
it slides down the two acclivities. These declivities
unite behind the insulated rock, forming an acute
angle, and, like the adjacent surfaces, they are
covered with steep rocks which consist chiefly of
a white and friable freestone.

The first sound which greeted the ears of the
travellers took place at lin hour and a quarter after
noon. They had climbed with great difficulty a9
far as the sandy declivity, a height of seventy
or eighty feet, and had rested beneath the rocks
where the pilgrims are accustomed to listeu to the
sounds.

While in the act of climbing, M. Seetzen heard
the sound from beneath his knees,' and hence he
was led to think -that the sliding of the sand was
the cause of the sound, and not the effect of the
vibration which it occasioned. At three o'clock
the sound _became loud;lr, and continued six mi-

Q
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Dutes, and after having ceued for ten minutes, it
was again heard. Thesound appeared to have the
greatest resemblance to that of the humming-top,
rising and falling like that of an Eolian harp. Be
lieving that he had discovered the true origin ofthe •
Bound, M. Seetzen was anxious to repeat the expe
riment, and with this view he climbed with the
utmost difficulty to the highest rocks, and, sliding
down as fast as he could, he endeavoured, with the
help of his hands and feet, to set the sand in motion.
The effect thus produced far exceeded his expecta
tions, and the sand in rolling beneath him made
80 loud a noise, that the earth seemed to tremble to
such a degree that he states he should certainly
have been afraid if he had been ignorant of the
cause.

M. Seetzen throws out some conjectures re
specting the cause of these sounds. Does the rol
ling layer of sand, says he, act like the fiddle~bow,

which on being rubbed upon a plate of glass raises
and distributes into regular figures the sand with
which the plate is covered? Does the adherent
and fixed layer of sand perform here the Plll't of
the plate of glass, and the neighbouring rocks
that of the sounding body? lVe cannot pretend
to answer these questions, but we trust that tlome
philosopher competent to the task will have an
()pportunity of examining these interesting pheno
mena with more attention, and describing them
with ~reater accuracy.

The only penon, so far as I can learn, who has
visited EI-Nakous since the time of Seetzen, is
Mr. Gray, of University College, Oxford; but he
bas not added much to the information acquired by

I
~

I
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his predecessor. During the first visit which he
made to the place, he heard at the end of a quarter
of an hour a low continuous murmuring sound be
neath his feet, which gradually changed into pul
sations as it became louder, so as to resemble the
striking of a clock, and at the end of five minutes.
it became so strong as to detach the sand. Re
turning to the spot next day, he heard the sound
still louder than before. He could not observe
any crevices by which the external air could pene
trate; and as the sky was serene and the air calm,
he was satisfied that the sounds could not ,arise
from this cause".

• See Edinburg4 Journal uf Science, No. xi. p. 153; and
Nu. xiii. page 51.
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LETTER X.

Mtchanical it/rentions of the ancients few in number-An
aent and modtr" feats of 6trength-Feats of Eckeberg
parlicularly dtlcribed-Gelteral txplanati.n of them-

. Real feats of ,trengtla I'trformed by TlwmQ6 Topham
Remarkable POlL'" of lifti"g htQ."g pers.ns when the IUllg ..
are injlated-Be{z&ni's feat of sustain;ng pyramids of men
-Deception of walking al.ng the ceilirtg in an inverted
poaition-Pneumatic al'puratus in t"e foot of tl,e 1a0UIt

.fly for e"abling it to u'allt in oppo,itio" to gravity-De
scription of tht analogous apparatU6 employed by the gecko
lizard for the same purpo.e-Al'puratus tued by the
Eckineis rtmora, or sudling:fish.

THE mechanical knowledge of the ancients was
principally theoretical, and though they seem to
have constructed some minor pieces of mechanism
which were sufficient to delude the ignorant, yet
there is no I'eason for believing that they had exe
cuted any machinery that was capable of exciting
much surprise, either by its ingenuity or its mag
nitude. The properties of the mechanical powers"
however, seem to have been successfully employed
in performing feats of strength which were beyond
the reach even of strong men, and which could not
fail to excite the greatest wonder when exhibited
by persons of ordinary si~e,

Firmus, a native of Seleucia, who was executed
by the Emperor Aurelian for espousing the cause.
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of Zenobia, was celebrated for his feats of strength.
In his account of the life of Firmus, who lived in
the third century, Vopiscus informs us, that he
could suffer iron to be forged upon an anvil placed
upon his breast.. In doing this he lay upon his
back, and resting his feet and shoulders against
some support, his whole body formed an arch, as
we shall afterwards more particularly explain.
Until the end of the sixteenth century, the exhibi
tion of such feats does not seem to have been
.common. About the year 1703, a na.tive of Kent,
of the name of Joyce, exhibited such feats of
strength in London and other parts of England,
that he received the name of the second Sampson.
His own personal strength was very great; but he
had also discovered, without the aid of theory,
various positions of his body in which men even
of common strength could perform very surprising
feats. He drew against horses, and raised enor
mous weights; but as he actually exhibited his
power in ways which evinced the enormous strength
of his· own muscles, all his feats were ascribed to
the same cause. In the course of eight or ten
years, however, his methods were discovered, anq
many individuals of ordinary strength exhibited a
number of his principal performances, though in a
manner greatly iuferior to Joyce. .

Some time afterwards, John Charles Van Ecke
berg, a native of Harzgerode, in Anhalt, travelled
through Europe under the appellation of Sampson,
exhibitingvery remarkable examples ofhis strength.
This, we believe, is the same person whose feats
are particularly described by Dr. Desaguliers. He
was a man of the middle size, and of ordinary
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strength; and as Dr. Deuguliera was· convinced
that his feate were euubitioDa' of lkill and not of
strength, he wu deeirou& of dilcovering bie m~
thode, and with this ~iew he went to. Bee him, ac"
companied by the MarquiB of Tullibardine, Dr.
Alexander. Stuut, and Dr. Pringle, and hie own
mechanical operator. They' placed themeelves
round the German, 10 al to be able to obeerve ac
GUl'lltely all that he did, and their IUCcesa was IlO
great, that they were able to perfOJm. most of the
featB the eame-evening by themselves, and almoet all
the telt when they had provided the proper appa
ratua. Dr. Deaagulier& exhibited· lOme of the er
periments before the Royal Society, and haa given
such a di8tinct explanation of the prinaiple& eD
which they depend, that we ahall endeavolll' to
give a popular account of them.

1. The performer at upon. an inclined bOaM
AB, placed, upon a frame CUE,. with hie feet abub

Fr9- 52.

ting againllt the upright bOll.rd C. Round hie loins
W88 placed a etrong girdle F G, to the iron ring of
which at G wae faetened a rope by menns of a
hook. The TOpe paesed between bie lege through
a hole in the board C, and eeveral men or two

J
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horses, pulling at the other eud of the rope, were
unable to draw the performer out of his place. His
hands at G seemed to pull against the men, but
they were of no advantage to him whatever.

2. Another of the German feats is shown in
Fig. 53. Having fixed the rope above-mentioned

Fig. 53.

to' a: strong post at A, and made it pass through a
med iron eye at B, to the ring in his girdle, he
planted his feet again&t the poat at B, and raised
himself from the ground by the rope, as shown in
the figure. He then suddenly stretched out his legs,
and broke the rope, falling back on a feather-bed
at C, spread out to receive him.

3. In imitation; of Firmus, he laid himself down
ltn the ground, as shown in Fig. 54, and when an
anvil A was placed upon his breast, a man ham-
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mered with all his force the piece of iron B, with a
sledge hammer j and sometimes two smiths cut in
two with chisels a great cold bar of iron laid upon
the anvil. At other times a stone of huge dimen
sions, half of which is shown at C, was laid upon
his belly, and broken with a blow of the great
hammer.

4. The performer then placed his shoulders upon
one chair, and his heels upon another, as in Fig;
.55, forming, with his backbone, thighs, and legs,
an arch springing from its abutments at A and B.
One or two men then stood upon hia belly, rising
up and down while the performer breathed. A
stone, one and a half feet long, one foot broad,
and half a foot thick, was then laid upon his belly,
and broken by a sledge hammer, an operation which
may be performed with much less danger than
when his back touched the ground as in Fig. 54.

l.lJlJ I~
(
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Fig. 55.
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5. His next feat was to lie down on the ground.
as in Fig. 56 j a man being then placed on bis
knees. he draws his heels towards his body, and
raising his knees. he lifts up the man gradually, till
having brought his knees perpendicularly under
him. as in Fig. 57, he raises his own body up, and
placing his arms around the man's legs, he rises
with him, and l!ets him down on some low table or
eminence of the same h!!ight as his knees. This
feat he sometimes performed with two men in place
of one. .
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6. The last, and apparently the most wonderful,
performance of the German is shown in Fig. 58,
where he appears to raise a cannon A placed upon
, scale, the four ropes of the scale .being fixed to a
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Fig. 59.
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rope or C;bain attached to his girdle in the manneJ
already deacribed. PreviO\ls to the fixing of the
rop~ the cannon and seale rest upon two rollel1l
B, C, but when all is ready, the two rollers are
knocked from beneath the scale, and the cannon is
8U8tained by the strength of his loins.

The German also exhibited his strength in twillt
ing into a screw a flat piece ofiron like A. Fig. 59.
He first bent the iron into a right angle 88 at B,
awl then wrapping his handkerchief about i.ts
broad·upper end, he held that end in his left hand,
~nd with his right applied to the othereucl, twietl!ll
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about the -angular point, as shown at C. Lord
Tullibardine succeeded in doing the same thing,
and even untwisted one of the irons which the Ger
man had twisted.

It would lead into details by no means popular
were I to give a minute explanation of the mecha
nical principles upon which these feats depend. A
few general observations will perhaps be sufficient
for ordinary readers. The feats No.1, 2, and 6,
depend entirely on the natural strength of the
hones of the pelvis, which form a double arch.
which it would require an immense force to break,
by any external pressure directed to the eentre of
the archj and as the legs and thighs are capable of
sustaining four or five thousand pounds when they
stand quite upright, the performer has no difficulty
in resisting the force of two horses, or of sustaining
the weight of a cannon weighing two or three thou
.and pounds.
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The feat of the anvil is certainly a very surpris
ing one. The difficulty, however, really consists
in sustaining the anvil, for when this is done, the
effect of the hammering is nothing. If the anvil
were a thin piece of iron, or even two or three
times heavier than the hammer, the performer
would be killed by a few blows; but the blows are
scarcely felt when the anvil is very heavy, for the
more matter the anvil has, the greater is its.inertia,
and it is the less liable to be struck out of its place;
for when it has received by the blow the whClle
momentum of the hammer, its velocity will be s()
much less than that of the hammer, as its quantity
of matter is greater. When the blow, indeed, is
struck, the man feels less oCthe weight of the anvil
than he did before, because in the reaction of the
stone all the parts of it round about the hammer
rise towards the blow. This property is illustrated
by the well-known experiment of laying a stick
with its ends upon two drinking-glasses full of
water, and striking the stick downwards in the
middle with an iron bar. The stick will in this case
be broken without breaking the glasses or spilling
the water. But if the stick is struck upwards, a8
if to throw it up in the air, the glasses will break
if the blow be strong, and if the blow is not very
quick, the water will be spilt without breaking the
glasses.

When the performer supports a man upon his
belly as in Fig. 55, he does it by means of the
strong arch formed by his backbone, and the bones
of his legs and thigbs. If there were room for
them, he ~ould bea:r three or four, or, in their stead~

a great stone to be broken with one blow.
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A number ·lJf feats of real and extraordinary
airength were exhibited, about a century -ago, in
London, by Thomu Topham, who was five feet ten
incheshigb, and about 31 years of age. He was
entirely ignorant of any of the methods for mak
ing hislltrength appear more surprising, and' he
often performed by his own natural powers what
he learned .had been done by others by artificial
means. A distre88ing example of this occurred in
his attempt to imitate the feat of the Gennan
Sampeon by pulling against horses. Ignorant of
the method which we have .abeady described, he
l!eated himself on the gyoul1d with his fert against
two stirrupe, and by the weight of his body he
succeeded in pulling against a single horse; but in
attempting to pull against two horses, he was lifted
out of his place, and one of his knees was shat- .
tered against the stirrupe, so as to deprive him of
most of the strength of one of his legs. The fol
lowing are the feats of real strength which Dr.
Desaguliers saw him perfonn:-

1. Having rubbed his fingers with coal-ashes to
keep them from slipping, he rolled up a very strong
and large pewter plate.

2. Having laid seven or eight short and strong
pieces of tobacco-pipe on the first and third finger,
he broke them by the force of his middle finger.

3. He broke the bowl of a strong tobacco-pipe
placed between his first and third finger, by press
ing his fingers together sideways.

4. Having thrust such another bowl under his
garter, his legs being bent, he broke it to pieces
by the tendons of his hams without altering the
bending of his lrg.
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5. He lifted with his teeth, and held in a hori
zontal position for a considerable time, a table six
feet long, with half a hundred weight hanging at
the end of it. The feet of the table rested against
his knees.

6. Holding in his right hand an iron kitchen
poker three feet long and three inches round, he
struck upon his bare left arm, between the elbow
and the wrist, till he bent the poker nearly to a
right angle.

7. Taking a similar poker, and holding the enda
of it in his hands, and the middle against the back
of his neck, he brought both ends of it together
before him, and he then pulled it almost straight
again. This last feat W8ll the most difficult, be
cause the muscles which separate the arms hori
zontally from each other are notBO strong as
those which bring them together. .

8. He broke a rope ahout two inches in circum
ference, which was partly wound about a cylinder
fuur inches in diameter, having fastened the' other
end of it to straps that went over his shoulder.

9. Dr. Desaguliers saw him lift a rolling-stone
of about SOOlb. weight with his hands only, stand
ing in a frame above it, and taking hold of a frame
fastened to it. Hence Dr. DesllgUliers gives the
following relative view of the strengths of indivi
duals :-

Strength of the weakest men . 125 lbs.
Strength of very strong men . 400
Strength of Topham . 800

The weight of Topham was about 200.
One of the most remarkable and inexplicable

experiments relative to the strength of the human
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frame, which you have yourself seen and admired,
is that in which a heavy man is raised with the
greatest facility, when he is lifted up the instant
that his own lungs and those of the persons who
raise him are inflated with air. This experiment
was, J believe, first shown in England a few years
ago by Major H. who saw it performed in a large
party at Venice, under the direction ofan officer of
the American Navy. As Major H. performed it
more than once in my presence, I shan describe as
nearly as pollllible the method which he prescribed.
The heaviest person in the party lies down upon
two chairs, his legs being supported by the one
and his back by the other. Four persons, one at
each leg, and one at each shoulder; then try to raise
him, and they find his dead weight to be very great,
from the difficulty they experience in supporting
him. When he is replaced in the chair, each of the
four persons takes hold of the body as before, and
the person to be lifted gives two signals by clap
ping his hands. : At the first signal he himselfand
the four lifters begin to draw a long and full breath,
and when the inhalation is completed, or the lungs
filled, the second signal is given, for raising the
person from the chair. To his own surprise and
that of his bearers, he rises with the greatest faci
lity, as if he were no heavier than a feather. On
several occasions I have observed that when one
of the bearers performs his part ill, by making the
inhalation out of time, the part of the body which
he tries to raise is left as it were behind. As you
have repeatedly seen this experiment, and have
performed the part both of the load and of the
bearer, you can testify how remarkable the effects.
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appear to aU parties, and how complete is the con
viction, either that the load has been lightened, or
the bearer strengthened by the prescribed process.

At Venice, the experiment was performed in a
much more imposing manner. The heaviest man
in the party was raised and sustained upon the
points of the fore-fingers of six persons. Major H.
declared that the experiment would not succeed if
the person lifted were placed upon a board, and
the strength 'of the individuals applied to the board.
He conceived it necessary that the bearers should
communicate directly with the body to be raised.
I have not had an opportunity of making any ex
periments relative to these curious facts j but whe
ther the general effect is an illusion, or the result
of known or of new principles, the subject merits
a careful investigation.

Among the remarkable exhibitions of mechani
cal strength and dexterity, we may enumerate that
of supporting pyramids of men. This exhibition
is a very ancient one. It is described, though not
very clearly, by thc Roman poet Claudian, and it
has derived some importance in modem times, in
consequence of its having been performed in vari
ous parts of Great Britain by the celebrated tra
veller Belzoni, before he entered upon the more
estimable career of an explorer of Egyptian an
tiquities. The simplest form of this feat consists
in placing a number of men on cach other's
shoulders, so that each row consists of a man
fewer till they form a pyramid terminating in a
single person, upon whose head a boy is some
times placed with his feet upwards.

Among the displays of mechanical dexterity,
B.
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though not grounded an any scientific principle,
may be mentioned 'the art of walking along the
ceiling of an apartment with the head downwards.
This exhibition, which we have wimetlsed in one of
the London Theatres, never failed to excite the
wonder of the audience, although 'the movements
of the inverted performer were not such as to in
epire us with any high ideas of the mechanillln by
'Which they were effected. The following was pro-
bably the method by which the performer was
carried along the ceiling. Two pamllel grooves or
openings were made in the' ceiling at the same dis
tance as the foot tracks of a person walking on
sand. These grooves were narrower than the human
foot, so as to permit a rope, or chain, or strong
-wire, attached to the feet of the performer, to pa58
through the ceiling, where they were held by twe
or more persons above it. In this way the in
verted performer might be carried along by a
sliding or shuffiing motion, similar to that which
is adopted in walking in the dark, and in which
the feet are not lifted from the ground. A mMe
regular motion, however, might be produced by a
-eonmvance for attaching the rope or chain to the
1!t>le of the foot, at each step, and subsequently
detaching it. In this way, when the performer is
-pulled against the ceiling by his left foot, hewould
lift his right foot, and having made a iltep with it,
and planted it against the grooves, the rope would
be atll8.ched to it, and when the rope was detached
from the left foot, it would make a similar step~

-while the right foot was pulled against the ceiling••
These effects might be facilitated and rendered
m.ore natural, by attaching to the body or to the
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leet of the performer strong wires invisible to the
audience, and by using friction wheels, if a sliding
motion only is required.

A more scientific method of walking upon the
'Ceiling is suggested by those beautiful pneumatic
'contrivances by which insects, fishes, and even
BOme'maydsare enabled-to.support the weight of
their bodies .against ,the force of gravity. The
house-fly is welllmown to have the power of walk
ing in an inverted position upon the ceilings of
rooms,lllll! well as upon the-smoothest surfaces. In
this case the fly does not rest upon its legs, and
must therefore adllere -to the ceiling, either by
some glutinous matter upon its feet, or by the aid
of some apparatus given it for that purpose. .In
examining the :foot of the fly with 8: powerful
microscope, it is found to consist of two con-

R2
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cavities, as 8hown in Fig8. 60 and 61, the first of
which i8 copied from a drawing by G. Adamll, pub
lished in 1746, and the second by J. C. Keller, a
painter at Nuremberg, who drew it for a work
pUbli8hed in 1766. The author of this workmain
tain8 that these concavitie8 are only used when the
fly moves horizontally, and that, when it moves
perpendicularly or on the ceiling, they are turned

Fag. 61.

up out of the way, and the progres8ive motion
is effected by fixing the claws shown in the
figure into the irregularitie8 of the 8urface upon
which the fly moves, whether it i8 gllU!8, porcelain,
or any other 8ub8tance. Sir Everard Home, how
ever, 8Uppose8, with great rea80n, that these con
cave 8urface8 are (like the leathern 8uckel'll U8ed
by children for lifting 8tones) employed to form a
vacuum, 80 that the foot adhere8 a8 it were by8uc
tion to the ceiling, and enable8 the insect to sup
port itaelf in an inverted po8ition.

llogk
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This conclusion Sir Everard has been led to draw
from an examination of the foot of the Lacerta
Gecko. Sir Joseph Banks had mentioned to him
in the 'fear 1815, that this lizard, which is a native
of the 18lant\ of Java, comes out in the evening
from the roofs of the houses, and walks down the
smooth hard-polished chunam waUs in search of
the flies which settle upon them, and which are ita
natural food. When Sir Joseph was at Batavia~
he amused himself in catching this lizard. He
stood close to the wall at some distance from the
animal, and by suddenly scraping the wall with
a long flattened pole, he was able to bring the
animal to the ground.

Having procured from Sir Joseph a very large
specimen of the Gecko, which weighed 51 ounces
avoirdupois, Sir Edward Home was enabled to
ascertain the peculiar mechanism by which the
feet of this animal have the power.of keeping hold
of a smooth hard perpendicular wall, and carry up
80 heavy a weight as that of ita body.

The foot of the Gecko has five toes, (as shown
in Fig. 62,) and at the end of each of them,
except the thumb, is a very sharp and highly

Fig. 62. Fig. 63.

t
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curved claw. On the under surface of each toe are
aixteen transverse slits, leading. to as many cavities
er pockets, the depth of which is nearly equal· to
the length of the slit that forma the surface.

Fig. 64. This structure is shown in
Figs. 63 aud 64, the fonner
representing the under sur
face of one of the toes of the
natural size, and the latter a
toe dissected and highly mag
nified, to show the appear
ance of the cavities in its un
der surface,their fringed edge,
the depth of the cavities, and
the small muscles by which
they are drawn open. The
edge ofthe pockets or cavities
is composed orrows of a beau
tiful fringe which are applied
to the surface on which the
animal walks against gravity,
while the pockets themselves

are pulled up by the muscles attsched to them, so
as to form the cavities into suckers.
I· This structure Sir Everard Home found to bear
a considerable resemblance to that portion of the
head of the Ecluneis Remora, or sucking-fish, by
which it attaches itself to the shark, or the bottoms
of ships. This apparatus is shown in Fig. 65: it
is an oval form, and is surrounded by a broad
loose moveable edge, capable of applying itself
closely to the surface on which it is set. It con
sists of two rows of cartilaginous plates connected
by one edge to the surface on which they are
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placed, the other, on the external edge, being
serrated like that in the cavities of the feet of the
Gecko. The two rows are separated by a thin
ligamentous partition, and the plates, being raised
or depresscd by the voluntary muscles, form so
many vacua, by means' of which the adhesion of
the fish is effected.

These beautiful contrivances of Divine Wisdom
£annot fail to arrest the attention and excite the
admiration of the reader j but though there can be
little doubtthat they are pneumatic suckers wrought
by the voluntary muscles of the animals to which
they belong, yet we would recommend the further
examination of them to the attention of those who
have good mic"?scopes at their command.
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LETTER XI.

Mec1l4lfiCGl automata oj tMtUlcine/_Movi"g tripod,-Aufo
mata oj DedaJ..,-WrHHk1t pigeoll oj..ArcA,laI-Alllomatic
clocll of Cllarlemagree-..Aulomala made by Turrillllu, Jor
CIIar/e, V,-Ca_', aIIIomatic carriage mode for Lotm
XlY.--~gen"u" mecluutical peacocll-Yauca",OII', duelc
tDhic1l ale alld diguled iI'Jood-DuMOIIlill',automala
Baroll Kempe/eft" alii_loll CIte...p/Q,er-Drmoillg alld
tDriIiIIg aIIIomala-Mail/Qrtkt', cottjurer-BenPjif' derivetJ
frtnll tile palnoll Jor aufomal_E:rampl", of wOllderJul
machillery"for u,ef'" purpOle,- DUIlCaIl', fambourillfl
macllillerg-Watl', ,fat_/umillg maclUrury-Babbage'll
cwcwla/iRg machiller!!.

WB have already seen that the ancients had at
tained some degree ofperfection in the construction
of automata or pieces of mechanism which imitated
the movements of man and the lower animals. The
tripods, which Homer- mentions as having been
constructed by Vulcan for the banqueting-hall of
the gods, advanced oftheir own accord to the table.
and again returned to their place. Sc;.lf-moving
tripods are mentioned by Aristotle j and Philostra
tus informs us, in his life of Apollonius, that this
philosopher saw and admired similar pieces of
mechanism among the sages of India.

Dredalus enjoys also the reputation of having
constructed machines that imitated the motions of

• Iliad, lib. xviii. 373-378.
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the human body. Some of his statues are said to
have moved about spontaneously; and Plato, Aris
totle, .and others have related that it was necessary
to tie them, in order to prevent them from ruuning
away. Aristotle speaks of a wooden Venus, which
moved about in consequence of quicksilver being
poured into its interior; but Callistratus, the tutor
of Demosthenes, states, with some probability, that
the Btatues of DredaluB received their motion from
the mechanical powerB. Beckmann iB of opinion
that the statues of Dredalus differed only from
those of the early Greeks and Egyptians in having
their eyeB open and their feet and handB free, and
that the reclining posture of some, and the attitude
of others, "as if ready to walk," gave rise to the
exaggeration that they pOBsessed the power of loco
motion. This opinion, however, cannot be main
tained with any show of reason; for if we apply
such a principle in one case, we must apply it in all.
and the mind would be left in a state of utter scep
ticism respecting the inventionB of ancient times.

Weare informed by Aulus Gellius, on the autho
rity of Favorinus, that Archytas of Tarentum, who
flourished about four hundred years before Christ.
constructed a wooden pigeon which was capable
of flying. Favorinus relates that, when it had
once alighted, it could not again resume its flight;
and AuluB Gellius addB, that it was BUIlpended by
balancing, and animated by a concealed aura, or
spirit.

Among the earliest pieces ofmodem mechanism
was the curious water-clock presented to Charle
magne by the Kaliph Harun al Raschid. In the
dial-plate there were twelve small windows corre
sponding wit,h the divisions of the hours. The hours
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were indicated by the opening of the wind01l'll;
which let out little metallic balls, which struck the
hour by falling upon a brazen bell. The doon con
tinued open till twelve o'clock, when twelve little
knights, mounted on horseback, came ont at the
amneinnant, and after parading round the dial, shut
all the windows, and returned to their apartmentlf.

The next automata of which any diBtinct account
baa been preaerved are thOBe of the celebrated John,
Muller, RegiomontanUl, which have been men
tioned hy Kircher, BaptiataPorta, Ganendi,LaDay
IBId BiBhop WilkiDB. Thill philOBOpher is said to:
have CODl!u:ueted an artificial eagle, which flew to
meet the Emperor Maximilian when he arrived at
Nuremberg on the 7thJune, 1740. Aftersoaring
aloft in the air, the eagle is stated to have met the·
Emperor at BODle dista.nee from the city, and to have:
returned and perched upon the town gate, where it
waited his approaeh. When theEmperor reached:
the gate, the eagle stretched out its wings, and,
saluted him by an inclination of its body. Muller
is likewise reported to have conlltrncted an iron fly,
which was put in motion by wheel-work, and which
flew about and leapt upon the table. At an enter
tainment given by this philosopher to some of his
fAmiliar friends, the fly flew from hit hand, and
after performing a considerable round, it returned
again to the hand of its master.

The Emperor Charles V., after his abdieation of
the throne, amused himself in his later yean with
automata of various kinds. The artist whom he
employed wu Janellus Turrianua of Cremena. It
was his custom after dinner to introduce upon the
table figuYeB of armed men and hones. Some of

• Annales Loniliani, Anno 80T.
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these beat drums; othen played upon flutes; while
a third set attacked each other with spears. Some
times he let fly wooden sparroWtl, which flew bad:
again to their' nest. He also exhibited corn.
mills 80 extremely small that they could be con..
cealed in a glove, yet so powerful that they could
grind in a day as much corn as would supply eight
men with food for a day.

The next piece of mechanism of Illlfficientillte.
rest to merit our attention is that'which waa made
by M. CamulI, for the amusement of Louis XIV"
when a child. It conaistedof a llIDallcoach, which
was drawn by two horsetl, and which contained the
figure of a lady within, with a footman and page
behind. When this machine WIl8 placed at. the
extremity of a table of the proper size, the coach.
man smacked his whip, and the horses instantly set
off, .moving their legs in a natural manner, and
drawing the coach after them: when the coach
reached the opposite edge of the table, it tunled
sharply at a right angle, and. proceeGed along the
adjacent edge. .As 1!00n as it arrived opposite the
place where the king sat, it stopped; the page
descended and opened the coach-door; the lady
alighted, and. with a cumey presented a petition,
which she held in her hand, to the kiDg. After
waiting some time she again curtsied ami re·en.
tered the carriage. The page closed the door, and
halVing resumed his place behind, the. coachman
whipped his horses Rnd drove on. The footman,
who had previously alighted, ran after the' carriage
and jumped up hehind into his fonner place.

Not content with imitating the movements of
animals, the mechanical genius ofthe 17th and 18th
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centuries ventured to perform bywheels and pinions
the functions of vitality. We are informed by M.
Labat, that Gen. Degennes, a French officer who
defended the colony of St. Christopher's against the
English forces, constructed a peacock, which could
walk about as if alive, pick up grains of corn from
the ground, digest them as if they had been sub
mitted to the action of the stomach, and afterwards
discharge them in an altered form. Degennes is
said to have invented various machines of great use
in navigation and gunnery, and to have constructefl
clocks without weights or springs.

The automaton of Degennes probably suggested
to M. Vaucanson the idea of constructing his cele
brated duck, which excited so much interest
throughout Europe,andwhich was perhaps the most
wonderful piece of mechanism that was ever made.
Vaucansou's duck exactly resembled the living ani
mal in size and appearance. It executed accurately
all its movements and gestures,it ate and drank with
avidity, performed all the quick motions of the head
and throat which are peculiar to the living animal,
and like it, it muddled the water which it drank
with its bill. It produced also the sound of quack
ing in the most natural manner. In the anatomi
cal structure of the duck, the artist exhibited the
highest skill. Every bone in the real duck had its
representative in the automaton, and its wings were
anatomically exact. Every cavity, apophysis, a,d
curvature was imitated, and each bone executed its
proper movements. When corn was thrown down
before it, the duck stretched out its neck to pick it
up, it swallowed it, digested it, and discharged it, in
a digested condition. The process of digestion was
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effected by chemical solution, and not by tritura
tion, and the food digested in the stomach was con
veyed away by tubes to the place of its discharge.

The automata of Vaucanson were imitated by
one Du Moulin, a silversmith, who travelled with
them through Germany in 1752, and who died at
Moscow in 1765. Beckmann informs us that he
saw several ,of them after the machinery had been
deranged j but that the artificial duck, which he
regarded as the most ingenious, was still able to
eat, drink, and move. Its ribs, which were made
of wire, were covered with duck's feathers, and the
motion was communicated through the feet of the
duck by means of a cylinder and fine chains like
that of a watch.

Ingenious as all these machines are, they sink
into insignificancewhen compared with the automa
ton chesa-player, which for a long time astonished
and delighted the whole of Europe. In the year
1769, M. Kempelen, a gentleman of Presburg in
Hungary, constructed an automaton chess-player,
the general appearance of which is shown in the
annexed figures. The chess-player is a figure as
large as life, clothed in a Turkish dress, sitting be
hind a large square chest or box, three.feet and a
half long, two feet deep, and two and a half high.
The machine runs on casters, and is either seen on
the Hoor when the doors of the apartment are thrown
open, or is wheeled into the room previous to the
commencement of the exhibition. The Turkish
chess-player sits on a chair fixed to the square chest:
his right armresta on the table, and in the left he
holds a pipe, which is removed during the game, as
it is with this hand that he makea the moves. A

m
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cbeH-boaTd.eighteen iIlehea Bquare, and bearing the
usual number of pieces, is placed before the figure.

-Fig. 66. Fig. 67.

The exhibitor thenannOlDlCes to thespeetators his
intention of Ihowing them the mechanism of the
automaton. For-this purpose he unlocks the door
A, Fig. 66, and exposes to view a lI1llaU cupboard
linedwith black or dark coloured cloth, and contain
ing cylinders,levers, wheels, pinions, and different
pieces of machinery, which have tlte appearance
of occupying the whole space. He next opens the
door B, Fig; 67, at the back of the lame cupboard,
and holding a lighted candle at the opening, he Btill
further diJlplays the enclosed machinery to the spec
tators, placed in front of A, Fig. 66. When the
candle is witlnirawn, the door-B is then locked; and
the exhibitor proceeds ·to open the drawer G G,
Fig. 66, in front of the'chest. Out of this-drawer
he takes a small box of cOUDters,a set ofchess-men,
and a cushion for the BUJIPOrt of the automaton~

arm, as if this was the sole object of the drawer.
The two front doors-C C, of the large cupboard,
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Fig. 66, are then opened, and at the back-door D of
the same cupboard, Fig. 67, the exhibitor applies II.

lighted candle, as before, for the purpose of showing
its interior, which is lined with dark cloth like the
other, and contains only a few pieces of machinery.
The chest isIN>W wheeled round, as in Fig. 67 : the
garments of the figure are lifted up, and the door
E in the trunk, and another door, F,. in the thigh,
are opened, the doors B and D hl1vingbeen previ~

ously closed. When this exhibition of the interior of
the machine is oYer, thecmst'iswheeled back iuto its
original position' on the' floor. The d00Ts A, C, C,
in front, and the drawer G, G, are closed'and locked,
and the exhibitor, after occupying himselffor some
time at the back of the chest, as if he 'were adjust
ing the mechanism, removes the pipe from the
hand of the figure, and winds up the machinery.

The automaton is now ready to play" and when
an opponent has been found among the company,
the figure takes the ,fiTSt move. At every move
m~e by the automaton, the wheels of the machine
are heard in action; the figure moves its head, and
lIleems to look over every part of the chess-board. '
When it gives check to its opponent, it shakes its
head thrice, and only twice wilen it checks the
queen. It likewilie shakes its head when a false
move is made, 'replaces the adversary's piece on
the liquare from which ,it was taken, and takes the
next move itself. In general, though not alwaytr,
the automaton wins the game.

During the progress of the game, the exhibitor
often stands nea.rthe machine, a.nd winds it up like
a clock, after it has made ten or twelve moves. ,At
other times he went to ,a corner of the room, as if
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it were to consult a small square box, which stood
open for this purpose.

The chess-playing machine, as thus described,
was exhibited after its completion in Presburg, Vi
enna, and Paris, to thousands, and in 1783 and 1784
it was exhibited in London and different parts of
England,without the secret ofits movements having
been discovered. Its ingenious inventor, who was
a gentleman and a man of education, never pre
tended that the automaton itself really played the
game. On the contrary, he distinctly stated, "that
the machine was a bCJ9atelle, which was not without
merit in point of mechanism, but that the effects of
it appeared so marvellous only from the boldness
of the conception, and the fortunate choice of the
methods adopted for promoting the illusion."

Upon considering the operations of this automa
ton, it must have been obvious that the game of
chess was performed either by a person enclosed
in the chest, or by the exhibitor himself. The
first of these hypotheses was ingeniously excluded
by the display of the interior of the machine, for
as every part pontained more or less machinery,
the spectator invariably concluded that the smallest
dwarf could not be accommodated within, and this
idea was strengthened by the circumstance, that
no person of this description could be discovered
in the suite of the exhibitor. Hence the conclusion
was drawn,. that the exhibitor actuated the machine
either by mechanical means conveyed through its
feet, or by a magnet concealed in the body of the
exhibitor. That mec11anical communication was
not formed between the exhibitor and the figure,
was obvious from the fact, that no such communi-
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cation was visible, and that it was not nece'3sary
to place the machine on any particular part of the
floor. Hence the opinion became very prevalent
that the agent was a magnet j but even this sup
position was excluded, for the exhibitor allowed a.
strong and well-armed loadstone to be placed upon"
the machine during the progress of the game. Had
the moving power been a magnet, the whole action
of the machine would have been deranged by the
approximation of a loadstone concealed in the
pockets of any of the spectators. .

As Baron Kempelen himself had admitted that
there was an illusion connected with the perform
ance of the automaton, various persons resumed
the original conjecture, that it was actuated by a"
person concealed in its interior, who either played
the game of chess himself, or performed the moves
which the exhibitor indicated by signals. A Mr.
J. F. Freyhere, of Dresden, published a book on
the subject in 1789, in which he endeavoured to-

o explain, by coloured plates, how the effect was pro
duced; and he concluded, "that a well-taught boy,
very thin and tall of his age, (sufficiently so that
he could be concealed in a drawer almost imme
diately under the chess-board,) agitated the whole."

In another pamphlet, which had been previously
published at Paris in 1785, the author not only
supposed that the machine was put in motion by a
dwarf, a famous chess-player j but he goes so far
as to explain the manner in which he could be
accommodated withjn the machine. The invisi
bilityof the dwarf when the doors were opened
was explained by his legs and thighs being con
cealed in two hollow cylinders, while the rest of

s
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his body was out of the box, and hid by the petti
coats of the automaton. When the doors were
shut, the clacks produced by the swivel of a
ratchet-wbeel permitted the dwarf to change his
place, and return to the box unheard; and while
the machine is wheeled about the room, the dwarf
had an opportunity of 'shuttin~ the trap through
which he pulled into the machine. The interior of
the figure was next shown, and the spectators were
satisfied that the box contained no living agent.

Although these views were very plausible, yet
they were never generally adopted; and when the
automaton was exhibited in Great Britain in 1819
and 1820, by M. Maelzel, it excited as intense an
interest as when it was first produced in Germany.
There can be little doubt, however, that the secret
has been discovered; and an anonymous writer
has shown in a pamphlet, entitled " An attempt
to analyse the Automaton Chess-player of M.
Kempelen," that it is capable of accommodating
an ordinary sized man; and he has explained in
the clearest manner how the enclosed player takes
all the different positions, and performs all the
motions which are llecessary to produce the effecta
actually observed. The following is the substance
of his observations:-

The drawer G G when closed does not extend to
the back of the chest, but leaves a space 0, behind
it, (see Figs. 74, 75, and 76,) fourteen inches broad,
eight inches high, alld three feet eleven inches long.
This space is never exposed to the view of specta
tors. The small cupboard seen at A is divided into
two parts, by a door or screen I, Fig. 73, which
• moveable upon a binge, and is so constructed
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tllat it closes at the same instant that B is closed.
The whole of the front compartment as far as I is
occupied with the machinery H. The other com
partment behind I is empty, and communicates
with the space 0 behind the drawer, the floor of
this diviaion being removed. The back oithe great
cupboardC C is double, and the part P'Q, to which
the quadrllDts are attached, moves on ajoint Q, at
the upper part, ,lIDd forms when raised 'an opening
S, between the1:m> cupboards, hy carrying-withit
part of the 'partition R, which consists of cloth
tightly iltretched. The false hack is shoVll1l (Closed
in Fig. 74, ,,'bile Fig. 75 shows the Blime back
raised, so as to fol'Ul the .opening Sbetwocm the
chambers.

When the spectator is allowed to look into the
trunk of the figure by lifting up the dress, as in
Fig. 75, it will be observed that a great part of the
space is occupied by an inner trunk N, Figs. 7~
76, which passes off to the back in the form of an
arch, and conceals from the spectators a portion of
the interior. This inner trunk N opens and com
municates with the chest by an aperture T, Fig.
77, about twelve inches broad and fifteen high.
When the false back is raised, the two cupboards.
the .trunk N, and the space 0 behind the drawer,
are all connected together.

The construction of. the interior being thus un
derstood, the chess-player may be introduced into
the chest through the sliding panel U, Fig. 74. He
"ill then raise the false back of the large cupboard"
and assume the position represented by the slJaded
figure in Figs. 68 and 69. Things being in this
state, the exhibitor is ready to begin his process crf

s2
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deception. He first opens the door A of the small
cupboard, and from the crowded and very ingenious
disposition of the machinery within it, the eye is

Fig. 68. Fig. 69.

unable to penetrate far beyond the opening, and
the spectator concludes, without any hesitation, that
the whole of the cupboard is filled, as it appears to
be, with siniilar machinery. This false conclusion
is greatly corroborated by observing the glimmer
ing light which plays among the wheel-work when
the door B is opened, and a candle held at the
opening. This mode of exhibiting the interior of
the cupboard satisfies the spectator also, that no
opaque body, capable of holding or concealing any
of the parts of a hidden agent, is interposed be
tween the light and the observer. The door B is
now loeked and the sereen I closed, and as this is
done at the time that the light is withdrawn, it will
wholly ellcape observation. -

The door B is so eODstrueted as to close by its
own weight, but as the head of the chess-player
will soon be placed very near it, the secret would
be disclosed if~ in turning round, the chest door
should by any accident fly open. This accident is
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prevented by turning the key, and, lest this little
circumstance should excite notice, it would proba
bly be regarded as accidental, 88 the keys were im
mediately wanted for the other locks.

As soon as the door B is locked, and the screen
I closed, the secret is no longer exposed to hazard,
and the exhibitor proceeds to lead the minds of the
spectators still farther from the real state of things.
The door A is left open to confirm the opinion that
no person is concealed within, and that nothing
can take place in the interior without being ob
served.

The drawer G G is now opened, apparently for
the purpose of looking at the chess-men, cushion
and counters, which it contains j but the real ob
ject of it is to give time to the player to change his

Fig. 70.

position, as shown in the annexed figure, and to
replace the false back and partition preparatory to
the opening of the great cupboard. The chess
player, as the figure shows, occupies with his body
the back compartment of the small cupboard, while
his legs and thighs are contained in the space 0,

(;00,\ '

..
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behind the drawer G G, hill body being concealed
by the screen I, and his limbs by the drawer G G.

The great cupboard C C is now opened, and there
is so little machinery in it that the eye instantly
discovers that no person is concealed in it. To
make this more certain, however, a door is opened
at the back, and a lighted candle held to it, to allow
the spectators to explore every corner and recess.

The front dooTll of the great and small cupboard
being left open, the che!lt is wheeled round to show
the trunk of the figure, and the bunch of keys is
allowed to remain in the door D, as the apparent
carelellsness of such a proceeding will help to re
move any suspicion which may have been excited
by the locking of the door B.
. When the drapery of the figure has been raised.
and the doors E and F in the trunk and thigh
opened, the c.hest is wheeled round again into its
original position, and the doors E and F closed.
In the meantime the player withdraws his legs
from behind the drawer, as he cannot so easily do
this when the drawer G G is pushed iIi.

In all these opemtionll, the spectator flatters
himself that he has seen in. successioDJ every part
of the chest, while in reality some parts have been
wholly concealed from· his view,and' others but im
perfectly shown, while at the preaent time nearly
half of the chest is excluded from view.

When the dmwer @ G is pushed in, and the
doors A and C closed, the exhibitor adjusts the
machinery at the back, in order to give time to the
player to take t;pe position Mown in a front view
in Fig. 71, and in profile in Fig. 72. In this posi·
tion he will experience no difficulty in executing
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Fig_ 71. Fig. 72.

• c::::::=J-x
every movement made by the automaton. As his
head is above the chess-board, he will see through
the waistcoat of the figure, as easily as through a
veil, the whole of the pieces on the board, and he
can easily take up and put down a chess-man with
out any other mechanism than that of a string
communicating with the finger of the figure. His
right hand being within the chest may be em
ployed to keep in motion the wheel-work for pro
ducing the noise which is heard during the moves,.
and to perfonn the other movements of the figure,
such as that of moving the head, tapping on the
chest, &c. .,

A very ingenious contrivance is adopted to fam··
litate the introduction of the player's left ann into
the ann of the figure. To pennit this, the ann of'
the figure requires to be drawn backwards; and for
the purpose of concealing, and at the same time
explaining this strained attitude, a pipe is ingeni
ously placed in the automaton's hand. For this
reason the pipe is not removed till all the otHer
arrangements are completed. When eve1""

m
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has been thus prepared, the pipe is taken from the
figure, and the exhibitor winds up as it were the
inclosed machinery, for the double purpose of im-

;;::::==~;;I Fig. 73. Fig. 74.

pressing upon the company the belief that the
effect is produced by machinery, and of giving a
.!lignal to the player to put in motion the head of
the automaton.

This ingenious explanation of the chess auto
maton is, our author states, greatly confirmed by
the regular and undeviating mode of disclosing
the interior of the chest; and he also shows that
the facts which have been observed respecting the
winding up of the machine, " afford positive proof
that the axis turned by the key is quite free and
unconnected either with a spring or.weight, or any
system of machinery."

In order to make the preceding description more
intelligible, I shall add the following more detailed
.explanation of the figures.

Fig. 66 is a perspective view of the automaton
seen in front with all the doors thrown open.

Fig. 67 is an elevation of the automaton, as seen
from behind.

Fig. 68 is an elevation of the front of the chest,
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the shaded figure representing the enclosed player
in his first position, or when the door A is opened.

Fig. 69 is a side elevation, the shaded figure re
presenting the player in the same position.

Fig. 70 is a front elevation, the shaded figure
shewing the player in his second position, or that
which he takes after the door B and screen I are
closed and the ~eat cupboard opened.

Fig. 71 is a front elevation, the shaded figure
showing the player in his third position, or that in
which he plays the game.

Fig. 72 is a side elevation showing the figure in
the same position.

Fig. 73 is an horizontal section of the chest
through the line W W in Fig. 71.

Fig. 74 is a vertical section of the chest through
the line X X in Fig. 73.

Fig. 75 is a vertical section through the line
Y Y, Fig. 71 showing the false back closed.

Fig. 76 is a similar vertical section showing the
false back raised.

The following letters of reference are employed
in all the figures:

A. Front door of the small cupboard.
B. Back door of ditto.
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C C. Front doors of large cupboard.
D. Back door of ditto.
E. Door of ditto.
F. Door of the thigh.
GG. The drawer.
H. Machinery in front of the BmaU cupboard.
I. Screen behind the machinery.
K. Opening caused by the removal of part of

the floor of the BmaU cupboard.
L. A box which serves to conceal an opening ia

the floor of the large cupboard, made to facilitate
the first position; and which also serves as a seat
for the third position.

M. A similar box to receive the toes of the
player in the first position.

N. The inner chest filling up part of the trunk.
O. The space behind the drawer.
P Q. The false back turning on a joint at Q.
R. Part ofthe partition fanned of cloth stretched

tight, which is carried up by the false back to form
the opening between the chambers.

S. The opening between the chambers.
T. The opening connecting the trunk and chest,

which is partly concealed by the false back.
U. Panel which is slipt aside to admit the player.

Various pieces of mechanism of wonderful in
genuity have been constructed for the purposes of
drawing and writing. One of these, invented by
M. Le Droz, the son of the celebrated Droz of
Chaux Ie Fonds, has been described by Mr. Col
linson. The figure was the size of life. It held
in its hand a metallic style, and when a spring was
touched, so as to release a detent, the figure im-
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mediately began to draw upon a card of Dutch vel
lum previously laid under its hand. After the
drawing was executed on the first card" the figure
rested. Other five cards were then put in in suc
cession, and upon these it delineated in the same
manner different subjects. On the first card it dre~
" elegant portraits and likenesses of the king and
queen facing each other;" and Mr. Collinson reo
marks, that it was curious to observe with what
precision the figure lifted up its pencil in its tran
sition from one point of the drawing to another,
without making the !!lightest mistake.

M. Maillardet has exeeuted an automaton which
both writes- and draws. Ttle figm:e of a boy kneel
ing on one knee hol<l& apencil in hill hand. When
the figure begins to work, an attendant dips the
pencil in ink, and adjusts the drawing-paper upon
a bra!lB tablet. Upon touching a spring, the figure
proceeds 'to write, and when the line is finished, its
hand returns to"dot and' strokethe letters when neces
sary. In this manner it executes four beautiful
pieces of writing in French and English, and three
landscapes, all of which· occupy about one hour.

One of the most popular pieces of mechanism
which we havc seen is the magician constructed by
M. Maillardet for the purpose of aU8Wering certain
given questions-. A figure, dressed like~a magician,
appears seated at the bottum of a wall, holding a
wand in one hand, and a book in the other. A
number of queetionll ready prepared are ins-cribed
on oval medallions, and the spectator takes allY of
these which he chooses, and to which he wishes an
answer; and having placed it in a drawer ready to
receive it, the drawer shutll with a spring till the
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answer is returned. The magician then rises from
his seat, bows his head, describes circles with his
wand,and,consulting the book as ifill deep thought,
he lifts it towards his face. Having thllB appeared
to ponder over the proposed question, he raises
his wand, and striking with it the wall above his
head, two folding-doors fly open, and display an
appropriate answer to the question. The doors
again close, the magician resumes his original po
sition, and the drawer opens to return the medal
lion. There are twenty of these medallions, all
containing different questions, to which the magi
cian returns the most suitable and striking answers.
The medallions are thin plates of brass of an el
liptical form, exactly resembling each other. Some
of the medallions have a question inscribed on
each side, both of which the magician answers in
succession. If the drawer is shut without a medal
lion being put into it, or if a blank medallion, viz.,
one which contains no question, is put into the
drawer, the magician rises, consults his book,
shakes his head, and resumes his seat. The fold
ing-doors remain shut, and the drawer is returned
empty. If two medallions are put into the drawer
together, an answer is returned only to the lower
one. When the machinery is wound up, the move
ments continue about an hour, during which time
about fifty questions may be answered. The me
thod by which the different medallions acted upon
the machinery, so as to produce the proper answers
to the questions which they bore, was of course
kept a secret by the inventor, but it was discovered
by Mr. BrockedoD, who has kindly communicated
to me an account of it.
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Upon examining the edge of the circular medal·
lions, Mr. Brockedon discovered in all of them,
except the blanks, a small hole almost concealed
by the milling. This led Mr. Brockedon to cxamine
the receptacle for the medallion in the drawer,
and he observed the edge of a pin flush with the.
edge ofthe receptacle, whence the pin was protnlded
by the machine into the holes in the medallion,
the depth of the hole regulating the answer. Tn
order to prove this, Mr. B. cut a slip from a cedar
pencil small enough to enter easily the holes in the
medallion, if he found them to be of different
depths. As the blank medallions had no hole, and
produced only a shake of the magician's head, Mr.
B. took a medallion with a question, and having
plugged the hole with a bit of cedar, he cut it
flush, and having place!} it in the receptacle, the
conjuror shook his head, and thus bore testimony
to the truth of Mr. Brockedon's discovery.

M. Maillardet has constructed various other
automata, representing insects and other animals.
One of th~se was a spider entirely made of steel,
which exhibited all the movements of the animal.
It ran on the surface of a table during three mi
nutes, and to prevent it from running off, its course
always tended towards the centre of the table. He
constructed likewise a caterpillar, a lizard, a mouse,
and a serpent. The serpent crawls about in every
direction, opens its mouth, hisses, and darts out its
tongue.

Ingenious and beautiful as all these pieces of
mechanism are, and surprising as their effects ap
pear even to scientific spectators, the principal ob
Ject of their inventors was to astonish and amuse
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the public. We should form an erroneous judg
ment, however, if we Bupposed that thiB was the
only reBult of the ingenuity which they displayed.
The passion for automatic exhibitions, which cha
racterized the 18th century, gave rise to the most
ingenious mechanical devices, and introduced
among the higher orders of artists habits of nice
and accurate execution in the formation of the most
delicate piecel! of machinery. The same combi
nation of the mechanical powers which made the
lpider crawl, or which waved the tiny rod of the
magician, contributed in future years to purposes
of higher import.. Those wheels and pinions, which
almost eluded our sensei by their minuteness, re
appeared in the stupendous mechanism of our
Ipinning-machine! and our steam-engines. The
elements of the tumbling-puppet were revived in
the chronometer, which now conducts our navy
through the ocean; and the shapeleBB wheel which
directed the hand of the drawing automaton has
served, in the prel!ent age, to guide the move
ments of the tambouring engine. Those mecha
nical wonders, which in one century enriched only
the conjuror who used them, contributed in another
to augment the wealth of the nation; and thoae
automatic toyll, which once amused the vulgar, are 
now employed in extending the power .and pro
moting the civilization of our &pecies. In what
ever way, indeed, the power of genius may invent
or combine, and to whatever low or even ludierou.
purposes that invention or combination may be
originally applied, society receives a gift which it
can never lose; and though the value of the seed
may not be at once recognized, and though it may
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lie long unproductive in the ungenial till of human
knowledge, it will some time or other evolve its
germ, and yield to mankind its natural and abun
dant harvest.

Did the limits of BO popular a volume as this
ought to be permit it, I should have proceeded 10
give a general description of BOme of these extra
ordinary pieces of machinery, the construction and
effects of which never fail to strike the spectator
with surprise. This, however, would lead me into
a field too extensive, and I shall therefore confine
myself to a notice of three very remarkable piectll
ofmechanism which are at present very little knoWD
to the general reader, viz., the tambouring machine
of Mr. Duncan, the statue-tuming machine of Mr.
Watt, and the calculating machinery of Mr. Ba});.
bage.

The tambouring of muslins, or the art of pro
ducing upon them omamental flowers and figures,
has been long known and practised in Britain as
well as' in other countries; but it was not long
before the year 1790, that it became an object of
general manufacture in the west of Scotland, where
it was chiefly carried on. At first it was under
the direction of foreigners j but their aid was not
long necessary, and it speedily extended to such
a degree as to occupy, either wholly or partially,
more than 2D,OOO females. Many of these la
bourers lived in the neighbourhood of Glal!gow,
which was the chief seat of the manufacturejbut
others were scattered through every part of Scot
land, and supplied by agents with work and money.
In Glallgow,a tambourer of ordinary skill could
not in general earn more than five or six shillingB
a week by constant application j but to a labouring
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artisan, who had several daughters, even these low
wages fonned a source of great wealth. At the
age of five years, a child capable of handling a
needle was devoted to .tambouring, even though it
could not earn more than a shilling or two in a
week; and the consequence of this was, that fe
male children were taken from school, and ren
dered totally unfit for any social or domestic duty.
The tambouring population was, therefore, of the
worst kind, and it must have been regarded as a
blessing rather than as a calamity, when the work
which they performed was intrusted to regular
machinery.

Mr. John Duncan of Glasgow, the inventor of
the tambouring machinery, was one of those un
fortunate individuals who benefit their species
without benefiting themselves, aud who died in the
meridian of life, the victim of poverty and of na
tional ingratitude. He conceived the idea of bring
ing into action a great number of needles at the
same time, in order to shorten the process by
manual labour, but he at first was perplexed about
the diversification of the pattern. This difficulty~

however, he soon surmounted by employing two
forces at right angles to each other, which gave
him a new force in the direction of the diagonal of
the parallelogram, whose sides were fonned by the
original forces. His first machine was very im
perfect; but after two years' study he formed a
company, at whose expense six improved ma
chines were put in action, and who secured the
invention by a patent. At this time the idea of
rendering the machine automatic had scarcely
occnrred to him; but he afterwards succeeded in
accomplishing this great object, and the tam-
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bouring machines were placed under the surveil
lance of a steam-engine. Another patent was taken
for these improvements. The reader who desires
to have a minute account of these improvements,
and of the various parts of the machinery, will be
amply gratified by perusing the inventor's own
account of the machinery in the article CHAIN

WORK in the Edinburgh Encyclopredia. At pre
sent it will be sufficient to state, that the muslin to
be tamboured was suspended vertically in a frame,
which was cap~able of being moved both in a ver
tical and a horizontal direction. Sixty or more
needles lying horizontal occupied a frame in front
of the muslin web. Each ofthese working-needles,
as they are called, was attended by a feeding
needle, which, by a circular motion round the work
ing-needle, lodged upon the stern of the latter the
loop of the thread. - The sixty needles then pene
trated the web, and, in order that they might return
again without injuring the fabric, the barb or eye
ofthe needle, which rel:\embled the barb of a fishing
hook, was shut by a slider. The muslin web then
took a new position by means of the machinery thl1 t
gave it its horizontal and vertical motion, so that
the sixty needles penetrated it, at their next move
ment, at another point of the figure or flower.
This operation went on till sixty flowers were com
pleted. The web was then slightly wound up, that
the needles might be opposite that part of it on
which they were to work another row of flowers.

The flowers were generally at an inch distance,
and the rows were placed so that the flowers formed
what are called diamonds. There were seventy
two rows of flowers in a yard, so that in every

T
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square yard there were nearly 4000 flowers, and
in every piece of ten yards long 40,000. The num
ber of loops or Iltitches in a flower varied with the
pattern, but on an average there were about thirty.
Hence the number of stitches in a yard were
120,000, and the number in a piece is 1,200,000.
The average work done in a week by one machine
was fifteen yards, or 60,000 flowers, or 1,800,000
stitches; and by comparing this with the work
done by one person with the hand, it appeared
that the machine enabled one person to do the
work of twenty-four persons.

One of the most curious and important applica
tions of machinery til the arts which has been sug
gested in modern times, was made by the late Mr.
Watt, in the construction of a machine for copying
or reducing statues and sculpture of all kinds.
The art of multiplying busts and statues, by casts
in plaster of Paris, has been the means of diffusing
a knowledge of this branch of the fine arts; but
from the fragile nature of the material, the copies
thus produced were unfit for exposure to the wea
ther, and therefore ill calculated for ornamenting
public buildings, or for perpetuating the memory of
public achievements. A machine, therefore, which
is capable of multiplying the labours of the sculp
tor in the durable materials of marble or of brass,
was a desideratum of the highest value, and one
which could have been expected only from 8

genius of the first order. During many years Mr.
Watt carried on his labours in secret, and he con
cealed even his intention of constructing such a
machine. After he had made considerable progress
in its execution, and had thought of securing hie
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invention by a patent, he learned that an ingeniOUIl
individual in his own neighbourhood had been long
occullied in the same pursuit; and Mr. Watt in
formed me, that he had every reason to believe that
thM! gentleman was entirely ignorant of his labours.
A proposal was then made that the two inventors
should combine their talents, and secure the privi
lege by a joint patent; but Mr. Watt had ex.pe
rienced so frequently the fatal operation of our pa
tent laws, that he saw many difficulties in the way
of such an arrangement, and he was unwilling, at
his advanced age, to embark in a project so exten
sive, and which seemed to require for its success-
fill prosecution all the udour lIlnd ambition of a.
youthful mind. The scheme was therefore aban
doned; and such is the unfortunate operation of
our patent laws, that the circumstance oftwo indi
viduals having made the same invention has pre
vented both from bringing it to perfection, and
conferring a great practical benefit upon their spe
cies. The machine which Mr. Watt had constructed
had actually executed some exoellent pieces of work.
I have seen in his house at Heathfield c:lpies of
basao-relievos, and complete statues of a small
aize; and some of his friends have in their posses
sion other specimens of its performance.

Of all the machines which have been con
structed in modem times, the calculating-machine
is doubtless the most extI'll.ordinary. Pieces of me·
chanism for performing particular arithmetical ope
rations have been long ago CODlltruCted, but these
bear no comparison either in ingenuity or in mag
nitude to the grand design conceived and nearly
executed by Mr. Babbage. GTeat as the power of

T2
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mechanism is known to be, yet we venture to say,
that many of the most intelligent of our readers
will scarcely admit it to be possible that astrol1omi
cel and navigation tables can be accurately com
puted by machinery; that the machine can itself
correct the errors which it may commit; and that
the results of its calculations, when absolutely free
from error, can be printed off, without the aid ofhu
man hands, or the operation of human intelligence.
All this, however, Mr. Babbage's machine can do;
and 8S I have had the advantage of sceing it ac
.tually calculate, and of studying its construction
with Mr. Babbage himself, I am able to make the
above statement on personal observation. The cal
culating machine now c,?nstructing under the
superintendence of the inventor has been executed
at the expense of the British Government, and is
of course their property. It consists essentially of
two parts; a calculating part, and a printing part,
both of which are necessary to the fulfilment of
Mr. Babbage's views; for the whole advantage
would be lost if the computatiOlls made by the
machine were copied by human hands and trans
ferred to types by the common process. The
greater part of the calculating-machinery is already
constructed, and exhibits workmanship of such
-extraordinary skill and beauty, that nothing ap
proaching to it has been witnessed. In order to
execute it, particularly those parts of the appa
ratus which are dissimilar to any used in ordinary
mechanical constructions, tools and machinery of
great expense and complexity have been invented
and constructed; and in many instances contriv
'l.O.cea of singular ingenuity have been resorted to
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which cannot fail to prove extensively useful in
various branches of the mechanical arts.

The drawings of this machinery, which form a.
large part of the work, and on which all the contriv
ance has beeu bestowed, and all the alterations made,
cover upwards of 400 square feet of surface, and
are executed with extraordinary care and precision.

In so complex a piece of mechanism, in which
interrupted motions are propagated simultaneously
along a great variety of trains of mechanism, it
might have been supposed that obstructions would
arise, or even incompatibilities occur, from the
impracticability of foreseeing all the possible com
binations of the parts; but this doubt has been
entirely removed, by the constant employment of
a system of mechanical notation invented by Mr.
Babbage, which places distinctly in view, at every
instant, the progress of motion through all the
parts of this or any other machine, and by writing
down in tables the times required for all the move
ments, this method renders it easy to avoid all
risk of two opposite actions arriving at the same
instant at any part of the engine.

In ,the printing part of the machine less progress.
has been made in the actual execution than in the
calculating part. The cause of this is the greater
difficulty of its contrivance, not for transferring
the computations from the calculating part to the
copper or other plate destined to receive it, but for
giving to the plate itself that number and variety
of movements which the forms adopted in printed
tables may call for in practice.

The practical object of the calculating engine is.
to compute and print a great variety and exteut.
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Clf 8.8tronomical and navigation tables, which could
not be done without enormous intellectual and
manual labour, and which, even if executed by
lIuch labour, could not be calculated with the re
quisite accuracy. Mathematicians, astronomers"
and navigators do not require to be informed of
the real value of such tables; but it may be proper
to state, for the information of others, that seven
teen large folio volumes of logarithmic tables alone
were calculated at an enormous expense by the
French Government; and that the British Govern
ment regarded these tables to be of such national
value, that they proposed to the French Board of
Longitude to print an abridgment of them at the
joint expense of the two nations, and offered to
advance 50001. for that purpose. Besides 10gB
rithmic tables, Mr. Babbage's machine will cal
culate tables of the powers and products of num
bers, and aU astronomical tables for determining
the positions of the sun, moon, and planets; and
the same mechanical principles have enabled him
to integrate innumerable eqUatiODB of finite durer
ences, that is, when the equation of differences ill
given, he can, by setting an engine, produce at
the end of a given time any distant term which
may be required, or any succession of terms com
mencing at a distant point.
. Besides the cheapness and celerity with which

this machine will perform its work, the absolute
accuracy of the printed results deserves especial
notice. By peculiar contrivances, any small error
produced by accidental dust, or by any slight in
accuracy in one of the wheels, is corrected as
1I00n as it is transmitted to the next, and this is
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done in such a manner as effectually to prevent
any accumulation of small errors from producing
an erroneoUll figure in the resUlt.

In order to convey some idea of this stupendous
lmd.ertaking, we may mention the effects produced
by a small trial engine constructed by the inventor.
and by which he computed the following table from
the formula r+x+41. The figures, as they were
ealculated by the mac.hine, were not exhibited to
the eye as in sliding rules Rnd similar instruments.
but were actually presented to the eye on tw()
opposite sites of the machine, the number 383.
for example, appearing in figures before the person
employed in copying.

Table calculated by a small Trial Engine.
41 131 383 797 1373
43 151 421 853 1447
47 173 461 911 1523
53 197 583 971 1601
61 223 547 1033 1681
71 251 593 1097 1763
83 281 641 1163 1847
97 313 691 1231 1933

113 347 743 1301 2021

While the machine was occupied in calculating
this table, a friend of the inventor undertook t()
write down the numbers as they appeared. In
consequence of the copyist writing quickly, he ra
ther more than kept pace with the engine, but as
llOOD as five figures appeared, the machine was at
least equal in speed to the writer. At another
trial thirty-two numbers of the same table were

. {;alculated in the space of two minutes and thirty
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seconds; and as these contained eighty-two figurel.',.
the engine produccd thirty-three figurcs every
minute, or more than onc figure in every two
seconds. On another occasion it produced forty
four figures per minute. This rate of computation
could be maintained for any length of time; and
it is probable that few writers are able to copy with
equal speed for many hours together.

Some of that class of individuals who envy all
great men, and deny all great invention!!, have
ignorantly stated that Mr. Babbage's invention is
not new. The same persons, had it suited their pur
pose, would have maintained that the invention of
spectacles was an anticipation of the telescope; but'
even this is more true than the allegatiol'l, that the
arithmetical machines of Pascal and others were
the types of Mr. Babbage's engine. The object of
these machines was entirely differcnt. Their high
est functions wcre to perform the operations of
common arithmetic. Mr. Babbage's engine, it is
true, can perform these operatiolls also, and can
extract the roots of numbers, and approximate to
the roots of equations, and eveu to their impos
sible roots. But this is not its object. Its func
tion, in contradistinction to that of all other con
trivances for calculating, is to embody in machi
nery the method of differences, which has never
before been done; and the effects which it is
capable of producing, and the works which in the
course of a few years we expect to see it execute,
will place it at an infinite distance from all other
efforts of mechanical genius"".

• A popular account of this engine will be found in Mr.
Babbage'. interesting "olume On thf! Eo·,nom!! of Manu/ne
're., jllst publi.hed.
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WonJen of cllemilirg-Origin, prog""u, and o'liecl. of
alclltmg-Art 0/ brtQl!&ing fin-Employed by Barchoche
ba., EIUIUI, 8;c.-Modtrn melhod-Art of walking upOJ&.
hllrning coall and red hoi iron, and'of plomging the hancl.
in 'nelled lead and boilillg wafer-Singular properly 0/boil
ing tar-Workmen plunge tlleir hancl. in ,"elled copper
Trial of ~rdtal by }ire-Aldi",'s incombUllible clrelSe.
Example. of their wonderful pOlDer in re.;'tin:! jlame
Power 0/ brealhing and encluring air 0/ high lempera/ure.
-Experimen/. made by Sir Jo.eph Bank., Sir CharJe.
Blagden, and Mr. Chan/reg.

CHEMISTRY has from its infancy been pre-emi
nently the science of wonders. In her laboratory
the alchemist and the magician have revelled un
controlled, and from her treasures was forged the
sceptre which was so long and so fatally wielded
over human reason. The changes which take
place in the bodies immediately around us are too
few in number and too remote from observation to
excite much of our notice; but when the sub
stances procured directly from nature, or formed
casually by art, become objects of investigation,
they exhibit in their simple or combined actions
the most extraordinary effects. The phenomena
which they display, and the products which they
form, 80 little resemble those with which we are
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familiar, that the most phlegmatic and. tbe leas~

speculative observer must have anticipated from
them the creation of new and valuable compounds.
It can scarcely, therefore, be a matter of surprise
that minds of the highest order, and spirits of the
loftiest ambition, should have aought in the trans
mutations of chemistry for those splendid products
which were conceived to be most conducive to
human happiness.

The disciple of Mammon grew pale over his
crucible in his ardour to convert the baser metals
into gold j the philoaopher pined in secret for
the universal solvent which might develop the
elements of the precious stones, and yield to him
the means of their production; and the philan
thropist aspired after an universal medicine, which
might arrest disease in its course, and prolong in
definitely the life of man. To us who live under
the meridian of knowledge, such expectations must
appear as presumptuous as they were delusive:
but when we consider that gold and silver were
actually produced by chemical processes from the
rude ores of lead and copper ;-that BOme of the
most refractory bodies had yielded to the disinte
grating aDd solvent powers of chemical agents j
and that the mercurial preparations of the Arabian
physicians bad operatedJike charms in the cure of
diseases that had resisted the feeble medicines of
the times, we may find BOme apology for the extra
vagant expectations of the alchemists.

An object of lofty pursuit, even if it be one of
impossible attainment, is not unworthy philoso
phical ambition. Though we caDnot scale the
summit of the volcanic cone, we may yet reach ita
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heaving flanks; and thougb we cannot decompose
its loftiest fires, we may yet study the lava which
they have melted and the products which they have
sublimed. In like manner, though the philoso
pher's stone has not been found, chemistry has de
rived rich accessions from its search ;-though the
general IlOlven.t hBll not been obtained, yet the dia
mond and the gems have s'lU'Dtlldered to science
their adamantine strength ;-aOO though the elixir
of life hBll never been distilled, yet other medicines
have soothed" the ills which flesh is heir to," and
prolonged in 1U) slight degree the aJItelllge. term of
our existence.

Thus far the pU1'8Wts of the alchemist were ho
Jlourable and useful; but when his calling was fol
lowe«, as it soon was, by men prodigal of fortUDe
and of character, science became an instrument of
crime; secrete waattained were bartered for the
gold of the credulous and the ignorant, and books
innumerable were composed to teach these pre
tended secrets to the world. An intellectual re
action, however, SOOD, took place; and those very
princes who had sought to fill their exhausted trea
wries at the fumace of the ehemist, were the first
to enact laws against the frauds which they had
encouraged, and to dispel the illusions which had
10 long deceived their subjects.

But even when the moral atmosphere of Europe
was thus disinfected, chemistry supplied the magi
cian with his IIlQSt lucrative wonders, and those
who could no longer delude the public with dreams
of wealth and longevity, now sought to amuse and
astonish them by the exhibition of their skill.
The narrow limits of this volwne will not permit
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me to give even a general view of those extraordi
nary effects which this popular science can dis
play. I must therefore select from its inexhaustible
stores those topics which are most striking in their
results, and most popular in their details.

One of the most ancient feats of magic was the
art of breathing Hame,-an art which even now ex
cites the astonishment of the vulgar. During the
insurrection of the slaves in Sicily in the second
century before Christ, a Syrian named Eunus ac
quired by his knowledge the rank of their leader.
In order to establish his influence over their minds,
he pretended to possess miraculous power. When
he wished to inspire his followers with courage, he
breathed flames or sparks among them from hiB
mouth, at the same time that he was rousing them
by his eloquence. St. Jerome informs us, that the
Rabbi Barchochebas, who headed the Jews in their
last revolt agaiust Hadrian, made them believe that
he was the Messiah, by vomiting flames from his
mouth; and at a later period, the Emperor Con
stantius was thrown into a state of alarm when Va
)enti~an informed him, that he had seen one of the
bodr.!guards breathing out fire and flames. We are
not acquainted with the exact methods by which
thei3e effects were produced; but Florus informs us,
that Eunus filled a perforated nut-shell with sul
phur and fire, and having concealed it in his mouth,
he breathed gently through it while he was speak
ing. This art is performed more simply by the'
modern juggler. Having rolled together some flaX"
or hemp, so as to form a ball the size of a walnut,
l,e sets it on fire, and allows it to burn till it is'

';'Iy consumed: he then rolls round it while
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burning some additional flax, and by these means
the fire may be retained in it for a considerable
time. At the commencement of his exhibition he
introduces the ball into his mouth, and while he
breathes through it the fire is revived, and a num
ber of burning sparks are projected from his mouth.
These sparks are too feeble to do any harm, pro.
vided he inhales the air through his nostrils.

The kindred art of walking on burning coals or
red hot iron remounts to the same antiquity. The
priestesses of Diana at Castabala in Cappadocia
were accustomed, according to Strabo, to walk
over burning coals; and at the annual festival,
which was held in the temple of Apollo on Mount
Soracte in Etruria, the Hirpi marched over burn
ing coals, and on this account they were exempted
from military service, and received other privileges
from the Roman Senate. This power of resisting
fire was ascribed even by VaITo to the use of some
liniment with which they anointed the soles of
their feet.

Of the same character was the art of holding red
hot iron in the hands or between the teeth, and of
plunging the hands into boiling water or melted
lead. About the close of the seventeenth century,
an Englishman of the name of Richardson rendered
himself famous by chewing burning coals, pouring
melted lead upon his tongue, and swallowing
melted glass. That these effects are produced partly
by deception, and partly by a previous preparation
of the parts subjected to the heat, can scarcely ad
mit of a doubt. The fusible metal, composed of
mercury, tin, and bismuth, which melts at a low

. temperature, might easily have been substituted in
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place of lead; and fluids of easy ebullition may have
been ul!ed in place of boiling water. A solution of
spermaceti or IIIHphuriC ~her, tinged with alkanet
root, which becomes solid at aoo of Fahrenheit,
and melts and boilB with the heat of the hand, is
8Upposed to be the substance which ill used at
NapleB when the dried blood. of 81. J anuarius melt.
spontaneous}y, and boils over the vessel which
contains it.

But even when the fluid requires a high tempe
rature to boil, it may have other properties, which
enable us to plunge our handa into it with impu
nity. 'fbiB is the c_ with boiling tar,whichhoils
at n temperatul'e of 2200 even higher than that of
water. Mr. Davenport informs us, that he saw
one of the workmen in the King's Dock-yard at
Chatham immerse his naked hand in tar of that
temperature. He drew lip his coat sleeves, dipped
in his hand and wrist, bringing out fluid tar, and
pouring it off from biB hand as from a ladle. The
tar remained in complete contact with his skin, and
he wiped it off with tow. Convinced that there was
no deception in this experiment, Mr. Davenport
immersed the entire IEmgth of his fore-finger in the
boiling cauldron, and moved it about a short time
before the heat became inconvenient. Mr. Daven
port ascribes this singular effect to the slowueg
with which the tar communicates its heat, which
he conceives to arise from the abundant volatile
vapour which is evolved" carrying off rapidly the
caloric in a latent 8tate, and intervening between.
the tar and the Ilkin, so all to prevent the more
rapid communication of heat." He conceives al~
·-bat wbl!n the hand is withdrawn, and the hot tar

1
~

J
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adhering to it, the rapidity with which this vapour
is evolved from the surface exposed to the air cools
it immediately. The workmen informed Mr. Da
venport, that, if a person put his hand into the
cauldron with his glove on, he would be dreadfully
burnt, but this extraordinary result was not put to
the test of observation.

But though the conjurors with nre may have
availed themselves of these singular properties of
individual bodies, yet the general secret of their art
consisted in rendering the skin of the exposed parts
callous and insensible to heat,-an effect which may
be produced by continually compressing or singeing
them till the skin acquires a horny consistence. A
proof of this opinion is mentioned by Beckmann,
who assures us that in September 1765, when he
visited the copper works at Awestad, one of the
workmen, bribed by a little money to drink, took
some of the melted copper in his hand, and after
showing it to the company, threw it against a walL
He then squeezed the fingers of his horny hand
close to each other, held it a few minutes under his
arm-pit to make it perspire, as he said, and taking
it again out, drew it over a ladle filled with melted
copper, some of which he skimmed off, and moved
his hand backwards and forwards very quickly by
way of ostentation. During this performance, M.
Beckmann noticed a smell like that of singed harp.
or leather, though the hand of the workman was not
burned. This callosity of the skin may be effected
by frequently moistening it with dilute sulphuric
acid. Some allege that the juices of certain plants
produce the'same effect, while others recommend
the frequent rubbing of the 8ki~ with oil. The
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receipt given by Albertus Magnus for this purpose
was of a different nature. It consisted of a non
conducting calcareous paste, which was made to
adhere to the skin by the sap of the marsh-mallow,
the slimy seeds of the ilea-bane, and the white of
an egg.

As the ancients were acquainted with the incom
bustibility of asbestos or amianthus, and the art of
weaving it into cloth, it is highly probable that it
was employed in the performance of some of their
miracles, and it is equally probable that it was sub
sequently used, along with some of the processes
already described, in enabling the victims of super
stition to undergo without hazard the trial of ordeal
by fire. In every country where this barbarous
usage prevailed, whether in the sanctuary of the
Christian idolater, or in the pagan temple of the
Bramin, or under the wild orgies of the African
savage, Providence seems to have provided the
means of meeting it with impunity. In Catholic
countries this exculpatory judgment was granted
chiefly to persons in weak health, who were inca
pable of using arms, and particularly to monks and
ecclesiastics who could not avail themselves of the
trial by single combat. The fire ordeal was con:"
ducted in the church under the inspection of the
clergy: Mass was at the same time celebrated, and
the iron and the victims were consecrated by the
sprinkling of holy water. The preparatory steps
were also under the direction of the priests. It
was necessary that the accused should be placed
three days and three nights under their care, both
before and after the trial. Under the pretence of
"lreventing the defendant from preparing his hands
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by art, and in order to ascertain the result of the
ordeal, his hands were covered up and sealed dur
ing the three days which preceded and followed the
fiery appliclltion; and it has been plausibly con
jectured by Beckmann, that during the three first
days the preventive was applied to those whom
they wished to acquit, and that the three last days
were requisite to bring back the hands to their
natural condition. In these and other cases, the
accused could not have availed himself directly of
the use of asbestos gloves, unless we could suppose
them so made as to imitate the human skin at a
distance; but the fibres of that mineral may have
been imbedded in a paste which applied itself rea
dily to all the elevations and depressions of the skin.

In our own times the art of defending the hands
and face, and indeed the whole body, from the
action of heated iron and intense fire, has been
applied to the nobler purpose of saving human
life, and rescuing property from the flames. The
revival and the improvement of this art we owe to
the benevolence and the ingenuity of the Chevalier
Aldini of Milan, who has travelled through all
Europe to present this valuable gift to his species.
Sir H. Davy had long ago shown that a safety
lamp for illuminating mines, containing inflam
mable air, might be constructed of wire-gauze
alone, which prevented the flame within, however
large or intense, from setting fire to the inflam
mable air without. This valuable property, which
has been long in practical use, he ascribed to the
conducting and radiating power of the wire-gauze,
which carried off the heat of the flame, and de
prived it of its power. The Chevalier Aldini con-

u
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ceived the idea of-1lJlPlying the same material, in
combination with other badly conducting. sub
stances, as a protection against fire. The incom
bustible pieces of dress which he uses for the body,
arms, and legs, are formed out of strong cloth,
which has been steeped in a solution of alum, while
those for the head, hands, and feet, are made of
cloth of asbestos or amianthus. The head dress is
a large cap which envelops the whole head down
to the neck, having suitable perforations for the
eyes, nose, and mouth. The stockings and cap .
are single, but the gloves are made of double
amianthus cloth, to enable the fireman to take into
his hand burning or red hot bodies. The piece of
ancient asbestos cloth preserved ill the Vatican was
formed, we believe, by mixing the asbestos with
other fibrous substances; but M. Aldini has ex
ecuted a piece of nearly the same size, nine feet
five inches long, and five feet three inches wide,
which is much stronger than the ancient piece,
and posses!!es superior qualities, in consequence of
having been woven without the introduction of any
foreign substance. In this manufacture the fibres
nre prevented from breaking by the action of
steam, the cloth is made loose in its fabric, and the
threads are about the fiftieth of an inch in diameter.

The metallic dres!! which is superadded to these
means of defence consists of five principal pieces,
viz. a casque or cap, with a mask large enough to
leave a proper space between it and the asbestos
cap; a cuirass with it!! brassets; a piece of armour
for the trunk and thighs; a pair of boots of double
wire-gauze; and an oval shield 5 feet long by
2! wide, made by stretching the wire-gauze over a
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slender frame of iron. All these pieces are made
of iron wire-gauze, having the interval between its
thresds the twenty-fifth part of an inch.

In order to prove the efficacy of this apparatus,
and inspire the firemen with confidence in its pro
tection, he showed them that a finger first enve-·
loped in asbestos, and then in a double case of
wire-gauze, might be held a long time in the flame
of a spirit-lamp or candle before the heat became
inconvenient. A fireman having his hand within a
double asbestos glove, and its palm protected by a
piece of asbestos cloth, seized with impunity a large
piece of red hot· iron, carried it deliberately to the
distance of 150· feet, inflamed straw with it, and
brO\lght it back again to the furnace. On other
occasions the fireman handled blazing wood and
burning substances, and walked during five minutes
upon an· iron grating placed over flaming fagots.

III order to show how the head, eyes, and lungs
are protected, the fireman put on the asbestos and
wire-gauze cap, and the cuirass, and held the shield
before his breast. A fire of shavings was then
lighted, and kept burning in a large raised chafing
di~h; the fireman plunged his head iut') the
middle of the flames with his face to the fuel, and
in that position went several times round the
chafing-dish for a period longer than a minute. In
a subsequent trial, at Paris, a fireman placed his
head in the middle of a large brazier filled with
flaming hay and wood, as in Fig. 77, and resisted
the action of the fire during five or six minutes~

and even ten minutes.
In the experiments which were made at Paris

in the presence of a committee of the Academy of
u2
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Sciences, two p~rallel rows ofstraw and brushwood,
supported by iron wires, were fonned at. the dis
tance of three feet from each other, and extended
thirty feet in length. When this combustible mass
was set on fire, it was necessary to stand at the
distance of eight or ten yards to avoid the heat.

Fig. 77.

The flames from both the rows seemed to fill up
the whole space between them, and rose to the
height of nine or ten feet. At this moment six:
firemen, clothed in the incombustible dresses, and
marching at a slow pace behind each other, re
peatedly passed through the whole length between
the two rows of flame, which were constantly fed
vith additional combustibles. One of the firemen
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carried on his back a child eight years old, in a
wicker-basket covered with metallic gauze, and
the child had no other dress than a cap made of
amianthine cloth.

In February, 1829, a still.more striking expe
riment was made in the yard of the barracks of
St. Gervais. Two towers were erected two stories
high, and were surrounded with heaps of inflamed
materials, consisting of fagots and straw. The
firemen braved the danger with impunity. In op
position to the advice of M. Aldini, one of them,
with the basket and child, rushed into a narrow
place, where the flames were raging eight yards
high. The violence of the fire was so great that
he could not be seen, while a thick black smoke
spread around, throwing out a heat which was
unsupportable by the spectators. The fireman reo
mained so long invisible that serious doubts were
entertained of his safety. He at length, however,
iSlffied from the fiery gulf uninjured, and proud of
having succeeded in braving so great a danger.

It is a remarkable result of these experiments,
that the firemen are able to breathe without diffi
culty in the middle of the flames. This effect is
owing not only to the heat being intercepted by
the wire-gauze as it passes to the lungs, in conse
quence of which its temperature becomes support
able, but also to the singular power which the
body possesses of resisting great heats, and of
breathing air of high temperature8.

A series of curious experiments were made on
this subject by M. Tillet, in France, and by Dr.
Fordyce and Sir Charles Blagden, in England.
Sir Joseph Banks, Dr. Solander, and Sir Charlep
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Blagden entered a room in which the air had a
temperature of 198° Fahr., and remained ten
minutes; but as the thermometer sunk very ra
Jlidly, they resolved to enter the room singly.
Dr. Solander went in alone, and found the heat
210°, and Sir Joseph entered when the heat was
2llo. Though exposed to such an elevated tem
perature, theitbodies preserved their natural degree
of heat. Whenever they breathed upon a ther
mometer it sunk several degrees: every expiration,
particularly if strongly made, gave a pleasant im
pression of coolness to their nostrils, and their cold
breath cooled their fingers whenever it reached
them. On touching his side, Sir Charles Blagden
found it cold like a corpse, and yet the heat of his
body under his tongue was 98°. Hence they con
cluded that the human body possesses the power of
destroying a certain degree of heat when commu
nicated with a certain degree of quickness. This
power, however, varies greatly in different media.
The same person who experienced no inconve
nience from air heated to 2110, could just bear
rectified spiritsof wine at 130°, cooling oil at 129°,
cooling water at 123°, and cooling quicksilver at
117°. A familiar instance of this occurred in the
heated room. All the pieces of metal there, even
their watch-chains, felt so hot that they could
scarcely bear to touch them for a moment, while
the air from which the metal had derived all its
heat was only unpleasant. MM. Duhamel and
Tillet observed, at Rochefoucault in France, that
the girls who were accustomed to attend ovens in a
bakehouse, were capable' of enduring for ten mi
tlUtes a temperature of 270°.
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The same gentlemen who performed the expe
riments above described ventured to expose them
selves to still higher temperatures. Sir Charles
Blagden went into a room where the hest was 1°
or 2° above 260°, and remained eight minutes in
this situation, frequently walking about to all the
different parts of the room, but standing still most
of the time in the coolest spot, where the hest was
above 240°. The air, though very hot, gave no
pain, and Sir Charles and all the other gentlemen
were of opinion that they could support a much
greater heat. During seven minutes Sir C. Bta~
den's bresthing continued perfectly good, but after
that time he felt an oppression in his lungs, with a
sense of anxiety, which induced him to leave the
room. His pulse was then 144, double its ordi
nary quickness. III order to prove that there was
no mistake respecting the degree of heat indicated
by the thermometer, and that the air which they
breathed was capable of producing all the well~

known effects of such a heat on inanimate matter,
they placed some eggs and a beef-steak upon a tin
frame near the thermometer, but more distant from
the furnace than from the wall of the room. In
the space of twenty minutes the eggs were roasted
quite hard, and in forty-seven minutes the steak
was not only dressed, but almost dry. Another
beef-steak, similarly placed, was rather overdone in
thirty-three minutes. In' the evening, when the
heat was still more elevated, a third beef-steak was
laid in the same place, and as they had noticed that
the effect of the hot air was greatly increased by
putting it in motion, they blew upon the steak with
a pair of bellows, and thus hastened the dressing
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of it to such a degree, that the greatest portion of
it was found to be pretty well done in thirteen
minutes.

Our distinguished countryman, Mr. Chantrey,
has very recently exposed himself to a temperature
still higher than any which we have mentioned.
The furnace which he employs for drying his
moulds is about 14 feet long, 12 feet high, Bnd
12 feet broad. When it is raised to its highest
temperature, with the doors closed, the thermo
meter stands at 350", and the iron· floor is red hot.
The workmen often enter it at a temperature of
340°, walking over the iron floor with wooden
clogs, which are of course charred on the surface.
On one occasion Mr. Chantrey, accompanied by
five or six of his friends, entered the furnacej and,
after remaining two minutes, they brought out a
thermometer which stood, at 320°. Some of the
party experienced sharp pains in the tips of their
ears, and in the septum of the nose, while others
felt a pain in their eyes.
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LEITER XIII.

Sponlaneou. combul/ion-In Ihe ab.orplion 01 air by powder
ed charcoal-and 01 hydrogen by .pongy plalinum-Dobe
,oeiMr'. lamp-Spon/aneou. combullion in Ihe bowel. 01
the earlh-Burni"g cliff.-Burning_ .oi/-Combu.tion
wilhout flame-Span/aneou. combw/ion 01 h"mtm being._
Counlno Zangari-Grace Pell-Nul"raljire-lemple. of
the Guebre,-Sponlaneou. jir.. ill the Ca.pian 8eo
Spring. 01 inflammable go. near GIOIgolD-Nnlural light·
IIou.e 01 Moracaybo-NCID ela.tie fluid. in tlte eavitie.
01 gem.-Chemicul operatioJl go;"g on iJl t"air ea"i/iea
E:rplwion. produced in them by heal-Rnnarltabk
change. 01 colour lrom chemical cau.e.-Effeci. 01 t1l4
f1i/fOUl oxid/l or Paradi.e gal ",hOI breOI"/ld-Rewoarlt
able COle. th.aribed-CoJlelurio1f.

AMONG the wonderful phenomena which chemistry
presents to us, there are few more remarkable than
those of spontaneous combustion, in which b~ie8

both animate and inanimate emit flames, and are
sometimes entirely consumed by internal fire. One
ofthe commonest experiments ill chemistry is that
of producing inflammation by mixing two fluids
perfectly cold. Becker, we believe, was the first
person who discovered that this singular-effect was
produced by mixing oil of vitriol with oil of tur
pentine. Borrichios showed that aquafortis pro
duced the same effect as oil of vitriol. Tournefort
proved that spirit of nitre and oil of sassafras took
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fire when mixed; and Homberg discovered that the
same property was possessed by many volatile oils
when mixed with spirit of nitre.

Every person is familiar with the phenomena of
heat and 'combustion ,produced by fermentation.
Ricks of hay and stacks of com have been fre
quently cousumed by the heat generated during the
fermentation produced from moisture j and gun
powder-magazines, barns, and paper-mills) have
been often burned by the fermentation of the mate
rials which they contained. Galen informs us that
the dung of a pigeon is sufficient to set fire to a
house j and he assures us that he has often seen it
take fire when it had become rotten. Casati like
wise rel«tes on good authority, that the fire which
consumed the great church of Pisa was occasioned
by the dung of pigeons that had for centuries built
their nests under its roof.
. Among the substances subject to spontaneous
combustion, pulverised or finely-powdered charcoal
is one of the most remarkable. During the last
thirty years no fewer than four cases of the spon
taneous inflammation of powdered charcoal have
taken pll\ce in France. When charcoal is triturated
in tuns with bronze bruisers, it is reduced into the
state ofthe finest powder. In thiscondition it has the
appearance of an unctuous fluid, and it occupies a
space three times less than it does in rods of about
six inches long. In this state of extreme division
~t absorbs air much more readily than it does when
III rods. This absorption, which is so slow as to
r~quire.several,days for, its comI,letion, is accompa
med WIth a dIsengagement of heat, which rises
from 3400 to 3600 nearly of Fahrenheit, and which
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is the true cause of the spontaneous inflammation.
The inflammation commences near the centre of
the mass, at the depth of five or six inches beneath
its surface, and at this spot the temperature is al
ways higher than at any other. Black charcoal,
strongly distilled, heats and inflames more easily
than the orange, or that which is little distilled, or
than the charcoal made in boilers. The 'most in
flammable charcoal must have a mass of at least
661h!!. avoirdupois, in order that it may be suscep
tible of spontaneous inflammation. With the other
less inflammable varieties, the inflammation takes
place only in larger masses. -

The inflammation of powdered charcoal is more
active in proportion to the shortness of the interval
between its carbonization and trituration. The
free admission of air to the surface of the charcoal
is also indispensable to its spontaneous combustion.

Colonel Aubert, to whom we owe these interest
ing results, likewise found that when sulphur and
saltpetre are added to the charcoal, it loses its power
of inflaming spontaneously. But as there is still
an absorption of air and a generation of heat, he is
of opinion that it would not be prudent to leave
these mixtures in too large masses after tritura
tion.'"

A species of spontaneous combustion, perfectly
analogous to that now described, but produced al
most instantaneously, was discovered by Professor
Dobereiner of Jena, in 1824. He found that when a
jet of hydrogen gas was thrown upon recently pre
pared spongy platinum, the metal became almost

.. See Edinburgh:JoUl'nal of Science, New Series, No.viil
p.274.
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instantly red hot, and llet fire to the gas. In this .
case the minutely divided platinum acted upon the
hydrogen gas, in the same manner as the minutely
divided charcoal· acted upon common air. Heat
and combustion were produced by the absorption of
both gases, though in the one calle the effect was
instantaneous, and in the other was the result of a
prolonged absorption.

This beautiful property of spongy platinum was
happily applied to the construction of lamps for
l>roducing an instantaneous light. The form given
to the lamp by Mr. Garden of London is shown
in the annexed figure, where A B is a globe of

Fig. 78.

~.

glass, fitting tightly into another glass globe C D
by a ground shoulder 111 n. The globe A B termi.
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nates in a hollow tapering neck m n 0 p, on the
lower end of which is placed a small cylinder of
zinc 0 p. A brass tube abc, is fitted at a into the
neck of the globe C D, and through this tube,
which if! furnished with a stop-cock ii, the gas t:an
escape at the small aperture c. A brass pin c f,
carrying a brass box P, is made to slide through a
hole h, so that the brass box P, in which the spOllgy
platinum is placed, can be set at any required dis
tance from the aperture c. If sulphuric acid di
luted with an equal quantity of water is now poured
into the vessel A B by its mouth at S, now closed
with a stopper, the fluid will descend through the
tube m n 0 p, and if the cock d is shut, it will
compress the air contained in CD. The dilute acid
thus introduced into C D will act upon the ring of
zinc 0 p, and generate hydrogen gas, which, after
the atmospheric air in C D is let off, will gradually
fill the vessel CD, the diluted acid being forced up
the tube 0 p m n, into the glass globe A B. The
ring of zinc 0 p floats on a piece of cork, so that
when C D is full of hydrogen, the diluted acid does
not touch the zinc, and consequently is prevented
from producing any more gas. The instant, how
ever, that any gas is let off at c, the pressure of
the fluid in the globe A B, and tube m n 0 p, over
comes the elasticity of the remaining gas in C D,
and forces the diluted acid up to the zinc a p, so
as to enable it to produce more gas to supply what"
has been used.

The lamp being supplied with hydrogen in the
manner now described, it is used in the following
manner. The spongy platinum in P being brought
near c, the cock d s turned, and the gas is thrown
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upon the platinum. An intense heat is immediately
produced, the platinum becomes red hot, and the
hydrogen inflames. A taper is then lighted at the
flame, and the cock d is shut. Professor Cumming,
of Cambridge, found it necessary to cover up the
platinum with a cap after every experiment. This
ingenious chemist likewise found, that, with plati
num foil the 9000dth part of an inch thick kept in
a olose tube, the hydrogen was inflamed; but when
the foil was only the 6000dth of an inch thick, it
was necessary to raise it previously to a red heat.

Spontaneous combustion is a phenomenon which
occurs very frequently and often to a great extent
within the bowels of the earth. The heat by which
it is occasioned is produced by the decomposition
of mineral bodies, and other causes. This heat in
creascs in intensity till it is capable of melting the
solid materials which are exposed to it. Gases and
aqueous vapours of powerful elasticity are gene
rated, new fluids of expansive energy imprisoned in
cavities under great pressure are set free, and these
tremendous agents, acting under the repressing
forces of the superincumbent strata, exhibit their
power in desolating earthquakes; or, forcing their
way through the superficial ernst of the globe, they
waste their fury in volcanic eruptions.

'Vhen the phenomena of spontaneous combus
tion take place near the surface of the earth, its ef
fccts are of a less dangerous character, though they
frequently give birth to permanent conflagrations,
which no power can extinguish. An example of
this milder species of spontaneous conlbustiolJ has
been recently exhibited in the burning cliff at Wey
mouth; and a still more interesting one exists at
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this moment near the village of Bradley, in Staf
fordshire. The earth is here on fire, and this fire
has continued for nearly sixty years, and has re
sisted every attempt that has been made to extin
guish it. This fire, which has reduced many acres
of land to a mere calx, arises from a burning stra
tum of coal about four feet thick and eight or ten
yards deep, to which the air has free access, in
consequence of the main coal having been dug
from beneath it. The surface of the ground is
sometimes covered for many yards with such quan
tities of sulphur that it can be easily gathered. The
calx has been found to be an excellent material
for the roads, and the workmen who collect it
often find large beds of alum of an excellent quality.

A singular species of invisible combustion, or of
combustion without flame, has been frequently no
ticed. I have observed this phenomenon in the
small green wax tapers in common use. \Vhen
the Bame is blown out, the wick will continue red
hot for many hours; and if the taper were regu
larly and carefully uncoiled, and the room kept free
from currents of air, the wick would burn on in this
way till the whole of the taper is consumed. The
same effects are not produced when the culour of
the wax is red. In this experiment the wick, after
the flame is blown out, has sufficient heat to con
vert the wax into vapour, and this vapour, being
consumed without flame, keeps the wick at its red
heat. A very disagreeable vapour is IJroduced
during this imperfect combustion of the wax.

Prof. Dobereiner, of Jena, observed that, \,hen
the alcohol in a spirit of wine lamp was nearly ex
hausted, the wick became carbonized, and though
the flame disappeared, the carbonized 1Jal t of the
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wick became red hot, and continued so while a
drop of alcohol remained, provided the air in
the room was undisturbed. On one occasion the
wick continued red hot for twenty-four hours, and
a very disagreeable acid vapour was formed.

On these principles depend the lamp without
flame which was originally constructedby Mr. Ellis.
It is shown in the annexed figure, where A B is

Fig. 79.

h

A B

the lamp, and It a cylindrical coil ofplatinum wire,
the hundredth part of an inch in diameter. This
spiral is so placed that four or five of the twelve
coils of which the cylinder consiilts are upon the
wick, and the other seven or eight above it. If the
lamp is lighted, and continues burning till the cy
lindrical coil is red hot, then if the flame is blown
011t, the vapour which arises from the alcohol will
by its combustion keep the coils above the wick

\
red hot, and this red heat will in its turn keep up
the vaporisation of the alcohol till the whole of the

\ alcohol is consumed. The heat of the wire is al-
\ ways sufficient to kindle a piece of German fungus

'Jr saltpetre paper, so that a sulphur match may at
V time be lighted. Mr. Gill found that a wick
~lposedof twelve threads of the cotton yarn com
cc
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monly used for lamps will require half an ounce of
alcohol to keep the wire red hot for eight hours.
This lamp has been kept burning for sixty hours;
but it can scarcely be recommended for a bed
room, as an acid vapour is disengaged during the
burning of the alcohol. When perfumes are dis
solved in the alcohol, they are diffused through
the apartment during the slow combustion of the
vapour.

A species of combustion without flame, and
analogous to that which has been described, is
exhibited in the extraordinary phenomenon of the
llpontaneous combustion of living bodies. That
animal bodies are liable to internal combustion is
a fact which was well known to the ancients.
Many cases which have been adduced as exam
ples of spontaneous combustion are merely cases of
individuals who were highly susceptible of strong
electrical excitation. In one of these cases, how
ever, Peter Bovisteau asserts, that the sparks of
fire thus produced, reduced to ashes the hair of a
young man; and John de Viana informs us, that
the wife of Dr. Freilas, physician to the Cardinal
de Royas, Archbishop of Toledo, emitted by per
spiration an inflammable matter of such a nature,
that when the ribbon which she wore over her shift
was taken from her, and exposed to the cold air,
it instantly took fire, and shot forth like grains of
gunpowder. Peter Borelli has recorded a fact of
the very same kind respecting a peasant whose linen
took fire, whether it was laid up in a box when
wet, or hung up in the open air. The same au-

\ thor speaks of a woman who, when at the point of
death, vomited flames; and Thomas Bartholin

x
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mentions this phenomenon as having often hap
peued to persons who were great drinkers of wine
or brandy. Ezekiel de Castro mentions the sin
gular case of Alexandrinus Megeti1is, a physician~

from one of whose vertebrle there issued a fire
which scorched the eyes of the beholders; and
Krantzius relates, that during the wars of Godfrey
of Boulogne, certain pe~le of the territory of
Nivers were burning with invisible fire, and that
some of them cut off a foot or a hand where the
burning begant in order to arrest the calamity.
Nor have these effects been confined to man. In
the time of the Roman consWs Gracchus and J u
ventiuSt a flame is said to have issued from the
mouth of a bull without doing any injury to the
animal.

The reader will judge of the degree of credit
which may belong to these D&l'lations when he.
examines the effects of a similar kind which have
taken pla£e in less fabulous ages, and nearer our
own times. John Henry Cohausen iuforms us~

that a Polish gentleman in the time of the Queen·
Bona Sforza, having drunk two dishes of a liquor
called brandy-wine, vomited flames, and was
burned by them, and Thomas Bartholin'" thus de
scribes a similar accident: "A poor woman at
Paris used to drink spirit of wine·plentifully for the
space of three years, 80 as to take nothing else.
Her body contracted such a combustible dispo
sition, that one night, when she lay down on a
straw couch, she was all burned to ashes except
her. skull and the extremities of' her fingers."
John Christ. Sturmius informs us, in the German

• Acta Medica et Philo80phica 1IllfuieDsia, 1673.
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Ephemerides, that in the no~thern countries of
Europe fl~es often evaporate from the stomachs
of thOlle who are addicted to the drinking of strong
liquors; and he adds, " that seventeen years be
fore, three noblemen of Courland drank by emula
tion strong liquors, and two of them died scorched
and suffocated by a flame which i88ued from their
I!ltomach."

One of the most remarkable cases of sponta
Deous combuetiou i8 that of the Countess Cornelia
Zangari and Bandi of Cesena, which has been
minutely described by the Reverend Joseph Bian
chini, a prebend in the city of Verona. This lady,
who was in the sixty-second year of her age, re
tired to bed in her usual health. Here she spent
above three hours in familiar conversation with
her maid, and in saying her prayers;' and having
at last fallen uleep, the door of her chamber wall
shut. As her maid was not summoned at the
ueual hour, she went into the bed-room to wake
her mistress; but receiving no answer, she opened

-the window, and saw her corpse on the floor in
the most dreadful condition. At the distance of
four feet from the bed there was a heap of ashes.
Her legs, with the stockings on, remained un
touched, and the head, half burned, lay betweel'l
them. Nearly all the rest of the body was re
duced to ashes. The air in the room was charged
with floating soot. A small oil-lamp on the floor
was covered with ashes, but had no oil in it; and
in two candlesticks, which stood upright upon a
table, the cotton wick of both the candles was left"
and the tallow of both had disappelD'ed. The bed
was not injured, and the blankets and .beets were

x 2
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raised on one side, as if a person had risen up
from it. From an examination of all the circum
stances of this case, it hils been generally supposed
that an internal combustion had taken place; that
the lady had risen from her bed to cool herself.
and that, in her way to open the window, the
combustion had overpowered her, and consumed
her body by a process in which no flame was pro
duced which could set fire to the furniture or the
floor. The Marquis Scipio Maffei was informed
by an Italian nobleman who passed through Cesena
a few days after this event, that he heard it stated
in that town, that the Countess Zangari was in
the habit, when she felt herself indisposed, of
washing all her body with camphorated spirit of
wine.

So recent.lyas 1744, a similar example of spon
taneous combustion occurred in our own country.
'at Ipswich. A fisherman's wife, of the name of
Grace Pett, of the parish of St. Clement's, had
been in the habit for several years of going down
stairs every night, after she was half undressed.
to smoke a pipe. She did this on the evening of
the 9th of April, 1744. Her daughter, who lay
in the same bed with her, had fallen asleep, and
did not miss her mother till she awaked early in
the morning. Upon dressing herself, and going
down stairs, she found her mother's body lying
on the right side, with her head against the grate,
and extended over the hearth. with her legs on
the deal floor, and appearing like a block of wood
burning with a glowing fire without flame. Upon
quenching the fire with two bowls of water, the
neighbours, whom the cries of the daughter had
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brought in, were almost stifled with the smell.
The trunk of the unfortunate woman was almost
burned to ashes, and appeared like a heap of char
coal covered with white a,hes. The head, arms,
legs, and thighs, were also much burned. There
was no fire whatever in the grate, and the candle
was burned out in the socket of the candlestick,
which stood by her. The clothes of a child on
one side of her, and a. paper screen on the other,
were untouched; and the deal floor was neither
singed nor discoloured. It was said that the
woman had drunk plentifully of gin overnight in
welcoming a daughter who had recently returned
from Gibraltar.

Among the phenomena of the natural world
which are related to those of spontaneous combus
tion, are what have been called the natural fire
temples of the Guebres, and the igneous pheno
mena which are seen in their vicinity. The an
cient sect of the Guebres or Parsees, distinguished
from all other sects 8S the worshippers of fire,
had their origin in Persia; but, being scattered
by persecution, they sought an asylum on the
shores of India. Those who refused to expatriate
themselves continued to inhabit the shores of the
Caspian Sea, and the cities of Ispahan, Yezd, and
Kerman. Their great fire-temple, called Attush
Kudda, stands in the vicinity of Badku, one of
the largest and most commodious ports in the
Caspian. In the neighbourhood of this town the
carth is impregnated with naphlha, an inflam
mable mineral oil, and the inhabitants have no
other fuel, and no other light, but what is derived
from this substance.
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The remains of the ancient fire-temples of the
Guebres are still visible about ten miles to the
north-east of the town. The temple in which the
Deity is worshipped under the form of fire is a
'pace about thirty yards square, surrounded with
a low wall, and containing many apartments. In
each of these a small volcano of sulphureous fire
issues from the ground through a furnace or funnel
in the shape of a Hindoo altar. On closing the
funnel, the fire is instantly extinguiahed; and by
placing the ear at the aperture, a hollow sound i,
heard, accompanied with a strong current of cold
air, which may be lighted at pleuure by holding
to it any burning substance. The flame is of a
pale, clear colour, without any perceptible I!moke,
and emits a highly sulphureoUl! vapour, which
impedes respiration, unless when the mouth is kept
beneath the level of the furnace. This action on
the lungs gives the Guebres a wan and emaciated
appearance, and oppresses them with a hectic
cough, which strangers also feel while breathing
this insalubrious atmosphere.

For about twomiles in circumference, round the
principal fire, the whole ground, when scraped to
the depth of two or three inches, has the singular
property of being inflamed by a burning coal. In
this case, however, it does not communicate fire
to the adjacent ground: but if the earth is dug
up with a spade, and a torch brought near it, an
extensive but instantaneoUl! conflagration take.
place, in which houses have often been destroyed,
and the lives of the people exposed to imminent
danger.

When the sky is clear and the weather Ilerene,
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the springs in their ebullition do not rise higher
than two or three feet; but in gloomy weather,
and during the prevalence of stormy clouds, the
springs are in a: state of the greatest ebullition, and
the naphtha, which often takes fire spontaneously
at the earth's surface, flows burning in great quan
tities to the sea, which is frequently covered with
it, in a state of flame, to the distance of several
leagues from the shore.

Besides the fires in the temple, there is a large
one which springs from a natural cliff in an open
situation, and which continually burns. The ge
ueral space in which this volcanic fire is most
abundant is somewhat less than a mile in circuit.
It forms a low flat hill, sloping to the sea, the soil
of which is a sandy earth, mixed with stones.
Mr. Forster did not observe any violent eruption
of flame in the country around the Attush Kudda;
but Kinneir informs us, that the whole country
round Badku has at times the appearance of being
enveloped in flames. "It often seems," he adds,
" as if the fire rolled down from the mountains in
large masses, and with incredible velocity; and
during the clear mooushine nights of November
and December, a bright blue light is observed at
times to cover the whole western range. The fire
does not consume; and if a person finds himself
in the middle of it, no warmth is felt."

The inhabitants apply these natural fires to
domestic purposes, by sinking a hollow cane or
merely a tube of paper, about two inches in the
ground, and by blowing upon a burning coal held
near the orifice of the tube, there issues a slight
flame, which neither burns the cane nor the paper.
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By means of these canes or paper tubes, from
which the fire issues, the inhabitants boil the
water ill their coffee-urns, and even cook different
articles of food. The flame is put out by merely
plugging up the orifice. The same tubes are
employed for illuminating houses that are not
paved. The smell of naphtha is of course diffused
through the house;' but after any person is accus
tomed to it, it ceases to be disagreeable. The
inhabitants also employ this natural fire in cal
cining lime. The quantity of naphtha procured
in the plain to the south-east of Badku is enor
mous. It is drawn from wells, some of which
yield from 1000 to 1500lbs. per day; As soon
as these wells are emptied, they fill again till the
naphtha rises to its original level •.

Inflammable gal!es issuing from the earth have
been used both in the old and the new world for
domestic purposes. In the ealt mine of Gottes
gabe, at ltheims, in the county of Fecklenburg,
there is a pit called the Pit of the Wind, from
which a constant current of inflammable gas has
issued for sixty years. M. Roeder, the inspector
of the mines, has used this gas for two years, not
only as a light, but for all the purposes of domestic
economy. In the pits which are not worked, he
collects the gas, and conveys it in tubes to his
house. It burns with a white and brilliant flame,
has a density of about 0.66, and contains traces
of carbonic acid gas and sulphuretted hydrogen t.

Near the village of Fredonia, in Nortb America,
on the shores of Lake Erie, are a number of burn

.. s.,e Foroter's Travels, and Kinneir's~eog.Memoir.
t Edinburgh Juurnal of Science, No. n. p. 183.
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ing springs as they are called. The inflammable
gas which issues from these springs is conveyed in
pipes to the village, which is actually lighted by
themii'.

In the year 1828, a copious spring of inflam
mable gas was discovered in Scotland, in the bed
of a rivulet which crosses the north road between
Glasgow and Edinburgh, a little to the east of the
seventh mile-stone from Glasgow, and only a few
hundred yards from the house of Bedlay. The
gas is said to issue for more than half a mile along
the banks of the rivulet. Dr. Thompson, who has
analysed the gas, saw it issuing only within a
space about fifty yards in length, and about half as
much in breadth. "The emission of gas was
visible in 8 good many places along the declivity
to the rivulet in the immediate neighbourhood of
a small farm-house. The farmer had set the gas
on fire in one place about a yard square, out of
which a great many small jets were issuing. It
had burnt without interruption during five weeks,
and the soil (which was clay) had assumed the
appearance of pounded brick aU around.

" The flame was yellow and strong, and resem
bled 'perfectly the appearance which carburetted/
hydrogen gas or fire damp presents when burnt
in daylight. But the greatest issue of gas was
in the rivulet itself, distant about twenty yards
from the place where the gas was burning. The
rivulet, when I visited the place, was swollen and
muddy, so as to prevent its bottom from being seen.
But the gas issued up through it in one place with
great violence, as if it had been in a state of com-

.. Edinburgh Journal of Science, No. xv. p. ]83•.
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pression under the surface of the earth; and the
thickness of the jet could not be less than two or
three inches in diameter. We set the gas on fire
as it issued through the water. It burnt for some
time with a good deal of splendour; but as the
rivulet was swollen, and rushing along with great
impetuosity, the regularity of the iSllue was neces
tllU'ily disturbed, and the gas was extinguished."
Dr. Thompson found this gas to consist of two
volumes of hydrogen gas, and one volume of va
pour of carbon; and as its specific gravity was
0.555, and as it issues in great abundance, he
remarks that it might be used for filling air-bal
loons. " Were we aSllured," he adds, "that it
would continue to issue in as great abundance as
at present, it might be employed in lighting the
tltreets of Glasgow."'"

A very curious natural phenomenon, called the
Lantern or Natural Lighih0u8e of Maracaybo,
has been witnessed in South America. A bright
light is seen every night on a mountainous and un
inhabited spot on the banks of the river Catatumbo,
near its junction with the Sulia. It is easily dis
tinguished at a greater distance than forty leagues,
and as it is nearly in the meridian of the opening
of the Lake of Maracaybo, navigators are guided
by it as by a lighthouse. This phenomenon 'is
not only seen from the sea-eoast, but also from the
interior of the country-at Merida, for example,
where M. Palacios observed it for two years. Some
persons have ascribed this,remarkable phenomenon
to a thunder-storm, or to electrical explosions

• Edinburgh Journa1 of ~eience, No. I. New Series, p.
71-75.
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which might take place daily in a pass in the
mountains; and it has even been asserted, that
the rolling of thunder is heard by those who ap
proach the spot. Others BUppose it to be an air

. volcano, like those on the Caspian Sea, and that it
is caused by asphaltic soils like those ofMena. It
il more probable, however, that it i& a sort of car
buretted hydrogen, as hydrogen gas is disengaged
from the ground in the same district.·

Grand as the chemical operations are which are
going on in the great laboratory of Nature, and
alarming as their effects appear when they are dill
played in the terrors of the earthquake and the vol
cano, yet they are not more wonderful to the phi
losopher than the minute though analogous opera
tions which are often at work near our own persoDs,
unseen and unheeded. I t is not merely in the
bowels of the earth that highly expansive elements
are imprisoned and restrained, and occasionally
called into tremendous action by the excitation
of heat and other caUBel. Fluids and vapours of a
aimilar character exist in the very gems and pre
cious stones which science has contributed to lux
ury and to the arts.

In examining with the mieroscope the structure
£If mineral bodies, I discovered in the interior of
many of the gems thousands of cavities of various
forms and sizes. Some had the shape of hollow
and regularly formed crystals; others possessed the
most irregular outline, and consisted ofmany cavi
ties and branches united without order, but all com
municating with each other. These cavities some
times occurred singly, but IIlQst frequently in groups

• Humboldc'ts PertlOWl1 Nundive, Vol. iv. p. 254, note.
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forming Itrata of cavities at one time perfectly flat 1
and at another time curved. Several luch Itrata ..,'
were often found in the same Ipecimen, sometimes
parallel to each other, at other times inclined, and
forming aU varieties of angles with the faces of the
original crystal.

These cavities, which occurred in sapp1&ire, chry
sobeTyl, topaz, beryl, quartz, amethyst, peridot,
and other substauces, were sometimes sufficiently
large to be distinctly seen by the naked eye, but
most frequently they were so small as to require a
high magnifying power to be well seen, and often
they were 80 exceedingly minute, that the highest
magnifying powers were unable to exhibit thea
outline.

The greater number ofthese cavities,whether large
or small, contain two new fluids different from any
hitherto known, and possessing remarkable physi
cal properties. These two fluids are in general
perfectly transparent and colourless, and they exist
in the same cavity in actual contact, without mix:
ing together in tile slightest degree. One of them
expands tltirty times more than water, and at a tem
perature of about 80° of Fahrenheit it expands so as
to fill up the vacuity in the cavity. This will be un
derstood from the annexed figure, where ABC D is

Fig. 80.

• ~
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the cavity, m n p 0 the highly expansible fluid in
which at low temperatures there is always a vacuity
V, like an air-bubble in common fluids, and Am n,
Cop, the second fluid occupying the anglesAand C.
When heat such as that of the hand is applied to
the specimen, the vacuity V gradually contracts in
size, and wholly vanishes at a temperature of about
800

, as shown in Fig. 81. The fluids are shaded, as
in these two figures, when they are seen by light
reflected from their surfaces.

Fig. 81.

A_~·''';';;L-

When the cavities are large, as in Fig. 82, com
pared with the quantity of expan!!ible fluid m n p 0,

the heat converts the fluid into vapour, an effect
Fig. 82.
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which is shown by the circular cavity V becoming
larger and larger till it fills the whole space m n 0 p.

When any of these cavities, whether they are
filled with fluid orwith vapour, is allowed to cool, the
vacuity V reappean at a. certai.n temperature. In
the fluid cavities the fluid contracts, and the small
..acuity appean, which grows larger and larger till
it resumes its original size. When the cavities are
large, several small vacuities make their appearance
and gradually unite into one, though they some
times remain separate. In deep cavities a very re
markable phenomenon accompanies the reappear
ance ofthe vacuity. At the instant that the fluid
has acquired the temperature at which it quits
the sides of the cavity,· an effervescence or rapid
ebullition take& place, and the transparent cavity
is for a moment opaque, with an infinite number of
minute vacuities, which instantly unite into one
that goes on enlarging as the temperature dimi
nishes. In the vapour cavities the vapour is
reconverted by the cold into fluid, and the vacuity
V. Fig. 82, gradually contracts till all the vapour
has been precipitated. It is curious to observe, when
a great number of cavities are seen at once in the
field of the microscope, that the vacuities all dis
appear and reappear at the same instant.

While all these changes are going on in the ex
pansive fluid, the other denser fluid at A and C,
Fig. 80, 81, remains unchanged either in its form
or magnitude. On this account I experieD£ed con
siderable difficulty in proving that it was a fluid.
The improbability of two fluids existing in a trans
pareut state in absolute contact, without mixing in
the slightest degree, or acting upon each other.
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~ induced many persons to whom [ showed the phe
nomenon to consider the lines 111 n, op, Fig. 80, 81,.
as a partition in the cavity, or the spaces Am n, 0 p
C, either as filled with solid matter, or as conlers
in to which the expanding fluid. would not penetrate.
The regular curvature, however, of the boundary
line 111 n 0 p, and other facts, rendered these suppo
sitions untenable.

This difficulty was at last entirely removed by
the discovery of a cavity of the form shown in the
annexed figure, where A, B, and C, are three por
tions of the expansible fluid separated by the inter-

Fig. 83.

position of the second fluid DE F. The first por
tion A of the expansible fluid had four vacuities
Y, X, Y, Z, while the other two portions B, C.
had no vacuity. In order to detennine if the va-·
cuities of the portions B, C, had passed over to A.
I took an accurate drawing of the appearances at
a temperature of 50°, as shown in the figure, and
I watched the changes which took place in raising
the temperature to 83". The portion A gradually
expanded itself till it filled up all the four vacuities
Y, X, Y, and Z, but as the vacuities B, C, had no
vacuities, they could expand themselves only by
pushing back the supposed second fluid D E F.
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This effect actually took place. The dense fluid
quitted the side of the cavity at F. The two portionS
B, C, of the expansible fluid instantly united, and
the dense fluid having retreated to the limit m n
fl 0, its other limit advanced to p q T, thus proving
it to be a real fluid. This experiment, which I
have often shown to others, involves one of those
rare combinations of circumstances which nature
sometimes presents to us in order to illustrate her
most mysterious operations. Had the portions
B, C, been accompanied, as is usual, with their
vacuities, the interposed fluid would have remained
immoveable between the two equal and opposite
expansions; but owing to the accidental circum
stance of these vacuities having passed over into
the other branch A of.the cavity, the fluid yielded
to the difference of the expansive forces between
which it lay, and thus exhibited its fluid character
to the eve.

When we examine these cavities narrowly, we
find that they are actually little laboratories, in'

Fig. 84.

.'
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whioh chemical operations are constantly going on,
and beautiful optical phenomena continually dis
playing themselves. Let A B D C, for example, be
the summit of a crystallized cavity in topaz, S S
representing the dense, N N the expansible fluid,
bounded by a circular line abc d, and V V the
vacuity in the new fluid, bounded by the circle e f
9 h. If the face A B D C is placed under a com
pound microscope, so that light may be reflected
at an angle less than that of total reflexion, and if
the observer now looks through the micro8Co~, the
temperature of the room being 50°, he will see the
second fluid S S shining with a very feeble reflected
light, the dense fluid N N with a light perceptibly
brighter, and the vacuity V V with a light of con
siderable brilliancy. The boundaries abc d, ef
9 h, are marked by a well~defined outline, and also
by the concentric coloured rings of thin plate8
produced by the extreme thinness of each of the
fluids at their edges.

If the tempet:ature of the room is raised slowly
to 58°, a brown spot will appear at x ill the centre
of the vacuity V V. This spot indicates the com
mencement of evaporation from the expansible
fluid below, and arises from the partial precipitation
of the vapour in the roof of the cavity. As the
heat increases, the brown spot enlarges and becomes
very dark. It is then succeeded by a white spot,
and one or more coloured rings rise in the centre
of the vacuity. The vapour then seems to form a
drop, and all the rings disappear by retiring to the
centre, but only to reappear with new lustre.
During the application of heat, the circle ef 9 h
contracts and. dilates like the pupil of the eye.

y
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When the vaporization is BO feeble 1Ul to produce
only a single ring of one or two tints of the second
order, they vanish instantly by breathing upon the
crystal; but when the slight heat of the breath
reaches the fluid, it throws off fresh vapour, and
the rings again appear. .

If a drop of ether is put upon the crystal when
the rings are in a state of rapid play, tae cold pro
duced by its evaporation cau8C8 them to disappear,
till the temperature again rilleB. When the tem·
perature is perfectly uniform, the rings are sta·
tioDllry, as shown between V and V in Fig. 84 ; and
it is interesting to observe the first ring produced
by the vapour swelling out to meet the first ring at
the margin of the fluid, and sometimes coming so
near it that the darke&t parts of both form a broad
black band. As the hea:t increases, the vacuity V
V diminishes and disappears at 79°, exhibiting
many curious phenomena, which we have not room
to describe.

Having fallen upon a method of opening the cavi
ties, and.looking at the fluids, I W8ll able to examine
their properties with more attention. When the
expansible fluid first rises from the cavity upon the
_urface of the topaz, it neither remains still like the
fixed oils, nor disappears like evaporable fluids.
Under the influence, DO doubt, ofheat and moisture,
it is in II state of constant motion, now spreading
itlelf on a thin plate over a large surface, and now
contracting itself iuto a deeper and much !eBB ex
tended drop. These contractions and extensions
3re marked by very beautiful optical phenomena.
When the fluid has stretched itself out into a thin
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plate, it cea1lell to reflect light like the thinnCflt part
of the soap-bubble; and when it is again accumu
lated into a thioker drop, it is covered with the co
loured rings of thin plates.

After performing these motions, which some
times last for ten minutes, the -fluid suddenl)'
disappears, and leaves behind it a sort of granular
residue. When examining this with a single mi
croscope, it again started into a fluid state, and
extended and contracted itself as before. This was
owing to the humidity of the hand which held the
microscope, and I have been able to rCfltore by
moisture the fluidity of these grains twenty days
after they were formed from the fluid. This portion
was shown to the Rev. Dr. Fleming, who remarked,
that, had he observed it accidentally, he would
have ascribed its apparent vitality to the movements
of some of the animals of the genus Planarili.

After the cavity has remained open for a day or
two, the dense fluid comCfl out and quickly hardens
into a transparent and yellowish resinous-looking
substance, which absorbs moisture, though with
less avidity than the other. It is not volatilized
by heat, and is insoluble in water and alcohol. It
readily diBBolves, however, with efl'erveAcence in
the sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic acids. The re
sidue of the expansible fluid is volatilized by heat;
and is dissolved, but without effervCflcence, in the
above-mentioned acids. The refractive power of
the dense fluid is about 1.295, and of the expan,;,
sible one 1.] 31.

The particlCfl of the dense fluid have a very
powerful attraction for each other and for the
mineral which contains them, while those of the

~2
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expansible fluid have a very slight attraction for
one another, and also for the substance of the
mineral Hence the two fluids never mix, the.
dense fluid being attracted to the angles of angu"':
lar cavities, or filling the narrow necks by which
two cavities communicate. The expansible fluid,
on the other hand, fills the wide parts of the cavi
ties, and in deep and round cavities it lies above
the dense fluid. .

When the dense fluid occupies the necks which
join two cavities, it performs the singular function
of a fluid valve, opening and shutting itself accord
ing to the expansions or contractiolls of the -other
fluid. The fluid valves thus exhibited in action
may suggest some useful hints to the mechanic
and the philosopher, while they afford ground of
curious speculation in reference to the functions
of animal and vegetable bodies. In the larger
organizations of ordinary animals, where gravity
must in general overpower, or at least modify, the
influence of capillary attraction, such a mechanism
is neither necessary nor appropriate; but, in the
lesser functions of the same animals, and in al most
all the microscopic structures of the lower world,
where the force of gravity is entirely subjected. to
the more powerful energy of capillary forces, it is
extremely probable that the mechanism of immis..,
cible fluids and fluid valves is generally adopted.

In several cavities in minerals I have found crys..,
tallised and other bodies, sometimes transparent
crystals, sometimes black spicular crystals, aml
sometimes black spheres, all of which are moveable
within the cavity. In some cavities the two new
fluids occur in an indurated state, and others I have..
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found to be lined with a powdery matter. This
last class of cavities occurred in topaz, and they
were distinguished from all others by the extraor
dinary beauty and symmetry: of their 'form. One
of these cavities represented a finely ornamented
sceptre, and, what is still more singular, the dif
ferent parts of which it· is composed lay in differ
ent planes.

When the gem which contains the highlyex
pansive fluid is strong, and the cavity not near
the surface, heat may be applied to it without
danger; but in the course of my experiments on
this subject, the mineral has often burst with a
tremendous explosion, and in one case wounded
me on the brow. An accident of the same kind
occurred to a gentleman who put a crystal into
his mouth for the purpose of expanding the fluid.
The specimen burst with great force and cut his
mouth, and the fluid which was discharged from
the cavity had a very disagreeable taste.

In the gems which are peculiarly appropriated
for female ornaments, cavities containing the ex
pansive fluid frequently OCCUl:, and if these cavi
ties should happen to be very near the surface or
the edge of the stone, the fever heat of the body
might be sufficient to burst them with an alarming
and even dangerous explosion. I have never
heard of any such accident having occurred; but
if it has, or if it ever shall occur, and if its natu
rally marvellous character shall be heightened by
any calamitous results, the phenomena described
in the preceding pages will strip it of its wonder.

There are no facts in chemistry more interesting
than those which relate to the changes of colour,
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which are produced by the mixture of iluids, and
to the creation of brilliant colours by the combina.
tion of bodies in which no colouring matter is villi
ble. Feats of this kind are too common and too
generally known to require to be noticed in a work
like this. The art of producing such changes
was known to some of the early impostors, who
endeavoured to obtain a miraculous sanction to their
particular dogmas. Marcos, the head of one of the
sects that wished to engraft paganism upon Chris
tianity, is said to have filled three transparent
glasses with white wine, and while he prayed, the
wine in one of the glusel beeame red like blood,
that in another became purple, and that in the
third sky-blue. Such transformations preaent no
difficulty to the chemist. There are Ileveral fluidtl,
such as some of the coloured juices of plants,
which change their colour rapidly and without any
additioual ingredient: and in other cases, t-here
would be no difficulty in making additions to fluids
which should produce a change of colour at any
xequired instant.

A very remarkable experiment of an analogoUlt
nature has been publicly exhibited in modem
times. Professor Beyruss, who lived at the court
of the Duke of Brunswick, one day pronounced to
his highness that the dress which he wore should
during dinner become red; and the change actu
ally took place, to the altonishment.of the prince
and the rest of his guests. M. Vogel, who hll8
recorded this curious fact, has not divulged the
secret of the German chemist; but he observes,
that if we pour lime-water into the juice of beet
!oot, we shall obtain a colourless liquid; and tha~
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a piece of white cloth dipped in this liquid and
dried rapidly, will in a few hours become red by the
mere contact of air. M. Vogel is also of opinion
that this singular effect would be accelerated ill
au apartment where champagne or other fluid!!
charged with carbonic acid are poured out in

. abullliance.
Among the wonders of chemistry we must num

ber the remarkable effects produced upon the
human frame by the inhalation of paradise or
intoxicating gas, as it has been called. This galJl
is known to chemists by the name of the nitroul!
"ride, or the gaseous oxide {}f azote, or the pro
Ioxide of nitrogen. It differs from atmospheriC'
air only in the proportion of its ingredients, atmo
"'Pheric air being compoBed of twenty-seven parts
of oxygen, and seventy-three of nitrogen, while the
nitrous oxide consists of thirty-seven parts of oxy
gen, and sixty-seven of nitrogen. The most con
venient way of procuring the gas is to expose
nitrate of ammonia in a tubulated glass retort to
the heat of an Argand's lamp between 4-000 and
5000 of Fahrenheit. The salt first melts; bubbles
ef gas begin to rise from the mass, and in a short
time a brisk effervescence takes place, which con
tinues till· all the salt has disappeared. Thepro
ducts of this operation are the nitrous oxide and
water, the watery vapour being condensed in the
neck of the retort, while the gas is received over
water. The gas thus obtained is generally white,.
and hence, when it is to be used for the purposes
of respiration, it shonld remain at least an hour
over water, which will absorb the small quantity
of acid and of nitrate of ammonia which adhere to
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it. A pound of the nitrate of ammonia will in this
way yield five cubic feet of gas fit for the purpose
of inhalation.

It was discovered by Sir Humphry Davy, that
this gas could be safely taken into the lungs, and
that it was capable of supporting respiration for a
few minutes. In making this experiment he was
surprised to find that it produced a singular species
of intoxication, which he thus describes: "I
breathed," says he, "three quarts of oxide from
and into a silk bag for more than half a minute
without previously dOlling my nose or exhausting
my lungs. The first inspiration caused a slight
degree of giddiness. This was succeeded by an
uncommon sense of fulnesB in the head, accompa
nied with loss of distinct sensation and voluntary
power, a feeling analogous to that produced in the
first stage of intoxication, but unattended by plea
surable sensations." In describing the effects of
another experiment, he says, "Having previously
closed my nostrils and exhausted my lungs, 1
breathed four quarts of nitrous oxide from and into
a Bilk bag. The first feelings were similar to those
produced in the last experiment, but in less than
half a minute, the respiration being continued,
they diminished gradually, and were succeeded by
a highly pleasurable thrilling, particularly in the
chest and the extremities.- The objects around me
became dazzling, and my hearing more acute. To
wards the last respiration the thrilling increased,
the sense of muscular power became greater, and
at last an irresistible propensity to action was in
dulged in. I recollect but indistinctly what fol
lowed; I knew that my motions were varied and
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,iolent. These effects very rarely ceased after
respiration. In ten minutes I had recovered my
natural state of mind. The thrilling. in the ex
tremities continued longer than the other sensa
tions. This experiment was made in the morn
ing; no languor or exhaustion was consequent, my
feelings through the day were as usual, and I
passed the night in undisturbed repose."

I n giving an account of another experiment with
this gas, Sir Humphry thus describes his feelings :
" Immediately after my return from a long jour
ney, being fatigued, I respired nine quarts of ni
trous oxide, having been precisely thirty-three days
without breathinp; any. The feelings were differ
ent from those I had experienced on former expe
riments. Mter the first six or seven respirations.
I gradually began to lose the perception of exter
nal things, and a vivid and intense recollection of
some former experiments passed through my
mind, so that I called out, 'What an annoying
concatenation of ideas!' "

Another experiment made by the same distin
guished chemist was attended by still more remark
able results. He was shut up in an air-tight
breathing-box, having a capacity of about nine
and a half cubic feet, and he allowed himself to be
habituated to the excitement of the gas, which was
gradually introduced. Mter having undergone this
operation for an hour and a quarter, during which
eighty quarts of gas were thrown in, he came out
of the box and began to respire twenty quarts of
unmingled nitrous oxide. "A thrilling," says he,
~" extending from the chest to the extremities, was
almost immediately produced. I felt a sense of
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tangible extension, highly pleasurable in every
kind; my visible impretlllions were dazzling and
apparently magnified; I heard distinctly every
lJOuud in the room, and was perfectly aware of my
mtuation. By degrees, lUI the pleasurable sensa
tion increued, I lost all connexion with external
things; traius of vivid visible images rapidly
passed thro~hmy mind, and were connected with
WO:rd1l in such a mallnu as to produce perceptions
perfectly novel. I exiated in a world of newly
eonnected IWd newly modified· ideas. When I was
awakened from this same delirious trance by Dr.
Ki.ke, who took the bag from my mouth, in
tlignatiOD and pride were the first feelings pro
ilnced by the light of the persons about me. My
emotions were enthusiaetic and sublime, and for a
moment I walked round the room, perfectly re
ga:rdleu of what was said to me. As I recovered
my former state of mind, I felt an inclination ta
communicate the discoveries I had made during
the experiment. I endeavoured to recall the ideas ;.
~ were feeble and indistinct. One recollection
of term., however, presented itaelf, and with the
most intense belief and prophetic manner I ex
claimed to Dr. Kinglake, 'NQthing exists but
thoughts j the universe is composed of impres
Ilions, ideas, pleasures, and pains!' "

These remarkable properties induced several
persons to repeat the experiment of breathing this
exhilarating medicine. Its effects were, as might
have been expected, various in different indivi
duals; but its general effect was to produce in the
gra~est ~nd most pllleg:matic the highest degrce of
A~hilaratIon and happmcBll, unaecompanied witll
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languor 01' depression. In some it created an
irresistible disposition to laugh, and in others a
propensity to muscular exertion. In some it im
paired the intellectual functions, and in several it
had no sensible effect, even when it was breathed
in the purest state, and in considerable quantities.
It would be an inquiry of no slight interest to
ascertain the influence of this gas over persons of
various bodily temperaments, and upon minds
varying in their intellectual and moral character.

Although Sir Humphry Davy experienced no
unpleaBlint effects from the inhll1ation of the nitrous
oxide, yet such effects are undoubtedly produced;
and there is reuon to believe that even permanent
changes in the constitution mtly be induced by
the operation of this remarkable stimultmt. Two
very interesting cases of this kind presented them
Belves to Professor Silliman, of Yale College, when
the nitrous oxide was administered to some of his
pupils. The students had been in the habit, for
IlCveral years, of preparing this gas, and adminis
tering it to one another, and these two cases were
the only remarkable ones which de.erved to be
recorded. We shall describe them in Profe8llOr
Silliman's own words :-

" A gentleman, about nineteen years of age, of
a B1inguine temperament, and cheerful tempel',
and in the most perfect health, inhaled the usual
quantity of the nitrous oxide, when prepared in
the ordinary manner. Immediately hilt feelings
were uncommonly elevated. so that, as he ex
pressed it, he could not refrain from dancing and
shouting. Indeed to such a degree was he excited~

that he was thrown into a frightful fit of delirium~
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and his exertions became so violent, that after a
while he sunk to the earth exhausted, and there
remained, until having by quiet in BOme degree
recovered his strength, he again arOBe, only to
renew the most convulsive muscular efforts, and
the most piercing screams and cries j. within a
few moments, overpowered by the intensity of the
paroxysm, he again fell to the ground, apparently
8enseless, and panting vehemently. The long
continuance and violence of the affection alarmed
his companions, and they ran for professional
assistance. They were, however, encouraged by
the person to whom they applied to hope that he
would come out of his trance without injury j but
for the space of two hours these symptoms con
tinued j he was perfectly unconscious of what he
was doing, and was in every respect like a maniac.
He states, however, that his feelings vibrated be
tween perfect happiness and the most consummate
misery. In' the course of the !lfternoon, and after
the first violent effects had subsided, he was com
pelled to lie down two or three times from excessive
fatigue, although he was immediately aroused upon
anyone's entering-the room. The effects remained
in a degree for three or four days, accompanied
by a hoarseness, which he attributed to the exer
tion made while under the immediate influence of
the gas. This case should produce a degree of
caution, especially in persons of a sanguine tem
perament, whom, much more frequently than
others, we have seen painfully, and. even alarm
ingly affected."

The other case described by Professor Silliman
was that of a man of mature age, and of a grave
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and respectable character. "For nearly two years
previous to his taking the gas, his health had
been very delicate, and his mind frequently gloomy
and depressed. This was peculiarly the case for
a few days immediately preceding that tima; and
his general state of health was such, that he was
obliged almost entirely to discontinue his studies,
and was about to have recourse to medical assist
ance. In this state of bodily and mental debility,
he inspired about three quarts of nitrous oxide.
The consequences were, an astonishing invigora
tion of his whole system, and the most exquisite
perceptions of delight. These were manifested by
an uncommon disposition for pleasantry and mirth,
and by extraordinary muscular power. The effects
of the gas were felt without diminution for at least
thirty hours, and in a greater or less degree for
more than a week.

" But the most remarkable effect was that upon
the organs of taste. Antecedently to taking the
gas, he exhibited no peculiar ch<1ice in the articles
of food, but immediately subsequent to that event,
he manifested a taste for such things only as were
sweet, and for several days ate nothing but sweet
cake. Indeed this singular taste was carried to
such excess, that he used sugar and molasses, not
ooly upon his bread and butter, a,nd lighter food,
but upon his meat and vegetables. This he con
tinues to do even at the present time; and although
eight weeks have elapsed since he inspired the gas,
he is still found pouring molasses over beef, fish.,
poultry, potatees, cabbage, or whatever animal or
'1:egetable food is placed before him.

" His healtl~. and spirits llince that time have
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been uniformly good, and he attributes the resto
ration of his strength and mental energy to the
influence of the nitrous oxide. He is entirely
regular in his mind, and now experiences no un
common exhilaration, but is habitually cheerful,
while before he was as habitually grave, and even
to a degree gloomy."

Such is a brief and a general account of the
principal phenomena of Nature, and the most re
markable deductions of science, to which the nlllTle
of Natural Magic has been applied. If thOllC who
have not hitherto sought for instruction and amuse~

ment in the study of the material1'lorld, shall have
found a portion of either in the preceding pages,
they will not fail to extend their inquiries to other
popular departments of science, even if they are
less marked with the attributes of the marvellous.
In every region of space, from the infinitely dis
tant recesses of the heavens to the " dark unfa
thomed caves of ocean," the Almighty has erected
monuments of miraculous grandeur, which pro
claim the power, the wisdom, ·and the beneficence
of their author. The inscriptions which they bear
-the hand-writing which shines upon their walls
-appeal to the understanding and to the affec-
tions, and demand the admiration and the gratitude
of every rational being. To remain willingly igno
rant of these revelations of the Divine Power is a
crime next to that of rejecting the revelation of
the Divine Will. Knowledge, indeed, is at once
the handmaid and the companion of true religion.
They mutually adorn and support each other; and
beyond the immediate circle of our secular duties,
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they are the only objects of rational ambition.
While the calm deductions of reason regulate the
ardour of Christian zeal, the warmth of a holy
enthusiasm gives a fixed brightness to the glim
mering lights of knowledge.

It is one of the darkest spots in the history of
man, that these noble gifts have been so seldom
combined. In the young mind alone can the two
kindred seeds be effectually sown; and among
the improvements which Borne of our public insti
tutions require, we yet hope to witness a Dational
system of instruction, in which the volumes of
Nature and of Revelation shall be simultaneously
perused.

D. BREWSTER.

AUERLY, April 24t1l, 1832.

THE END.
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